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Autobiographical Sequences\fn{by Hamad bin Muḥammad bin Jumah bin Rajab bin Muhammad bin Sa‘id al-Murghabi aka
Tippu Tip (1837-1905)} Zanzibar, Tanzania (M) 7
1\fn{This is not a chapter heading, but the first of only seven extended sequences preserved by Dr. Heinrich Brode from Hamad bin
Muhammad’s autobiography (as translated by H. Havelock from Brode’s German edition, in which European language it first appeared), in
the exact words of its author—the remainder being a paraphrase of the Swahili original. I have isolated these sections, and they appear
below; the bracketed numbers at the end of each sequence refer to Havelock’s 254-page English translation, which he made from the
German in 1907. I have introduced some slight subdivisions in his text, indicated by [*], in the interests of clarity; but of course I have
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neither added or subtracted any of the text itself, though I have attempted to dissect it into its compnent thought-units, for easier
comprehension. (The original English is, for the most part, in massive paragraphs.):H }

We went and took him\fn{Sultan Nsama of Itahua} such and such garments as a present. He was then a very old
man, between eighty-six and ninety. He said to his attendants:
“Carry me, so that I may show them the ivory.”
Then he was carried on their shoulders, and showed us a very great stock of ivory in the storehouses.
Thereupon I said to him:
“Sultan, will you not give us two tusks?”
Then he suddenly began to abuse me, and we could see that all the goods we had given the fellow were a dead
loss. To the other Sultans we gave but few goods, and they used to give us each two or three tusks, while this man,
to whom we had given a large present, abused me.
We took our leave and went to our camp. The next morning he sent us a messenger to summon us. We were to
go into his city; all Arabs were sent for. People were to come with us, too, to carry away the ivory. But he held his
soldiers in readiness in great numbers, and we knew nothing of it.
We went to the number of twenty, and took ten of our slaves with us. When we got there I, who was walking in
front, was hit by three arrows—two hit me fairly, the other more slightly. A young man named Said bin Sef el
Maaanri was also wounded by a well-aimed arrow, and two slaves were wounded by arrows, and died at once.
But we had our guns at the ready, loaded with bullets and biggish shot, and they were standing in separate
groups. At a shot they fell like birds. When our guns began to crackle 200 people fell at once; others were
trampled down, and so died. They hurriedly took to flight.
Within an hour over 1,000 fell. On our side only the two slaves and we two were wounded, and the town was
really very large. So they were routed and fled. They took their Sultan with them.
At last, by two o’clock, there was not a soul left in the city, except blind people and such as had had their noses
or arms cut off, for he was very cruel. If one of his people committed any offence, he used to put out his eyes, or
cut off his nose or an arm.
We took these to our camp, and found our folks uninjured and in good condition, goods and all. Thereupon we
went back to the city.
*
Towards evening the enemy came in bands and surrounded the city. Some said, “We will break in in the night
and slay them”; others, “We will try to break in towards morning.”
They had come in great masses, even the Sultan’s sons, who lived at some distance—all had come except those
who lived very far off. But I was wounded by the arrows which had struck me. I called Bushir bin Hahib el Wardi,
my uncle, and said to him:
“What do you think about it? Choose out the best men who are not afraid.”
And he got together some fifty or sixty of the best guns, and gave the men coarse shot, and they loaded the
guns with shot and bullets. But the others, when they saw themselves so strong, and found that we were only few
men, took courage: they lighted fires, and beat their drum, and smoked hemp and tobacco. Then I and Bushir bin
Habib gave orders, and said to them:
“Ten guns are to go to each door, for they will not see us because of their fire. Then shoot, and when you have
fired off your guns come back.”
And they went, ten guns to the appointed door. When they came near the guns crackled, and on every side they
fired off their charge at once, so that the Shensis said:
“Perhaps they have pulled down the boma.”\fn{Fortification stockade, which surrounded many of these towns:H}
Then the men came back. Suddenly we heard the Shensis calling to each other, then they lay down where they
stood.
*
The next morning, about a quarter to seven, our men went out, and saw that about 600 Shensis had fallen, and
the weapons—spears, arrows, bows, drums, and axes—which they had thrown away were not to be counted. They
had stood in groups, you see.
We waited a short time. When it was two o’clock the Shensis advanced on us in great crowds. However, they
were already frightened. We let them come close to the boma, then our people charged; and not seven minutes had
passed when they took to flight, and 150 men had fallen, while we had been lucky—only two men fell. And they
were pursued a space of over two hours, then our people came back.
Finally, on the third day even more of them came than on any of the previous days, and they came quite close
to the boma. Our people charged, and routed the enemy, over 250 of whom were killed, and they were pursued a
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long distance. Not till seven hours afterwards did our men come back. On our side only three men were killed and
four wounded.
After that day they did not come back again, and there was no one there who claimed the ivory in the town.
And we were in fear, for the country was large and the inhabitants many. And from the capital it was a quick four
days’ march with loads to Urungu, by the way we had come. And we remained in the city, in great fear, until I had
recovered from those arrow wounds.
*
When I was well I called together my men, freeborn and slaves, and said to them:
“What do you advise me to do?” But no one answered me. Then I said to them:
“I have determined to march out and look for them, for for many days we have not known where they lie.”
Then spake Bushir bin Habib el Wardi:
“I will go; it is not good for you to march, for you are not strong enough yet.”
And he left twenty guns behind; he set off with all the rest. Even the people that had no guns—some 500 men
—he took with him. About seven o’clock they started, and we waited till about five o’clock, when they had not
yet come back, nor had we heard anything of them. And we were greatly afraid.
At last, towards sunset, we heard the ngoma sound from beyond the mountain, and they fired guns, and gave
vent to a shout of joy. Then they came themselves. (31-34)
2
The towns of the country were astonishingly large and their number boundless. Their business is to weave
viramba.
They build their towns in such a way that there is a row of houses here and another row there, like the rows of
clove-trees. In the middle there remains a vacant space, which is some 40 ells wide, or perhaps more, and the
number of the houses is fifty here and fifty there.
n the middle they build a remarkably big house with a barasa, in which all the craftsmen assemble to weave
viramba. One may walk in a town for six, seven, or eight hours. All their towns are built in the same way: a row
of houses here, and another row there, and in the middle the work barasa.
So we marched about the land of Irande, and however long we waited and inquired for trade in ivory, there was
nothing but viramba. And in this country they knew nothing of freeborn men, nor at that time did they know of
guns.
The Warua went into this country and brought fish there to purchase viramba, and if they saw ivory they at
once obtained it at a low price; only there was no ivory. And the Warua had no guns; they had only bows and
arrows as weapons; guns they did not know. They asked if the guns we had were mituwangu, which means
“rammers.” We said “Yes,” and they thought they were rammers.
So we journeyed until we came to Sultan Rumba. There was no ivory; their trade was just this viramba. And
every town was enormously big; every town was a whole country. So we passed through ever so many districts
till we came to Sultan Sangwa, at Mkasuma; only there he is called Mfisonge.
*
There are no native Sultans in these countries, but people come there from far away, who give goods and make
payments to those who own the lands; and these set up such an one as Sultan for a period of two years. As soon as
one has established himself, another comes from far off in the same way, builds himself a house in the forest, and
pays goods, stuffs, slaves, goats, beads, and vegetable oil until he who reigned before him has finished his two
years and retires. Then the other steps in—such is the custom there—and receives the produce of two years.
And likewise in those regions, when anyone dies who is in debt and cannot pay, they do not bury him; or if he
is buried, those who have buried him must pay. He is taken into the forest, and they hang him upon the fork of a
tree. Below they place his hoe or his axe or a basket at the place where the dead man is hung up. If anyone comes
who has a claim on him, he is told:
“If you will have what is yours from yonder debtor, take his axe or his hoe.”
Such is the nature of their laws and customs.
*
And as we marched they committed many acts of violence against us and robbed us; but we put up with it, for
they acted as if we had no weapons, as if we carried rammers. So we marched until one day we found a Shensi
who could speak Kirua tolerably. He asked us:
“What is really your desire?” We answered him:
“We are looking for ivory.” Then he said:
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“If you want ivory, cross the Lomami, and go to Koto; there is much ivory there. Or go to Utetera, to Sultan
Kassongo Rushie, the son of Mapunga. That is not at all far from here. There is plenty of ivory there.
“This Kassongo Rushie is very old, and had two sisters, named Kina Daramumba and Kitoto. And a long time
ago, as we have heard from our parents, there was a great Sultan in Uraa named Kumambe. His second name was
Rungu Kabare. He was very powerful, and ruled all Urua as far as Mtoa, and he made war upon all the Manyema
lands and the lands on the far side of the Lomami. He came also to Utetera, and carried off the two sisters, Kina
Daramumba and Kitoto. They are of the race of the Wana wa Mapunga. There there is very much ivory.
“And two roads lead thither. One passes through Nsara, and the Sultan is called after the country, Mwinyi
Nsara. By this road you will come across Kasongo Rushie, who is on good terms with the people of Nsara. On the
second road you will come to Mkahuja.
“The people there are among the opponents of Kassongo Rushie—the people from Nsara and Nguo and
Kihumbe and Isiwa, and Mkatwa and Msangwe—in short, more than twenty countries with great Sultans, not
counting a number of small Sultans—all these have banded themselves together to fight against Utetera.
“And the inhabitants of Utetera are very numerous, but rather stupid. When they are attacked they. become
terrified. Every time they were attacked they were beaten, and that has made them still more cowardly.”
I wrote down all the stories which that Shensi told me.
*
We went on and marched until we came to a place where we saw that our people had halted; the road branched
off there. And they asked us:
“Where do you want to go?” We said to them:
“We are going to Kassongo Rushie at Utetera.” They replied:
“That is this way—take it!”
We marched further and bivouacked in villages. In the morning we started off again. When it was twelve
o'clock we came to towns of another kind. The inhabited places succeeded one another; they were not built like
those we had come from. They were built as in Urua—large towns and many in number. One could see how one
town joined another, for the country is very open. We remained twelve days, and it rained during that time. They
brought us very much ivory, and it was cheap. For two vivangwa and a red coral and a garment you got 2 or 3
frasilas of ivory.\fn{1 frasila = 35 pounds} The tusks had no value. You gave as much as you wanted to give and then
said:
“Off with you quickly!”
*
When twelve days were past ivory became scarce. Then came a Shensi who could speak Kirua very well. He
was a great rogue, and was called Pange Bondo. He brought about four tusks and begged for my friendship. I said:
“Well, you are my friend.” Then he said to me:
“I have been Sultan in this country, and we have the following rule: Out of those who are born in the
sovereignty one line always comes to power. When one line retires the other takes its place—and so on, each line
in its turn. Each remains in power for two or three years, and then withdraws without contention. Then another
succeeds.”
Pange Bondo, however, refused to retire when his time was out, and they made war, and the Sultan whose turn
it was next was beaten. They deposed him and chose another Sultan. And they said to him:
“You will not get the sovereignty again, even when the Sultans who now precede you have finished their time,
nor will your children ever succeed, for you have offended against our Constitution.”
Then he knew he would not rule again. When it came to his turn another succeeded to the throne.
*
When we saw that trade fell off and no more ivory was forthcoming, we determined to go to Utetera. The
Shensis of Mkahuja said to us:
“You must not go to Utetera before having been to Kirenibwe.”
In the morning we started and proceeded to the frontier of Mkahuja. When we reached that frontier the Sultan
came in the afternoon with about 400 men. They asked us:
“Where are you going ?” I answered them:
“To Utetera.” Then the Sultan said:
“Give me presents, then we will grant you the permission.”
We gave him some twenty garments and ten garments to his men and about 2 frasilas of beads. He said:
“It is well.” Just then people came from Kirembwe and said to us:
“You must come to Kirembwe; you must not go to Utetera. The Watetera, you know, are subject to us; we have
often marched out and defeated them. But now we will fight against them, you and we, and the ivory we will give
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to you; the women we will take ourselves.” But we said to them:
“We will only go to Kassongo at Utetera.”
*
We waited till the afternoon, then four Shensis arrived, who came from TJtetera; they had marched through the
forest and came to our camping-place. They asked:
“Where is Tippoo Tib?” Then they were brought to me, and I asked them:
“What do you want?” They replied:
“Kassongo Rushie sends us. He begs that you will come to him. There is much ivory there; what you have
bought comes from us.” Then I said to them:
“It is well. Utetera, you must know, is my home. Kassongo is my grandfather.” They asked:
“How so?” I told them:
“Ages ago there was in Urua a Sultan, Rungu Kabare Kumambe, who made war on all countries, and amongst
others came against Utetera. There he took captive two women, Kina Daramumba and Kitoto, and took them with
him to Urua. There my grandfather, Habib bin Bushur el Wardi, my mother’s father, who had also come to Urua,
met them, and he bought one of the women and made her his wife. In this way my mother was born. When I was
born she said to me:
“‘In my own country I am a great Princess, and there is very much ivory there. And our elder brother is called
Kassongo Rushie Mwana Mapunga.’
“Then I determined to come, and fought with everyone who came in my way, with the object of reaching my
home.”
These men were seven in number: four left us on the spot and three remained with us in fear, and we concealed
them. In the night the drum was beaten, and the Shensis said:
“Tomorrow there will he war.”
*
In the morning came that Sultan of Mkahuja with 400 of his people. The place where we had made our camp
was surrounded by towns; they were all large places.
We had all of us slung our guns about us, and had small shot and bullets ready. Then two tusks of ivory were
brought us while we were engaged in fastening up our loads and packing our tents. The tribesmen who were with
me said:
“You go on with the guns; we who are behind will conclude the bargain.” But I said to them:
“That will not do; these Shensis have been beating the war-drum all night, and the people we have with us, the
Watetera, say that we shall quite certainly be attacked, and the principal chief of Kirembwe, named Kingoigoi, has
barred our way; therefore, it is better to conclude the bargain while we are all together.”
So we proceeded to conclude the bargain, and while doing so we were surrounded by a great crowd of Shensis;
the Sultan and his people were in the middle of it. But we had said to our men:
“No guns are to be fired unless someone is attacked, for these folks believe our guns to be rammers; it is better
that they should continue to think so.”
Suddenly we heard the report of two guns, and at the same time came two of our Wanyamwezi who had been
hit by arrows. Directly afterwards we saw the Shensis flinging spears at us. Then we attacked them. (80-87)
3
At the end of another month Stanley appeared one afternoon.
I bade him welcome, and we allotted him a house. Next morning we visited him and he showed us a gun and
said:
“With this gun you can fire fifteen shots at a time.”
But we knew nothing of a fifteen-shot gun; we had neither heard of such a thing nor seen one. I asked him:
“From one barrel?” And he replied:
“They come out of one barrel.” Then I said to him:
“Fire it off, that we may see.” But he said:
“I will sooner pay twenty or thirty dollars than fire off a single cartridge.” Then I thought in my heart:
“He is lying. That is a rifle with one barrel, and the second thing, there must be the ramrod. How can the
bullets come one after another out of the one barrel?” And I told him in turn:
“On the Lomami is a bow on which you place twenty arrows, and when you shoot it off the whole twenty fly at
once, and every arrow strikes a man.”
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Then he rose at once, went outside and fired twelve shots. He also seized a pistol and let off six shots. After
this he came back and seated himself on the barasa.
We were mightily astonished. I begged him
“Show me how you load.” Then he showed me.' (107-108)
4
I attacked the Shensis, and took their boats and goats from them. Every day I got six or seven canoes, and any
number of goats.
But the inhabitants are very well trained in making off with their boats. They have also war-drums, called mingungu. The first town beats them, then the second follows suit, and every town that hears the signal passes it on.
Thus one may travel for two months without finding any people in the townships. You only see goats, for there
are very many of them, and they cannot get away.
And most of the boats are small, and one does not easily get them unless the occupants hear bullets flying
about their ears or are actually hit by them. Then they plunge into the waer and leave the boats behind them. (121122)
5
Hereupon Stanley summoned his men and said to them:
“Hamed bin Muhammed will turn back at this point. But do you make ready. The day after tomorrow we shall
start.” Then the men answered him:
“If Hamed bin Muhammed turns back, we shall all turn back. We are not going into unknown regions. We engaged on the coast for two years, and now it is two years and a half. If Hamed bin Muhammed turns back, we
shall certainly turn back too.”
And all the men persisted obstinately that they would not go further.
Then Stanley became very mournful; even his food was no longer tasteful to him, and he was on the point of
weeping. In the evening he came to me and said:
“My whole labour is lost if these men turn back. Then I too must turn back, and my toil has been in vain, Help
me now, I implore you.” I said to him:
“God willing I will help you under all circumstances!”
*
I lay down to sleep, and next morning visited and asked:
“What have you decided?” He /replied:
“I have ccided nothing, and I don’t know what I am to do.” Then I said to him.:
“Well now, follow my advice. Assemble all your people, then call me and speak to me with harsh words, and
say:
“‘If you go back all my people will turn back. They cannot do otherwise. Now, my work is for the State, and
that is no other than Seyyid Burghash. If my people turn back, I must turn back too. Then I shall tell the Sultan
that it was Hamed bin Muhammed who made my further journey impossible. Then the State will confiscate your
goods.’ When you have said that it is well, then I shall speak.”
Then I went away.
In the afternoon he sent for me and called together his people, and spoke to me in presence of his men in harsh
words, as I had prompted him. Thereupon I said to them:
“You have heard Stanley’s words; now get you on your way and depart. Whoever follows me I will kill; for
you would plunge me in ruin and my property would be confiscated by the Government. Then I should be as good
dead. My toil during many years would be in vain. Should I not certainly perish here? If you follow me, I will kill
you.”
Thereupon I withdrew and they went their way.
*
Towards evening came Stanley’s people, and their leaders said to me:
“Our time with this European is over; we positively must turn back.” I said to them:
“Your words are idle—march on.” Then said they:
“Do you wish us to perish?” I answered them:
“As it is with him so it will be with you. If you are lost you will be lost together.” Then they said:
“This European is a churl. He gives us nothing without putting it down—not even clothes does he give us; not
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a single loin-cloth does he give.” I said to them:
“Let that be my care. I will give you as much as you want. Only go on.” Then they answered me:
“What, then, are we to do? We are now afraid of you, because of the words you have spoken. But with this Eu ropean we have nothing to do. Our time was up more than six months ago.” But I said to them:
“Your words are idle. Do as I tell you.” (123-125)
6
We determined to declare war and smite the Sultan of Uvinza, Kasanura.
He had settled on a river. There are five or six ditches there—half on one side and the other half on the other.
His town is laid out exactly in the middle. It was strongly fortified and surrounded by a moat.
Behind the first entrenchment a second was built, and inside long tree-trunks were planted. The intervening.
space between the entrenchments was filled up with sand, so that no bullets could penetrate. Towers with loop holes were also built. There was no point open to attack.
But we did not know that the city was like that, and sent out men to attack it.
They marched there, and passed the first and the second and the third ditch. The water rose to their belts or a
trifle higher. When they advanced towards the boma the Wavinza in it remained quiet, but when they came quite
near they were fired on with small shot, and the enemy sallied out and they were driven back, and many were
killed. We asked those that came back:
“How are things there?” They replied:
“We have come back again, though you could hardly have hoped for it. The rest have all fallen.”
They came back in twos and threes, and by the evening forty-six men were missing who had fallen. Their guns
were lost, and some even that escaped had thrown theirs away, to the number of thirty.
*
We waited two days, and on the third I determined to start—ourselves, and our belongings, and our wives. We
marched as far as the river and there pitched our tents.
Next morning we passed the ditches, and they sallied out, and it came to a furious encounter between us, and
they fell back to their fastness.
Next day we crossed with our packs and our followers, and traversed all three ditches. Then we pitched our
tents, but our camp had no entrenchment. They sallied out several times, but we drove them back, and they fled to
their boma. Each time several men fell, both on their side and on our side. So we remained for several days, but
their borna was not to be got at on account of its many defences. And they sent out men secretly to beg support of
Mirambo, but he refused, saying:
“Hamed bin Muhammed is my friend. I cannot help you.” And he informed me of this.
So a month and a half passed by, and the struggle became still more furious, but there was no getting at their
boma. Muhammed bin Khalfan said to me:
“Shall we not go into the moat and fight with them?” I answered him:
“You understand nothing of war. You have never fought. He who goes into the moat does not come out again.
It becomes his grave, and the attack is foiled.”
*
And I had a number of workmen with me —carpenters—to whom I said:
“Make planks ready for me, but they must be of heavy wood.”
They went away and sent across ten boats, which were very large and of heavy timber. They dragged them to
the spot and broke them up. So we got long planks.
These planks we nailed together and made wheels underneath. Then we took this framework to the ditch and
set up other planks on the top, so that those in the towers should not see the men inside the structure, and when
they fired the bullets would only penetrate the wood a little way, but no men would be hurt.
And we felled trees also to strengthen the structure.
When we had done we went inside—we and the best of our slaves. While we were inside the men dragged the
machine forwards, for it went on wheels. We had made loopholes in it also.
The enemy came out and endeavoured to get at us, but could not.
So at last we came down into the moat. Then tree-trunks were brought to build the boma still higher. The structure stood firm, and we worked till late in the night. When we were higher than their boma, no one could leave
their boma any more.
And inside the houses were built of grass. We set them alight during the night, and, the people fled out of the
town, and many were killed and some taken prisoners, and we set up another Sultan.
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After a month Jameson appeared and announced that the Major had been shot. His murderer was Senga, who,
however, had escaped. Some other men too had fled, and about ten loads were missing.
“But,” he went on, “all the rest of the loads we have got together under guard at a place where there are
townships near at hand, and all the rest of the people are there. And now I have come to ask you to accompany
me.”
That meant myself and the Belgians. We asked him:
“Why did Senga shoot the Major?” He replied:
“Because he forbade him to get up a ngoma. And his wanyampara\fn{Overseers of the caravan} said:
“‘This ngoma is for joy at our starting. Is it right for us to be mournful, as at a funeral?’
“Then one evening between eight and nine the wives of Senga were singing, when the Major suddenly came
and made passes with a spear at one of them. When her husband saw that, he fired at him. That is the reason.”
After four days they brought Senga and his wives and children in irons. I handed them over to the Belgians, and
they asked him:
“Why did you shoot the Major?” He replied in the same way as Jameson had told us. They said:
“If anyone set you on, say so, for you will be executed anyhow.” But he replied:
“No one set me on; nor was there any other reason than what I have told you.”
Then the Belgians called me and Jameson, told us what Senga had said, and gave him up to Jameson. The
latter ordered his execution.
“But his belongings,” he said, “are not implicated or to blame.”
So our slave Senga was shot. Jameson begged me to accompany him, but the Belgians said:
“Hamid bin Muhammed must not go away. He is here in the service of the State, and we are under him, so how
can he go away? It is in his agreement that he should give you men, but not that he is to go with you himself.”
Then Jameson promised to pay 50,000 to 60,000 dollars, offering to pay it out of his own money if they would
not give it in Europe. But the Belgians answered him:
“If you want Hamed bin Muhammed, go to Banana and telegraph. If he gets leave to conduct you, you can
afterwards agree on his salary.” (208-210)
190.1 An Unusual Girlhood\fn{by Genda Mislay Lohi (1850s-

)}

Mbulu, Northern Tanzania (F) 2

That day, I went to the stream to fetch water as usual; it was very early in the morning. I was crying and
thinking what life would have been like if my mother had been alive. I was only a little girl, able to fetch water
and do some household chores. As I stood by the stream crying, with gourds in my hands, a stranger came and
asked:
“You little girl, what is your father’s name?”
“Mislay Lohi.”
“And your mother, whose daughter is she?”
“She died, long time.”
“Where is your father?”
“He has gone to Gorowaland.”
“Leave the gourds and come with me.”
I followed him. It was very early in the morning; the sun had just risen. We walked until we reached his home.
He asked me to sit outside while he went into the house. I heard him talking to his wife. Then he came out with an
empty bag, folded and rolled on the lower end of his stick. He put his stick on his shoulder and said
“Let’s go.”
We went—he walked ahead and I followed him. We walked until we got to Kitolay slope\fn{ Rift Valley
Escarpment}, then we went down Kitolay to the land of Manda\fn{ Mbugwe}. The sun was overhead and it was very
hot. I was very hungry and tired. My throat felt dry. We met an old man herding his cattle. When the old man saw
me he asked the stranger,
“Can you please give me this child?”
“No,” the stranger said, “this child belongs to someone.”
We left, and a few steps down the path we met with a group of [Mbugwe] youths who had just come out of
their initiation ceremony. When they saw me they said:
“This little girl is going to be my wife.”
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“No, she’s mine.”
“No, mine.”
The other youths responded: “She belongs to none of us, so let none of us get her,” and they all raised their
spears ready to strike.
I looked up at all of them. All around me spears were raised—I was terrified. The stranger, realizing that I was
in grave danger, told them,
“Wait, wait young men, this child belongs to that old man, don’t kill her please.” He then called out to the old
man:
“Mzee!\fn{Honorable one} Mzee! Your child is being killed, come quick!” The old man came rushing.
“Young men, what’s wrong, don’t kill my child!” he said.
Seeing the old man from their tribe, the young men lowered their spears and walked away. The old man took
my hand and said,
“Come my child, let me take you home.”
I was gready relieved. We all three walked to the old man's house. His wife, an elderly woman, received me
with a lot of joy. She took me into the house while the old man and the stranger remained outside. I heard them
murmuring and later the old man came into the house with the stranger’s empty bag and filled it with white millet.
I was given some fresh milk to drink but vomited all of it. Then porridge was prepared and I took some and lay
down exhausted. Then I fell sick. Having not eaten for a long time, it took time for my body to start accepting
food. The elderly woman who I now called my mother fed me with ugali\fn{Maize porridge} cooked with
ghee\fn{Clarified butter}. It helped soften my stomach.
I lived with the elderly couple until I grew into a big girl. They had a son, Tundu, who was big and strong.
Every season the stranger would come, talk to the old man, and be given a bag of white millet. He would tell
me that I was his niece and he was my maternal uncle. He had probably told the old man the same lie. On one of
the visits—which turned out to be the last—he asked me if I would go back with him to Iraqwland.
I didn’t like the idea. My new parents did not like the idea either. In fact they were very unhappy. I thought I
had to find a way of telling him off. I thought of that day when he found me near the stream and took me to his
house. I was very hungry. He didn’t give me food; if they had metimani he could have asked me to take a raw
maize cob from the shamba\fn{Garden plot} in front of their house, or even a migagi\fn{Maize stem}, but he didn't.
What kind of man was this? Where was he going to take me? These questions went through my mind and I made
up my mind not to go with him. So I confronted him with questions.
“If you really are my uncle, can you tell me my mother’s name? What is her mother’s name? And where does
her clan and her family live?”
The “uncle” could answer only the first question because he remembered it from our encounter at the stream
that first day, years ago. The rest of the questions he could not answer. It then became obvious that he was not my
uncle, and the old man refused his taking me. That was the last I saw of him.
Years passed and I became betrothed and married to a man called Matkayko Migengi from a rich family with
big herds of cattle, goats, and sheep. My day began immediately after the first cock-crow, with grinding millet for
morning ugali and cooking the morning meal, followed by cleaning the cow-shed, which took me to ten o’clock.
Then came the grinding of millet for the afternoon meal and cooking the meal itself. And when the sun was
beginning to move past overhead, I had to go back to grinding millet for the evening meal. Before the sun went
down, the goats and sheep return from grazing. Anything that had not been said before that time could not be said
and heard until the cries had died down. It was difficult to hear each other amid the noise of cows, goats, sheep,
and their young ones. My major duty at this time was to direct each young to its mother. This activity lasted until
after darkness fell. Then I started cooking the evening meal.
After the meal everyone went to bed. I stayed behind to put the dishes and utensils away. I would usually be
the last to go to bed. All this work took place in the main house—my in-laws’ house. My husband and I slept in
our little house a few steps away from the main house. He would normally wait for me until I was about to finish,
then proceed to bed and I joined him a short while later. This life went on for a month. Then one day I realized
that every time one of my bead-strings broke, I had to put it away because I had no time to mend it. Slowly all my
bead-strings were breaking, one after the other, and I had no time to mend them.
Then one day I thought it could not go on like that; I needed to do something about it. I decided to go back to
my “parents.”
It was full moon and the skies were clear and bright. I decided this was the day to run away. So after everyone
had retired to bed and my husband had gone ahead to our little house I put away everything and walked out. My
in-laws thought I had gone to bed. My husband thought I was still in the main house. I rolled my cloth around my
waist and walked away quietly, then started running. I ran all the way home, knocked, and when they saw me,
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they inquired what was wrong. I told them everything and said that I had run away and was not going back.
The next day my father-in-law came. Traditionally the father-in-law was not allowed to talk directly to his
daughter-in-law, so I was telling them to say that I was not going back. I did not go back. My father-in-law left
and my parents had to return the dowry.
After some time\fn{Two seasons later} I married a man called Gitew. Our marriage was short-lived because my
husband died. Then I heard that my father had returned to Iraqwland from Fyomiland where he had been since I
was a child. I went back to Iraqwland to meet him. He had remarried and their child had just died. They were
therefore in metimani\fn{A type of quarentine} and could not allow me into their house. My father took me back to
my uncle’s house where I had lived and had used to fetch water as a little girl. I stayed there until the period of
metimani was over, then went to live with my father and stepmother.
I married Bea and we had six children, three boys and three girls. Gwaydumi, my eldest son, was killed by the
Maasai, who burned our house and took all the cattle. Massay, my third born, was at the age of paying tax when
the Germans came to our land. He worked as a messenger for the Germans and later, after the war between the
Germans and the British, he was taken by the Germans to carry their baggage as they were leaving the land. After
two days’ travel towards the land of Irangi, Massay and another young man escaped the Germans and returned
home. He settled in this area that is now called Dareda. And that is where we have lived up to now.
17.164 Excerpt from The Story Of Miqdad And Mayasa\fn{by Saidi Abdallah Masudi el Buhry (before c.1850Pemba Island, Tanzania (M) 17

)}

1\fn{This author is the grandfather of Hamedi Abdallah bin Said el-Buhriy (c.1850-1928); but how far back in the 19 th century—or
perhaps how late in the 18th century—I could not discover. See volume six of the Dictionary of African Biography:H}
… Aswad was a merchant, he was very rich and he was much given to traveling on business. At the end of his
life his riches were scattered; he retained nothing, but lost all.
So Miqdad received nothing from his father and was too poor to get himself a wife. But he had an uncle called
Sir Turad, and he went to live with him and herded goats.
His other uncle was called Sir Jabir and he had a daughter, Mayasa. Mayasa was beautiful, her face was fair
and round and she was as brave as she was lovely. She was beautiful to look at, her face was round and her eyes
shone as though enhanced by kohl. Her nose stood out like a steel sword and when she spoke her breath smelt of
musk.
The report of her grace and beauty traveled afar and it spread among the tribesmen. They heard that Jabir’s
daughter was of unmatched beauty and they heard, too, of her valour.
The Arabs gathered with countless riches, bringing silver and gold. The sultans took the road with their wealth
and even Sufiyan said,
“I must marry her.”
When they arrived they found the girl wearing a headdress riding up and down the plain brandishing a sword.
She was singing fiercely,
“Who wants a wedding? I want to see the one who will marry me.”
The suitors who had come looked at Mayasa on her horse and they went to Jabir. And they said to Jabir,
“We have come to you in peace. We have immense wealth and we have come to ask for a marriage. All of us
have come to ask for the hand of your daughter Mayasa. Now give her to the one that you accept.” Jabir answered
them,
“Listen gentlemen, concerning what you say. My daughter is abnormal. She makes it a requirement that the
man who wants her must be ready for death; so she has told me. He must fight with her; those are her terms and
the man who defeats her is the one she will marry.”
*
Now Mayasa was circling the plain with her sword and whoever approached her, might never return. As she
rode she sang,
“Where are the champions who want a wedding? Anyone who wants the ceremony must take me by storm; it
is useless to go to my father, for I will not accept.” Jabir went back where his daughter was and he addressed her,
saying,
“My daughter, there are come men, gentlemen of wealth, and their reason for coming is to ask for your hand.”
Mayasa replied,
“I do not want a rich man nor a master chosen for me. I will have none of them. The husband that I want, I tell
you, my father, must fight with me and if he defeats me I will marry him. But him who will not meet me in the
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field, do not try to marry to me for I will not have him.” Jabir went back and gave her answer to the assembled
people and they were all amazed.
*
Now I will tell you one by one the names of those who had come, so that you may know them. Of the chiefs of
the Qureish who had come to Jabir the first was Amir ibn Omar, with his two sons who accompanied him, one
called Hasan and the other Jeish ibn Amir Qureishi. Both of these were suitors who had come to offer marriage.
The second of the tribesmen who had come was called Abu Jahl with his only son, called Ahram, a fine boy
full of courage.
The third was Sufyan and his son Hamtan; when he entered the fight he would not run away.
The fourth was Khalid and his son Suleman; when they started they did not draw back, but showed their
courage.
*
Their purpose was a marriage and they had brought their wealth but they were not willing to press their suit in
battle. Jabir said,
“My daughter, men have come to me loaded with wealth and clothes to wear. They have come to ask your
hand in marriage.” The girl answered her father,
“I will not have a man who buys me with wealth, he must seek me in battle.”
Jabir went back and told the answer to the Arabs who were there and they were all very angry, for they were
champions. They saddled their horses and put on their armour and went to take Mayasa by force. When the girl
Mayasa saw them she mounted her horse and went out on to the plain with her spear and her sword and her shield
of defence and she sang a challenge. She shouted at them saying,
“Come! Let my husband take me, I am ready for him.”
They fell on her with their swords and Mayasa withstood them, pressing them closely. The suitors were
overthrown and Mayasa killed some and some ran away.
2
In that country there was the young orphan called Miqdad. He was poor and of little account, and he herded
goats, cattle and camels. One day he went out to pasture his goats and when he came to the plain he saw people
there. He saw important people on the plain and many of them were dead and he was shocked. This sight gave
him a shock and he went to tell his mother. The name of his mother was Tamima and it is wise to mention it so
that you may know it. Miqdad said,
“I have come back today, Mother, because I have seen a battle and people killed. I have seen men with their
weapons ready, so I came back with the goats to tell you about it. I ask you who are these people on the plain with
their weapons in their hands?” His mother answered,
“These are gentlemen who have come to ask for the hand of Mayasa. And Mayasa will not be married to a rich
man, but only to a swordsman who can match her courage.” Miqdad replied,
“Let me go and try. I will marry her, I will defeat her and wed her.” His mother retorted,
“Do not talk like that, Miqdad. Look at these splendid men and the wealth that they have brought. The wealth
that they have brought has all been refused and they have been killed; you will only bring trouble on yourself.
How are you, a poor herdsman, to do this? You have not the means to keep a wife. You have no armour, how do
you intend to go to ask for Mayasa and to fight for her?”
Her son was not satisfied and was still set on his purpose and he boasted of his valour. 78 Then he said,
“Mother, this goatherd is not too weak to attack. This goatherd, do not call him a slave nor a place-seeker
because he has no wealth..”
*
Then Miqdad left for the fight. He went to his Uncle Turad and said to him,
“Uncle, give me a horse and lend me armour: I want to go out against Mayasa.” His uncle said,
“You will not be able to fight, for you are still a boy, and you have not learnt the art of war.” Miqdad said,
“Do not be sorry for me; but lend me this horse and tomorrow I will bring it back to you.” So he saddled a
horse and he gave it him and he armed him and he came before Mayasa, who was on the plain.
*
In the morning he attacked the suitors who had come, and when the sun was high they all ran away from him.
He went in among them and he scattered the suitors, cutting them down and killing them. All who saw him were
much amazed at his fighting and his swordplay:
“What man is this who fights so? We have never seen anyone like him. He must be a spirit or the son of a jinn
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or a devil or an angel.” When Mayasa saw how Miqdad was doing, she said,
“This is the one that I want, he is the man to marry me.” When Mayasa saw him, she said, “This is my
husband,” and she went up to him alone. She asked him,
“Whose son are you who have come to the fight? What is your name?”
And Miqdad spoke. Miqdad asked her,
“Tell me who you are, who have come to the fight? Do not fear to come up to me.” Mayasa declared,
“I am the daughter of Jabir and I am fierce and what I do is plain to see. Everyone who comes here throws
away his life; when I turn my sword against him he cannot resist it.”
*
When she gave this answer Miqdad was enraged and they fell upon each other in battle. They attacked each
other fiercely with hard blows and their fight went on for a long time. As they fought they had not seen each
other; but he wanted to see her and know what she looked like. Miqdad wanted to know her face by sight and
tried hard to do so. But the lady did her best not to be seen; she did not want him to look upon her face.
So Miqdad did his best to see her and Mayasa strove not to be seen. Miqdad fought with all his might, he
lunged at her and struck her with the haft of his spear. He struck her with the haft and her headdress fell to the
ground and he saw the girl and looked her in the face. When he gazed upon her he sang her praises:
“What a dazzlingly beautiful person I see!”
When he had finished singing, they joined swords, their wrath driving them with the fury that was in them.
Mayasa was furious at his seeing her face and would have thrown herself away, not caring if she was lost. But
when Miqdad saw the woman’s wrath his heart turned over and was filled with love. He fought gently with her as
his love grew and Mayasa said,
“Listen to me, Miqdad.” Mayasa said to Miqdad,
“Tell me, are you asleep or awake? If you are sick, I will take away your sickness, because you have tom off
the headdress that I was wearing. Do not think that I am joking. I will disgrace you, I am of noble birth and well
known. How many are the champions whom I have made to drink brine? And where will you go when you want
to run away?”
*
When she had spoken their spears and swords came together and the fight went on. It was blow for blow as
they used spear and sword, and their muscles stood out as they rode. IEach strained to show the other his valour;
but Miqdad was confused by his love.
When Mayasa saw how Miqdad was fighting and how he wielded his sword, she knew that he was a hero.
When Jabir saw that Mayasa had had enough, he came gently to her and said to his daughter,
“Do you know the name of him with whom you are fighting?” Mayasa said,
“I do not know; I think he is a Bedu.” Her father answered her,
“He is a gentleman and related to you, for you have the same grandfather.” Mayasa said,
“My father, even without a marriage portion, he must be my husband; my condition is fulfilled.” Her father
replied,
“Wealthy men have come and you accepted none of them, you refused them all. Sultans came, even Sufian,
and you insulted them and refused them all. 124 This is a penniless orphan, who has not even a slave to draw
water for you.'” Mayasa retorted,
“I do not want a rich man, I want a husband of valour and courage. Tell your gentry to go back and take their
wealth with them. This, I tell you, is the husband that I want.”
*
Her father went back with her answer and told the Arabs that his daughter refused them. And when they heard
the answer, that there was to be no wedding, they all took their wealth and went away. Then Jabir collected his
family and said,
“Give me the best advice that you can. Mayasa will not accept a man of property; she wants a useless pauper.”
His brothers answered,
“Miqdad is a boy\fn{I.e., he has neither married nor fathered a child:H } and he has neither property nor sense. There is
no sense in the man, and if you do marry her to him he will become conceited; but if you refuse to let him marry
Mayasa, the quarrel will go on and there will be perpetual trouble. So our advice is to tell him that you want a
dowry of enormous size, and he will not be able to produce it. He will not be able to raise it, and if he goes to look
for it, he may be captured or lost. If you follow the advice that we give you will have your daughter again, for
Mayasa will get over it.”
Jabir said, “That is true,” and immediately he sent a man to summon him to come before them at once. The
man went to call him and found him and he accompanied him and when he came they said to him,
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“If you want to marry Mayasa, we shall be delighted, we are all in favour. If you can do what is necessary, we
shall certainly marry her to you.” Miqdad asked them,
“Tell me what you want. Tell me what you require of me and I will obtain the wealth for the marriage.” His
uncle Turad ibn Annan said,
“Miqdad, a devil has crazed you. How can you immediately agree to a sum, when you do not know how much
will be required of you?” Miqdad answered his uncle,
“The dowry of his daughter—let him name it and I will bring it. I will give it to him and I will give it to him
lavishly; I will add more to it; he will have to give me Mayasa for my wedded wife.”
*
Jabir said, “Let us detail the property and the bride-price, and do not be angry when I tell you. First I want
good well-bred camels, four hundred of them, and they must have good paces; and fifty baggage camels loaded
with ambergris, musk and camphor; and seven hundred silk Somali shawls and two hundred head-dresses; and
two hundred frasila of sandalwood.” Miqdad consented to bring him all of it.
“Then you must bring a hundred black horses as the price of Mayasa, and fifty slave girls. Then you must
bring a quantity of gold.” Miqdad answered,
“I will bring you all of it.” Miqdad said,
“Have no doubt, Jabir; do not hide from me anything you want.” Jabir replied,
“I want no more. I have told you all that I need.” His Uncle Turad thought it was too much and he said,
“Miqdad, you are out of your mind. You will never find the amount demanded of you: even if you sell yourself
it will not be enough.” Miqdad replied:
“Uncle Turad, I will do my best, and the sum will be made up; I will do my best, so she shall be my wife, and
the wife of none other but myself. Do not trouble yourself about the quantity, I will bring everything that they
have told me. When I take my sword and quarter this country, I shall not fail to collect the total amount.” When
they had finished, Miqdad said,
“Listen all of you to what I am going to say. I understand that when a marriage is arranged, the man who is to
be the bridegroom is given a ring to wear. The bride’s father gives the ring as proof of his consent.”
Jabir took a ring and Miqdad received it. When he had taken the ring he put it on his finger and they all took
leave of him and Jabir said,
“Miqdad, my son, go and seek for these things and in three months be here again, I tell you. At the end of three
months, if someone comes and asks for her hand, we shall give Mayasa to him.”
Miqdad consented.
3
Miqdad went out and saddled his horse and went with his one slave. The name of his servant was Khamisi the
slave, and they journeyed for seven days.
When the eighth day came there was no food nor had they a drop of water left. Miqdad was so weary that he
could go no further because of thirst, and he said to his servant,
“Khamisi, do you know of good water?” And his slave said,
“There is water that would serve.” Khamisi said,
“There is here drinking water. No one can drink it because there is a jinn on guard. There under the hill is
excellent water, sweet as honey.” And Miqdad said to him,
“Khamisi, let us part company, I will go and drink the water and if I die, go and give my greetings to Mayasa.”
*
He left his slave there and went carefully until he came to the water. There a jinn appeared to him, a devilish
spirit, with fire coming from his mouth, when he used his terrible voice. The spirit spoke and said to Miqdad,
“Return home, go back, or you will be lost.” Miqdad said,
“Accursed jinn, if you knew me well you would not say that.”
The jinn shook himself and collected his strength and he breathed out bright flames of fire. But Miqdad had a
secret spell, the praise of the Chosen, and he called it out to him.
“O Mohamed, son of Abdallah, blessing and peace be upon him, the Prophet of Arabia.” When he had called
this out, the jinn screamed saying,
“My whole body is on fire.” When Miqdad saw that the jinn had gone away, he called his slave Khamisi who
came to him. They met and went to drink the water and Miqdad said:
“We will rest today and in a day or two we will go on.”
*
They rested there, and in the night, when they were lying down, Miqdad heard the sound of animals. It was the
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sound of animals and many people talking, and Miqdad looked and saw a lot of camels. He saw soldiers mounted
on their beasts; there were many of them, about five hundred. Their leader’s name was Luhan and he had a golden
throne on which he sat. They were carrying goods on horses and camels, and there before the hill they stopped
and camped.
With Luhan came a young man and his new bride whom he had captured on the way. The young man was
bound with fetters and chains and this he had done to him so as to take his wife. He intended to kill him and to
take his wife and marry her himself; and the husband was weeping.
When Miqdad saw that the young man was bound, his heart was filled with pity.
*
In the night the sultan called his slave, and when he came he said to him, “Go at once to my beast and take
down my wine”; and the slave went to fetch it, and came with his personal animal. Then there was an orgy and
drink overcame them. For they all drank and ate and smoked bhang until they were intoxicated. The sultan said
drunkenly,
“Tomorrow I will kill the boy and take his wife.”
Miqdad heard that in the morning the sultan was going to kill this boy. Miqdad made light of it and he went
quietly until he came near to them and he called a greeting to them. This poor young man was called Qais and his
wife was called Anasa and Miqdad went to them. He took them both up the hill and he removed the fetters from
his legs. And he asked them what they would like,
“Tell me what you want and I will do it for you.” Qais said,
“You can kill him; it would be better for him to be out of this world. The man who took me by guile and
cunning tied me with rope and bound me with fetters.” Miqdad replied,
“Very well, my friend; you may be happy about what you have said to me. Be cheerful.”
*
So in the morning he went out against them with a shout and he came near to them. He called to them as they
lay and shouted at them,
“Wake up and look at me, a lion has attacked you.” He shouted and sang and called,
“Sheikh Luhan, come out! Come out! Drunkenness will not serve you.”
The sleepers came out and mounted their beasts and took their spears, their swords and their shields. They
drew their swords and ranged over the plain, saying,
“Where is he who is challenging the chief? How can he speak evil before the master? If we find him, he will
prove to be mad. He has done wrong, he has deliberately killed himself.” Miqdad appeared and answered the
fools,
“What are you saying? You and your master Luhan are accursed. Come out and fight and you will all be
killed.”
When he answered, they were angry and they began to fight with Miqdad alone. He threw himself among them
with a shout and a cry, and at this time he killed fifty men.
The sultan was amazed when he saw his valour, and he put on his armour and took his spear. He put on his
armour and his headdress on his head and he mounted his well-trained warhorse. Luhan said,
“I am the king, I am the breaker of walls, valour is with me.” Miqdad replied with equal violence and gave him
his answer,
“Luhan, my enemy, if you do not recognize me, I am the lion, I am the leopard. Look to yourself. If you are
not convinced look up the hill; I took those two young people in the night. I came and took them and I removed
their fetters, while you wanted to kill him and take her.”
Luhan looked where they had been and saw that they were not there. It was true he had taken them. Luhan
said,
“Whose son are you? What is your name? Tell it to me.” He said,
“I am Miqdad, son of Aswad and today you have no escape; I know that you are lost.” Luhan said,
“I have heard of you; it is you who wanted to marry and the lady refused you. And you ended up as a murderer
of my fellow-sultans. When you have nothing to marry on, how do you expect to be married? You killed men of
breeding for no reason whatever; but you did not raise the money to make up the bride-price. You wanted to have
Mayasa without paying the price, and without considering that you were not worthy of her. Here now today is
your fate. You have nowhere to go; your day is come. I have been searching everywhere for you; now I have
found you, you cannot escape.”
When he had finished, Miqdad attacked, and the fight started with no further talk. The fight began and they
were locked together; they could not be seen for dust. The battle went on without either giving way; but after a
time Miqdad took him. He seized Luhan and threw him from his horse and sat on his head and held him fast. He
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took him by the beard and pulled it hard, he seized his chin and cut his throat and finished him off. He cut off his
head with his knife and took it to Qais and set it down before him.
On the death of their leader the remaining troops all ran away as fast as they could. When they had run off,
Miqdad collected their goods and divided them and Qais took his share.
*
When he had given them their portion, Miqdad took leave of them and they went away. He accompanied them
for some distance and then returned. He stayed for three days with his property and goods and on the fourth he
saw many people in the road. There was a great number of people carrying money, horse loads and camel loads.
Miqdad hurried down the hill and came to the company, which was four hundred men. This company had three
leaders and they were carrying immense wealth. When Miqdad saw them, he shouted and proclaimed,
“Soldiers, do you want to escape? If you want to go home, abandon the property that is in your hands or you
will be lost. If you say we will not leave it, we will not abandon our property, know that death has come to you.”
On hearing this, shouting and raging, the company replied. They said to Miqdad,
“Go back, go away; these are lords; they are not people to treat lightly. These people are blessed. They have
the water of paradise. They are the family of the Confessor, Mohamed the Good.” Miqdad said,
“Well, tell me their names and whence they come, that I may know them.” The company replied,
“We will tell you the first. His name is Hamza and he is the lion of the Lord God. In his own country there is
none greater. He is the champion; and we will tell you the second. His name is Abbas. He too is a fierce lion. Do
not underrate him, he is full of valour. And the third, we tell you, is the roaring lion. And they are cousins. Now
you know them. Tell us your name and whence you come. Tell us who you are so that we may talk.” He answered
the soldiers, saying,
“I am Miqdad ibn el Aswad el Kindy. When my father died, I inherited nothing and I lived alone in poverty.”
The Hashimites were sorry for him when he said this, and they said,
“How is it that you are so poor that you were perishing?”
Miqdad told them everything in detail. Miqdad said,
“I was set a bride-price for Mayasa, daughter of Jabir, whom 1 wanted to marry. Her father was unwilling and
set me a large sum and 1 gave him my word to bring it to him. Now I have not yet got it, but I am looking for it
and the time set is approaching.” Hamza answered him,
“I should like you to detail the things demanded of you, so that I may understand.”
He listed the bride-price set to him by Jabir from beginning to end, so that all was clear. When the Arabs who
were there heard the sum, they were amazed at what they were told. They brought out food and they ate bread,
and after a while Abbas called his slave and said to him,
“Loose the camels and give them to this man to take as a present from me.” These camels you see are one
hundred and twenty loaded with all sorts of goods. The Lion also came out and made him a present of one
hundred and eighty camels.
Miqdad gave thanks to Almighty God and then to them for their generosity. Then they took leave of each other
and went on their way and Miqdad went some way with them and then came back.
*
When he came to his camp he saw a company passing and he followed it, shouting aloud. He came upon them
like a hawk and when the men of the company heard him they paused to wait for him. He came quickly upon
them with shouts and cries and took from them all their property.
All together they did their best to cut him down or capture him; but they could not close with him. They fought
manfully; but he killed the first and threw down the second and captured the third. He caught the fourth and the
fifth and the sixth; all together he dealt with fifty. And those who were left all ran away, throwing down their
goods, and Miqdad took them.
So he stayed there with his property, lying in wait to take the goods of passers-by. The reputation of Miqdad
spread over the country, that there is a dreadful man, behaving like a lion. This reputation spread until it reached
Qisr a town with a governor, who was told about it.
“The road is no longer passable because upon it there is a young man who seizes the goods of anyone he sees
passing. He has closed the land and no trade passes.”
The Sultan of Qisr was very angry. He detailed picked soldiers and those appointed were five hundred men.
They came before the sultan and he said to them,
“Go and take him and come back with him at once. If you can reach him cut off his head; but if he will come
with you bring him bound.” The soldiers replied,
“Very good, sir. We will bring you the head of Miqdad.” So they set out to go to Miqdad and when they
reached him Miqdad was waiting.
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When Miqdad saw the soldiers coming to him he left the place where he was and turned his horse against
them. He went for these newcomers with a cry. Miqdad shouted at them,
“Have you come to take me and to bind me with rope. You are mistaken and your master too. If you don’t
know me, I am the terrible horseman, I am the remover of evil, I am the doer of deeds. I am the great robber, I am
the killer, I am the wild lion, I have closed the land. If you do not believe me, you will come to ruin for I will not
leave one remaining. Draw your weapons to save your lives and escape safely home or you will be lost.”
*
When he had addressed them, the soldiers fell upon him with spear and sword. They went into battle flashing
with their swords and not long after they met, a hundred men were dead. Those who were left all ran off until they
came home and they said to the sultan,
“We have gone and returned, we have seen Miqdad like a lion roaring at us. When we reached him he came
out alone and treated us as though we were women wearing veils. Sir, he does not stop when he has killed; those
whom he attacks he charges on horseback all at once. When he strikes you with his sword, you cannot parry it; all
that you can see is the flash and it is through you.” The king was angry at their report.
“How can you talk so disgracefully of a single man.” He called for more yet braver soldiers, and when they
came the ruler said to them,
“Go, there is a young man in the country, when you come to him, kill him and bring me his head.”
The soldiers went with horns and trumpets and Miqdad was watching for them when they came in sight. When
Miqdad saw them, he came upon them saying,
“You will not return home again.”
He cut down these men and took their weapons and there were few left to run away. They went to the king and
gave him their report.
“Miqdad we tell you, sir, is a man. O king, our master, send no more. If they go, not one will return; he is a
mighty man.”
Their words angered the sultan and he brought out another thousand men, a thousand picked men proud of
their reputation, bold and fearless in battle. When the force arrived he was on the hill and he came down to meet
the force. They came; they met. There was no asking of names; he fell on them and they on him. They surrounded
him with swords and spears; but in a short time he held them off and killed hundreds.
When they saw this their hearts sank, fear took hold of them, and they wanted to run away; but the picked men,
the best swordsmen, braced themselves, and a hundred of them surrounded him like a ring on a finger; but after a
while they were worn out. In their peril they went to their emir to ask his advice.
“This is the state of the battle and here we all are. Tell us what you think is best.” The emir said
“What you say is true, I am ready to do what you want.”
They attacked him with all their force, brandishing their spears and he saw that they were coming on with
vigour. Miqdad threw himself into the battle fearless of death, killing and slaughtering right and left. The battle
raged and he cut in two halves everyone who passed. The battle increased with shouts and cries and you could not
recognize the man next to you for the dust that was raised. 32.8 He turned to the right and dealt with two hundred.
He came to the left and did the same. On this day the number given to me of men of note, whom he killed, is four
hundred.
The survivors all ran away; but their emir refused to flee. He fought manfully, alone with Miqdad, forward and
back. He gave an opening and Miqdad took it; but he hit him with the flat,\fn{ Of the blade of his sword:H} because he
did not want to kill him. Miqdad’s intention was to take him prisoner, so he used his skill. He hit him and dazed
him and seized him; he rushed at him and threw him from his horse and bound him with rope. He fettered him
fiercely and painfully, and said,
“You must come to my place, for yours has rejected you.”
4
When he went to his food he called him and they ate together. He did not disgrace him, for he saw that he was
a brave man. When they had had enough, they talked and the emir made a proposal to Miqdad. He said to
Miqdad,
“Why do you, who are as brave as a lion, demean yourself with highway robbery? You plunder goods and kill
people. Now that we are alone you can speak plainly; for I am not inexperienced in battle; do not despise me
because you have taken me prisoner. I have sacked many towns and killed many brave men. No one has defeated
me, but against you I could not prevail. Tell me the reason that made you leave home and abandon your family.”
Miqdad answered and said to the emir,
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“At home, I tell you, is the daughter of Jabir, whom I wanted to marry. When I went to ask for her, Jabir talked
stupidly and set me a huge sum.”
He told him the whole story and, when he heard and understood all, the emir said,
“Miqdad, release me. I want you to release me and take me with you to go with you to the king. If we two go
together and he sees what a man you are, he will load you with wealth and make up the sum.”
Miqdad did not consent to the emir’s request.
5
Now I will tell you about those who ran away.
When they came to the town they went to the sultan and told him of the battle and of the capture of the emir.
When he heard the story of the capture of the emir, the Sultan of Qisr was much vexed. The sultan began to curse
the soldiers,
“How could you wretched creatures run away? How does this man fight? How does he wield his sword? How
does he use it when he is one alone? How does this man fight so that you all ran away and he took all your
weapons?”
The sultan called his vizier who was a clever man and a great speaker. He spoke well and intelligently and men
of note listened to him. The sultan said to him,
“Go home, Vizier, fetch your weapons, arm yourself and go where that young man is. Go and talk to him and
encourage him to come to me. I want to see him.” The vizier said, “Very good, sir, I will bring him to the town,”
and he left and went to him. When he arrived, he addressed him, saying,
“I have come to you, Miqdad, with peaceful intent. I am the vizier of the Sultan of Qisr. I have not come as an
enemy, but to take you. My master the sultan has thought much about you and wants to see you. All that you are
trying to obtain in the country you will receive in full and more will be added.” Miqdad boasted to the vizier.
“I am no coward as you know yourself. I have no hesitation; if he wants me, I want him.”
*
So they started together on their way. When they came to the court and saw the sultan sitting on his throne, he
got up to greet them. When the sultan saw his might he was dismayed, his courage turned to water.
“Truly this is a champion.”
The Sultan of Qisr asked him about himself and he told him everything from beginning to end. Then Miqdad
sang the praise of Qisr and all its virtues. When he had praised him, the noble sultan presented him with ten
thousand dinars. When he had given him the dinars, the sultan said,
“Tell me, Miqdad, why did you close the roads? And take to robbing and scatter the people and rob them of
their goods and kill many of them?” The sultan said,
“What is your reason for staying in the country?” And Miqdad spoke, he said that his reason was Mayasa.
“I went to ask for her hand and was set a great sum, I am seeking for it and when I see a passer-by I follow him
and do not let him go until I have his property.” The sultan replied,
“My friend, I should like to try you and see your valour. I will give you other men and you may fight with
them and I shall be there to see and watch you.” Miqdad replied,
“I will not refuse what you want; but let us have a clear agreement. My terms are that you bring me these men
with their arms and armour. They are to be a thousand, brave warriors, skilled in wielding the sword and
accustomed to battle. If they defeat me you will immediately give them all my property and if I beat them I take
their weapons. I take their weapons and their horses.” The sultan said,
“Very well the agreement is concluded.”
The sultan sent his vizier and he called the soldiers and a thousand appeared, and the sultan addressed them.
The sultan said to them,
“Go out against this man, you may have his property if you show your valour.” Miqdad went back to the sultan
and spoke earnestly to him.
“Among the soldiers that you have brought I do not see one fighting man. If you have others you had better
bring them to me. They are not braced for battle, they are all overcome with terror and if I go out against them
they will all run away. If I go to them and kill your men, the battle in your presence will, I think, be very tame.
Those whom you have selected do not know how to wield a sword, the man whom I took prisoner is good enough
for them.” The sultan said, “Bring him to me,” and Miqdad consented and went and fetched him.
*
The emir came back with him and Qisr greeted him and asked him his news, and he told him everything. And
he added,
“Listen, Sultan. I have never seen a fighter like this. I have fought many battles and many men have I killed;
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but here I met my match. I could not budge him.” The sultan replied,
“I will try him. I will see him fight and how he acts when he is in action.” Miqdad said,
“I will not object to what you want, but, sir, listen to what I say.” Miqdad said to the king,
“Your people have no heart for the fight and I will prove it. I want you to give me some ochre and white
cloth.”
The sultan gave it to him and Miqdad took it. He pounded the ochre and mixed it with water and before it dried
he took the mixture and put it on the butt of his spear. Then he went out into the plain against them. They attacked
him with their weapons in earnest and not in play; but he received no wound and parried them all. So when they
were gone he came to the sultan and all saw the rags smeared with ochre. When the king and all of them saw the
marks on the rags he called them chicken-hearted.
“You shameless cowards. Hit them, Miqdad, I don’t want to look at them. Now kill them properly, they are not
men of action, take their property and their weapons too.”
Miqdad was pleased and with a shout he went to the slaughter and killed many of them. When the emir of the
country saw the damage, he went to Sultan Qisr and said,
“I told you, sir, that he was unbeatable and you did not believe me, now you have seen for yourself.”
*
In their town they had their own champion who was their ideal. He was called Paswiha and he was brave but
corrupt. He came out with a shout to Miqdad. He came to him with guile, pretending friendship and praising his
valour until he was near to him. When he was close to him and pretending to be friendly, he struck him with his
sword and it pierced him.
Miqdad leapt up and dragged him from his horse and threw him to the ground and made him prisoner. He went
and took him to the sultan who said,
“Why bring him here? Slaughter them and finish them, do not bring them here, do not give them to me. I do
not want to see them.” Miqdad cut them down and did not leave one of them to come from the fight and the sultan
spoke, and called his vizier and said to him,
“Go at once with Miqdad to the treasury. When you arrive, unlock it, and give him everything he asks for.”
The vizier went with him to the inner room and Miqdad told him Jabir’s conditions. He fulfilled the conditions
and loaded him with wealth and added more. 1 do not know how much.
6
So he started his journey back to Jabir; but suddenly he saw his slave appear. His slave Khamisi was on his
horse and his face was worried and dismayed. When he had recovered his breath, Khamisi greeted him and asked
leave to speak and he told his master:
“When you left the vizier, I was doing my duty, when I saw soldiers coming to me. When they reached me
they asked no questions; they demanded the goods and they have taken them all.” Miqdad said,
“Let us leave Qisr and follow them until we see them.”
*
So they set out. He searched for them, tracking them on the road that they had passed, and when he caught up
with them, Khamisi said,
“I see men and horses: there are many men and they are sitting resting.”
Miqdad went away with the immediate intention of riding on to wait ahead of them. He waited for them on the
way and when they came close to him, he said,
“Tell me whence you come and where these goods are going and where is your own home, for you are in
trouble. If you wish to save all your lives, drop your weapons and all my property.” They answered together,
“Do not talk nonsense, you are just one little person and we are a thousand fighting men. Come, let us go on.
Do not ask for our goods; they are going home with us. You are being silly.”
He leapt from his horse and jumped to the ground and left and right he dealt with a hundred men. In the
company there was one man who recognized Miqdad when he saw him. He said to his fellows,
“I recognize this hero. He had better be given his property or he will kill us. Let us leave it without defending it
and go on our way. Even if we all attack him, he will kill us.”
His companions refused to let him have the goods, they would not agree to this and they all fell upon him.
Miqdad boasted,
“I am the great warrior and I will take all goods and your swords.”
Miqdad attacked with rage and fury. I do not know the number, but there were a great many lost. He took all
their arms including their bows and they threw away their property and he captured that too. He went back
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through the town with all his property and the booty that he had taken.
*
He returned to Qisr to give the sultan a full account of all that had happened to him. The sultan’s vizier and the
people of the town said,
“What sort of man is this who is so valiant, one man alone to fight a whole company? Why not give him an
important position?” And the sultan said to him,
“My gallant friend, I want the booty that you have taken. Give it to me.” So he let him have it.
*
Miqdad stayed there in that country without any trouble until one day the vizier came to Qisr and told him,
“I will give you useful advice. You have your man-eating lion. Let us tell him to go to it and perhaps he will be
eaten.”
This extraordinary lion was ornamented with gold and decorated with strings of pearls. 450 This lion ate no
wild animals; but it ate a person every day. 451 The sultan said to Miqdad,
“In the town there is a lion that troubles us by eating people. I want you to rid us of it by going and killing it.”
Miqdad said,
“Very good, sir. Tell me where this lion lives and I will go there.” So he went to look at it.
When it saw him, the great lion rose up and roared and growled and Miqdad was amazed. The lion sprang to
seize him; but Miqdad’s sword came out and caught it, and when he had killed the lion he dragged it out of the
way and he boasted of his valour. The sultan said, “Take its ornaments yourself,” and Miqdad took a great deal of
wealth.
The first part of it was the cage that the lion had had and it was ornamented with gold and jewels. On its neck
it had a very long golden chain worth two hundred thousand. Then the sultan said,
“My dear friend, I will deny you nothing; tell me what you would like me to do for you. Anything you like or
that you want from me, do not hesitate to tell me what you would like.” Miqdad replied,
“I want you to take off your crown. I ask you to give it to me.”
And Qisr took it off. The king took it off and put it on him with his own hand; but the vizier was angry at his
being given the crown.
The vizier was angry and he frowned when he saw Sultan Qisr. The sultan asked him,
“What is wrong, vizier? Are you troubled by a jinn or are you sick?” The vizier said,
“I am not at all pleased and I had rather be dead than alive. How could you give to your guest the crown from
your head? You put it on him and he is wearing it. If you give him presents because of his position, we have no
objection and no one is angry. 469 But when he goes home he will tell his people, I killed these people and I took
the crown. I am angry because I think it is disgraceful to give high rank to a complete stranger.”
*
When Qisr heard what the vizier said he was vexed and he went to Miqdad. Miqdad saw the sultan coming
with an angry expression and a frown on his face. Miqdad was surprised and he asked the king what had angered
him. He asked Qisr,
“Has some wicked man come? Tell me what has happened to you. Tell me, do not hide it from me, never mind
what it is. I am your sincere friend. You know my plans; when I marry Mayasa I want to bring her here to live.”
The sultan said,
“When you reach home, do not fail to write to me and let me know how you are.” After they had made their
farewells the sultan said,
“I have more that I want to tell you. I will tell you what is deep in my heart. This vizier of mine, I cannot bear
the sight of him. What he says is not important, it is factious and aimed at you. Now I want you to go and catch
him and kill him and throw him out nobody knows where. That is the request that I want to make of you because
here he may give me further trouble.” Miqdad said,
“Listen to me, sir, there is always factiousness among subjects. Leave him alone, don’t kill him, remain friends
with him. Let him continue to serve you. This is the favour that I ask for him.”
So he was forgiven and left alone and he held the keys as before. Then the vizier came and Miqdad and Qisr
said their final farewells and he went on his intended way.
7
Miqdad went away with all his property and when he came near home he received news. He heard plainly that
in the town there was a wedding. Malik ibn Riyah is going to marry Mayasa. Miqdad asked to be told more.
“This person who is going to be married: who is it? Tell me.” So he told him everything public and private,
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“Here at Jabir’s where we live there came a man. He was sent by Malik ibn Riyah, but Jabir would not give her
in marriage and refused saying,
“‘My daughter said,’ “Father, do not marry me to a man because you see that he is rich and is willing to marry
me. The husband that I want must come and take me, he and I alone on the field. That is the one that I will
accept.”
“‘Princes came on their horses and my daughter defeated them and refused to be married. Then Miqdad
appeared and defeated the princes and even my daughter, so she accepted him. My daughter said, “This is indeed
my husband. I am satisfied in my heart that if he marries me I shall be happy.” Furthermore, Miqdad threatened
that if I did not marry them he and she would both be lost. I saw that there was no escape. She loved Miqdad and I
could not cross her for fear that she would run away from me. I was cunning; I set him an unreasonable brideprice and Miqdad consented. And we made an agreement that he was to return in three months and that if he did
not bring the sum anyone who liked could marry her. Now the time is up for me to give Mayasa in marriage and
Miqdad has still not reappeared. Go and tell Malik to come and marry my daughter. I cannot refuse him.’
“Turad said, ‘Listen, Jabir, this is nonsense. He is the man to marry her.’ Turad added,
“‘Listen to me, Jabir, is the marriage to be made immediately at the end of the three months? The man may be
busy in the country, wait a little and he will appear.’ Jabir answered,
“‘Turad, you may be very fond of him, but Miqdad has not kept the agreement to come in three months.’
Turad persisted,
“‘Jabir, do not let Malik persuade you to marry Mayasa to him. Mayasa does not wish to be married to Malik
ibn Riyah. You are doing this for your own self, Sir.’ Jabir retorted by asking Turad,
“‘Where is Miqdad? His time is up.’ Turad raised his voice saying:
“‘This is impossible, Miqdad will be back in a few days. Be careful, Jabir, or you will be in trouble. Miqdad is
a mighty man, as we all know. Miqdad is brave and we shall all be in distress; he will bring misfortune upon you
when he appears in the town. I tell you here before all the people, Miqdad is a violent man and I am afraid of him.
Let it be quite clear and let all the people witness that what I am telling you is for your good.’
“So there was a quarrel between Jabir and ibn Annan and all the people heard and saw it. Jabir vehemently
demanded his rights and spoke bitterly to Turad,
“‘This is my choice, she is my daughter and as her father I have my rights.’ Turad was angry, his eyes filled
and he shed tears and wept bitterly. Turad spoke and gathered his soldiers saying,
“‘Today is a sad day for I can wait no longer.’ Jabir made himself quite plain,
“‘They are abusing me today in the hearing of all of you. But the time has come and he has not appeared.’
“He went back to the town and went to tell Malik, ‘If you want Mayasa, bring the full bride-price. The time is
up for Miqdad to appear.’”
*
When Malik ibn Riyah received the assurance he sent many choice presents. Then he started his journey telling
Jabir that he would come for Mayasa in ten days.
But for Mayasa, for whom the wedding was being made, all was sorrow, weeping for her lover.
When the tenth day arrived, he came to take Mayasa and she followed weeping bitterly. She was brought
ornaments to put on her body; but she did not care what was done to her.
*
On the second day they looked up and far off they saw a man hurrying towards them. He came to the company
without hesitation. He was like a thirsty man gasping for water. When Miqdad saw the great host of soldiers, he
said to his slave,
“Listen, Khamisi, sit down and wait here do not move until I return. Even if I go into battle I shall be sufficient
alone.”
So Khamisi sat down and he armed himself and mounted his horse and went to the company. When he came to
the soldiers he heard pipes and songs and cries and women talking. Miqdad said,
“Tell me, I ask you, whose litter is this?” And they all said to him,
“The person in the litter is an important lady and if you like we will tell you her name. She is a brave woman
and of great nobility. She is a tireless fighter in battle.” Miqdad said,
“I did not ask for a description of her, tell me her name. I want to know it.” The soldiers said to him,
“Her name, let it be clear to you, is Mayasa and the man who has married her, whose wedding has been
solemnized is Malik ibn Riyah; and the other party to the agreement is Jabir, who begat her.” When the soldiers
had finished, Miqdad shouted at them with a voice of thunder,
“If you, here, value your lives, leave the woman and your weapons too. Leave her and go away; this woman is
not yours; save your lives; she is not to be married.”
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They would not consent nor consider it, and battle started with shouts and cries. He opposed them and threw
himself in the midst of them and cut of their heads with his single sword. He slaughtered them with the sword in
anger at their behavior; he killed them and scattered them in all directions.
When the company saw that Miqdad was killing them, they left Mayasa and Miqdad went to her. He sang his
valour saying, “I am Miqdad,” and Mayasa heard.
8
When Mayasa heard the name of Miqdad she tore her headdress from her head. They saw each other and when
they recognized each other Mayasa spoke and said to Miqdad,
“Jabir gave me in marriage not of my choice; but because he wanted the bride-price and he has received it.
They married me to Malik and I do not want him. But I do my duty to my father. Now fight them, beat them, send
them home, take their goods and take me too. Fight hard with them, take all their goods and let them go home
miserable and unhappy.” Miqdad replied,
“They shall not go home. They must lose their souls and their bodies. I swear by God that they shall not return
home.” Mayasa said,
“That is just what I want you to do for me.” Miqdad said,
“I will strive with them and you shall see how I attack them.”
He hurled himself among them without fear of their number, he cut off their heads, tireless in slaughter. When
they saw how Miqdad was defeating them, they pulled themselves together and fought hard. The spearman with
his spear and the swordsman with his sword fell on him with loud cries.
The battle went on and the daylight was darkened, no light came through the darkness that fell. They fought
struggling with their swords, there was no quarter and Miqdad was killing them. When they saw how Miqdad was
doing, they came together and said to Miqdad,
“Miqdad, do not kill us. Let us come to an agreement. We want us and you to be of one mind. We want you
and us to stop this fight and we will all go to Mayasa with an agreed plan. We want to ask her and give her the
choice. Let her tell us whom she wants and choose that one. If she wants you, we will let you take her, you can go
with her where you like and we will consent.”
*
Miqdad agreed to the soldiers’ words and they went straight to Mayasa. They said to Mayasa,
“We have come to you with a problem which we want to put before you. There is this man who has come and
says that he is your betrothed and there is your husband Malik who married you. If you want him, say so, and we
will leave him, but if he is not the one you want, say so, and let us hear.” Mayasa replied,
“I want Miqdad because he and I have agreed to marry. You go away; I do not want your master, this is my
husband and him I follow.”
In the army there was a bold fellow, who misled his companions. His name was Amri son of Zuheri and he
said to the soldiers,
“Listen to me.” Amri said,
“If you go and fight and do not listen to me you will all be lost. Let me tell you what I think. I think we had
better leave her to go with him and so we shall escape.” They all answered,
“Do not talk like that, he can kill us all; but he is not to take the woman.”
When they had said this they immediately attacked and fell on him with their swords. There was a great fight
and Miqdad cut through them until he came to the place where Mayasa was. They met and clasped hands and
asked each other all that had happened. The survivors all ran away, throwing away their property in their haste to
escape. And Miqdad gathered together all the goods that he had collected and went happily with Mayasa.
*
At this moment they looked up and they saw a cloud like a rain storm. They could see far off two mighty
horsemen fully armed. Mayasa observed in the middle of the cloud a person wearing a beautiful headdress.
Miqdad said to her,
“If you want it, say so, and I will take that headdress and give it to you to wear.” Mayasa said,
“My dear, I love that headdress; but it has an owner. How are you going to take it? The headdress belongs to
somebody and she has a husband.” Miqdad answered,
“I will go and take it.”
He hurried off to demand the headdress; but when he arrived he saw what sort of person was the owner. The
owner was Fatuma with her husband the Imam, the noblest of the noble, whose name was Ali. The men on the
road were Hamza and Ali and the Prophet’s daughter and Miqdad approached them. When he came to them with
his sword drawn he said,
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“Sirs, if you want to go home, take off the headdress that your wife is wearing, for me to put it on my wife.”
When Ali heard Miqdad speak, he braced himself, the champion of the Hashimites.
*
So they began to fight and the light was darkened and they could not see each other for darkness and dust. If
one spoke to the other he could not hear what was said for the shouting and the cries and the noise of the horses.
The battle and the fight began at dawn and they did not rest until the evening. 598 Miqdad said,
“What is your name and tribe?” And Ali said,
“I am the lion of God; I am the final accountant; I have studied with the wise to the very end. I am the bringer
of misfortune, I am the taker of loved ones, I am he that can strike when I wield my sword. I am the breaker of
fortresses, I am the destroyer of cities, of towns, and of villages and my name is Ali.”
Miqdad heard his name Ali, and doubt and fear came upon him. Miqdad said,
“I am too much for you. You will not return home today. I see that you are lost.” Ali went on to say,
“When, Miqdad, did you see a lion without finding trouble.”
*
When they had said this they went on fighting and Miqdad found himself out of breath. They fought again and
he was distressed and he went back to Mayasa. He returned to Mayasa and his face was troubled, his spirit was
broken. Mayasa said to him,
“Why do you come back, Miqdad? I see that you are not keen to bring me the headdress. You boast that you
are better than other men; why are you afraid today?”
So Miqdad went back. He went again against him with his steel sword and shouts and cries, and the day was
darkened. As the cloud rose Hyder was sorry for him, he was very patient and did not want to kill him. He raised
both his hands with outstretched palms and he prayed,
“O God grant me my request. Guide his soul and that of his wife that he may accept what I say and I may see
him on the right road.” Miqdad went back to Mayasa and said to her,
“I have done my best I cannot take the headdress.” Mayasa said to him,
“Give me your armour I will go and take it if you are frightened to do so. If you are afraid that he will hit you
if you go; I will leave you and go and fetch it.”
Miqdad did not agree. He pulled himself together and with no further speech he went back to Ali. He went up
panting to him and Ali the Imam leapt at him. He seized him and threw him down and threatened him on the
ground with his dagger. Mayasa said,
“O splendid lion do not kill him hastily; perhaps he will yield. Do not kill him, Hyder, be patient a little
longer,” and she sang Ali’s praises. When she had done this, Ali was pleased and he was sorry for her and said to
Mayasa,
“Go back, Mayasa, with a quiet mind; your husband is in no danger.”
So Mayasa went back. Ali said to Hamza,
“I have never seen a man as brave as this.” His cousin said to him,
“I should like to make him a fellow-Moslem.”
And Ali agreed. Ali said,
“Listen, Miqdad, I have a lesson to teach you. If you will say this, pronouncing it with your tongue, paradise
will be your home where you go to live. My dear Miqdad, it is to acknowledge the Prophet and to testify. Then I
will leave you.”
*
Miqdad was silent. He was disturbed and he went over to Mayasa where she was sitting. She said to Miqdad,
“You must, you must declare your faith and I will do so too. Let us follow the Almighty and Mohammed the
Prophet.”
When he heard what she said Miqdad consented. He went with his wife Mayasa and she testified and Miqdad
with her.
*
When they had both become Moslems the Imam was pleased and he taught him and instructed him how to
pray.
“Miqdad, my friend, I give you my advice; when you are troubled with worldly matters, when you are
distressed by sickness or hunger or you are not at ease or any earthly thing disturbs you, raise your hands and
repeat this prayer and the Lord will give you deliverance and your trouble will leave you. The prayer that I teach
you I will write down for you; but learn it by heart when I write it.”
He taught him about religion and alms and fasts and what is allowed and what is forbidden and he understood
all. When the third day came they parted and Hyder went on his way, while Miqdad decided to go to his own
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country with all his property.
9
When he came to his country he stopped without going into the town because he was in doubt. When Jabir
heard that Miqdad had arrived and that he was with his wife, he was much disturbed. He collected his family and
all his brethren and told them the news and asked their advice.
“What we wanted has not happened, we thought that he would be killed far away. He seized the woman from
them and he has done them wrong, what are we going to do?” His family said,
“Everything has gone awry. Now here he is. He has taken the property and carried off the woman. Let us go
and talk with him.”
So they went to him. They went and they met and they exchanged news and Miqdad said to his uncles,
“There is nothing for you to say. Here now is everything that you told me to bring. I have been converted by
the Lord Imam and my wife too is a Muslim.”
When Jabir heard this he was ashamed, then they asked to be told more.
“We ask you to tell us the story of the capture of Mayasa when she was surrounded by a large force traveling
with her. How did you manage to take the woman?” They were silent and Miqdad said,
“When I saw them going along the road, I went in and fought with them and I took their property. I seized the
woman from them and robbed them of their property—them I scattered and many of them I killed.”
*
When Jabir heard what had happened, it was clear to him that this was a serious disaster. When he saw that
there was no escape he accepted Miqdad and settled him in the country with all his property. He let him have a
good house furnished with slaves and attendants and free men to serve him.
And all the young people of good birth in the town frequented Miqdad’s house. There were celebrations and
games and Jabir made a feast and much rice was eaten. Jabir said to him,
“Since you disappeared we have been much worried lest you had been killed. But now that you have come, our
anxiety is over and we thank God that you have your wife. Now she is your wife and we are your uncles, ready to
do for you anything you want.”
When he was satisfied, he was much pleased and he slaughtered for them goats, cattle and camels. He made
for them a splendid feast; he fed every single man in the town. He lived with Mayasa as though every day was a
wedding and he arranged things well every day.
10
So they lived, but Jabir did with quite the opposite of his protestations. He composed and wrote a letter and
sent it to his son in law to tell him everything. He wrote,
“Dear Sheikh, a sudden and urgent trouble has come upon us. We saw the woman whom we married to you
brought back again and your people were harmed and your brother was killed. When your brother was killed the
woman was taken and he took the goods and seized the weapons. When he came into the town we were all angry
that he had seized the sultan’s wife on the road. Now we say to you, ‘Take vengeance on him, send men to take
him and we will help. Do not be vexed with us and take vengeance on us. He alone is responsible; take him
alone.’”
He gave the letter as urgent and immediate to a man who went to the town and was quickly admitted. The
sultan received it in his own hand and when he read what was in it he was sad and he wept. He wept aloud,
“I, the son of Riahi, am today disgraced. Shame has fallen upon me.”
He wept all night with a sorrow that would not be hid. Then he called his people and told them his plan.
“I want you to go at once and bring me Mayasa.” A thousand horsemen together replied,
“We will bring you her whom you want.” The sultan said,
“This is what 1 bid you. There is a criminal called Miqdad; bring him by force and my wife with him.”
*
The soldiers went to saddle their mounts and when they were half-way, they met a man, carrying a letter to
hurry them up,
“We see that you have not answered the letter that we sent you.”
They left the messenger and went on their way until they came to the town and appeared before Jabir. They
asked him the news and he told them all and Jabir said to his brothers:
“Let us make wine and give him as much as he will and when he is drunk we will tie him with ropes. Let us
welcome the men who have come to take him, for it is a bad thing for him to live in our town. They all agreed and
they went to make bread and to bring wine and gave him enough to make him drunk. He was overcome and lost
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his senses and they went and bound him with rope.
When he came to his senses, he was bound with chains with fetters on his legs. Miqdad wept. He wept and
cried, “O this present world; what a disaster;” and he cried for his mother. His mother shed tears,
“O my son, 1 cannot release you, tell me what you want.” He said to his mother,
“1 tell you 1 want you today to turn yourself to Almighty God. Cleanse your heart, Mother, and turn to God;
repeat my prayer with sincerity.”
*
She mounted her beast and went on her way and Gabriel came down and the Lord spoke\fn{ The text has: said} to
him. He said to Gabriel,
“Take Miqdad’s mother, go with her and take her to the Prophet.” Then the Lord sent Michael,
“Go down quickly and speed the lady on her way to the Prophet. Shrink the land as she goes on her journey so
that in a little while she may come to Medina. And you, Gabriel, go and tell the Prophet to make haste when
Tamima arrives. Then tell him what has happened; he is to send Hyder, who is the one to rescue him.”
Tamima hurried on and when she had arrived, the Prophet was standing in the Mosque and Hasan came out to
her. Hasan said,
“Tell me your news, Tamima, or shall 1 tell you what has happened to you?” Tamima said,
“Who told you?” And Hasan replied,
“It was the Prophet. Gabriel was sent by God to the Prophet and came, as he often does, to tell the story of
your son and all that has happened.” Tamima was glad and she asked,
“Which is the Confessor? I should like to know him by sight.” Hasan replied,
“If you want Mohammed, mother of Miqdad, there he is looking at you.”
She was given permission and she entered the mosque and she gave her greetings to the Prophet, the Lord of
Light, Mohammed the Chosen, the favourite of the Almighty. She sang the praises of the Chosen and then she
explained to him about her son.
“O Prophet, I tell you my son is a prisoner and I am in distress weeping all the time.”
She told him the story leaving nothing out from the beginning and the Prophet wept. He wept with pity over
what Tamima said, then he sent Hamza saying,
“Go and call Ali and come back with him fully armed.”
And Ali came with him. The Chosen said,
“Hamza and Hyder, come, start at once, set out on the road now. This lady has come. They accepted her son in
marriage and then they turned against him and took his wife away. Miqdad is now bound in prison and they are
determined to kill him tomorrow. Malik ibn Riyah is waiting for morning to slaughter him. Go and rescue him. He
has no water, he has no food, he has no room to lie down and he is given no time of rest when his bonds are
slackened.”
*
When the Prophet had spoken they both prayed to God and went with Tamima. As they hurried on their way
they heard the sound of angels calling to them,
“Press on! Press on! Hurry! Hurry! Reach him! Reach him! In the morning he will be killed.” Ali said,
“Listen to me, Tamima, do you hear what the angels are saying to us?”
When Tamima heard, she was filled with anxiety, she was very unhappy and wept bitterly. Hyder said to her,
“Weep not, Tamima, we are close to him and he will not die before we arrive. By the power of the Mighty and
the blessing of the Prophet we are not far from him and we shall soon reach him.” Tamima said,
“There is the cock crowing and still we have not come.” Ali answered her,
“Enough of the night is left for us to reach him.”
Then they heard all the cocks crowing. They heard young people exchanging morning greetings and Tamima
said,
“Ali, the sun is rising!” Ali said,
“We have arrived.”
*
And he dismounted and went on foot. He went cautiously to Miqdad and when he came near he heard him
groaning. As he approached, Ali heard Miqdad crying with the pain of the rope. Imam Ali was sorry for him. He
retreated and spoke to Harnza. He told Hamza what he had found and they made a plan. Ali said,
“My good Hamza give me your advice. The morning star is up. It is growing light and Malik Ibn Riyah must
not kill him.” Hamza said,
“Plan as you think right and do your best, I will support you in any way you like.” Ali said,
“I will go alone and take off his fetters while you wait here.” 739 The Imam continued,
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“Listen, sir. You are to shout loudly at them. Go quietly and then shout at them: they will all come over here
while I fetch him out.”
Miqdad’s house was surrounded by two hundred guards and Ali observed them. Lord Hamza shouted and
shouted and every one who came out followed his shouting. When Ali arrived he took Miqdad and removed all
the chains that he was wearing. He took him and went off with him and he said to him,
“Which is the house in which Mayasa has been put for her wedding?” Miqdad said,
“She is in here with her husband; I will go and fetch her.”
So Miqdad went in. Miqdad entered the house without announcing himself and found him lying with his wife.
Malik said,
“Why do you come into my house without being given permission?”
And Malik leapt up. His sword was ready and his terrible spear and he went to do battle with him, when he
saw Ali. When he saw Ali they set to with vigour and Miqdad was amazed to see how Ali fought. Ali took Malik
and seized him and trussed him up and made him prisoner. He handed him over to Miqdad with his legs tied. He
had to kill him and he did so at once. He killed him himself and cut off his head and his soul went straight to hell.
Ali said,
“Miqdad, mount your horse and confront the army so as to kill them quickly. I want you to accompany Hamza,
I shall suffice if you leave me here alone.”
*
So when they had put on their arms, they ranged themselves for battle with their swords drawn and fell on the
army. They went through the midst of them without fear of death, they went through them like eating a melon.
Each man was crushed like a pebble under a rock and many died as they heard the war-cry.
Those who died were dead and some ran away and the remainder joined the Muslims. Those who became
Muslims at this battle were thirty- nine thousand fighting men who were left over from the rout. 760 Hyder
invited Jabir to acknowledge the Almighty and his Prophet. Jabir refused to follow the Lord, so he cut him in half
and left him in two pieces.
They sacked the city and divided its wealth, sharing among themselves the goods that they took. And those
who had become Muslims were given their share.
After three days they went back into the town. He taught them prayers and the Qur’an and all their duties and
he gave them the Law. Lord Ali asked Miqdad,
“Will you stay in this country as governor or shall we go together to Medina to the Lord Mohammed, the
Trusted, the Chosen?” Miqdad replied,
“Let us go to the Prophet, and then I can fight a holy war on his behalf.”
*
They started their journey to go to the Chosen and they went on their way with joy and gladness. Gabriel was
sent down and said to the Prophet,
“The Mighty sends you his greetings and then He says, ‘Come forth Prophet at once with the Refugees to meet
Ali and Hamza.’”
The Prophet went out and the companions went with him and after a little while they saw Ali. Miqdad came to
the Prophet Mohammed and testified before him with his wife.
As they crossed the border Mohammed said, “You are welcome, Miqdad,” and he thanked him. When this was
done, the Prophet made a feast and there was much rice and meat all over the town. He gave a piece to all, even
the blind and the lame, and every man had as much as he wanted.
*
That is the end of the story of Miqdad and Mayasa. I have finished it.
Tell the story of the battles that happened during the troubles in the Hejaz. I have told you all. I who told the
story am called Saidi bin Abdallah Masudi.
268.161 Excerpt from A Journey To Russia And Siberia In 1896 \fn{by Salim bin Abakari (c.1865- )} Zanzibar,
Tanzania (M) 2
When we reached Petersburg I was at once aware that now we were in another country. The clothes there are
different from those worn in European countries, and the carriages were of a different kind. Inside, their droshkies
were very small, and the drivers were dressed like old women. Truly when a person is on a journey he learns many
things, and he increases his knowledge.
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We left the Customs and went off to the Hotel Europa. When we went there we had a rest. Afterwards my
employer left to go out, and he told me that when I had finished work and had something to eat I could go off and
take a walk.
So when my work was done I went to the dining-room to get something to eat. And I didn't know any Russian;
when I wanted to ask for something they could not understand me. So I got up and went to call the German
interpreter, and he came to tell them (the waiters) what things I wanted, and that is how they understood.
And the majority of waiters in the hotel were not Russian, most of them were Germans or Tartars, and the Tartars
are Muslims. They were very surprised at the way I ordered my food and what I wanted to drink, and they asked,
“Why don’t you eat pork and drink wine?” I told them,
“I don’t drink wine nor eat pork because I am a Muslim.” And they replied that they too were Muslims. I thought
they were having me on, and I said,
“How could it be that you are Muslims in this country?” And they said to me,
“We are Tartars by tribe, and the Tartars are Muslims.” I did not believe it, and thought they were telling a lie, so I
rang the bell and a waiter came who knew German. I asked him,
“What sort of people are these who wait at table?” He told ne,
“They are Tartars.” I said to him,
“What is their religion?” He told me,
“Islam.” I was amazed to find that in a white man’s country there were Muslims like this.
I went out to go round the town, and I knew nothing of the language, I knew nobody. I went to the
commissionaire of our hotel and I asked him to tell me of a place where one could watch an entertainment or walk
around. And he described for me every place of entertainment. And I said to him,
“Give me a letter, and write for me in Russian, and put the name of the hotel on the back, so that if I get lost I
can take a cab and come home.” And he gave me the letter.
I took a tram to go to the Zoo and look at the wild animals. And I stayed there looking at the different things and
the wild animals and I remained until eight o’clock in the evening, and what a wonderful thing I saw. I left at nine
o’clock and at ten o’clock at night the sun was still shining. I was much astonished, because in Europe during the
summer the sun delays its setting, the sun goes beneath the water about nine o’clock in the evening, but in Russia
the sun goes down at midnight, and at two o’clock in the morning it is rising again. And for two months the night is
only half an hour long. And during the summer the people there sleep a lot in the daytime, they go about at night,
because it is very hot in the day.
The people of Russia have a sterner temperament than other white people, for other whites work well and are
well disposed to being taught, and have much more method than the Russians. In my opinion the Russians are well
behind other white people, because in other white countries every white person is taught to read and write, but in
Russia more people do not know how to read than those who do, because they do not like studying, and it seems to
me it is their laziness.
There was a Tsar who gave a ruling that each of his subjects must go to school to be taught to read and write. The
Russian in the rural areas refused to accept his ruling, and because of their refusal he ordered his soldiers, telling them
“I want you to go into the whole country and look for people who are refusing my command to be taught to read
and write, and everyone who refuses my command, lock him up, send him to the cold country to a criminal gaol.”
And the soldiers went and harassed the whole country, asking the people,
“Whoever wants to read and write must send his children to school.”
Some said they wanted it, and others said they did not. Those who did not were taken away and sent to the cold
country, Siberia by name. They were imprisoned in chains to do labour for life.
In the whole of Europe kings may not pass judgement on a man, but their judgements are effected through judges.
No one is more respected in Europe and more obeyed than the judge, because Europeans respect the law. According to
European law it is possible to pass judgement on a ruler, but there is no ruler who can pass judgement on another man
without the due processes of the law, everyone is judged by the (appointed) judges.
But in Russia their custom is that anything the ruler wishes, that is what they do, even though the ruler follows no
law, they must do what he wants. Even a person who is favoured by the Emperor of Russia can do anything he wants,
the judges have no power whatsoever. Anything the Emperor disapproves of, they dare not do it. But in Germany and
France and England, in the whole of Europe, a judge has more power to pass judgement than the ruler.
Let us go back to our mention of Siberia. Anyone sent to that country is lucky to return. Most people die there from
shackles and from rheumatism. There is nothing but ice, but they dig silver and gold and iron there. What is there is
every kind of metal. And no country is more subject to sickness than one with minerals for the people who work
(extracting the minerals) in the hills.
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When I went from Petersburg to Moscow in a Russian train, I saw that things were very different from what they are
in Germany or France. Their trains are not good like those in Europe, because they are very dirty in their trains, and the
clerks are not trustworthy. In Europe what is ordered by the head of the rail-service must be carried out, but in Russia
every man does what he likes, because the drivers and the clerks both steal. Because a person can journey and go to a
place a long way off where the fare is a hundred rupees, but if you can give the clerk four or five rupees in private he
will let you journey for five rupees without telling anybody else, and you say to him, “I want to go to such-and-such a
place,” he will let you go for five rupees clandestinely given, without your paying the hundred rupees, because he
steals the fare. But in Europe you cannot give a clerk a little something and get him to take you, you must show
him your ticket.
And as for the dirt of their carriages, as many as twenty or thirty loads can be brought into the passenger
compartment, but in Europe this is not allowed, for there is a luggage van as well at a passenger compartment. But in
Russia they take on loads at every place and they spit in the compartment; it is very dirty, so much so that one cannot
eat when travelling with them.
When we arrived in Moscow, we went to the hotel Safleski Bazar, and we stayed six days. I couldn’t get anybody to
go around with me, so I had to go along with my employer. And as I had heard the praises of Moscow, I wanted very
much to visit the town and look around, but I didn’t know Russian, so I had to take a cab to get about.
I couldn’t make myself understood with the drivers, I simply had to use my hands as though I were deaf and dumb.
And there are no scoundrels to beat the cab-driver , in Russia. European cabbies are not allowed to accept more money
than that for the time you are in the cab. Every Europear cab has a tariff, it is written in the cab, so that if the driver
defrauds you of a single ha'penny you can look at the time, you will know what it is right to give him.
But in Russia they do not have a fixed tariff, nor do they have a table of fares in their cabs. If you take a cab for a
journey of two or three minutes, the driver will tell you that he wants four roubles, because he knows that you are a
visitor, you don’t know the language and you don’t know the usual thing, he wants to defraud you. But a person of
intelligence doesn’t agree to give him the money he wants.
And if you don’t know Russian and you take a cab, look well at your watch and the distance you have been when
you have got down from the cab. It is no use asking the driver, just give him the usual fare that you heard of in the
town, and go your way. The driver will make an awful row at you for you to give him lot of money, but don’t give
in. He will tell you,
“I am calling the police.” Let him call them, the police are liars just the same, they do not speak the truth, for the
drivers will tell the policeman
“We will divide the money between us afterwards.”
And these drivers do not know how to read nor how to count. If you say to one, “Take me to such-and-such a
house,” he will take you to some other house.
There are no people as religious as the Russians. Everywhere when he passes near a church, a Russian will
inevitably bow down, he can’t pass without an act of worship. On their screens they have pictures, they put pictures of
the Prophet Jesus, and when he goes out in the morning first a Russian bows to the picture and worships it. Then he
drinks coffee. When he has had his coffee, he goes off to bow before the picture of Jesus, and when they go to bed, they
must bow down before the picture of Jesus; this is their confession of faith, whether it be adult or child, they all behave
in the same way.
One day I went to the theatre-garden. Throughout Europe no one can get in to a theatre without paying money, but
in Russia if you give the attendants who take the tickets a little money in private, you will be able to get inside all right.
Because when I went I paid four roubles to go in. After about half an hour I saw some other people coming who had no
ticket for the theatre, then they winked at the attendant (and said),
“We have no ticket to get in here, and we want to see the play, so take a quarter and put us somewhere.”
At once the attendant took the quarter and put the three people in the seats priced four roubles.
I was amazed, because in Europe you can’t do a thing like this; if you do so you will be severely judged and the
attendant will get the greater punishment, because it is like thieving.
And Moscow is the oldest Russian city. Long ago it was the ruling city, but now the capital city of Russia is
Petersburg. But Moscow is healthier than Petersburg, because in the latter town there is a lot of fever, but the country
districts of Petersburg are very fine. The important people of Petersburg mostly live in the country, because the air is
better there than in the town.
And the old city of Moscow was burned down. The Russians set fire to it themselves on purpose, because of the
French when they went to fight there. Now it has been built anew, it is much finer than the old city.
And Moscow is an important trade-centre, more so than Petersburg, it is more famous throughout all the
states in this respect than Petersburg. Most of the trade there comes from Asia and Persia and Bokhara. The
people of those countries bring their wares to Moscow, mats and sheep-skins and the skins of wild animals are
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brought to be sold in Moscow. Each year there is a very big market, for much business is transacted in Moscow
because traders from all over Europe come and buy things there and sell them at a high price in their own land.
And Moscow is the place of the leading Russian clergy, and their churches are magnificent, but their religion is of
a differei kind (from that of other people), though they worship the same Prophet as other white people. And there
are many Muslims and the food of Muslims there is horse-meat. I was astonished because we at home regard horsemeat as unlawful, but there it lawful. And their Muslims are Sunnis, they pray a lot and study.
And they are great people for bargaining. In their trade dealings they exchange things, old clothes for new
clothes and skins, they exchange every kind of thing to get a profit. If you give trader some old thing, he
exchanges it for something new. And the trade of the Tartars is like that of the Indians, they also wear the same
hats as the Indians, and they are better at trading than the Russians themselves, indeed they are smarter in
appearance than the Russians.
99.33 Excerpts from The Story Of The Washerman’s Donkey\fn{told by Hamisi wa Kayi (before 1869Tanzania (M) 3

)}

Zanzibar,

… In the times when Shanga was a flourishing city,\fn{ Shanga is said to have been destroyed by Sultan Omar bin
there was a man whose name was Liongo, and he had great strength,
and was a very great man in the city. And he oppressed the people exceedingly, till one day they made a plan to go
to him to his house and bind him. And a great number of people went and came upon him suddenly into his house,
and seized him and bound him, and went with him to the prison, and put him into it.
And he stayed many days, and made a plot to get loose. And he went outside the town and harassed the people
in the same way for many days. People could not go into the country, neither to cut wood nor to draw water. And
they were in much trouble. And the people said,
“What stratagem can we resort to, to get him and kill him?” And one said,
“Let us go against him while he is sleeping, and kill him out of the way.” Others said,
“If you get him, bind him and bring him.”
And they went and made a stratagem so as to take him, and they bound him with chains and fetters and a post
between his legs. And they left him many days, and his mother used to send him food every day. And before the
door where he was bound soldiers were set, who watched him; they never went away except by turns.
*
Many days and many months had passed. Every day, night by night, he used to sing beautiful songs; every one
who heard them used to be delighted with those songs. Every one used to say to his friend,
“Let us go and listen to Liongo’s songs, which he sings in his room.” And they used to go and say to him,
“We have come to sing your songs, let us hear them.”
And he used to sing, he could not refuse, and the people in the town were delighted with them. And every day
he composed different ones, through his grief at being bound. Till the people knew those songs little by little, but
he and his mother and her slave knew them well. And his mother knew the meaning of those songs, and the
people of the town did not.
At last one day their slave girl had brought some food, and the soldiers took it from her and ate it, and some
scraps were left, and those they gave her. The slave girl told her master,
“I brought food, and these soldiers have taken it from me and eaten it; there remain these scraps.” And he said
to her,
“Give me them.” And he received them and ate, and thanked God for what he had got. And he said to the slave
girl (and he was inside and the slave girl outside the door)—
“You, slave girl, shall be sent to tell my mother I am a simpleton. I have not yet learnt the ways of the world.
Let her make a cake, in the middle let be put files, that I may cut my fetters, and the chains may be opened, that I
may enter the road, that “ may glide like a snake, that I may mount the roofs and walls, that I may look this way
and that.” And he said,
“Greet my mother well, tell her what I have told you.” And she went and told his mother, and said,
“Your son greets you well, he has told me a message to come and tell you.” And she said,
“What message?” And she told her what she had been told.
And his mother understood it, and went away to a shop and exchanged for grain, and gave it to her slave to
clean. And she went and bought many files, and brought them. And she took the flour, and made many fine cakes.
And she took the bran and made a large cake, and took the files and put them into it, and gave it to her slave to
take to him.
And she went with them, and arrived at the door, and the soldiers robbed her, and chose out the fine cakes, and
Muhammad of Pate during the fourteenth century .}
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ate them themselves. And as for the bran one, they told her to take that to her master. And she took it, and he
broke it, and took out the files, and laid them away, and ate that cake and drank water, and was comforted.
And the people of the town wished that he should be killed. And he heard himself that it was said,
“You shall be killed.” And he said to the soldiers,
“When shall I be killed?” And they told him,
“Tomorrow.” And he said,
“Call me my mother, and the chief man in the town, and all the townspeople, that I may take leave of them.”
And they went and called them, and many people came together, and his mother and her slave. And he asked
them,
“Are you all assembled?” And they answered,
“We are assembled.” And he said,
“I want a horn, and cymbals, and an upato.”\fn{A plate of metal beaten with a stick.}
And they went and took them. And he said,
“I have an entertainment today, I want to take leave of you.” And they said to him,
“Very well, go on, play.” And he said,
“Let one take the horn, and one take the cymbals, and one take the upato.” And they said,
“How shall we play them?”
And he taught them to play, and they played. And he himself there, where he was inside, sang, till when the
music was in full swing, he took a file and cut his fetters. When the music dropped, he too left off and sang, and
when they played he cut his fetters.
And the people knew nothing of what was going on inside till the fetters were divided, and he cut the chains
till they were divided. And the people knew nothing of it through their delight in the music. When they looked up,
he had broken the door and come out to them outside. And they threw their instruments away to run, without
being quick enough; and he caught them and knocked their heads together and killed them. And he went outside
the town, and took leave of his mother, “to see one another again.
And he went away into the forest, and stayed many days harassing people as before, and killing people. And
they sent crafty men, and told them,
“Go and make him your friend, so as to kill him.”
And they went fearingly. And when they arrived they made a friendship with him. Till one day they said to
him,
“Sultan, let us entertain one another.” And Liongo answered them,
“If I eat of an entertainment, what shall I give in return, I who am excessively poor?” And they said to him,
“Let us entertain one another with koma fruit.” And he asked them,
“How shall we eat them?” And they said,
“One shall climb into the koma tree, and throw them down for us to eat. When we have done, let another climb
up, till we have finished.” And he said to them,
“Very well.”
And the first climbed up, and they ate. And the second climbed up, and they ate. And the third climbed up and
they ate. And they had plotted that when Liongo should climb up,
“Let us shoot him with arrows there, up above.”
But Liongo saw through it by his intelligence. So when all had finished they said to him,
“Come, it is your turn.” And he said,
“Very well.” And he took his bow in his hand, and his arrows, and said,
“I will strike the ripe above, that we may eat in the midst.” And he shot, and a bough was broken off.; and he
shot again, and a second was broken off.; and he stripped a whole koma tree, and the ground was covered with
fruit. And they ate. And when they had done, the men said among themselves,
“He has seen through it; now what are we to do?” And they said,
“Let us go away.” And they took leave of him and said,
“Liongo the chief, you have not been taken in; you are not a man, you have got out of it like a devil.”
And they went away and gave their answer to their head-man there in the town, and said, “We could do
nothing.” And they advised together, “Who will be able to kill him?” And they said, “Perhaps his nephew will.”
And they went and called him. And he came. And they said to him,
“Go and ask your father what it is that will kill him. When you know, come and tell us, and when he is dead we
will give you the kingdom.” And he answered them,
“Very well.” And he went. When he arrived he welcomed him and said,
“What have you come to do?” And he said.
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“I have come to see you.” And he said,
“I know that you have come to kill me, and they have deceived you.” And he asked him,
“Father, what is it that can kill you?” And he said,
“A copper needle.\fn{A large copper needle is always used for the sewing together of mats .} If anyone stabs me in the
navel, I die.”
And he went away into the town, and answered them and said,
“It is a copper needle that will kill him.” And they gave him a needle, and he went back to his father. And when
he saw him, his father sang, and said,
“I, who am bad, am he that is good to you; do me no evil. I that am bad, am he that is good to you.” And he
welcomed him, and he knew,
“He is come to kill me.”
And he stayed two days, till one day he was asleep in the evening, and he stabbed him with the needle in the
navel. And he awoke through the pain, and took his bow and arrows and went to a place near the wells. And he
knelt down, and put himself ready with his bow. And there he died.
So in the morning the people who came to draw water saw him, and they thought him alive, and went back
running. And they gave out the news in the town:
“No water is to be had today.”
Every one that went came back running. And many people set out and went, and as they arrived, when they
saw him they came back, without being able to get near. For three days the people were in distress for water, not
getting any. And they called his mother, and said to her,
“Go and speak to your son, that he may go away and we get water, or we will kill you.”
And she went till she reached him. And his mother took hold of him to soothe him with songs, and he fell
down. And his mother wept; she knew her son was dead. And she went to tell the townspeople that he was dead,
and they went to look at him, and saw that he was dead, and buried him, and his grave is to be seen at Ozi to this
day.
And they seized that young man and killed him, and did not give him the kingdom.
*
There was once a monkey which made friends with a shark. There was a great tree, of the sort called mkuyu,
which grew near the deep water; half its branches were over the town and half over the sea. The monkey used to
go every day and eat the kuyu fruit, and his friend the shark was there under the tree. He used to say, “Throw me
some food, my friend”; and he used to throw to him, many days and many months.
Till one day the shark said to the monkey,
“You have done me many kindnesses, I should like for us to go to my home, that I may repay you for your
kindness.” The monkey answered him,
“How shall 1 go? We don’t go into the water, we beasts of the land.” And he said,
“I will carry you; not a drop of water shall get to you.” And he said,
“Let us go.”
They went half the way. And the shark said,
“You are my friend, I will tell you the truth.” He said,
“Tell me.” He said,
“There, at home, where we are going, our Sultan is very ill, and we have been told that the medicine for him is
a monkey’s heart.” The monkey replied to him,
“You did not do well not to tell me there on the spot.” The shark said,
“How so?” The monkey considered, and felt,
“My life is gone already; now I will tell him a lie, perhaps that may serve me.” The shark asked him,
“You have become silent; don’t you speak?” He said,
“I have nothing to say, because of your not telling me there on the spot, and I might have brought my heart.”
The shark asked,
“Have you your heart here?”
“Don’t you know about us? When we go out we leave our hearts in the trees, and we go about with only our
bodies; but you won’t believe me, you will tell me I am afraid; let us go on now to your home there, and kill me if
you find my heart.” The shark believed it, and said to the monkey,
“Let us go back now, and you get your heart.” The monkey said,
“I don’t agree to that, but let us go to your place.” And he said,
“Let us go back first and take your heart, that we may go on.” The monkey considered—I had better consent to
him as far as to the tree; I know what to do when I have got there. They went and returned to the tree, and the
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monkey climbed up and said,
“Wait for me here, shark, I am going to get my heart, that we may be off.”
He climbed into the tree and sat down quite still. The shark called him. He held his tongue. He called him
again and said,
“Let us be going.” The monkey answered him,
“Let us go where?” He said,
“Let us go to our home.” So the monkey said to the shark,
“Take your way and be off home, you are not going to get me again, and our friendship is ended. Goodbye.”…
287.167 A Muslim Explains The Morality And Practices Of Slavery\fn{by Bwana Mtoro Mwinyi Bakari (before the
1890s- )} nr. Bagamoyo, Bagamoyo District, Tanzania (M) 4
The origin is that a man is struck by some disaster such as war between one country and another. Those who
are taken prisoner in war are not killed, but roped and taken to the town and told to remain as slaves. They do so,
and they marry among themselves, and their offspring are slaves too.
Or slavery may arise from a debt of blood money. If sombody has killed another and his family is poor and he
has no money, he is liable for blood money; but if he cannot pay, he is taken and sold, or he goes as a slave to the
creditor. If he has killed a freeman, the blood money is a large sum, and if he has a brother or an uncle, he also
may accompany him into slavery.
Or if a sorcerer has killed somebody, and is known to be a sorcerer, he is killed, or he may go as a slave to the
place where the killing took place.
Or if an adulterer has lain with another’s wife, he has to pay compensation. If he cannot, he becomes a slave.
Compensation for adultery used to be paid inland and on the coast, even among the Swahili.
Or in time of famine people would sell themselves to each other.
Or a person may pledge a child or a brother-in-law, and when he has not the money to redeem him, he becomes
a slave. A man cannot pledge or sell his wife, even in a severe famine. If he cannot support her he will divorce her.
*
To return to consideration of the inland country: prisoners of war, pawns, and persons taken in adultery whose
families cannot redeem them become slaves. Arab and other slave traders go inland and buy them and bring them
to the coast and sell them to others. This is the origin of slavery.
The purchaser of those brought to the coast must keep a close watch on them or they will run away, and some
on arrival coast claim to be freemen.
In the time of Sayyid Barghash there was a famine, and the Zaramo sold and pawned each other. When the
Zanzibar Arabs heard that slaves were easily obtained on the coast, they came to buy Zaramo slaves; but when
they went to sleep at night, the Zaramo ran away and by morning was back at home.
Once he was there it was hard to recover him. Those who were shipped to Zanzibar stayed for a month and
then claimed not to be slaves but freemen and the courts were full of complaints. When Sayyid Barghash found
out that the Arabs were going to the coast to buy Zaramo, he rebuked them, saying,
“Anybody who goes to the coast to buy Zaramo is throwing his money into the sea, and in addition I shall give
him six months in fetters.”
The reason for this was that they were not being bought; when people were going out of the town into the
country, and they saw Zaramo and children, they would seize them, gagging them so that they could not cry out,
and bring them into the town to sell to the traders.
Many of the Arabs traveled inland to make war on the pagan tribes and to enslave those whom they made
prisoner. Or a pagan would go to an Arab and offer his services. The Arab would agree, and if he had any family,
they would come too. Then he made them slaves. That is why some of the inland or Maniema slaves give a lot of
trouble on the coast, saying,
“This Arab did not buy me. I took service with him, and now he wants to make a slave of me.”
*
Mzalia is one whose mother came from inland. On arrival she was married to another slave and had a child. He
is called mzalia. There are two sorts of mzalia, first-generation mzalia, second-generation mzalia, et cetera, until
the seventh generation.
The meaning of the seventh generation is that his mother was born in the town and his father likewise. Such a
person’s status is that of a freeman, he is simply said to be of slave origin.
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Then there are raw slaves. Raw means that he has just arrived on the coast and does not know the language or
customs, nor how to wash clothes nor how to cook. He is called a raw slave, and if he is sold his price is smaller
than that of a trained slave.
The mzalia was not often sold in the past, unless he had bad manners and was rude to freemen. A freeman
would marry a mzalia, for they became part of the family. Children born to a mzalia by a freeman are not slaves.
*
On purchase they were given new clothes and bought a hoe and sent to the fields. There there were an overseer
and a headman. When the master came to the field, he called the overseer and the headman and said to them,
“I have brought you a recruit.” They said,
“Good, we see him.”
In the morning the overseer and the headman showed him where to dig, and his plot was marked out for him.
He was given a task, that is, a section in which he must dig cassava and plant vegetables and beans.
The master did not have to give him the yield of this plot unless he wished to do so. If he grew rice or
sorghum, he gave him a little rice as pepeta\fn{Seed rice given as a gift} or sorghum as msima\fn{A spike of sorghum
given as a tip} out of kindness.
Some slaves have three days and some two. They work in the fields from early morning until eleven o’clock,
when they return to the houses. They go out again in the afternoon until five, when they knock off.
If a slave is unwell, he does not go to work. He tells the master that such a slave is unwell. If the illness is serious, the master treats him until he recovers. If he dies, he provides the winding sheet and tells the others to bury
him.
*
They sing:
Overseer, your work is done,
Give us something to straighten our backs.

or:
If you go to Malindi, kanzu\fn{A long shirt} and vest,
If you get any money, let it roll,
Or Msengesi\fn{A Zanzibarian Arab reputed to be a pederast} will ruin you.

or:
Sir, I am not well, send me to the field
To dig wild jasmine and pomegranate.
This is not smallpox but chicken pox.

or:
The silver dollar\fn{The Maria Therasa dollar coin is meant} never tells a lie.
Though you put it in the mud
Your heart rejoices and you have no bitterness

*
The work of the mzalia is to serve in the house, to wash vessels and plates or clothes, or to be taught to cook,
to plait mats, to sweep the house, to go to the well to draw water, to go to the shop to buy rice or meat; when food
is ready, to dish it up for the master, to hold the basin for him to wash his hands, sometimes to wash his feet, and
to oil him; but only if his wife approves. If the wife wants to go into the country or to a mourning or a wedding,
she accompanies her, and if she has an umbrella, she carries it for her.
A male mzalia travels with his master to tend him if he is unwell, to wash his clothes when they are dirty, to
shop for him, and to do any other service that he wants. He may be sent into the yard to learn to sew a kanzu or to
embroider clothes or caps, or to be taught carpentry, to make carved doors, or to build stone or timber houses.
When he knows these things he retains his own profits, and if he is a good mzalia he remembers his master and
gives part to him.
*
A slave should obey his master; if he is told to do something, he should do it. If he is called, he should come at
once to hear his orders.
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He should not answer his master back.
If he sees his master carrying something, he should take it from him.
If he goes into his master’s room, he should take off his cap.
When he is with his master, he should not go in front, and if they go where there are stools, he should not take
one.
Every morning and evening he should wait on his master to do anything required.
When a slave greets his master, he does not offer his hand, even when they are traveling, nor does he ever enter
his master’s room without speaking.
A slave must eat any food that the gentry are eating; but he does not eat with them. A mzalia eats with his master.
*
In the past slaves were given no consideration by freemen on the coast. A slave was known by his dress, for
never in his life did he wear a cap, whether a jumbe\fn{ A person with some royal authority, a chief } lived or died. He
never wore sandals nor a kanzu long enough to cover his legs. Nor did a gentleman address him by name; he said,
“You.”
He did not protect himself from the rain with an umbrella; although they did cover themselves in the rain with
umbrellas made of doum palm. Nor did he ever in the house wear clogs.
At parties they sat separately, not with the gentry, as the town crier said:
The news horn,
Its sound means that all is well.
The horn of the jumbe and of the forty,
Of the officers and the locally born slaves,
Of gentlemen and their sons,
Of the mzalia and of slaves.

After this introduction the required announcement was made.
Female slaves accompanying free women do not wear a veil or a headcloth.
Nor does a slave sit on a cane chair nor have one in his house. If he does so, people say,
“This slave thinks himself as good as us. He has cane chairs in his house.”
Slaves began to give themselves airs some fifteen years ago. There was a jumbe who had many slaves. One
day he went to the shop and bought kangas\fn{Cloth wrap} and kayas\fn{Headcloth} for his slave girls to wear. They
were astonished, and the other jumbes heard that jumbe Kisoka had given kayas to his slaves. They went to ask
him about it, and he said,
“I want to please myself and my slaves, as anyone may do if he likes.” All the jumbes were angry, and they
wanted to oppose him; but others said, “That will not do; he has a lot of supporters, he is well born, and he has
many relations in the town,” but the jumbes hated him.
A year later there was in the quarter of Gongoni a jumbe called Gungurugwa, who said,
“I am going to give my slaves kayas and umbrellas.”
The young citizens made no objection, and he put his domestic slaves into kayas, and they went around the
town carrying umbrellas. The other jumbes were angry and said,
“These jumbes are breaking the traditions and doing things that our ancestors never did. There will be trouble
in the town. There will be a revolution if slaves are treated differently every month. Next time a jumbe dies, half
the place will uncover in respect, and half will keep their caps on.”
There was a lot of disagreement, and to this day they do not uncover on the death of a jumbe. Very few do so
because they do not think it necessary.
And the slaves no longer do the work that they used to do. They do as they like, and if they do not like it they
do not do it. If one is disobedient, his master cannot correct him. He takes him to court and says,
“This slave is disobedient and will not work in the house.”
The government punishes him. That is the difference between slaves now and in the past.
*
In the past, if a slave wanted a wife, he asked his master’s permission to marry her. The master asked if they
were agreed, and he said that they were. Then he told the slave to give him a dollar for his turban. A raw slave
paid a dollar for the turban, which he gave to his master, and the bride-price was five dollars. After paying for the
turban in accordance with old custom, they did not go to the teacher for the marriage, but the master said, “I
marry you to your fellow slave so-and-so,” and he went at once into his wife’s house.
Now they go to the teacher to be married in accordance with custom. There are no wedding feast, no celebra 34

tion, no invitations, and no sewing mattresses and pillows.These customs are not followed.
A freed slave does not inform his master of his proposal to a fellow slave. He finds the woman that he wants,
and when they have agreed, he goes to his master to tell him that he wishes to get married, because to do so is respectful. The master says,
“Very well, it is for you to decide.”
On the day of the wedding the master comes to preside over the feast, for he is the father. If the freed slave can
afford it, he has a celebration like a freeman with dancing and many invitations. The bride-price is ten to twenty
dollars, and a turban of five dollars is given to the bride’s father or brother or, if she has neither, to her owner.
A freed slave, or, as the Swahili say, a slave of God, marries another slave of God. A freed domestic slave can
marry a free woman, but a raw slave cannot.
Children both of whose parents are slaves are slaves. If a freeman marries a slave woman, their child is a slave;
but if a free woman marries a slave man, their child is not a slave, because free birth is matrilineal.
*
A suria is when a man buys a slave girl and introduces her into his house, and she learns cooking and all do mestic customs. When she is of age, her master says to her,
“You are my suria, and you may not go outside. If you want anything, tell others to buy it for you.”
When her fellows realize that the master has spoken so, they give her respect. She is bought a bed and a mat
and pillows and is given her own room like a wife. If the master is married, he spends three nights with his wife
and one with his suria. If he is not married, the suria is his wife.
Some people prefer a suria to a wife, because they say that a suria is a piece of luggage, meaning that if you
travel you take your suria with you; but a wife, first you have to persuade her, and then you have to consult her
parents before you take her on a journey. That is why they prefer a suria. Others prefer a wife, because when they
have a child, he can say, “My father is so-and-so and my grandfather so-and-so, and my mother is so-and-so and
her father so-and-so,” because he has good blood on both sides. That is the reason for preferring a wife.
But the son of a suria is a freeman and may not be sold nor called a slave, although he has no rank through his
mother.
*
If a slave runs away, if you bought him in the town, you go to the vendor and say,
“My slave has run away, please bring him to me if you see him.” Or you go to the river or the seashore and say
to the ferrymen,
“My slave has run away; his description is like this—he is wearing such clothes, his tribe is Ganda or Sukuma,
he is a raw slave, short and dark. If you find him trying to cross, stop him, catch him, and bring him to me. I live
at Bagamoyo near so-and-so, and my name is ——.” Then he goes back to the town.
If the slave comes to the river and the ferrymen see him, they ask him what he wants, and he does not know
what to say, so they catch him and take him to the man’s house in the town, and he must pay a recovery fee of one
dollar. In the old days the slave would be locked up in the house in a room by himself for two or three days. Then
he was promised on oath that if he ran away again he should die.
*
If a man ran away, a coil rope was bought and Ya sini\fn{Part of the Qur'an} was recited over seven knots in it by
the teacher. It was given to the owner of the runaway to take home. There he stood in the doorway and called his
slave by name seven times. Then the rope was hung over the door, and if he was lucky the slave came back or was
caught and brought back by others.
*
Any debtor can send his slave as security, whether the slave likes it or not, if security is required of the master.
Such a slave is allowed one day to go and visit his master and to return on the next day. A married slave can be
used as security and his wife too, and they have to do the same work as they did for their master. If they are idle,
he can send them back and demand his money.
*
A slave cannot incur a debt without his master’s authority. If a merchant advances money to a slave, he knows
that if the slave takes the money and goes inland or dies or runs away and does not return to the coast, his money
has fallen into the sea. He cannot go to the master to claim it. If it is a written agreement and he wants to borrow,
he may do so by himself if he is in need of money; because if he loses it, he alone, and not his master, is liable.
*
If a man has many slaves, he may see one under his authority and call him, saying, “Mabruk” or “Majuma, you
shall have a deed of manumission and be no longer a slave.”
Or if he has but one slave who has been with him for many years, he may manumit him. If he has a little field,
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he gives it to him and makes him his brother or his son. Such deeds are usually written when a man is growing old
and wants to do a good action, whether he has children or not. He says,
“I wish to make slave so-and-so a slave of God, and when I die, let her be as your sister. Do not cast her off.”
Then a deed is written and given to her, and she is free. One with such a deed cannot be sold or used as secu rity.
*
If a man wants to give his slave a deed of manumission, he writes,
“I, A, son of B, hereby declare that I set so-and-so free before God, a free person. None may dispute this while
I am alive or after my death. Any person altering what I have written in this deed is answerable to God for altering
it. I have made him free. Any person making him a slave contrary to this deed must answer to God.”
Such was the bond; but nowadays they go to the court, and the deed is drawn there and stamped with the seal
of the central government.
288.76 Statements Connected With The Maji Maji Rising In German East Africa (1905-1907)\fn{by Agnes
Sepuli née Achitinao (1880-after 1907)} Chiwata, Masasi District, Mtwara Region, Tanzania (F) -1
1
Our news is this, that the Germans treat us badly and oppress us much, because it is their will.
2
Here at Chiwata there is a court every Wednesday, and many people are beaten and some are imprisoned by or der of the German Government. But we, who have for so long been used to govern ourselves, find the laws of
these Germans very hard, especially the taxes, because we black people have no money, our wealth consists of
millet, maize, oil, and groundnuts, etc.
Here at Chiwata two houses have been built, one for the court and one for the prison.
3
We and all the people in our village are in the same condition, we are suffering from famine.
Since my birth I have never seen such scarcity. I have seen famine but not one causing people to die. But in
this famine many are dying, some are unable to do any work at all, they have no strength, their food consists of insects from the woods which they dig up and cook and eat.
Some they eat without cooking.
Many have died through eating these things from the woods and wild fruits. Some do not die at once but when
they taste good food like millet, maize, or beans, etc., which is their usual food, at once their bodies swell and
they feel ill and die, but some recover.
206.1 1. The Lion And Mr. Hunger 2. The Leopardess And The Dog: Two Folktales \fn{by Murabo (before 1888- )}
Zanzibar, Tanzania (M) 5
1: The Lion And Mr. Hunger
Once upon a time, in the desert of M’Gunda Makali, which lies far to the East, in the country of Unyamwezi,
there lived a Lion. He was the terror of all the country, being the strongest and fiercest lion in the whole of Africa.
When he roared it was as if the thunder shook the earth, and the beasts of the forest bowed down before him, for
he was the king of them all.
The elephant and rhinoceros, the leopard, buffalo, and hyena, all owned him as their chief, and did his bidding
in obedience and fear. He dwelt in a dark cave under the shadow of a great rock, which was strewn all round with
the skulls and bones of his enemies, who had come from time to time to try their strength against him.
Allah! Master, he was a fearsome beast! As he stood before his cave tossing his tawny mane, gnashing those
terrible teeth, and lashing his tail, he was a sight to make the bravest quake! And at night, when from afar his
fearful roar boomed across the country and echoed among the rocks, the prowling hyena would slink away in fear
and trembling, and the antelope would spring from his mossy couch by the running stream, and speed, terrorstricken, across the plain.
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The young warrior princes of Uganda and Unyoro, of Usukuma and Ruanda had all come to do battle with the
Lion, for his fame had gone through all the land. The African bards sang of his wondrous strength, and of the
bloody battles which had been fought at the mouth of that dark cave in the gloomy wilderness of M’Gunda
Makali. But one after another the Lion had killed them all, and his cave had become a charnel house, strewn with
the bones of his enemies. And so everyone who came against him fell before him, till at last he cried out in the
pride of his heart,
“I am the chief of all the land, for no one is so strong and great as I.”
*
Now hard by the Lion’s den there dwelt a Rabbit. He was in no way afraid of his savage neighbour, for he was
so small and weak that he was beneath the Lion’s enmity, and was, therefore, treated with a certain tolerance by
him.
You know how it is, Master.\fn{Murabo is a native bearer, telling this story around a campfire, and the author of the book in
which the story appears is one of the listeners. Henry Morton Stanley (Tales From Africa, Gloucester, Alan Sutton, 1985) records a similar
collection of 19th century tales (for which see under Congo/Kinshasa) whilst looking for Dr. Livingston in the former Belgian Congo.
Master was the customary form of address used by natives when addressing colonials, whethers settlers or officials:H } Look at big

Musa there, he is strong enough to fell a buffalo, and no man dare quarrel with him. Yet you have seen how the
children in the camp play tricks upon him, and tease and worry him like mosquitoes, for they know they are so
small that he will never hurt them. Well, so it was with the Rabbit and the Lion.
Well, one morning when the Rabbit was out for a walk, he met the Lion.
“Good day, B’wana Lion,” squeaked the Rabbit.
“Good mor-r-r-r-ning, Rabbit,” roared the Lion. “Look at me, did you ever see anyone so great and strong as
I?” And the Lion, making the dust fly as he pawed the ground, gave out such a terrific roar that the Rabbit, nearly
deafened, put his paws to his ears.
“You are great, it is true, B’wana Lion,” answered the Rabbit, “yet I know a man who is even stronger than
you.”\fn{The original reads: “Thou art great, it is true, B’wana Lion, answered the Rabbit, “yet I know a man who is even stronger than
thee.” As elsewhere in this collection, I have edited out the “Kings James” language of thee and thou, and have replaced it with modern
speech:H}

“Ugh! Ugh! Ugh! Where is he? What is his name? Show him to me. Let me tear him in pieces and grind his
bones to powder.” And the Lion struck the ground furiously with his huge paws and made the whole countryside
ring with his deafening roar.
“His name is B’wana Hunger,” replied the Rabbit, “and he is everywhere. If you will wait till tomorrow, I will
lead you to a place where you will be able to find him.”
“It is well!” yelled the Lion, beside himself with rage. “Only show him to me tomorrow, and we will see who
is the stronger!”
“Verily, we will see,” muttered the Rabbit to himself, as he bade the Lion good morning.
*
All that day the Lion could be heard roaring in his cave, as he prepared for the next day’s encounter with his
unknown enemy, B’wana Hunger. The beasts of the forest heard the thunder from afar, and wondered in fear and
trembling what it could mean.
Meanwhile the Rabbit went gaily off to his warren, and calling all his friends and relations round him,
unfolded his plans.
“Now, friends, I have a plan in my head, and I want you all to help me to carry it out. You hear that roaring
away in the distance, and you all know it is our dreaded neighbour, the bloodthirsty Lion, who is the scourge and
terror of the whole countryside. Now I have an idea in my brain,” said the Rabbit, meditatively scratching his
head, “by which we, the smallest and feeblest of all the animals, can rid the land of this scourge and free the
country from this tyrant.
“I have this morning seen B’wana Lion, and I have told him that I know a man called B’wana Hunger, who is
stronger than he. I have promised to show him to B’wana Lion tomorrow. Now, I want your help, and you must
all do as I tell you and be guided by me. Will you help me?”
“We will, we swear it,” cried all the rabbits together. Only show us how.”
“Thank you,” answered the Rabbit. “I knew I could depend upon you. Now brother Sandy, take with you
fifteen of your brothers with their axes, and go to the forest and cut down a number of strong young saplings. You,
brother Brindle, take thirty or forty of your friends, and bring the saplings to the wooded dell near the river.
Meanwhile Long-Whisker and I will take the rest with spades, and cut a deep trench in which to plant the poles as
you bring them.”
“Queri!” cried they all, and away scampered the rabbits to perform their various tasks. All day long they
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worked hard without any rest, and by nightfall they had made a strong inclosure with no outlet but a narrow gate.
That night they went to bed well pleased with their labours, certain that their plan would be successful.
Early next morning the Rabbit was at the appointed place, where he found the Lion eager for his encounter
with Mr. Hunger.
“Good morning, B’wana Lion,” sweetly squeaked the Rabbit. “Are you ready for your fight with Mr. Hunger?”
“Ready!” roared the Lion. “I’ve been thinking of nothing else all night. Where is he? Show him to me without
delay,” and the Lion ground his teeth in a frenzy of expectation and rage.
“Follow me,” said the Rabbit, “he is not far off.” The Lion, still growling in a threatening manner, followed the
Rabbit, who led him to the entrance of the inclosure he had built the day before.
“He’s in there, waiting for you,” said the Rabbit, pointing through the gateway.
With a mighty bound the Lion leapt through the entrance, and the Rabbit immediately closed the gate after
him. The Lion rapidly searched the inclosure, and asked with a defiant roar,
“Where is Mr. Hunger?”
“He will come soon enough, only wait a little,” said the Rabbit, as he turned on his heel and rejoined his
companions.
*
The Lion waited and waited, and made several attempts to get out of the trap, but the cunning rabbits had made
it so strong and high that he was forced to remain where he was. After two days the Rabbit returned.
“How are you, Mr. Lion?” asked he, as he looked through the bars. “Have you seen any signs of Mr. Hunger
yet?”
“Not yet,” feebly roared tbe Lion, “but I am ready for him when he comes. Only bring him quickly that I may
tear him limb from limb.”
“He will be here shortly now,” said the Rabbit, “I do not think he will be long.” And he trotted away through
the bushes.
Two more days passed before the Rabbit returned. This time he found the Lion helplessly stretched upon the
ground. His skin hung in folds over his ribs, and the head he had once held so proudly aloft was now sunk
between his paws in the dust.
“Have you encountered Mr. Hunger yet?” inquired the Rabbit?
“Oh! Oh! Oh!” moaned the Lion, “what is this strange faintness which has come over me, blinding my eyes
and sapping my strength? It is something that I have never felt before, for it has taken away my strength and
humbled me to the dust.”
“Ah!” said the Rabbit triumphantly, “it is Mr. Hunger. I told you he would come, and that he was stronger even
than you.”
The Lion looked reproachfully at the Rabbit; he made one more effort to rise, but rolling helplessly over on.
the sand, he breathed his last.
Quickly the news went through the land that the Lion was dead. The beasts of the forest soon gathered round
the body of their dead king, and asked in astonishment who was the enemy who had slain him; and the rabbits
answered that it was Mr. Hunger.
“And so you see, what hunger can do. It tames the fiercest of us, and makes our hearts like water; we, Master
of all people, know what it can do, and how sometimes it makes the kindest of us selfish and cruel.”
2: The Leopardess And The Dog
Long years ago, before Zanzibar was a town or thei Arabs had penetrated Africa, the inhabitants lived in their
villages without any domestic animals. There were no tame cattle, or goats, or even chickens in those days. Any
meat the people required they obtained by hunting the wild animals of the forest; game in those days was even
more plentiful than now, so that the natives never wanted for food, and could kill enough game in a day to last
them a week.
Now the first wild animal to become tame and domesticated was a dog; and it fell about thus.
Far away to the West, near the outskirts of the Great Forest, there dwelt a widowed Leopardess. She lived with
her two cubs, Kenyi and Tomba, in a warm, sandy cave on the shores of lake Tanganyka.\fn{ At the time of this
narrative, Tanzania was a German colony; it would come under British political control until after World War I:H } Her husband, some
time before, had fallen into a pitfall and been killed by natives, and she now lived alone with her twin cubs, were
only two months old.
She was obliged to be out all day long hunting for food, and was unable to look after her twins, whom she was
forced to Leave alone in the cave. Like most mothers, she was very fond of her children, and did not at all like
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leaving them alone, so at last she determined to engage a nurse.
She went round the country therefore and told all the beasts of the forest that she wished to find a good, steady
nurse who could be depended upon to look after her children carefully. Her friends promised to let it be known
that she required a nurse, and on the following day three applicants for the post, a hyena, a fox, and a dog stood
before her. They asked her what wages she gave, and she told them that they should have a comfortable home in
her cave and a share of the meat she brought home at night from her hunting excursions. In return for this the
nurse would be required to look after her cubs while she was away.
“How do you think it would suit you?” asked the Leopardess of the first applicant.
“He-yah, he-yah! he-yah!” laughed the Hyena. “I don’t know but what it might suit me, if there was not too
much to do, he-yah, he-yah, he-yah!” And the Hyena laughed so loud and long that the Leopardess drove him
away, saying that such a flighty and flippant creature was not fit to look after her precious babies. Turning to the
second applicant, she said,
“What do you think, Mr. Fox; how would the place suit you?”
“Well,” said the Fox, “I don’t think the wages are particularly good; but I shall want three evenings off during
the week, for I have a family hard by.”
“Nay,” answered the Leopardess, “I cannot have my servants running out at night; I know what it means, you
will be carrying away all the broken meat and scraps, and I shall have to keep your family as well as yourself.
Besides, Mr. Fox, there is a cunning, crafty look in your eyes which I do not like; you too, may go, for I can see
that you will not suit me. And the Leopardess, with a wave of her paw, dismissed him.
“What do you say, Dog?” she then asked.
“Well, I think, Madam, the place will suit me very well,” said the Dog; “all I want is a comfortable home, and I
shall be satisfied with the bones; besides, too, I am fond of children.”
“Very well,” said the Leopardess, “I think you will suit me exactly; you shall have as many bones as you like.
But before engaging you I must make one condition, which is that everything that you eat must be eaten inside the
cave. If you take anything outside something dreadful will happen, and a terrible disaster will come on me and
my family. Do you hear, Dog?” and the Leopardess looked dreadfully savage.
“I hear, Madam, I quite understand,” humbly answered the Dog, as he wagged his tail in a deprecating manner.
“It is an easy condition to observe, and I will see that it is fulfilled.”
“Very well,” said the Leopardess, somewhat mollified by the Dog’s humble answer, “you may consider
yourself engaged.”
*
For a week all went well. The Dog attended assiduously to his duties; he washed the Leopard cubs, and tended
them carefully: he smoothed the sand floor of the cave, and kept things neat and tidy. When the Leopardess
returned each evening tired out after her hunting excursions she found everything in order; the cubs were clean
and neat, and when she lay down each night and called for the twins to suckle them, the Dog brought them and
laid them by her side. Everything was as it should be, and she felt thankful to have engaged so good and trusty a
servant. So things went on smoothly, until one evening the Leopardess returned from a very successful hunting
excursion, bringing with her the meat of a beautiful fat giraffe.
Oh! those marrow bones! How the Dog smacked his lips and licked his jaws when he saw them! After the
Leopardess had eaten her evening meal she retired to bed, and the Dog secreted the choicest bones and promised
himself a splendid meal next day.
Next morning as usual the Leopardess went out to hunt, leaving the Dog alone with the cubs.
“Now,” said the Dog, smacking his lips, “I’ll have those bones. Dear me, what a meal I’ll have!” and his
mouth watered at the very thought of it. He took the cubs and laid them in the sun, near the mouth of the cave, and
stealing off to the place in the back of the cave where he had hidden his treasures, he selected a big shin bone, full
of marrow, with juicy little bits of meat sticking to it. Taking it in his mouth he carried it to the entrance of the
cave, and sitting down began his meal.
Ah! how good it tasted! And he smacked his lips again.
But the floor was a litle uneven, and the sand stuck to the marrow and spoilt its taste, so little by little he
shifted and wriggled himself ahead, until at last he had edged himself to the very mouth of the cave.
There just ahead of him, a few feet only from the entrance of the cave, he saw a little patch of green sward. It
looked so inviting, as the sun fell warmly and lovingly upon it, that he said to himself, “Ah, that’s just the place
for me to enjoy my bone,” and, forgetting the Leopardess’ warning, he carried the bone out of the cave.
How velvety and soft the grass felt as the Dog lay down with a sigh of content, and taking the bone between
his paws gave it a preliminary lick.
But what happened to the bone? It would not keep still! The Dog attempted to seize it, but it evaded him and
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began leaping in every direction as if possessed. Up and down, in and out it leapt, pursued by the Dog, until just
as he thought he had caught it, the bone, giving one final bound, struck Tomba, one of the leopard cubs on the
head and killed him on the spot.
“What shall I do now?” exclaimed the Dog, horror-stricken, as he gazed ruefully at the dead body of poor little
Tomba. “If Mistress returns and finds out what I have done she will surely kill me. The best thing I can do is to
run away as fast as I can and get out of reach before she returns,” and suiting the action to the words, the Dog
turned to fly.
But it was too late, for as he reached the entrance of the cave he saw the Leopardess advancing towards him.
The only thing now left for him to do was to hurry back into the cave and put the cubs to bed. He had hardly done
so before the Leopardess entered. The Dog wagged his tail obsequiously and said,
“Good afternoon, Mistress, you are back early today, have you not been successful out hunting?”
“No,” answered the Leopardess shortly. “Nothing seems to go right today. I just missed catching a fat antelope,
and almost immediately afterwards I got a thorn in my foot, but I knew there was plenty of giraffe meat left over
from yesterday, so I returned home; I shall do no more hunting today. I don’t know what it is, but I feel as if
something had gone wrong. Are Kenyi and Tomba well?” And the Leopardess threw herself discontentedly down
on the floor of the cave and called for her cubs.
“Yes, Mistress,” cried the Dog, “they are quite well, I will bring them to you one by one.”
The Dog went to the bed, and taking Kenyi in his arms, laid him at his mother’s breasts. When he had sucked
his fill the Leopardess’ called for Tomba. The Dog then carried off Kenyi, and made as if to put him to bed, but
brought him back and laid him at his mother’s breasts, hoping she would not notice the deception. The
Leopardess, however, turning to caress the cub, noticed at once that it was Kenyi who was again lying beside her.
“What trick are you playing me?” shouted the eopardess, and her suspicions being aroused, she sprang to the
bedside and saw lying there the dead body of Tomba. With a howl of fury she turned upon the Dog, and just
caught sight of him as he shot out of the cave and sped across the plain.
“Traitor!” shrieked the Leopardess, as she bounded after him, and then the chase began.
*
Up hill and down dale they went, the Dog in front and the Leopardess closely following him, the fire of fury
darting from her eyes making her terrible indeed. On and on they went, over rocks and boulders, through streams
and bushes, till the Dog’s tongue hung out from his mouth and his breath came and went in painful gasps. At last,
when he was well-nigh exhausted, and the Leopardess was close upon him, he spied a wart-hog’s burrow, and into
this he shot for refuge. The Leopardess strove in vain to follow him, for the entrance was too small, and she stood
glaring at the Dog, who sat panting just out of her reach.”
“I’ll be even with you yet!” roared the Leopardess, lashing her tail furiously at finding herself baffled. Looking
round to find some way of getting at the Dog, she saw seated on the bough of a tree close by, a monkey, who was
an interested spectator of the scene.
“Ah! I have him now!” thought the Leopardess, and she called out to the Monkey, “Monkey, Monkey, come
here; I want you to help me, but if you refuse to aid me, or play me false, I will kill you on the spot.” The
Monkey, in fear and trembling, promised to help her, and asked her what he should do.
“I want you,” said the Leopardess, “to stand here and keep watch over the Dog while I go and collect some
sticks to burn him alive in the hole. If he attempts to escape call out, and I will be after him like lightning.”
“Very well, Mistress,” replied the Monkey, “you may depend upon me.” And he took up his position as
watcher at the mouth of the burrow. Away went the Leopardess to gather sticks, and no sooner was her back
turned than the Dog called out,
“Monkey, Monkey, you wouldn’t be hard on a poor fellow who has done you no harm! I know many of your
family, and we have always been friends together. Pray let me out of this hole before the Leopardess returns!”
“I don’t want to harm you,” replied the monkey. “I have no grudge against anyone, but if the Leopardess
comes back and finds you gone she will surely turn and kill me.”
“Nay,” said the Dog, “pretend that I am still in the hole, and when the Leopardess returns, drop the sticks in.
She will never know that I am not here. Do but let me out, and I will show you a dell, known only to myself,
where grow the choicest nuts!”
The Monkey was not a bad fellow at heart, in spite of his mischievous ways, and the Dog’s promise made him
stili more well disposed towards him, so he stood aside and the Dog dashed off into the bushes. Almost
immediately the Leopardess returned, bearing a large bundle of dry twigs.
“Is the Dog safe?” cried she.
“Oh, yes, Mistress, he is safe enough,” answered the Monkey, “give me the sticks.”
And the Monkey, seizing the bundle, dropped the twigs into the hole, and with them he also dropped some
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hickory nuts he had in his pouch. In a short time the burrow was quite full of sticks, and the Leopardess having set
fire to them, sat down to witness the burning of Tomba’s murderer. As the flames burned up the hickory nuts
began to crack.
“Listen, Mistress!” exclaimed the Monkey, “how his bones are crackling. Oh, but he is having a hot time down
there!”
“Ah!” roared the Leopardess, “I swore I would have my revenge.”
Now all would-have gone well if the Dog had behaved with simple common sense. But, Master, he was as
curious as a woman and wanted to see how his plan worked. So, instead of making off as fast as he could, he
returned to a little hillock close by, and peeped. over a stone to see what was going on. But just at that very
moment the Leopardess happened to look up, and catching sight of him, uttered a roar and was after him again
like a streak of light.
*
This time there seemed no hope for the Dog, for he was already tired. Away they went actross the plain, and
the Monkey at last lost sight of them as they swept over a hill. The Dog held on until he could almost feel the
Leopardess’ breath on his flanks, when suddenly in the distance he caught sight of a native village, with a number
of people sitting smoking round the fires. Gathering together all his strength he made for the village and slipping
through the palisade, took refuge in one of the huts, where he fell down exhausted.
The infuriated Leopardess tried ot follow him, but the villagers, who loved fair play, took his part, for he was
the smaller of the two, and seizing their spears, after a fierce fight they slew the Leopardess before his eyes.
The Dog was so grateful to the natives for protecting him, that he passed his life amongst them, and died at a
good old age, with his children and grandchildren around him.
Ever since then, dogs have preferrred to live with the children of men, knowing that they were their best
friends. The natives, growing accustomed to having dogs about them, began taming other animals, such as cattle
and goats and chickens, and thus it came to pass how animals were first used for domestic purposes.
206.5 The Story Of Kintu\fn{by Uledi (before 1888- )} Zanzibar, Tanzania (M) 3
It is an old legend, master, which I learnt many years ago, when I was little more than a lijana\fn{Youth} It was
during my first expedition with the Bwana M’Kubwa, when he first sailed down the river Congo. Allah! What a
journey that was, and how the pagans fought us, and shouted to us that they would have meat that night for their
cannibal feast! It was when were at Rubaga, and the Bwana M’Kubwa was the guest of M’Tesa the king. I will try
to relate the story as it was told me by an old man who was a sweeper in M’Tesa’s palace. He called it Hadithi Ya
Kintu.\fn{The Story of Kintu; I have included this small introduction, because it is also in the words of Uledi:H }
*
In days gone by many scores of generations ago, before the world was as it now is, and when crime and
bloodshed were unknown, there lived a man called Kintu, a gentle, holy, and guleless man, whose heart was as
that of a little child.
Now Kintu and his wife—whose name I do not remember—were wandering in search of a land in which they
might dwell and till the soil. After many years’ wandering in the wilderness, they came to a country on the shores
of the great lake Nyanza, which is now called Uganda. It was a beautiful country, Master, with rich fertile valIeys,
watered by the clearest streams. The hills were covered with grass and trees, and the breezes from the Nyanza
blew over them at night, making them fresh and cool. Allah! It was a veritable Paradise!
Now Kintu and his wife brought with them to Uganda a cow, a sheep, a goat, a chicken, a grain of matama, a
banana root, and a sweet potato, and with these they began their work. They planted the roots in the rich soil, and
immediately there grew up vast fields of potatoes and corn and great green groves of bananas. which yielded large
bunches of luscious fruit. The cow, the sheep, the goat and chicken were so prolific that soon there sprang up
great flocks and herds of cattle, sheep and goats, and chickens were as plentiful as the grass of the plain. Kintu’s
wife, too, bore him sons and daughters, until Uganda was peopled by his children and grandchildren, who tilled
the soil and milked the cattle and goats. Some of his children moved away to the West, taking with them sweet
potatoes, which they planted in the soil. That, Master, is why to this day the sweet potato is most eaten in Unyoro.
Those who moved North planted the grains of corn, and that is why to this day the Shulis grow matama.
And Kintu and his wife kept the bananas, which now grow so plentifully in Uganda and Usoga,\fn{ A former
kingdom in Uganda} and his children built themselves fine basket-work huts, and made large villages, round which
they planted shady plantain groves and here they dwelt in peace and plenty.
Kintu ruled over his people with kindness and wisdom, and as the sun set over the waters of the glorious
Nyanza he looked out from his palace on the hill of Rubaga, over the peaceful land, with a happy and contented
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heart, and he found that his work was good, for there was no country in the length and breadth and of the land so
happy and prosperous as Uganda.
*
But as the years rolled on, and Kintu grew to be an old, old man, a change came over the land. The people
became slothful and wicked; too much prosperity had spoiled them, even as it does us today. Is it not true, Master,
if we become too rich and have no care or trouble, we become selfish and slothful, thinking only of ourselves and
our stomachs? We grow to be lazy, wicked, and quarrelsome, and Shaitan enters our hearts and drives out love
and charity.
And thus it was with the people of Uganda in that far-off time. They became lustful and envious, and grew
bananas only to make wine, which intoxicated and maddened them. The son rose up against his father; the
daughter became wicked and cursed her mother; each man turned against his neighbour to rob and pillage and
kill, until the whole land was drenched with blood; and the wailing of the helpless rose up to Kintu’s throne, and
cried out for protection and mercy.
In vain did the good old man appeal to the people, and exhort them to return to their former virtuous life; they
only scoffed at and mocked him, and at last answered him even by threats. The old man sat in his lonely palace on
the hill of Rubaga and talked sadly to his wife of his ruined hopes and the wickedness of their children. They
thought of the peaceful and happy days that were past, and of what Uganda had been in the old days, when crime
and bloodshed were unknown. Then despair entered Kintu’s heart, for he felt that his work had been vain. At last
he said to his wife,
“This land of Uganda, wife, is no more a home for us, there is no longer place or part for us in the life here.
Whithersoever I turn I see bloodshed and cruelty, and my ears are tortured by sounds of war and woe, of weeping
and lamentation. The young men no longer listen to my words; my counsel falls on unheeding ears, for their
hearts are hardened by wickedness; wheresoever I go all men turn from me and draw away with looks of mistrust
and hate. Come, wife, let us be going. Let us rise up and depart.”
Going out from his palace, he took a last look over the beautiful land—still beautiful—but alas! given up now
to cruelty and lust. He stretched out his bands yearningly over his beloved country and lifted up his voice and
wept. Then, turning to his wife, he said,
“Come, wife, the daylight is past, let us be going. We will take with us only our original cow, sheep, goat,
chicken, banana and potato roots—perchance we may yet find a land where bloodshed and cruelty are unknown.”
And so, as the night fell, the Blameless Kintu and his old wife passed away, hand in hand, into the Great
Unknown.
*
When morning was come, the news spread abroad that Kintu and his wife had departed, and sounds of fear and
lamentation were heard throughout the land. The people were sore afraid now that he was gone, and feared lest
some evil should befal the country; the blindness fell from their eyes, and at last they understood all that he had
been to them, and bitterly bemoaned their loss.
For many months they searched for Kintu, but in vain, they found him not. And the Blameless Kintu. their
Priest, Patriarch and King, was no more seen in the fair land of Uganda.
But soon troubles of war fell on Uganda, and a plague swept over the land. Strong men were stricken down
with a sore disease; the women as they went to draw water from the well fell by the wayside, and the children
sickened and died. Till the voice of the people rose up in a mighty wail, and they cried out in terror and agony,
“Oh! Why did we let Kintu go? It is our wickedness which has driven him away and brought a curse upon the
land.” Then they searched again yet more diligently for their father, but alas! they found him not, for he had
vanished from the land.
And so king succeeded king and sat upon the throne of Uganda, but as the years rolled on the people never
forgot their father Kintu, and each successiye king searched for him in all the surrounding countries, for there was
a belief among the people that Kintu was immortal and would one day return to Uganda.
*
Now, after many generations, a king called Ma’anda came to the throne: he was a just king and full of wisdom.
In the days of his childhood, as he sat by his mother’s knee, he heard from her lips the story of Kintu, and how,
through the wickedness of the people, he had departed from the land and been no more seen. As he grew in years
he heard it, too, from the old servants about his father’s house, and it took strong hold upon his mind. When he
grew older he took a seven days’ journey down the lake, to the huts of the wise men, who charmed away evil
spirits and brought the rain, and they too told him the story. The boy seemed never weary of listening to the
legend, and sometimes he would wander off by himself in the forest and ponder deeply over all that he had heard.
And so, day by day, a resolve grew up in his beart that when he became king he would rule his country so wisely
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that bloodshed should cease, and he would search yet more diligently than any other king for the Patriarch Kintu.
Under his rule Uganda became peaeful and happy once more, and cruelty and murder were at last banished
from the land. At each new moon he went long journeys into the forests and mountains of distant Unyoro and
Usoga, accompanied only by his faithful Katikiro,\fn{Prime Minister) so that the people, thinking he followed the
chase, called him Ma’anaa the Hunter. But it was not not the beasts of the forest that he hunted, for the one
thought that lay ever at his heart was,
“Oh, if I could but find my father Kintu.”
Now one day as evening fell and the setting sun lit up the waves of the Nyanza, touching the distant peaks of
Usoga with golden red, Ma’anda sat outside his palace on the hill of Rubaga brooding sadly. The scene pleased
him not, and in his breast there was no joy for ruling over so fair a land, for his heart was sore within him because
he could not find Kintu; and he stretched out his hands towards the distant mountains and cried in silent prayer,
“Father, have I not obeyed your commands? Have I not banished murder and bloodshed from the land? Yet
have you turned away from me. Kintu, my father—where are you?”
And even as he stretched out his hands the faithful Katikiro came into his presence, and bowing to the ground
before him, said,
“May peace be with you, my Master, and incessantly as the flowing of waters. A strange peasant has just come
from a distant country towards the setting sun, saying he has a message for you, a King, and it is for your ears
only—may his tidings bring you peace.”
Trembling with eagerness, Ma'anda commanded the stranger to be brought before him, and soon the King and
the peasant stood alone in the twilight on the hill of Rubaga. Eagerly the King asked,
“What news have you brought? Speak quickly thy message, for I am weary of waiting for the tidings my heart
tells me you hast brought at last.” The peasant bowed before him and said,
“Your servant will speak quickly that which he has to tell you. Many days ago, O King, I was hunting in the
forest near my home beyond distant Unyoro, by the banks of the swift M’werango, but that day the antelope kept
far from my feet, and wandering on till sunset I came to a mossy dell. There were great trees round it, through the
branches of which the sunbeams fell, and from the middle of the soft greensward rose a spring of crystal clear
water. The water bubbled up from the middle, and made the pure white sand dance and play at the bottom of the
fountain. A clear bright stream ran from it, and laughed and sang in the sunshine as it flowed over the pebbles and
was lost in the forest beyond. Ah! King! never have I seen a spot so beautiful.
“And as I drank eagerly from the spring, a feeling of drowsiness crept over me, and lying down at the foot of a
great tree I fell into a deep sleep, and as I slept I dreamed a dream. An old man with a snow-white beard stood
before me, saying,
“‘Rise up and go into the country of Uganda, and tell my words to King Ma’anda. Say that an old man awaits
him here who will give him good tidings which will make his heart leap for joy. He must follow you to this place,
accompanied only by his mother. Tell him not a servant, not even a dog must he bring with him, but only his
mother and you.’
“Thrice did the dream come to me,” continued the peasant,” and I journeyed day and night to bring you the
message. And this is what your servant has to tell you.”
“It is Kintu, my father!” cried Ma’anda, and the tears rolled down his cheeks. “You shalt be rich, O peasant;
and your name made honourable in the land.”
Then the King, rejoicing, told his mother the story, and the three, taking only a little food with them, stole off
secretly by night to the forest. But the faithful Katikiro had been watching them, and fearing lest harm should
befall his beloved master, he seized his spear and followed them from afar unseen.
*
Day and night they journeyed on for many days; at every fresh opening in the forest Ma’anda turned to see that
no one was following, but the Katikiro watched carefully, and always hid himself behind a tree and kept from his
master’s sight.
At last, led by the peasant, they came to the mossy dell, and there before them, seated upon the grass, they saw
a circle of old men clad in white robes. In front of them was one with a snow-white beard, more venerable than
the rest, who rose as Ma’anda approached.
“Who are you?” he asked in a clear, sweet voice, “and from where have you come?”
“I am Ma’anda. King of Uganda.” Answered the King.
“And who is this woman with you?”
“She is my mother, whom you have commanded me to bring.”
“And have you brought no one with you but your mother and this peasant?” demanded the old man.
“No one but these two,” answered Ma’anda.”
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“It is well,” said the sage, “for the words I have to say are for tyour ears only. My son, I am your father Kintu.
Bloodshed and violence drove me from my beloved country, and I vowed I would not return until they had
ceased, and a king should reign upon whose hands there was no stain of blood. I have watched you, my son, with
love in my heart, for I have seen how bravely you have struggled against the temptations that beset you, and how
nobly you have striven to banish murder from the land. I have seen how you have searched for me, a hundredfold
more than any other king, and how you have kept all my commandments, and my heart went out to you to see
how nobly you have borne the test. And now, my son, the time has come when—” But here the old man stopped
suddenly, saying,
“You have deceived me—who is this man behind you?”
Ma’anda turned and saw the Katikiro, who had crept up to hear what the old man was saying. With a cry of
rage he bounded towards him, and seizing the spear from his hand he drove it into the heart of his faithful servant.
The Katikiro, with a groan, immediately fell, and his blood flowed out over the hands of Ma’anda.
“Ah! woe is me,” cried Kintu; “there is blood even upon your hands,” and even as Ma’anda turned, Kintu and
the elders, with a cry of horror, vanished from his sight while their voices rang out through the forest,
“Woe! Woe! Woe! To the bloody land of Uganda!”
Ma’anda and his mother rent their clothes in despair, and cried wildly for Kintu to return, but the wind only
answered through the tree-tops,
“Woe! Woe! Woe!”
And so Ma’anda and his mother returned sadly to their home, and from that day to this Kintu has never more
been seen, nor will he appear again, until bloodshed has ceased in Uganda.
206.8 The Story Of Daoud The Fisherman\fn{by Abdullah (before 1888- )} Zanzibar, Tanzania (M) 4
Long, long ago, before Said Said came over from Arabia and conquered the land, making Zanzibar an Arab
country, the kingdom of Ungujia consisted of several different countries and islands, and each had its own king
and court.
Far away to the south of Zanzibar lay an island, called Combro, the first ruler of which was a king named
Saphoom.
He was a wise king, and was much beloved by his subjects, over whom he ritled in a firm and beneficent
manner. It was a beautiful and rich island, with great mango and cocoanut groves growing down to the seashore,
just as there are, Masters, in Zanzibar. You have seen them there and know how beautiful they are, and how the
children play under the thick shade of the mangoes, which grow up in dark geen billowy masses high up like
mountains, with the orange trees among them, laden with bright golden fruit and the cocoanut trees leaning
lovingly over till their long fan-like leaves almost kiss the water.
Well, Masters, just such an island as Zanzibar was the island of Combro, and there the King dwelt in his palace
by the seashore with his two wives, Tijara and Hanima. From the windows of the palace he caught glimpses
through the palm trees of the bright blue ocean rolling in in great white breakers upon the golden strand.
Everything was bathed in sunshine. The cool breeze blew through the open windows of the King’s palace,
bringing with it the scent of flowers, the distant sound of the sea, and the gay laughter of the children as they
played in the surf on the beach below. And as evening was falling, the King would stand with his two wives and
watch his boats as they sailed gaily home in the setting sun; laden with rich spices and stuffs which they brought
from the merchants of Ungujia and the mainland.
Allah! Masters, how beautiful it all was, and what a happy, peaceful life Saphoom led in his island out on the
great blue ocean.
*
Now the King loved both his wives; but he loved Tijarra best, for.she was so beautiful, and gentle, and kind,
and was beloved by all who approached her, by reason of her kindly, gracious ways. But Hanima saw this, and
was consumed with jealousy, for she perceived that the King cared more for a glance from Tijara than for all her
caresses. Then Shaitan entered her heart, and day by day she sat in her chamber and brooded how she could ruin
Tijara and win all the King’s love for herself.
So one night she secretly stole from the palace and made her way through the darkness to the hut of an old
medicine man who lived far away by a lonely swamp in the middle of a great forest. She carefully concealed her
face so that the old man might not recognize her, and asked him to give her a strong potion which would plunge
the person who drank it into a deep sleep.
Having obtained the medicine, she hurried backto the palace without anyone knowing where she had been. She
crept silently into the chamber where Tijara lay peacefully sleeping.
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Allah! how beautiful she looked as she lay stretched upon the couch, with her long silken lashes fringing her
cheeks, and her beautiful bosom rising and falling as she slept peacefully on, dreaming of Saphoom and of her
sweet, happy life. But the sight of her beauty only hardened the heart of Hanima, and as she gazed on Tijara’s
loveliness she became almost mad with jealousy and hate. Leaning over the prostrate form of her rival she gently
poured a few drops of the poison between the lips of Tiiara, who immediately fell into a stupor.
“Now,” muttered Hanima, “I will ruin her beauty, so that she shall no longer find favour in the eyes of the
King,” and seizing a glittering knife she cut out the eyes of Tijara.
After a few hours the effect of the poison wore off and Tijara awoke, and putting her hands to her eyes she
found she was blind, As she sprang from her couch she heard the taunting voice of Hanima near her, saying,
“Now, O hateful Tijara, I have destroyed your eyes, you are no longer beautiful, the King will turn from you
with loathing, and will transfer all his love to me.”
“Ah!” moaned the wretched woman, “what have I done to you that you have destroyed my life and made the
world darkness to me forever?”
“Done?” hissed Hanima,” have you not stolen from me the love of my lord, and turned his heart against me,
and now I am revenged upon you.”
Stung by the taunts of her rival, and maddened with despair for the loss of her beauty, Tijara fled from the
palace, followed by the mocking laugh of Hanima. On and on through the dark night she fled, until she reached
the seashore, and then with a long, despairing cry she threw herself into the sea and the waters closed over her.
*
Now when morning was come, sounds of weeping and wailing reached the King’s ears, and hurrying past the
panic-stricken slaves, he came to Tijara’s chamber. There, surrounded by weeping women, he saw the empty, and
blood-stained couch, and he understood that Tijara, the light of his life was dead.
Then the King rent his clothes, and throwing himself upon the couch, kissed the pillows which had been so
recently pressed by the head of his beloved Tijara.
Then there was a hurrying to and fro of the King’s warriors, who searched through the length and breadth of
the land for the destroyer of the Queen, but no traces of the murderer were found.
For many moons the King covered his head and lay upon the ground and refused to be comforted. But the
cunning Hanima moved softly round Saphoom, and wept with him; and when the days of mourning were over, the
King rose and washed and anointed himself, and took her again to his bosom, and Hanima was content.
And so the years rolled on, and Tijara and her sad fate seemed almost to be forgotten by the people. But
Saphoom never forgot her, and when at night Hanima lay sleeping beside her lord, he secretly mourned for the
loss of his gentle companion, and ceased not to cry in silent prayer,
“Tijara, Tijara, Allah-hu Akabar.”
*
Now hard by the city dwelt a fisherman called Daoud. He lived in a poor hut with his seven daughters in a
little cocanut grove by the seashore. He was very poor, and toiled all day to support himself and his children.
Early in the morning he would be out in his tiny boat setting his nets, and at midday it was his custom to carry his
fish into the city and sell them for a small piece of money, which he exchanged for rice and bizarre.\fn{Curry
stuffs} But times were hard, for fish were scarce, and for many days he had hardly caught anyrhing, and Daoud
began to despair by reason of his ill-luck.
Now early one morning as he cast his net he felt it was heavy, and his heart leaped with joy, for he thought his
ill-luck had turned and at last he had caught a great draught of fishes. What was his surprise on drawing the net to
land to find in its meshes a blind but bcautiful woman. Then a great fear fell on Daoud when the woman, as if
awakening from a long sleep, rose up, and in a sweet voice asked,
“Who are you, and what is this land upon which I have awakened?” And he answered,
“I am Daoud the fisherman, and this, O Lady, is the island of Combro.”
“And who is the ruler of this land?” asked the Stranger.
“The good King Saphoom is the ruler of the land, and hard by is the palace where he lives with the Queen
Hanima.” The Stranger heaved a deep sigh and said:
“Has the King then none other wife than Hanima?”
“None other, Lady, than Hanima,” replied Daoud, but I have heard that years ago, when I lived on the island of
Pemba, the king had yet another wife, called Tijara, who was more beautiful than the day. But one night she
disappeared, and though they searched throughout the land for her, she was never found.. The people say the King
has never been the same since then, for Tijara was the light of his eyes.”
Then the Stranger wept bitterly, and clasping her hands over her sightless eyes, she talked to herself in a low
voice, so low that Daoud could not hear her words; but though he was only a rough fisherman his heart was large,
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and he tried to comfort her. At length the Stranger drying her tears, said,
“Daoud, my heart tells me that yours is kind: will you have pity on a blind woman, and help a stranger who is
poor and in deep distress? Take me to your house, and may God reward you for your charity.”
“Nay, Lady,” said Daoud, “though my hut is humble and we are poor, I will turn no stranger in distress from
my door; who but the poor should help the poor, and such food and shelter as I have, I offer you in the name of
the gods,” and taking her by the hand he led her to his hut.
Now when the daughters saw their father bringing the Stranger home they were wroth, and cried:
“Who is this Stranger that you have brought; have you not enough mouths to feed, without taking in a stranger,
and that a blind woman?” And Daoud’s daughters began to reproach their father, untiI the old man knew not what
to do. But the youngest daughter, the gentle Dahara, with tears of pity in her sweet eyes, exclaimed:
“Nay, father, turn not the Stranger away, there is the little hut close by in the cocoanut grove which you made
last summer for the fishing-nets; let her stay there, and I myself will tend her. It may be that her coming will bring
us good luck.”
Then Dahara led the Stranger to the little hut, and making her a soft bed of sweet-scented grass, told her to lie
down and rest. And when the sun became low in the heavens, Dahara taking a portion of her own frugal meal,
brought it to the Stranger and bade her eat. Then saying kind words to her, she called upon the Gods to watch over
the helpless woman, and bade her good night.
*
Now when the sun rose, and Dahara went to tbe hut, the Stranger said she wished to bathe, and Dahara brought
her a bath and clear cool water from the well in an earthern jar. And as she washed the water fell from her in a
flood of gold and silver. It filled the bath and flowed out over the floor, until the poor hut glittered in the morning
sun like a king’s palace. Running to the seashore, Dahara told her father what had befallen, and going to the hut
they gathered up the gold and silver and hid it in a hole under the hearth. For three successive mornings the
Stranger washed and the gold fell from her in streams, until Daoud had stores of gold and silver as large as any
noble in the land.
Now on the fourth day Dahara dreamed a dream. As she slept she heard a voice saying,
“Rise up, my daughter, and go into the city, taking with you a piece of the gold which has fallen from the
Stranger you have befriended. Go into the market-place, and there you shall see an old man with a green turban
seated upon the ground with his tray of merchandise before him. Give him the piece of gold, and tell him you
come in the name of the gods. He will give you a red fish and a piece of Oudi wood. Take them to the hut of thc
Stranger, and placing the eyes of the fish in her eyes, you shall light the Oudi wood and waft the smoke upon
them. Do this, and the gods will reward you.”
As soon as Dahara awoke she told her father the dream, and, taking a piece of gold with her, she wended her
way towards the city. And there, on entering the market-place she saw an old man with a green turban seated upon
the ground, just as the voice in her dream had described him. The old man on seeing her called out that he had
bracelets and wares for pretty maidens, and held out towards her yellow amber necklets and glittering beads of
gold and silver. But Dahara put the.m aside, and offering the piece of gold said,
“Nay, Baba, I want none of these, for I come in the name of the gods.”
“And may they reward you, gentle maiden, for your kindly heart,” answered the old man, as he drew out from
under his tray a red fish and a piece of Oudi wood, and gave them to Dahara.
“Assanti Baba, lubda takuyia Kheri,”\fn{Thank you, father, it may be good luck will come} she murmured, as she hid
them in her kanso, and turned towards her home.
That night she and her father came quietly into the Stranger’s hut, and as she slept they put the red-fish eyes
into hers and wafted the smoke of the Oudi wood around her. Then, with a humble prayer to the gods to bless their
efforts, the gentle girl and her good old father crept silently away.
With dawn of day Dahara stood by the couch of the Stranger and watched in fear and trembling to see what
would befall. And as she watched, the sleeper’s lips moved. She stirred uneasily, and raising her hands to her eyes
she woke, no longer blind, but restored to all her normal glorious beauty. And at the sight of her dazzling beauty
Dahara fell on her knees and bowed herself to the ground before her. But the Stranger raised her up and kissing
her kindly, said:
“My heart went out towards you, Dahara, when I, a blind outcast, first heard your sweet voice pleading with
your father and sisters for the Stranger. You knew not whom you were rescuing from despair, but knew only that I
was poor and in trouble, and that was enough for your gentle heart. Surely your reward shall be great and your life
made rich and happy. Go, fetch you good old father, that I may look upon his face and thank him for his kindness
and hospitality to the Stranger.”
And when Dahara brought her father to the hut, the Stranger spoke kindly, gracious words to him, and the two
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bowed low before her, for she was of Queenly Presence.
*
Now hard by Daoud’s little plot of land lay a cocoanut grove belonging to Najumbi, the King’s steward. That
morning as Najumbi walked in the grove, he climbed a cocoanut tree to gather fruit, and looking over the wall he
saw the Stranger washing, and as the sun fell on her he was astonished at her loveliness. Quickly descending from
the tree he made his way to the royal palace, and prostrating himself before the King said:
“Master, without offence, I beg to kiss your hands, and to tell you what your servant has seen. As I walked this
morning, O King, in my cocoanut grove by the seashore, I became thirsty and climbed a tree to gather some fruit.
And there I saw in the garden of Daoud the fisherman a woman more beautiful than the day washing herself
before a little hut in the morning sun. And as I gazed some memory of past years rose before me, for the woman
seemed to me to be like the lost Queen Tijara—peace be to her memory—only this woman was ten times more
beautiful. Then I hastened to come down from the tree and come before you, O King, to tell you what your
servant has seen.”
Then the King trembled, for as he looked back through the memory of past days, all his tenderness and love for
Tijara welled up in his heart, till he was consumed by love and longing to see the strange woman who was like
her. So as the evening fell, the King, disguised as a merchant, made his way to Daoud’s hut, accompanied by the
steward. Entering the house he called for Daoud and told him he had heard that he had a beautiful daughter and
commanded him to bring her before him.
Daoud, who recognized the King through his disguise, was sore afraid and stricken with fear, for he thought of
the Stranger and of the gold, and feared lest it might be found hidden under the hearth and he and his children
branded as robbers. One by one he tremblingly brought his daughters before the King, who impatiently waved
each away. At last Dahara came in, and Daoud told the King that she was the youngest, and these daughters, seven
in number, were all that he had. The King looked at the gentle Dahara and said,
“Verily, this maiden, your youngest daughter, is fair to see, but it is not she I seek; you have yet another whom
you hast hidden from me. Bring her at once before me or my vengeance shall fall upon your head.”
Daoud in terror threw himself at the King’s feet, and protested that he had no other daughter, and Dahara sank
on her knees before him and begged him to be merciful to her father. But the King was wroth, and ordered the
Steward to bind him hand and foot and cast him into prison. But even as the Steward moved forward to do the
King’s bidding, the Stranger glided softly into the room.
Allah! how beautiful she looked, with the flickering lamp light falling upon her, as she stood there before the
King, with her hands crossed upon her breast and her sweet eyes cast down. It seemed as if some beautiful spirit
had come down from above to that poor fishing-hut upon the seashore. Then a loud cry of gladness rang out upon
the still evening, as the King crying, “Tijara! Tijara! Allah-ah-Akabar” clasped her in his arms.
Thus, after long years of separation and mourning, King Saphoom and the long lost Tijara met once more.
*
Soon it became known to the people in the city that the dead was living, the lost was found, and that Tijara,
their Queen was restored to them.
Hanima, as she sat in the Palace waiting for Saphoom to return and wondering what kept her lord so long from
her side, heard the criers in the streets shouting news abroad, which was answered from all sides by loud
acclamations from the people.
Some instinct of fear made her heart sink, for she fancied she caught the name of Tijaral and creeping from the
palace on to the city wall, she listened with bated breath. And as she listened and strained her ears to catch their
words, the crowd came nearer and nearer until at last she heard above the shouts of the people the words of the
criers:
“Hadithi! Hadithi! Hear oh people the welcome news and rejoice! This night our Beloved Queen, the beautiful
Tijara has been restored to us. Through the wickedness of the cruel Hanima she was driven from us and was lost,
but this night, through the goodness of the gods she has been found by the King in the hut of the fisherman
Daoud.” Loud cries of joy greeted the words of the criers, and the people, like a mighty flood, streamed out of the
city gate to welcome the King and Tijara.
Then a great fear and trembling took hold upon Hanima, and covering her head she fled through the darkness
and cowered, terror-stricken, among the rocks by the seashore. And soon she heard in the distance a sound of
horns and drums, and the joyful shouts of the people, as they moved aong the seashore from Daoud’s hut to the
King’s palace. And as the procession approached, she saw by the light of a thousand torches, surrounded by the
dancing, shouting crowd, the King reclining on his litter, and in his arms was Tijara, more beautiful than ever.
“I have lived long enough!” hissed Hanima, as with a cry of fury and hate she leaped from the rocks into the
sea; and the next morning her dead body was washed up upon the shore at the place where Daoud had drawn the
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blind Stranger to shore in his net.
*
And so it came to pass that the King in his gratitude made the poor fisherman Daoud ruler over all his house,
and Dahara became the chief woman in the Queen’s chamber. And as time went on, Hanamouri, the King’s young
brother, took the gentle Dahara for his wife, and she, too, lived in a palace by the sea, and had servants and slaves
to do her bidding, and jewels and fine raiment to wear.
There they dwelt on Cambro in happiness and peace. Tijara bore the king sons and daughters, and we, Master,
the people of N’gazijah, are the descendants of the good King Saphoom and the beautiful Tijara.
This, Masters, is the story of Daoud the fisherman as it is related to us in Zanzibar by our mothers when we are
children. And they tell us that we should remember, like Daoud, to be kind to strangers, lest we turn someone in
distress from our doors whom Allah has sent to befriend.”
206.12 The Story Of Kilindi\fn{by Khamis Parri (before 1888- )} Zanzibar, Tanzania (M) 5
Long years ago, Masters, in the days of the good King Saphoom of Combro, there lay on the seacoast, to the
north of Ungujia, a beautiful country called Kilindi. King Munia Pembe ruled over the country, and built his city
on that fair tract of land which stands out into the sea in the shape of a man’s hand. You may see its form to this
day, but now behind it runs the clear, deep harbor, which in the first days of Kilindi was not there.
Well, Masters, Munia Pembe was a powerful king, and Kilindi was a rich country. He had servants and slaves
in numbers, who used to bring down to the coast great caravans of ivory, oil and precious woods from the
unknown heart of Africa.
Then, too, he had dhows and boats in plenty, which carried his merchandise to Ungujia and Hindee, and
brought back rich eastern stuffs and spices, and gold for ornaments from the Arabs and merchants. Queri, Masters,
believe me, he was a very great king.
Now, though he was rich and powerful, and had all that the world could give him, he was sorrowful and weary
of his life. Once he had a beautiful son called Oumouri, who was the light of his house; but one day, when he was
swimming with his playfellows in the surf, a great fish had seized hjm and carried him away before their eyes.
Since then the King’s heart has known no rest, for God had given him no other children.
“What,” cried he, “are my riches, my ships, and my palaces, when the son who was the joy of my heart is no
more!”
*
Now after the King, the next man of power in the land of Kilindi was the Kadi Mwili-fetha, or the Golden
Skinned. He was the judge of the country—a just man, and held in much honour by the people. He owned flocks,
and herds of cattle and goats, and great groves of cloves and cocoanuts. He had lost his wife, and lived alone with
his daughter, the beautiful and gentle Sophonea, in his palace hard by the sea.
Now in the city there lived a widow called Raba; she was comely and pleasing to look upon, and had a
daughter called Karibu who was the playmate and friend of Sophonea. These two had also been the playmates of
the King’s son, Oumouri, and his friend Armi, and the four had been as brothers and sisters together.
When Oumouri had been carried away by the fish, though Karibu and Armi had wept bitterly for his loss, the
remembrance of him grew fainter as the years passed by; but Sophonea treasured the memory of him in her heart,
and sometimes, when she slept, the image of Oumouri as a beautiful prince appeared before her in her dreams and
urged her not to forget him.
And as the years rolled on the friendship of Sophonea and Karibu grew stronger and closer. Each evening,
when the sun set, they sat together on the baraza by the sea talking of many things and sometimes of the lost
Oumouri. Armi, too, often joined them, bringing with him some of his father’s slaves who had come down with
the caravans from the heart of Africa. The slaves brought strange instruments and sang wild, weird songs which
they had learnt in distant lands.
Then, too, when Armi commanded them, they told the girls of the strange things they had seen in the distant
countries and savage lands they had reached in their search for ivory and gold. Thcy told strange tales of the
countries they had seen in their travels; countries inhabitcd by savages who ate the enemies they killed in battle,
countries where there were great forests which were watered by rivers on whose banks lived people who wore no
clothes, and had tails like apes. People who trained savage dogs to fight against their enemies and guard their
homes in the dark recesses of a great forest which stretched far away towards the setting sun.
And so the three grew up together in a friendship that was strong and true.
*
Now one day the Kadi Mwili-fetha sent for his daughter, and Sophonea coming to him said,
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“Speak, father, for your daughter is before you, and hears with an obedient heart.” And the Kadi answered and
said:
“My daughter, I have seen the strong love which has grown up between Karibu and you. It makes my heart
glad to see it, for she is a pure maiden and true, and I love her almost as I love you, my own daughter. For many
moons a thought has lain at my heart how both our lives may be brighter and made more full of happiness and
content.
“My daughter, though the freshness of my youth is past, it has come to me that it were a good thing to take to
myself the mother of Karibu—the Bibi Raba—for my wife. She, too, has lost the first freshness of youth, yet she
is still pleasing to the sight, and has long looked upon me with kindly eyes. She would be a mother to you and
Karibu alike, and we might all live together, in this my house, in happiness and peace.
“And now, my daughter, I have opened my heart, and have shown you the thought which has lain there so
long. Speak, then, all that is in your heart, and tell me if this thing be pleasing to you.”
“Nay, father,” answered Sophonea, “it is true that your first youth has departed, but you are not yet stricken in
years. If your heart is set on the Bibi Raba, I bow to your will, for your happiness is mine.”
“Yet, my daughter,” answered the Kadi, “though the thought of this has been with me long, a fear has come
over me lest perchance when the Bibi Raba came to my house she would not love you, and then my heart would
break.”
“Fear not for me, my father,” said Sophonea, “if you take the Bibi Raba to wife I will be a dutiful and obedient
daughter to her, and she cannot help but love me.”
“What you sayest is true,” answered the Kadi, “you are so gentle and good, my child, that she cannot help but
love you.”
So, when the days of the wedding-feast were over, Mwili-fetha took Raba for his wife, and brought her and
Karibu home, and the four lived together in his palace by the sea.
*
Now the Widow Raba had long coveted the riches of Mwili-fetha, and the high and honourable place she
would take among the women of Kilindi as the Kadi’s wife. She had therefore feigned great love for Sophonea,
and had used every art to gain the affection of Mwili-fetha’s daughter. But now that she was his wife and mistress
of his house, she began to plot how she could ruin Sophonea, for at heart she hated her with a bitter hatred, and
was jealous of her step-daughter because of her father’s strong love for her. She thought, too, if she could but get
rid of Sophonea that all the Kadi’s riches and possessions would fall to her and her own daughter, Karibu.
But she must be secret and wary, for she feared the Kadi, and dared not do anything openly against Sophonea.
Day by day she watched, and waited, and plotted, till at last she had weaved a plan for her step-daughter’s
destruction.
So one day when the Kadi sat in the Temple of judgement dispensing justice to the different applicants who sat
on the pavement around the judgment-seat, Raba came out into the baraza of the palace, where Sophonea and
Karibu were weaving the soft, coloured mats which the women of Kilindi to this day love to make. She spoke soft
words to them and. said,
“Come, my daughters, the day is hot, put by the weaving. The karaffe\fn{Clove} harvest is now at its height; let
us go into the field and see how the labourers proceed with their work.”
The girls gladly threw their work aside, and Sophonea—always kind and good—thanked her step-mother for
wishing to give them pleasure. But her very gentleness served but to increase Raba’s hatred towards her, and
hardened her heart against her to carry out the plan she had made for her destruction.
The bearers carried them in their litter to the karaffe grove, and there, under the shade of the trees, the slaves
spread gay-coloured mats and soft cushions, and Raba and the two girls reclined upon them. Fruit was brought
them by the slaves; rich mellow plantains and juicy pineapples from the plantations hard by, and luscious
aromatic tasting mangoes and oranges from the fields and gardens of Ungujia. A servant by Raba’s order then
climbed a cocoanut tree and laid large green cocoanuts before them—the tops of these being cut off furnished
cups of sweet, cool milk, a drink fit for kings.
Now Raba had hidden a small but poisonous asp in her cloth and, unseen by anyone, she slipped it into her
step-daughter’s cup. Then raising the fruit in her hand she said,
“Let us drink, my daughters, of the cocoanut milk, and be grateful to the Gods for having given us a draught so
sweet.”
The girls raised the cocoanuts to their lips, but as they drank the snake slipped down the throat of Sophonea,
who was immediately taken with strange pains and convulsions, and fell to the ground. With a cry of terror and
fright Karibu raised her in her arms, while the slaves gathered round with sounds of fear and pity, for they all
loved their young mistress.
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Raba, too, pretending to be full of astonishment at the strange sickness which had seized her step-daughter,
called loudly for help. A litter was quickly brought, and Sophonea being laid softly in it, the poor girl, with moans
and cries of pain and agony, was borne to her father’s house followed by the weeping servants. As the Kadi sat in
the Judgment Hall a slave rushed suddenly in, and throwing himself at his master’s feet cried aloud:
“Rise up, O Kadi, and come in haste, for Sophonea, your beloved daughter, lies sick in your house, with the
pains of death upon her.”
Quickly the Kadi rose up, and entering his house he beheld his daughter, supported by Karibu, lying on a
couch, like one in death. With a cry of sorrow and despair he threw himself on his knees beside her and called
wildly upon her to speak. But his voice fell on unheeding ears; for the the pains had again come upon her, and
falling into a deep swoon she lay like one in a trance.
The wise men of Kilindi and the medicine men from far and near were sent for, and they all talked learnedly
and shook their heads wisely round the couch of Sophonea, but none of them could tell the nature of the malady
which had come thus suddenly upon her. All that night the Kadi and Karibu watched in turn by the bedside of
Sophonea; but alas! she grew worse and worse, and the convlusions became stronger and stronger.
Raba watched, too, with words of sorrow and pity on her lips, but jealousy and hatred shone in her eyes, and
feelings of triumph were in her heart at the success of her plot. The weary days dragged on and Sophonea grew
weaker and weaker, till she seemed to be slowly fading away before their eyes.
*
Now on the seventh day, as the Kadi watched by his daughter’s couch, Karibu lay down to sleep, and as she
slept dreamed a dream. A beautiful prince stood before her and said:
“I know, Karibu, that you love your sister; give ear, therefore, to the words I speak, and follow the counsel I
give you. Your sister Sophonea lies at the point of death, and her sickness has been caused by her wicked
stepmother, the Bibi Raba. There is but one way by which your sister may be made whole. Listen then, and let my
words sink into your heart. In the morning you shall go befre the Kadi and bid him send your sister and you in a
boat out to sea, and having done this he shall put his trust in the Gods and wait for what shall befall.”
When morning broke Karibu rose up and stood before the Kadi and told him her dream. Then was the Kadi
filled with wrath against Raba, but he refused to let Karibu go, for his heart sank at the thought of losing both his
daughters.
“What!” cried he; “is it not enough that the wife I took to comfort me in my old age has turned against me and
made my house a house of mourning, without sending my daughter away, so that I shall not even see her die, and
shall I lose you also? Nay, my daughter, I will not let you go.” Karibu begged and prayed, but the Kadi only
answered,
“I will not let you go.”
So Karibu, weeping, left the Kadi’s presence and, going to the young man Armi, told him her dream and asked
him to help her. Then the two went hand in hand before the Kadi and begged so earnestly, that at length a hope
sprang up in his heart that perhaps good luck would come of it and Sophonea be healed. So at last he granted their
prayer and a boat was got ready, and food for the girls was put into it.
Next day the Kadi slaughtered cows and goats to propitiate the gods, and at night he and Armi secretly bearing
Sophonea down to the seashore laid her in the boat, while Karibu took her place beside her sister. Sad were their
farewells, and bitter the tears they shed as Mwili-fetha and Armi raised their hands above their heads and
besought the gods to watch over the helpless girls and guide the boat which held them.
Then they pushed the boat into the water and the breeze caught the sail and carried her on through the darkness
till she faded away from their sight. And Armi led the heart-broken Kadi back to his house and abode there with
him.
*
The boat drifted out to sea with Sophonia lying still in a trance and Karibu watching beside her. The tide took
them and carried them down the coast, and the winds and waves caught the boat and tossed it to and fro, till
Karibu wept aloud in her loneliness and sang songs of lamentation and farewell to her home and friends in
Kilindi. The fishermen. of Pemba and Combro as they lay in their huts heard her singing as the boat drifted by in
the darkness; and as they listened to the sweet and mournful sound of her voice they thought that the Spirit of the
Sea passed by and hastened in the morning to light fresh lamps in her temple and lay fresh offerings of fruit and
flowers on her altar.
And the boat drifted on and on, the plaything of the winds and waves. She drifted past islands and rocks: where
the great seals lay basking in the sun, and they blinked their eyes lazily as the boat sailed by, asking each other
who these strange creatures were. Then they barked and growled among themselves, till Karibu in fear clasped
her sister and cowered terror-stricken in the bottom of the boat. She did not know that the seal is a kindly,
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harmless creature, and does not hurt people—she did not understand, Masters, that seals, like a good many other
people in the world, bark and growl a great deal but mean no harm by it. The dolphins and bonitos played and
dived in front of the boat as much as to say, “You cannot catch us,” and the flying fish flew like clouds of silver
over their heads.
But still Sophonea lay in a trance, and the boat drifted on and on. They passed the islands away from the land,
and out on to the wide ocean where the great green icebergs bowed their heads and plunged and sailed before the
breeze. Among them Karibu could see the great whales, which looked far off like the black hulls of ships, as they
rose and fell in the water, and spouted up clouds of spray and foam—till she feared lest they should upset the
boat.
Here, too, flocks of birds filled the air. The great white albatross—the holy bird which brings the breeze—
sailed in the air with outstretched wings, far above their heads, while the greedy Molly hawks and gulls followed
the boat and quarrelled and screamed around them. The wave birds, the little stormy petrels, skimmed over the
waves and darted in and out about the boat, like big black and white butterflies.
So all the birds of the air followed them and watched them, and they too, like the seals, wondered who the two
girls could be.
*
They drifted south till a great storm arose and drove them northward; the sky became black as ink and the wind
raged and howled around them. The waves rose up like mountains and swept the boat along while the spray drove
over them in showers. The thunder crashed and roared, the lightning lit up the sky, and the boat shook and
strained and groaned as she bounded before the storm. Karibu, with the sleeping Sophonea in her arms, crouched
down in terror, and prayed aloud to the gods to watch over and protect them.
For three days and nights the storm raged around them, till at last, worn out with watching, Karibu fell asleep.
How long she slept she knew not, but when she awoke she found the storm had ceased and the sun was shining
bright and warm upon her. Looking round she saw that the boat had drifted towards an island, and was lying in a
beautiful bay, quite still upon the glassy sea. The bay lay stretched out before her like the arc of a bow, and the
soft swell lapped up upon the golden strand and fell back into the sea in tiny ripples with a sound like laughter.
The cocoanut trees grew down to the water’s edge, and their leaves waved slowly to and fro in the soft morning
breeze, while the low hum of insects filled the air, and all the world seemed bright and beautiful.
Ah! how peaceful the scene seemed to her eyes after drifting so long on the ocean, tossed by the winds and
waves. Karibu rose up and ate and drank, the first food she had eaten for many days, and as she leaned over the
side of the boat to wash the cup, she saw deep down in the water below what seemed to her to be an enchanted
garden at the bottom of the sea.
There were great red, and yellow and purple wreaths of sea-weed which grew up like trees from the snowwhite sand below, and as they moved to and fro with the tide it seemed almost as if their branches were swayed by
the breeze. In and out among them swam gold and silver fish, chasing each other round and round and playing
among their branches.
Allah! was anything ever so beautiful! And as she gazed into the depths below, slowly out from a cave of coral
at the bottom of the sea swam a beautiful Diamond Fish which glittered like a jewel in the sun. Up and up it swam
towards her till it reached the surface, and looking at her with human eyes, asked,
“Who are you, fair maiden, and from where have you come?”
“We are two maidens of Kilindi,” answered Karibu, “and my sister lies here like one in death.” Then she told
the story of Sophonea’s sickness, of her dream, and of how they had drifted far across the ocean to the island.
“I will help you,” said the Fish, and diving to the bottom of the sea, it brought up in its mouth a little sand and
laid it in the hand of Karibu.
“Now,” said the Fish, “you shalt make uji upasi\fn{Thin porridge} of pili-pili and rice, and putting thc sand into
it, you shalt give it to your sister to drink, and she will be healed.”
“And what reward do you demand for your service?”asked Karibu.
“At sundown I will return to claim my reward,” answered the Fish, as he dived down again to the bottom of
the sea.
Karibu obeyed the Fish’s commands, and making the uji, she poured it down the throat of Sophonea. Violent
convulsions immediately came over the sick girl, until Karibu feared lest her sister was dying; but when the
convulsions had reached their height, the snake which, she had swallowed at last slid from her mouth and fell into
the sea. Soon the trance left. her; her blood resumed its flow, and life came back to her once more. As Karibu
stood watching her she opened her eyes and awoke, and the two girls wept together and kissed each other in deep
joy. Then Karibu told her sister all that had happened, and how the Fish who had helped her was to come at
sundown and claim his reward.
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All day long they sat talking together in the boat, and wondering what would happen. In fear and trembling
they watched as the sun grew low in the heaven for the coming of the Diamond Fish, for they knew not what the
reward he would ask might be. Anxiously they watched the sun as he dropped like a ball of fire into the sea, and
as he disappeared a sudden movement behind them startled the girls, and turning round quickly they saw standing
before them a beautiful Prince. Sophonea started up in astonishment, crying,
“It is Oumouri, the playmate of my childhood, and the Prince of my dreams!”
“Yes, I am Oumouri, you have not forgotten me!” cried the Prince, clasping her in his arms.
“Ay! I remember you too,” cried Karibu, “you are he who came to me in my dream, and told me how I could
save my sister.”
“Yea,” answered Oumouri, “I am he who appeared to you in a dream the night your sister lay dying; my thanks
be with you forever for listening to the words I spoke, for you have saved both her and me.”
*
Then Oumouri leaned over the boat and called aloud, and up trom the bottom of the sea swam a cloud of gold
and silver fish. And by the Prince’s command they fastened long wreaths of seaweed to the boat, and taking the
ends in their mouths they drew it rapidly through the water, away from the island, and out to sea.
And Oumouri sat in the stern of the boat with Sophonea’s hand in his, and told the girls his story. He told them
that the big fish who had carried him away was a wicked Magician, and how when he was dragged under the
water he had lost his senses, and awoke to find himself transformed into a Diamond Fish on the shores of the
island of Lanka. The cruel.Magician had power over his body, but the Sea-God had had pity upon him, and had
allowed his spirit to appear to Sophonea in her dreams. The God had told him that if he could but restore life to
one of his fellow-creatures he would be able to resume his own form once more and escape from the power of the
Magician.
The Magician had shut him up in a coral cave at the bottom of the sea, and he had not been able to escape from
the bay. As the years went on, and no human beings had come over the sea to the island he had despaired of ever
regaining his form and returning to Kilindi; but from time to time he had appeared to Sophonea. His spirit had
seen Raba’s cruel act to her stepdaughter, and he had thought that by this plan of the boat he might save both
Sophonea and himself. The Sea-God had helped him, and had commanded the winds and waves to bring the boat
to the island of Lanka. The sand he had given to Karibu was the Magician’s magic sand and possessed marvellous
powers of healing; And when Sophonea came back to life, at sundown he had been freed from the power of the
Magician.
*
And so, drawn by the gold and silver fishes, the boat sailed back to Kilindi. The people in the city saw the boat
coming and hurried down to the seashore to see who the strangers could be. But the fish swam quickly on round
the headland and past the city, and ran the boat upon the shore with such force that it cut deep into the land.
And, Masters, it was by the boat that the far-famed harbour of Kilindi was made. Immediately the boat struck
the shore the gold and silver fish regained their forms, and became men; for they, too, were youths of Kilindi who
had long been under the spell of the wicked Magician.
“The strangers were soon recognized, and messengers were quickly sent to carry the news to the King and the
Kadi, while the people, with joyful acclamations, accompanied them to the King’s palace. The whole people of
the city had assembled before the palace, for the news of their return had spread abroad. And a great cry of joy
arose from the multitude when the aged King; Munia Pembe, came down the steps of the palace, and with tears of
joy fell on the neck of his long-lost son, Oumouri.
The Kadi, too, was sent for to his house where he had shut himself up alone with Armi, mourning for the loss
of his daughter. And soon the two came to the King’s palace and clasped the wanderers in their arms.
Then a great banquet was spread,and the whole of the king’s household sat down to eat and listened to their
wonderful story. And when the tale was told abroad the people laughed and sang, and there was great joy that
night in Kilindi. For six days the whole city feasted and rejoiced, and on the seveth day Oumouri took Sophonea
for his wife, while Armi married Karibu.
This is the legend; some call it the story of Mwili-fetha, and others the story of Kilindi.
206.18 The Story Of Paka And Pania\fn{by Osmani (before 1888- )} Zanzibar, Tanzania (M) 1
Once upon a time, long ago, Paka the cat and Pania the rat lived together as friends on the island of Myoti, or,
as some call it, Maori. It was one of those small islands which lie together, like a string of beads to the south of
Ungujia. These islands were small and were covered with woods, but were seldom visited by human beings, who
lived in the larger islands of Mouali, Combro, Pemba, or on the mainland of Ungujia.
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And it was here that Paka the cat and Pania the rat dwelt together alone in close friendship. They lived in a
small, dry, sandy cave in the rocks, and made themselves warm, comfortable beds of dry leaves and grass. They
led a pleasant easy life, for there was plenty for them to eat. The cat caught birds in the trees, and the rat lived
upon nuts and the roots of the mahogo\fn{Manioc} plant whjch grew wild in great abundance on the island. Now
after they had lived together many years on the island of Myoti, the rat one day said,
“Let us leave this island, Paka, and go to the island of Mouali, in which dwell human beings. I am tired of the
life here alone; let us go and see how the children of men live.”
“To be sure, Pania,” answered the cat; “I am \villing to go, but between us and Mouali rolls the deep salt sea.
How shall we cross it, for the tide runs strong, and we cannot swim so far?”
“Let us build a boat,” answered the rat. “We will dig up a big mahogo root which we can scoop out and make
into a canoe.”
“Queri,” said the cat, “we will try.”
After searching for some time they found a mahogo root which the rat said was large enough, and digging it up
they set to work to scoop it out. The rat with his sharp teeth bit out pieces from the inside, while the cat scratched
and scratched at it with his long claws, until, after several days’ work, between them they managed to make the
mahogo root into a canoe. It was very thin and frail, and the cat wondered much whether it would safely hold
them.
“Have no fear,” said the rat, “it will carry us well; we will make some oars to paddle it along, and you will see
we shall reach Mouali safely.
Then they pushed the mahogo root into the water and started off on their voyage to Mouali. But it was farther
than they thought and the tide ran strong against them. The rat, who was lazy, soon got tired and hungry and,
laying down his paddle began to eat pieces of the mahogo-root canoe. The cat, however, who was sitting in front,
went on paddling diligently until at last he was out of breath. Turning round he saw that the rat had put down his
paddle and was greedily nibbling away at the bottom of the boat.
“What are you doing,” asked the cat, “am I to do all the work? Take care or you will eat a hole in the boat.”
“Nay,” answered the rat, “I stopped but for a moment to take breath. I am hungry, too, and am only eating a
little of the mahogo.”
“The cat was satisfied and went on paddling until he was tired out, but the canoe seemed to him to move very
slowly, and looking round again he saw that the rat was still nibbling at the canoe. This time he was very angry
and cried,
“You lazy, greedy fellow! You not only leave me to do all the work, but in your greediness you will make a
hole in the bottom and we shall both be drowned!”
The rat, somewhat frightened by the cat’s anger, begged his pardon, and hurriedly taking up his paddle he
began to row again, and so they worked on together for a while, until the boat was half-way between the two
islands. But soon the rat’s greediness again got the better of him, and once more he began to nibble at the boat,
until he had gnawed the bottom so thin that the water burst in and he boat began to fill. The cat startd up with an
exclamation of fury and anger and tried to seize the rat, but before he could do so the boat sank and left them both
struggling in the water.
“You good-for-nothing,” spluttered the cat as he rose to the surface and swam towards the rat, “you have eaten
the boat, and now I will revenge myself by eating you.”
“Wait,” gasped the rat, “you cannot eat me here, for the salt water will get down your throat, and make your
stomach sick; let us swim an to the island and when we land you can eat me.”
“Very well,” said the cat, “you swim on, and I will swim behind to see that you do not escape.” So on they
swam until they had reached the shore.
“Now,” cried the cat, as they scrambled on land, “now I will make a meal off you, and punish you for your
greediness and treachery.”
“Wait,” answered the rat, at his wits’ end what to do; “be not so impatient, there is plenty of time to eat me, let
me but shake the salt water from my sides. I shall taste much better without salt. Sit down in the sun and dry your
own coat, I shall be ready for you very soon.”
The cat agreed,and sitting down, egan to dry itself in the sun. Meanwhile, the rat, pretending to dry himself
began scratcing a hole in the ground as fast as he could, thinking if he only had time to make it deep enough he
might even yet get out of the cat’s clutches.
The cat looked around suspiciously and asked him what he was doing, but the rat assured him that he was only
shaking hthe water of his back and the cat, satisfied with his answer, went on cleaning himself in the sun.The rat
went on scratching hard, and every now and then peeped round to see that the cat was not looking, until at last he
had made quite a deep hole and paused on the edge to take breath. Just then the cat, who was now quite dry, made
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a spring at him crying,
“Now, you treacherous friend, I will eat you up!”
But the rat shot into the hole and escaped from his clutches.
And from that time to this,all cats have been enemies with the whole tribe of rats and their cousins, the mice.
So whenever you see a cat prowling found, you will know, Master, that it is looking for its enemy the rat; for
every cat tells her kittens the story of Pania the rat’s treachery to Paka the cat, and bids them never to cease
hunting for him.”
281.132 Excerpt from Mr. Myombekere And His Wife Bugonoka, Their Son Ntulanalwo And Daughter
Bulihwali\fn{by Aniceti Kitereza (1896-1981)} Ukerere, Ukerere District, Tanzania (M) 11
1\fn{The internal divisions by asterisk are mine:H}
Mr. Myombekere married his wife Bugonoka when both of them were still unmarried youths. They lived
together for one year and in their second year of marriage Bugonoka conceived her first child. She carried the
pregnancy for four months, then in the fifth month she aborted what would have been a baby boy.
When she resumed her monthly periods, she conceived a child the second time. This time she carried the
pregnancy for six months before giving birth prematurely to a seven-month old baby girl. The tiny infant lived
only for one day and on the following day died.
After that Myombekere’s wife did not conceive again and the couple lived for many years without issue. That
is why Myombekere’s relatives burned with resentment against his wife and felt he should divorce her and told
him so:
“Son, you, a man in the prime of your life, have really decided to spend your entire life with this barren and
completely dried up wife of yours, so that when you are dead and buried that will be the end of you forever! What
do you think the Resurrection of human beings means on this earth, if not procreation and leaving behind your
own self when you die? Where would you yourself have come from if your father and mother had not brought you
into this world?
“You know very well that a man is never sterile, is never in need of fertility drugs: the only fertility drug a
male person ever needs is the bow and arrow of his manhood. If you court another woman and marry again, such
a real man as you cannot remain for long without children.”
“What, exactly, do you want me to do?” Myombekere answered back his relatives.
“Our only wish for you is that you divorce your wife and court and marry another woman, because if you
remain stuck with this one you are doomed to die without issue,” they retorted.
What Myombekere’s relatives were saying against his wife leaked out and slowly spread and kept on spreading
until finally those words reached her parents. When Myombekere’s father-in-law, whose name was Namwero, and
mother-in-law, who was called Nkwanzi, heard all that, they became very angry and talked of going to take away
their child from him. And indeed on the following day Bugonoka’s parents were on their way to Myombekere’s
home, walking as fast as they could, for it was a considerable distance away and the couple wanted to arrive at
their destination early during the day so that they could return home the same day. While on their way, husband
and wife began asking each other questions:
“By the way, when we arrive at our son-in-law’s home, what can we say that will so get at him and his
relatives that they will be left with no option but to give us our daughter?” Nkwanzi asked her husband.
“There must indeed be something wrong with you women! How can a simple thing like this appear a problem
to you! For, my wife, let’s face it, isn’t it obvious that the ordeal to which our in-laws have subjected our child
Bugonoka means they want to get rid of her, as if she were some heavy faggot of wood they were carrying and are
now dying to throw down! Indeed what they have done to her amounts to rejecting her and casting her away in
broad daylight. As a matter of fact all this happened only because your daughter is a shameless creature. I wish I
could say it is because she is still too young, but I can’t, for she can’t be too young if she is old enough to be a
mother, and she would be having two children now, had it not been for the death of her child and the loss of her
other pregnancy. But, alas! there she is, your dear daughter, forcing herself on people, so dumb and blind to
everything around her that all the insults they are heaping on her leave her completely unaffected! Had she been a
person of solid character like I know you are, she would have left that home a long time ago. In fact we would
have already returned to our son-in-law the bride-price he gave us for her, and would already have even married
her to another suitor, and for so long that her bride’s new house would by now be an old building. And is this, my
dear wife, supposed to be the problem you can’t handle! Why don’t you women ever ponder matters in your heads
first before voicing your worries!
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“However, you are right, in that when we arrive in our son-in-law’s home we will remain quiet and calm for a
while, to give our in-laws time to receive our weapons\fn{ Because men in those times carried weapons whenever they
traveled, wheher on a long trip or simply going to pay a social visit } and offer us chairs and to allow ourselves time to sit
down and exchange greetings with them properly, acting as if we were completely unaware of their wrongdoing.
We can’t jump on them before we have even sat down, as if we were some mannerless Abakwaya.\fn{ The
Wakerewe’s pejorative name for the Bajita, recent immigrants to Ukerewe, a manland people who speak a different language and have
different customs and traditions, whom the insular and very reserved Wakerewe tended to find too aggressive and boisterous to the extent
of considering them uncouth and vulgar } And since you will be received by your daughter and be alone with her in her

house, you will be the one to give her a taste of the bad news first. Tell her:
“‘What has brought your father and I here is to take you away from this home, because we have heard so many
ugly things said against you here that your father and I cannot stand it any longer. But then I don’t need to go into
details, since you yourself are the one who knows more about it all. All I can say is that what we have heard
makes it clear that your husband’s people no longer want any bit of you. Can it be true that you’re such a
shameless creature that you are incapable of knowing when you are no longer wanted! Are we to understand that
you are waiting for your ritual horn and kitchen tray\fn{ The horn was the horn of an animal—his daughter’s is later defined as
having at one time been part of the large antelope known as the enkorongo—from her family’s ritual paraphernalia, and stood for her
people’s religious obligations and rites; the tray was a circular basin or tray of woven grass, watertight and usually about two feet in
diameter at the rim, which stood for her right to her own house and kitchen in her husband’s household. In case of divorce the wife took
these two items out of her husband’s house in the presence of her father or his representative to signify the end of their marriage, coming
for the rest of her belongings at a convenient time later on } to be thrown out of your house before you know you are

unwanted! And so we have come for you and we will not leave this home without you.’
“When you finish telling her that then call me and say:
“‘Namwero, are we not going back home! Are we passing the night here!’
“It is then that I will call my in-laws together and tell them whatever I will tell them, short and to the point,
before we are homeward bound again. So, where is that overwhelming problem on which we will waste our time
as if we were some supplicants begging for a favor?”
*
They had been wading through the water of the rivers they had to cross and through dew-soaked grass in the
footpaths they took at that early morning hour in the season of the year when dew forms thickest on grass and
when they got close to where their son-in-law lived each one of them went behind a near-by thicket to answer
nature’s call, to first pay the toll that wet and cold early morning journey demanded from their bodies. They
entered the gate of their son-in-law’s home at the time of the morning sun at which milk curdles. A little girl, a
niece of Myombekere he was bringing up in his home, was playing on top of a platform for drying kitchen
utensils and spotted them when they were still in the fenced cattle trail, just before reaching the gate of the home
compound and cried out:
“I win! I am the first to see our visitors!”
Myombekere looked up towards the gate of his home and saw that the visitor was none other than his father-inlaw and got up and hurried to meet him. However he had made only a couple of steps when he saw his mother-inlaw too! So he had to withdraw,\fn{By Kikerewe custom, a mother-in-law and her son-in-law were not allowed to be near each
other or to have their eyes meet } walking backwards, and, likewise, his mother-in-law stood still for a while near the
kitchen utensils platform, where the visiting couple had now reached. Myombekere then called aloud his wife,
who was in their house washing and preparing for cooking sweet potatoes she had just brought home from their
water-side fields:
“Bugonoka!”
“Yes!” his wife answered.
“Bring us some seats, and come and relieve our visitors of their weapons.”
He had to call on his wife to hurry and bring seats to their visitors and relieve them of their weapons because,
to begin with, that morning a calf belonging to relatives of his had died of some disease in his home and since
waking up he was busy stewing the calf’s meat before drying it over fire to preserve it for the owners. His hands
were therefore full of meat-fat and barbecue soot and he wouldn’t dare soil his father-in-law’s weapons by
receiving them himself. Then he had run into his mother-in-law and the Wakerewe customs demand that parentsin-law and their children-in-law of the opposite sex avoid each other: the mother-in-law avoids her son-in-law and
likewise the son-in-law avoids his mother-in-law. There is no greater sign of respect than that among the
Wakerewe.
On coming out of her house Bugonoka saw that the visitors her husband wanted her to receive were his father
and mother. She relieved her father of his weapons and also invited her mother into the house, since her son-inlaw had already withdrawn by going back to the distant corner of his home compound where his barbecue was
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and was no longer in her way. The barbecue was near [an] itoma tree and Bugonoka in no time brought a chair for
her father and placed it under the shade of the tree so that he could sit near his son-in-law’s place of work. Her
father sat down and then asked her,
“Can I have some water to drink?”
His daughter went inside the house and opened the drinking water pot, took a cup for drinking water and beat
its mouth against her hand to make sure it was free of dirt and dust and then drew water with it and brought it
outside for him. Before giving him the water, she got down on a carefully bent knee and offered him a drink of
water with both her hands to show her deep respect for him and her father received it.
It was a calabash cup of the most special kind, one which rarely left the remote nook of the rack where it was
hung and which was always kept nicely scented and whose very appearance proclaimed it foreign to unpleasant
smells. He drank the water without a pause—gutiguti gutguti—aand then stopped and poured on the ground what
was left in the calabash while at the same time breathing out a deep sigh of relief,
“Yehuu!” His daughter was surprised and queried him:
“Father, what makes you drink water this way!” To which her father responded,
“What indeed, my child! We were drinking banana beer almost the entire night at our place, plus the early
morning cold and wetness through which we traveled seem to have had the better of me!” Only then did
Bugonoka greet her father and only then did her husband too greet him, very politely:
“How have you been, Sir!”
“I have been well, my son!”
Myombekere and his father-in-law then exchanged news of their respective homes and neighborhoods until
they were done and finished. Then they talked of some diverse matters and, after a while, Myombekere went to
greet his mother-in-law, who was already inside the house.
When he got to the porch of the door of his house, he squatted down behind the door wall, on the left side, so
that his mother-in-law would not be able to see him from where he knew she would be seated, by the hearth in the
inner room, where the Wakerewe always seated their special visitors so that when a visitor got tired of sitting he
or she could stretch a bit on a bed, since that was also the sleeping room. While thus squatting, he greeted his
mother-in-law in a voice full of humility:
“Did you pass the night well, mother-in-law?” His mother-in-law answered him,
“We passed a good night, my son!”
Then the two of them went on to exchange news of each other’s home and neighborhood at some length, but
without ever setting eyes on each other, conversing only by responding to each other’s voice but never casting a
glance at each other. When Myombekere finished greeting his mother-in-law and exchanging news with her, he
got up and went to rejoin his father-in-law at the place of his task of stewing and smoking meat his visitors found
him preoccupied with.
Inside the house Bugonoka got busy preparing something to eat for her visitors, amidst an intimate motherand-daughter talk with her mother. At one moment they would whisper as if meaning to keep those outside the
house from hearing what they were talking about, and at another they would let go their voices, throwing to the
winds all restraint, Bugonoka’s voice ringing out with laughter. Outside Myombekere and his father in-law could
only wonder what was going on in that house! After some time Myombekere, by way of sounding out his wife on
where she had got with preparing food for their visitors, called out to her:
“Bugonoka!” His wife answered at once with a sweet and cheerful voice,
“Yes, Sir!” To which her husband rejoined by asking her,
“How are you doing in there?”
“Just as you’d want me to do!” she reassured him.
Son-in-law and father-in-law had just resumed their talk, with Myombekere facing his father-in-law and his
back turned on his barbecue, when all of a sudden a huge dog with its greedy eyes all over the meat appeared
from nowhere and snatched a piece of meat from the barbecue, the tongue of the cow, and ran away at full speed
with it, closely pursued by Myombekere in that very instant. Before the dog got past the gate of his household,
Myombekere threw at it a piece of wood he had grabbed and hit it really hard in the ribs:
“Bwe!” it cried out in pain and dropped the meat but kept on running, lamely, and he retrieved the meat and
brought it back to the barbecue. He continued fuming and hurling at the greedy dog a few insults, even though it
was already long gone and was nowhere to be seen:
“Go! You are lucky, you abominable creature! You incurable thief!” His father-in-law said,
“I see! You have a stealing dog?” To which Myombekere responded,
“Don’t even ask, father-in-law, it is simply terrible! We no longer know what to do in the entire neighborhood;
it never allows us a moment of peace! It can even steal food from pots cooking on fire and drink milk from
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containers hoisted up in hangers! We have tried our best to convince its owner to kill it but all he does is to listen
to us and then do nothing! Ah! That is not a dog to keep in a person’s home!”
Shortly after the dog incident, Bugonoka brought water, warmed slightly, in a small pot, for her father and her
husband to wash their hands before eating. Following her behind was the little girl of their home, carrying a cup
of drinking water. When Bugonoka got near his father’s legs, she knelt down, got hold of a washbasin, dusted and
wiped it clean and then welcomed her husband and her father to eat by telling them: “Will you come this way!”
and poured warm water into the washbasin. The little girl then handed her the calabash of drinking water, which
she received while remaining in the same kneeling position, with the respect of a Mkerewe woman serving food
to her menfolk. When the men finished washing their hands, she removed the washbasin and put it away, before
giving her father drinking water so that he could rinse his mouth and then passing it to her husband, who likewise
rinsed his mouth and spit out the water and she took back the cup of water and placed it on a ground pad. In no
time she was back in the house and out again with a dish of obwita and a pot of relish, covered by a bowl, just as
the bowl of obwita too was covered over by yet another bowl, still new-looking, to keep flies from fouling the
food. She knelt down again next to the feet of her father and her husband and then uncovered obwita and put
away the cover and immediately placed the food in front of the men, a nicely kneaded and rounded dish with a
well-pointed head, and followed that by placing in front of them a pot of relish and a plate on which to serve the
relish, which was minced dried meat seasoned the Kikerewe way, with some rock salt and enough butter to see
your reflection in its broth! The real good old Kikerewe cuisine!
With that she finished serving her father and her husband and went back to the house to attend to her mother
and serve her food too, which she would eat with the little girl for company.
When the men finished eating, Myombekere called his wife to come and take away the food utensils.
Bugonoka returned the utensils to the house, and her mother also finished eating and everything was well and fine
and a bit of time passed, and then Nkwanzi, from inside the house where she was seated beside her daughter,
called out to her husband outside and said: “Hello, Namwero! Are we passing the night here today!” just as it had
been agreed between her and her husband while on their way, and her husband answered her: “Oh, no! We are
going back.”
As soon as Myombekere and his father-in-law moved away from the place they were sitting while eating,
Namwero told his son-in-law,
“Could you please tell your wife to come here! I have something I want to tell both of you!” Myombekere
called his wife as requested:
“Bugonoka, you are wanted here!”
She came accompanied by her mother and the two of them sat down under the shade of a grain store.\fn{ A
round structure shaped like a hut with a movable thatched roof and mounted on a short platform } The sun was now almost directly
above their heads. It was then that Namwero told his son-in-law the following:
*
“My son-in-law, today I have come here to take away your wife. I will not leave her behind. We are doing so
because words have reached us at our home that your very own sisters and brothers have been coming to pick a
quarrel with her in your own home here, saying to her:
“‘Go away from here, you wretched female! You too dare call yourself a woman! Indeed! What kind of a
woman is one who can’t bear children? What is more, you are not fit to be the wife of our Myombekere, such a
splendid man! You will end by making our brother die without issue!’
“That is what has brought us here; because having children is the will of God. Our daughter too wanted
children very much. It is only the One-Who-Takes-Away who denied her children, when she herself was dying
with longing for them. And since it is our child who is the source of this human decay, this barrenness, let us take
her away, so that she can suffer while in the hands of us to whom she belongs.” Myombekere’s mother-in-law
added the following:
“Yes, indeed! For that’s what the Mkerewe means by the saying: ‘Whatever remains unsold goes back to the
owner’, and by the saying: ‘Ugly to other mothers but beautiful to its mother.’”
Myombekere begged and pleaded with his father-in-law and mother-in-law to no avail:
“Could you, please, forgive me: the first fault never ends a marriage; because my wife and I love each other,
and we have always loved each other. Even if my relatives decide they don’t want her any more, as long as we
who are concerned love each other and all is well between us nothing else matters!” To which his in-laws
answered:
“It matters a lot, because a mere woman should not cause a rift between you and your blood relatives, make
you their enemy, to such an extent that they don’t greet you any more, all that on account of a woman. Whether
you like it or not, people would not understand such a thing!” That settled, Bugonoka’s parents told her,
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“Go into the house and take out your tiny tray without loss of time, so that we can be on our way back home,
for we don’t want to travel in the night.” Their daughter got up, at the same time calling her husband,
“Please come with me!”
Once inside the house, she nicely stowed away all her possessions she considered of value and then fetched her
enkorongo ritual horn and her kitchen tray. When she emerged from her house with those two articles, she went to
her parents and they at once left with her to go back to their home.
Myombekere had already brought out of the house his father-in-law’s weapons and he escorted his wife and
her parents for same distance, a rather short one, with a heart full of sadness, almost to the point of sheding tears,
for his in-laws were taking away his wife whom he loved and who still loved him, and then he bid farewell his
father-in-law,
“Good-bye, father-in-law.”
“Good-bye, Son,” his father-in-law answered, and he said to his mother-in-law,
“May you pass a good night, mother-in-law!” to which his mother-in-law replied,
“Thank you, son.” Then it was the turn of his wife to say good-bye to him, nicely:
“Good-bye, dear. Stay well,” to which he answered as best as he could:
“Thank you. Go in peace.”
With that husband and wife turned their backs on each other: the husband to take back to his home his misery,
his wife to tag after her parents.
Once alone with her parents, Bugonoka recounted to them in details the very many other insults she had
endured from her brothers-in-law and sisters-in-laws.
2
Bugonoka returned to her parent’s home to live as a divorced woman; which meant that back in her own home
her husband became an adult man living without a wife. So her husband Myombekere went here and there and
everywhere among his relatives looking for a female relative of his who could come and live in his home and
cook for him. Myombekere also owned cattle, and so he also had to get somebody who would look after his
livestock on the days he would be forced to go away from home in the changed circumstances of his life.
In the meanwhile his life of a man without a wife proved to be very painful existence for him: at times he
would spend an entire day going from the home of one relative of his to that of another, or even wandering
through the homes of people in no way related to him at all, uninvited and unexpected, looking for something to
eat.
That beggar’s life for an adult able-bodied human being proved simply too painful for him to bear, and as a
result there were days when from morning till evening he ate nothing at all, or all he ate was a piece of raw
cassava he had chewed, or whatever he had manage to roast by rummaging in the courtyard fireplace of his home.
And there were others when he passed the night on an empty stomach.
His cows gave milk, but he was missing his wife so much that from the time she was taken away from him he
could no longer stand the taste of milk. As you know, in this Ukerewe of ours, women are the foundation of
people’s homes and without a woman a mans home is a house without a roof. Once a man is married, he can
never be a normal person again without a wife: for there is no greater shame for a man than for him to have to
perform women duties like grinding flour, cooking, picking greens and drawing water. However hungry he might
be, he would rather sleep with an empty stomach than face the spectacle of a cooking pot of relish boiling
between his legs!
Finally, after some time, his relatives too felt sorry for him and gave him someone to cook for him, a divorced
female relative of his, and also a boy grown enough to help him look after his cattle.
But Myombekere’s misery did not end with his finding someone to cook for him and a herder for his cattle.
Not in the least. The pain in his heart raged on, because he missed his wife Bugonoka very much. It was not until
about two months had passed that he even remembered his relatives had told him they wanted to see him court
and marry another woman.
That night he could not sleep. He was tormented by thoughts throughout the night, thoughts which had started
their onslaught on him when he took his cow-skin bed sheet and looked for a stick to dust it with ready to go to
bed. That night he thought long and deep and asked himself a lot of questions and said to himself:
“What wretched existence for a man to sleep alone in his bed, with no woman to hold in his arms, a woman
with whom to exchange the secrets of their hearts, a man at my age, when he is a properly created male person?
What then is the purpose of my existence on earth? What do I want in life then, if I am a man without a wife?”
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By that time there was no longer a single relative of his, male or female, or a single friend, who came to see
him who spoke to him of anything else other than that he should court another woman and remarry. Especially his
neighbors, who, as days went by, finally said many derogatory things about him, that there was something
seriously wrong with him, that he was actually insane, capable of taking off his clothes in public, for choosing to
remain an adult man without a wife.
He finally could no longer bear it and decided to do something about his intolerable situation, except he kept
that resolution to himself. But then when he finally wanted to begin looking for another woman to marry, he felt
he should first go to his wife’s parents to try and woo back his wife Bugonoka. And that is what he did.
*
At the home of his wife’s parents he was received by his wife Bugonoka herself. She relieved him of his
weapons, a bow and arrows, and took them into the house and then brought him a chair outside. He sat down and
they greeted each other and exchanged news at some length. That done, Myombekere asked his wife:
“It appears my father-in-law and mother-in-law are not at home?”
“My father, when he woke up this morning, went to look for fish in his olubigo fish trap,\fn{A permanent structure
built in the shallow waters of the lake, consisting of fences of reeds on wooden support with a series of catch chambers } but he’s
finished with that and has already come back. Now he has gone to work on a trunk of a tree he felled yesterday in
his farmlands yonder. I hear he wants to make a boat from it. As to my mother, she has gone to sun cassava on our
drying rocks and should be back any minute now.” They had hardly finished talking about her when
Myombekere’s mother-in-law called her daughter:
“Bugonoka! Bugonoka wuu!”
“Yes, mother!”
“Bring me a broom; I forgot to bring one with me.” Because her daughter had been in the middle of talking
with her husband, she did not catch well what it was her mother wanted her to do and so she asked her,
“What did you say, mother?” Her mother answered her back in a voice meant to reach far:
“I said: ‘Bring me a broom for sweeping this sand off the rock!’. Can’t you hear me! Are you talking with
somebody?”
“All right!”
She went into the house at once and fetched a broom and took it to her mother at the food-drying rock. When
she got there, her mother asked her,
“Who is there, with whom you are talking so excitedly?”
“I am talking with my husband Myombekere. He has just arrived, just as you left home to bring your cassava
here.”
“And where did he say he is coming from?”
“I wish I knew! I too haven’t been with him long enough to ask him where he is coming from. All I know is
that he has just arrived, bow and arrow in hand.”
“Well, what about giving me a hand by sweeping off this sand, my dear! I wish I knew whose kids these are
who are so determined to put our drying rock out of use! Can you do that before you return to your visitor, to keep
him company, lest he feels neglected? Because, to be honest, he is still your husband, and I can’t pretend I don’t
know it; otherwise, why haven’t you brought home another suitor?”
Her daughter burst our laughing, happily. She swept the food drying-stone and then returned home to her
husband, who she found gone to pass water in her father’s banana plantation. When he came back, they chatted a
bit and then Bugonoka went inside the house to grind flour. Before long, Bugonoka’s mother came back, and on
entering the home she told his son-in-law,
“Son, could you please make way so that I can pass!”
Her son-in-law withdrew out of the way and his mother-in-law passed and went into her house. Only then did
they greet each other and exchange news. His mother-in-law asked Myombekere,
“Son, where are you coming from? And what brings you our way?” To which her son in-law answered by
saying he had come from his home to visit them and see how they were doing. After talking with his mother-inlaw for a bit, Myombekere asked his wife,
“By the way, Bugonoka, where did you say my father-in-law was working on a tree trunk?”
His wife left her work at the grinding-stone to come and show him where her father was. They had hardly
walked any distance when she pointed out her father by a finger and said,
“There he is!” Her husband rejoined:
“That’s right! Let me go and greet him.”
Bugonoka went back home to continue with her work of grinding flour and preparing food for her husband.
Myombekere greeted his father-in-law and the two men exchanged news with each other courteously. Then,
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without waste of time, he took an ax and helped his father-in-law cut branches off the trunk of the tree he had
felled for making a boat big enough for fishing with amahongora,\fn{ Fish traps made of trellised large vines or treeclimbers and twigs of trees, used for catching big fish in deep sea waters } but not before his father-in-law had tried to dissuade
him from doing so. On seeing his son-in-law tighten his clothes and get hold of an ax in a businesslike manner
ready to attack the tree, Namwero had protested:
“Leave it alone, son-in-law. You are a visitor here; you don’t have to do that!”
“Let me help you, father-in-law; you are working at a real men’s job!”
Myombekere had answered and Namwero could find no answer to that. When he finished helping him cut the
branches off, he helped him turn the felled tree around. They had just managed to do that when a child from
Namwero’s home arrived to call them:
“I have been sent to tell you to come home with me!”
They left for home, carrying with them their axes, and found food ready for them. As soon as they sat down
Bugonoka came outside to fetch the chair on which her husband was sitting and said to him as she did so,
“Please, come inside this house!”\fn{ Being a very special visitor to the parents of his wife, the son-in-law is always servd his
visitor’s meal inside a house; as a rule, Wakerewe men took their meals outside in their homestead compounds }
In Namwero’s home there was, besides his own house, another house of sorts, the bachelor’s hut of
Bugonoka’s brother Lweganwa, who was away from home on a hippopotamus hunting expedition as a rower for
the hippopotamus hunters.\fn{Kikerewe custom required a male child upon reaching ubety to build with his own hands a small room
in his parents home, both as a test of his manhood and for his independence, since an unmarried young man’s hut was out of bounds to his
parents} It was in Lweganwa’s bachelor's hut that Bugonoka, accompanied by a little boy, another brother of hers,

took her husband. She first brought some warm water for washing hands and poured it into a washbasin, then she
went back to her parent’s house for drinking water and some hand leaves.
Myombekere washed his hands, followed by his little brother-in-law, then Bugonoka removed the washbasin
and gave her husband the calabash of drinking water and he rinsed his mouth and his wife received back the water
from him and placed it on a ground pad, and then she gave him some soft tree leaves and he wiped his hands dry:
she did not want him to eat with water dripping into his food.
That done, at once she brought obwita and a pot of relish and placed in front of her husband the dish of obwita
first, as a woman is supposed to do when serving food to men, before putting in front of him the pot of relish with
a plate on which to put relish for the little boy eating with him for company. Before going back to her mother
inside the house ready to serve food to her father, who was seated outside in the shade of omulumba tree, she first
confided to her husband something:
“This boy really gobbles relish! Put his share on the plate; only then can he temper his appetite for relish.”
After alerting her husband thus, she added, addressing her little brother:
“Don’t gobble the visitor’s relish; temper your appetite!” and the child answered,
“All right!”
The relish with which the visiting son-in-law ate his food was emamba of the sweetest kind, a female one
replete with fish-eggs and fats which Namwero had caught in his olubigo that morning. It was Nkwanzi who had
prepared it with great culinary skill, the way a Mkerewe woman prepares food for her son-in-law. No wonder
Bugonoka was such a great cook!
A woman is a great cook or a poor one depending on what she learnt from her mother’s kitchen! And it was
from her mother than Bugonoka had learnt to be such a wonderful cook of every kind of food and every kind of
relish, be it fish, meat or greens! It was from her mother too that she learned her mastery of grinding grain so that
her flour was always soft to perfection. And she always had flour in store. She was not the type of woman who
goes to the grinding-stone whenever a visitor calls.
And so, in Bugonoka’s home, a hungry visitor got attended to and given something to eat at once. She was also
friends with her hoe, a real hard worker, and, as a result, hunger and famine were things unknown to her house:
she had in store every kind of food to last her until the following harvest and it was to her that people in all sorts
of need went for help.
Not only that, she was also good at all the other women callings, like weaving grass-made household utensils
such as bowls and trays and making ebzyanzi, ebisusi, cups and other calabash containers from gourds.
Bugonoka then went to give food to her father. Her mother had prepared two nicely kneaded dishes of obwita,
one for her son-in-law and the other one for her husband, and also put aside a third cut of food for her daughter
and herself. Women normally did not eat with men, and, of course, it was unthinkable for Bugonoka’s mother to
eat with her son-in-law.
Their meal over Myombekere told his little brother-in-law to call his sister to come and take away the utensils.
Bugonoka did so and then brought fresh warm water and poured it into the washbasin; and when her husband
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finished washing his hands she handed him water for rinsing his mouth and for drinking. Her husband rinsed his
mouth and drank some water and then asked her,
“Is father-in-law still eating?”
“Yes, but he too will soon be through. Is there something you want to see him about?”
“Yes, there is,” Myombekere answered.
Shortly after that Namwero also finished eating and washed his hands and Bugonoka went back into his
brother’s bachelor hut to inform her husband of that and to take his chair for him so that he could come outside
and sit by his father-in-law for a chat.
*
Myombekere sat down by his father-in-law and settled and then chatted with him about other matters
altogether. Only after a while did he finally touch on the subject of wooing back his wife:
“Father-in-law, what has brought me here is to throw myself at your feet and ask you to give me back my wife,
so that I can go back with her, so that we can live together again the way you intended it to be when you gave her
to me in wedding. Too much time has already passed: this is now the second month I am living a wretched life, all
alone at home, an adult man at my age, as if I don’t have a wife! Whatever I may have done, our people said: ‘A
single fault never ends a marriage.’” His father-in-law responded:
“Living such a wretched life is simply your choice: why don’t you court another woman and marry? There are
plenty of women everywhere and you have the daughters of the entireUkerewe to choose from! If you look, you
will find the beautiful woman who will please all your relatives, one who bears children who stay alive. For the
truth is, I never refused you a wife. You know very well that you came to court my daughter, pleaded with me, and
I accepted you without reserve and gave you a wife.
“As to taking her away from you, there too you know I didn’t do so out of spite. I saw wrongdoing on your
part and on the part of your brothers and sisters. Can you imagine how much your mother-in-law and I were
disturbed by what we heard! Imagine an outsider being the bearer of such bad news to us, from your place all the
way to here, such a stranger being the person to tell us that Bugonoka had suffered a lot, to tell us how it was
being said that her husband and his brothers and sisters all no longer wanted any bit of her, to the extent that your
relatives had decided never to come to your home any more as long as she remained there, and all that simply
because she bears children who die! One would think she was the witch who killed them when those who died
were her very own children, who died in spite of her loving them!
“Is it not true that losing pregnancies happens to all women in the world? How is it then that my daughter was
treated like a woman to whom this had happened for the first time on earth, when what happened to her is a
misfortune which spares nobody! Why was my daughter treated as if she had the most deadly womb-rot on earth!
In fact it has taken me so long before bringing her to your home for divorce and returning to you the bride-price
you gave us for her simply because her brother is away from home on an expedition with hippopotamus hunters,
but, with the blessings of the heavens, should he return home well and sound, on the day he comes back is the
very day you should expect me to invade your home with each and everything you gave me as my daughter’s
bride-price, with not a single item missing.”
Myombekere's mother-in-law heard her husband say to their son-in-law words which were meant to wound
and hurt him and she too decided not to spare him and said:
“If I had my way, Bugonoka should have remarried by now. Why should his bride-price be an issue when we
have it! My understanding is that a problem arises and becomes a suit in court only when the bride-price to be
returned is no longer there! How then can bride-price which is still intact disgrace a person!
“As to Bugonoka going back to his place, that is something I am opposed to. One even wonders whether there
isn’t something very wrong with this silly wife of his! If she had any sense in her, wouldn’t she realize what is
happening! Since she came here, two entire months have come and gone and yet not a single person has been here
to woo her back, be it a brother or sister of her husband! What then are her grounds for saying:
“‘They love me, where I was married!’
“In fact, even though cases of women marrying themselves off to men against their people’s wishes are not
unheard of, they are never like this one. A woman marries a man against her people’s wishes only when she
knows and sees that she is loved. Not otherwise. It is indeed my opinion that what has brought our son-in-law
here today is not to woo back his wife but what people call to escort her back to her parents’ home and make sure
she arrived. May be he has even married another woman already, for anything we know, since we don’t live with
him!” When his father-in-law and mother-in-law finished talking to him that way, sadly Myombekere responded
to them:
“My father-in-law and my mother-in-law, I have come here to woo back my wife, and I have nothing to do
with those other matters of escorting her back home and wanting back the bride-price I gave you for her. And
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that’s the truth, because you took away from me my wife whom I love and who loves me. As to her losing
pregnancies time and time again, she can’t be the only one to blame. May be the bad luck is mine, I am the one
who was cursed by the Sun\fn{Wakerewe’s way of naming Providence} with: ‘You will die an adult man without issue!’
so that even if I married a lot of wives, if God continues to will that I get no children, all I will have is the
meaningless pride of being a man with many wives. I am not the first childless man in the world: the likes of me
abound. I am therefore entreating you, my parents, to become real parents to me again as you did once when you
gave me your daughter for a wife, by giving her back to me. That is all.” His mother-in-law spoke out and said:
“If you are capable of saying such nice things, what kept you for so long from coming to see how your wife
was doing? You know very well that when we came to take her away her womb had just lost a living thing!”
“What kept me away this long are the problems of a single person’s home, and livestock, which people in this
Ukerewe of ours think a person should have and of which I too keep a few heads in my home. To go away from
home and leave your cows lowing on their tethers the whole day, with nobody to take them out to pasture, is
something people would not understand. You see me here today because very recently my relatives finally pitied
my plight and gave me a herder. Only then did it become possible for me to leave home and come here.”
When the discussion ended, Myombekere asked to be given his weapons so that he could go back to his home
and on hearing that his wife went to look for a more fitting robe in which to escort her husband. Then
Myombekere said good-bye to his father-in-law and mother-in-law and left escorted by his wife alone. They had
not gone very far when his wife said,
“Here, take your bow! I am going back home. I have to go to the lake, because the drinking-water pot happens
to be empty today.” Her husband said,
“What about escorting me on a little further, darling, to the shade of that tree yonder, before you go back?”
Bugonoka hesitated at first before agreeing to do so and leading the way again, with her husband following
behind. When they got to the tree in question, ikombayar, they sat down under its shade. That is when the husband
reiterated to his wife the purpose of his journey and wooed her back and told her:
*
“Look at me now, going back home a sad person this way, retracing my journey all alone and looking so
ridiculous. Indeed, what can I do? For it appears things have taken a really bad turn, and very much so, since both
your parents seem to have made up their minds to take you away from me. Really, my dear wife, we were so
happily married, you caring for whatever mattered to me and I too caring for whatever mattered to you! Are you
too really willing to go along with your parents and cast me away, just like that?” His wife silently stared at him
first before answering:
“So you think I no longer love you? So, in your way of looking at things, you would like to see me return to
you on my own, just like that, by just bursting through the gate of your home, before you know I love you very
much?”
“Yes. For what is there to be ashamed of? You will be coming back to your own home. What are you afraid of?
You won’ be some uninvited guest gate-crashing into some other person’ home! Secondly, it can’t be said that you
left me to come to your parents’ home because we had quarreled, or because I had beaten you and hurt you or had
angered you by insulting you in some unbearable way so that you can’t come back to me on your own.
“So that’s how you women are! You are completely incapable of pity! Because if you had any pity in you you
would by now be saying to yourself, ‘My husband surely has already suffered this way and that way!’ See what
has happened to you! Just by staying at your parents’ home for some time you have become like an unwed
woman, unattached in every way, so that even what I am talking to you about at this very moment is wasted
breath, with none of it getting to you, because your mind is somewhere else!”
“So, according to you, only the wife who leaves because of a quarrel or because she had been beaten by her
husband needs to be wooed back! Don’t you think that your relatives insulted me really badly? But, in spite of
that, I personally don’t think much of it: those you have to contend with are my parents, the two people who gave
me to you. Those are the ones who found the insults I was subjected to unbearable. They would, in fact, have
already married me off to another man by now, if I had not told them:
“‘But even if you many me off to another husband, will the first duty of my new husband be to look for the
cure of my womb for me so that I can become a wholesome woman? If that is not the case, how is it that all the
time I have been here I haven’t seen you make any attempt to look for a healer for me? I remember somebody
came here and told you that what causes the loss of my pregnancies and the death of my children are the two
diseases of ihuzi and endokaloki, to which you replied: “If that is the case, we’ll take her to medicine men to cure
her of the diseases.” That is what appears to be holding them back.’”
“Since your parents came to take you away I too have been quietly inquiring among people here and there
regarding that issue, until I came across a medicine man who told me:
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“‘How can I treat you if you are not with your wife? Go and come back with her and only then can I prepare
my herbs for you. As to whether I will heal her or not, that is the work of the Sun!’”
They parted at that and Myombekere retraced his way back to his home.
*
On his journey back home Myombekere was consumed by thoughts, thoughts of being a man without a wife, a
mature male person who is condemned to make his own bed, who is a lonely being with no child to send on this
and that errand of his, a child to do things for.
It was at that moment that he came across a certain woman on the road and the two of them greeted each other
and exchange news at some length until they knew where each one of them lived and whether they were married
or not. Myombekere found himself courting the woman there and then and saying to her:
“Madam, as soon as I saw you my heart began feasting on you! And, as you see me here, I am debating with
myself how I should start telling you what I want to tell you. But I find I have no choice but to tell you, even if
you find what I will say to be mere nonsense, for the truth of the matter is, I can keep it inside me no longer. What
is more, as our elders said:
“‘When what you have is really yours and you didn’t steal it you run no danger of having your arm broken for
it!’” The woman answered him back:
“Just go ahead and tell me what is bothering you. For all I know, you may ask me to give you what I don’t
have or to tell you what I don’t know!” Myombekere replied by declaring to her his intentions as openly as he
could right away:
“What I want to speak to you about, Madam, is that I would like to court you with a view to our becoming life
companions. For that is how it was meant to be since the beginning of time, for us men to initiate courtship. As
our elders once said:
“‘A woman is like the men’s fish emamba in the sea, to be got only by he who plunges his fishing-spear in the
waters.’” The woman too liked what she heard, however what she said in answer was:
“And what if we hadn’t met here by chance? Where would you have seen me?” To which our man responded,
“Well, we men were created to be vagabonds, always on the road and in people’s homes in search of women,
until death! When you meet the woman the Sun has destined to be one with you, even if it is on a public road like
this one, you should court her, for, as our ancestors put it:
“‘You pay homage to the throne wherever the king happens to be.’” The woman laughed. Our man pursued the
matter further by adding:
“For, as you know, people say: ‘One who ventures out finds something, the stay-at-home grows a swollen
tummy.’ We have met on a public road, it is true, and certainly a human being is not something you pick up on a
road: a man gets a woman to marry from her parents’ home, from her father and mother. But, in most cases, before that he usually would have met her somewhere else first, learnt something about her, found out whether she is
married or not. Sometimes a woman may not be married and yet she may be already bespoken to a suitor and you
have no way of knowing it unless somebody tells you or you find out for yourself. And that is the way things are
with you and me, since we are lucky to have met we can find out all about ourselves, where each one of us lives,
what are our clans, and all the important things people need to know in such matters. So, let me ask you again:
Are you unattached?”
“Yes, it is true I am free, only my former husband has not yet divorced me, although I have already been living
with my parents for four whole months and by the next new moon it will be five months since he wanted no more
of me.
“Please! Since when does a man reject a woman! Just say you want no more of him?”
“My husband has yet to divorce me and I don’t want to hide the truth from you when you know our Kikerewe
customs as well as I do. It is now that I hear my brother talk about taking me to his home for the divorce. Most
likely that will be after the next new moon, and only then will I be free to invite home suitors.”
“That husband of yours, were you his first wife and he your first husband? Did you bring human beings into
this world with him? What is his clan?”
“Yes, he was my first husband and I his first wife, and we had children together, two of whom survived, a boy
and a girl—they are people living on this earth and so I can’t hide them, even if I wanted to. The boy was my first
born; and he is now a grown-up child. If my husband’s people were wealthy, I could say this year they would give
him a woman to marry.
“After he was born, when I got pregnant again I gave birth to a girl. Those are my too surviving children. Re garding those who died, the pregnancy which followed the girl ended in the premature birth of an eight-month
baby, already a human being. We put the tiny thing in a washbasin for incubation, as is done in such cases. All the
same, because it came into this world not intended to stay, its life was extinguished after only a few nights. Be 63

cause the woman who loses a child does not take long before conceiving again, as soon as I resumed my monthly
periods I became pregnant again.
I carried my precious load for about three months and during that third month it developed complications and I
lost it. And after that, alas, we remained a couple with no further luck up to this day! Then after a time the other
wives of my husband, for no reason, claimed they were afraid something bad was going to happen to them and
said:
“‘We have been accused of witchcraft. It is being said that we are the ones who killed the children of our cowife.’
“Then, on account of that problem of their own creation, my co-wives took off in anger and went to their par ents’ homes to summon their relatives so that we could go to a diviner to find out the truth. When their people assembled, since at that time my father was still alive, I went to call him and he too came, accompanied by my
brother. And then when we all went to the diviner together to know the truth, my husband’s other wives were in deed revealed to be the culprits. So my father and my brother had no choice but to take me away from my husband after telling me:
“‘You can no longer stay here, because these witches are after you by a well-planned attack. As you can see,
they have began by attacking the issues of your womb, and, now that you have become barren, we don’t want
them, since the malice of their kind of people knows no limit, to go after your very person and leave us altogether
empty-handed, for, as our ancestors said:
“‘What eats the hair on the head is after the brain!’
“There now, that is how my people took me away from my husband. For, let you be my judge, how could I
have acted differently? Should I have remained with my husband at the risk of losing my life?”
“Oh! certainly not! You could only remain if those co-wives of yours were mere victims of other people’s unfounded accusations of witchcraft, were being called creatures of the night unjustly, the way we all fear each other
and all the time attribute to other people witchcraft. But that’s not what we are talking about here: you went to
find out the truth from a seer and the diviner exposed their evil deeds in broad daylight! Oh, no! In such a situation you couldn’t have dared to stay, however courageous you are in facing death, for, as our people say, preven tion is better than cure!”
“As to my husband's clan, his people are the … eee … please help me out! What is happening to me today, that
I can’t even remember my husband’s people … shame on me! Say, what is the clan of people with power to ward
off the locust plague?”
“The Abayango.”
“Yes! Abayango. That’s it! That is the clan of my husband’s people.” Our man resorted to spearing the ground
with one end of his bow, his head drooping, before saying:
“Oh, I see! They must be relatives of these other Abayango who reside in our locality.”
“Yes, indeed. Those are my fathers-in-law, you see. They and my real father-in-law are children of the same fa ther, they are half-brothers. My father-in-law is a child of a wife of one house and the man you have mentioned a
child of the wife of the other house, but children of one and the same master of a household, paternal brothers,
and so people of one and the same clan.”
The man was stunned and dropped his head, as if somebody had hit him in the face and he was bleeding from
the nose, before responding:
“Oh, I see! Now I see why our people of yore said:
“‘Before you kill each other know each other’s clans and relatives!’” He was simply dumbfounded and shook
his head in disbelief and said:
“Uu! What a turn of events! It appears it is taboo for us to marry, since your husband’s people are our greatest
abagurwe joking-mates. As a matter of fact, regarding their power to ward off locusts, they never want to hear it
mentioned, so that even we, their abagurwe, usually remind them of it only by taking advantage of our joking relationship and even then not without forcing matters a bit. Should somebody else pester then with it the way we
do, my goodness, there would be real trouble!” The woman was likewise rendered speechless and said,
“It is a bad situation, indeed! The taboo of abagurwe! May be if it were the taboo of which people say: ‘The
taboo of the maternal nephew and niece washes off.’ That is the kind of taboo which can be cleansed so as to al low people to marry. But never that of abagurwe. Clan joking-mates marrying would be knowingly swallowing
the hook of calamity’s bait!”\fn{ Death, barrenness, contracting an incurable disease were the kind of punishment by which it was
believed the heavens smote those who broke serious taboos, who were sometimes punished together with their relatives or through them }
When that issue was concluded, when it became clear to both of them that there had come to light a great inter diction which made it impossible for them to marry, they said good-bye to each other and parted in opposite direc tions, the man going his way and the woman hers. But, as they traveled to their different destinations, the man ap64

peared to be walking with the matter still weighing much more heavily on his mind than it did on the woman’s,
for he had not been flirting with her but courting her in earnest, with the intention of really marrying her, had such
a formidable taboo not come in between them.
Myombekere retraced his way back home speaking to himself in undertones like a madman: he was a hunter
who had struck a prize game only to lose it again.
268.164 The Yaos\fn{by Yohanna Barnaba Abdallah (1898-1924)} Chitangali, nr. Newala, Mtwara Region, Tanzania (M)
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Into this country many foreign things are nowadays being introduced, and many aliens are settling amongst us.
That is why I want to write an account setting forth and bringing to mind the customs of our forefathers of old,
and what this Yao nation of ours did in its infancy.\fn{ This book is about the Yao-speaking peoples of northern Mozambique,
southern Malawi and southern Tanzania }
For the things which are merely related by word of mouth are soon forgotten by the people and it has seemed
good to me to set them forth in a book, lest we forget what we did when first we became a nation, whence we
originated, our division into tribes and clans: how we Yaos regard ourselves, our occupations, our manners and
customs.
In this manner those who come after us, our descendants, our grandchildren, may remember whence the Yao
nation originated; may hear what the Yaos of old did when the country was theirs, how we conducted cases-at-law
ourselves and maintained law and order; how we became scattered, how we assisted each other, of our wanderings
and journeys; of our relations with tribes other than Yaos; how we came to each other’s aid in war; and other
things which it is meet that our descendants should know.
Therefore I wish to write a book all about the customs of we Yaos, so that we may remind ourselves whence
we sprang and of our beginnings as a nation.
Let me first congratulate myself on my good fortune in having had the opportunity of consulting the old people
—they it is who reminded me of some things and told me of many others; the names of these chiefs and elders,
and various personal friends, are as follow :—Che Likalume, who lives near the Luchilingo River; Che
Nampanda, who is also known as Che Msamati, the chief of Mpotola, near Unangu; Che Chindamba of Kumbati,
otherwise Che Limamu, near Malindi; Che Chiwaula, chief of the Mtonya district; the husband of Binti Kalanje,
near Makumba’s on the way to Malindi; Che Matola, the old chief of Kumbande; Che Mkumbila, the advocate of
the Mpotola district, and the father of Che Nampanda; Che Msusa, the son of Mdoka, of Mapanje; Che Makapa
and Che Nalelo.
These are they who have given me much information concerning the race of we Yaos.\fn{ Signed “Yohanna B.
Abdullah” and dated “Unangu, U.M.C.A. 1919”. U.M.C.A. stands for Universities’ Mission to Central Africa, a division of the Anglican
Communion:H}

*
We ourselves say that the name of our race is “the Yaos.” This means that we are they who sprang from the hill
“Yao,” we are “of Yao”; and thence are derived all who can claim to be Yaos. This hill Yao is situated in the area
between Mwembe and the Luchilingo River, extending from Wisulu through Lisombe, whore Malinganile used to
dwell, as far as Likopolwe, and up to Mkuya,—that is Yao. Further the word “Yao” refers to a hill, treeless and
grassgrown.
From that hill the Yao tribe originated, and it is the birth-place of all the Yaos. Thence they spread, some to the
East, others to the West; some North, others South, until they occupied the whole country. From the Lake to the
ocean, to the Coast; from below Matikwili, near the Walolo country, to above Chiwinja. Some right across the
Lake—Che Pemba, and Bibi Kuluunda of Kachulu,—others as far south as Blantyre.
We Yaos are situated in the midst; to the west are the Anyasa; and to the east are the Walolo, the Amawiya
(whose men-folk wear the lip-ring), the Amakuwa, Amakonde, Amalaba, and the Wamwela, down to the coast
where the Swahili dwell. To the south are the Amang’anja—though they are but Anyasa,—and the Amagololo;
and to the north is a branch of the Angoni called the Makwangwala, and the Wandonde. And we Yaos have spread
like a flood in the midst of them; Mwembe is our centre, our capital, and is where we are most numerous.
If you consult the books written by the Europeans, they say, “The tribes of the Yaos are the Ajawa, the Achawa
and the Angulu.” Never was there such a mistake. But it is not the Europeans who are to blame; no, it is the
Wanyasa and the Amakuwa, and the Europeans went astray in following their lead. I want now, therefore, to
explain the origin of this mistake.
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Listen for a little—we are the Yaos, from Yao, and when we say “Wayao” the Amakuwa Alolo cannot
pronounce it properly, but say “Ajao,” and hence they say “Ajao’wa”, or “Achawa”; and this is their misfortune.
And this is the mistake which the Europeans made when they imitated the Amakuwa Alolo.
Then the term “Angura” came from the Anyasa; they made the mistake through not knowing about other
countries, through not travelling and so learning about them. Mangulu is a hill south of Blantyre and four days’
journey therefrom. Near that hill live some Walolo, Amang’anja and Yaos, mixed together; and their speech is
similarly mixed. Those people who live in that country, near that hill, are the Anguru; but they are not Yaos. And
so the Europeans in imitating the Anyasa who know nothing of other countries, came to say, "The Yaos are the
same as the Anguru,” confusing matters as if Mangulu were in Yao country.
The right is this—our country is Yao; those of our race are Wayao, i.e. from Yao—that is the way it should be
said. Because we sprang from the Hill Yao, which is treeless and grassgrown.
*
We Yaos are of many different kinds, we are divided into tribes, though we are all Yaos. We all had the same
origin, and we spread in every direction from the Yao country, some to the North, others to the South; that is how
we came to differ somewhat, so as to form sub-tribes, and our speech to differ a little, though we are still very
closely related.
What caused them to scatter in every direction from the hill called Yao is more than we can understand now. It
may be that our ancestors quarrelled among themselves and separated, some going one way and others another, so
that we now inhabit different countries. Look now, this exodus of which I speak is very ancient, before any of the
wars of the Amakuwa Alolo, of Msoma, of Kaondo, or of the Angoni; before any could have guessed that they
would happen. I am speaking of long, long ago.
Assuming that the cause of the exodus from the Yao hills was dissension, it follows that those who were the
strongest would be those who remained near Yao. Because to this day some are still there, e.g., Che Mtamila at
Likopolwe and Che Namalweso at Mkuya. Also Che Malingauile moved to his present site from Yao quite
recently—in 1892, when he went to live at Chitagala.
Perhaps these were so war-like that they drove out their neighbours, and only those were left who still live near
Yao. And these are they whom we chaff, saying,
“These neighbours of ours beat the rest of us for pompous and elaborate speech; it is obvious that they are real
Yaos.”
I mentioned just now that we Yaos are split up into different sub-tribes; let me now enumerate them. There are
many of them, more than ten well-defined, of the true stock. They are as follow
The Amasaninga are those who went to live near the hill Lisaninga, near the Lutwesi River.
Others went to live near the Mandimba hills—the Amachinga, so named from the word “lichinga” meaning a
ridge with a serrated outline.
Others are the Arnalambo, because they settled in the plain near Lisaninga.
The Wambemba who settled near Mbemba Hill.
Others went to live at Makale, the plateau extending from the Mchisi hills to those near the lake; those are
called Amakale.
The Amangoche, at Mangoche Hill.
The Wamkula who settled in the Mkula hills which can be seen from the neighbourhood of Mwembe standing
conspicuously near the Rovuma, on the way from Wela to Mwembe.
Others inhabit the Njese hills, and these we call the Wanjese.
Others again, crossed the Rovuma to dwell in the hills called Chingoli Mbango; these are the Wamwela or
Achimbango; now they live near the coast and their speech is mixed with Chindonde.
Others settled near Chingoli Hill by the Lujenda River—the Achingoli.
That is the first Yao migration, in days of old, and the origin of our division into tribes. In migrating, some in
one direction, some in another, they adopted the name of their new home as that of their tribe. But all the customs
which they observed at Yao Hill they took with them where they moved, though cthers arose in their new homes
peculiar to themselves.
The Achingoli who settled at Chingoli Hill found it almost inaccessible (and we all know that Chingoli is
precipitous), and that is why we have a riddle which goes like this:
A riddle.
Let’s have it.
Can climb Chingoli.
Grass
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Then the Yaos amongst themselves multiplied exceedingly in their adopted countries, associating with and
visiting each other. Each place having its own seniors led to the installation of headmen, and so to this place
having its own chief, and that also its own, to give final decisions in village matters.
You should also know that the Machinga hills, also called Mandimba, where the tribe called Amachinga
settled, are those near the Lujenda on the Yao-Walolo boundary, near Lake Chilwa; not the Lichinga hills near
Mtonya, but at Mandimba. Further it is a range of hills, long and broken, not a single mountain like Matma,
Chiwegulu, Mango, or Mkwela, but a plateau, as it were, of many different hills. And that is why we sing:
The Machinga hills lie here and there;
Iya.
Alikomba the bountiful,
Building his house in the clouds,
Set the doorway round that way,
Facing those Machinga hills.
Aiya. Iya.

*
When the old people lived in Yaoland proper they were extremely sociable, unselfish, generous, helpful and
obliging amongst themselves, Yao to Yao. Their principal industry was agriculture, so that the Yaos may be
considered as farmers; other occupations were subordinate, the chief one was planting. Among others hardly less
important, however, was hunting, the capture of something tasty—birds, game, grass-hoppers, field-mice, fish,
crabs, and honey. Their weapon was the bow for shooting the cane-rat, the rock rabbit, guinea-fowl and other
birds, and the mongoose; they set traps for small game, and dug game-pits for the larger kinds; hunting with dogs
and with nets was in full swing. All this was the work of the men so that their children and womenfolk could have
dainties to eat
The women did the village work, pounding and grinding corn, making porridge and doing the cooking; cutting
firewood, steeping grain, catching crabs and grass-hoppers, and gathering vegetables.
At that time there were no journeys to the coast to get salt and calico because the old Yaos used to make barkcloth and weave their own cloth for wear. For salt they burnt different kinds of herbs (mjelela, lisale, mgungwi,
chikongo, chipyaji and chikungulu); that was the salt of the old people.
Then again they used to make hoes, for the Yaos long ago were skilled iron-workers, building furnaces and
forges, and making hoes, knives, arrows, axes, small knives, razors, chisels, needles and borers; for iron ore in
Yao country was plentiful.
Other work they had was building houses, grain-stores, and platforms for storing food (ligulu, chitatali),
fences, sheds, watch-houses and hospitals. The usual type of building used by us Yaos long ago was a round house
which we call simply a “house” or ndendela. They built houses like this imitation of the mushroom, because it
was easily constructed. Inside the house they had no frame-bedsteads, but merely an earthen platform, or may be
two, with the fire between them, and on the beds they spread a mat made of reeds, bamboo or corn-stalk. That was
the old way. Their food they all ate together out of a big basket, never out of a small one.
*
In the old times, long long ago, in their old homes, the Yaos were in accord and united, if a quarrel arose they
used to fight without rancour, avoiding bloodshed. If a child or a woman did wrong they were not beaten, but
merely reproved.
If a quarrel arose among the children they finally said,
“Let’s go and ask the grown-ups.” If the adults fell out they went to the chief or to the seniors to have the
matter settled.
Then if a quarrel arose with another village they went to fight it out, and their fighting never went further than
more blows without bloodshed; the others would take refuge on the store-shelves, some in the trees, others on the
top of ant-hills, but they would not pursue them or hound them out of their hiding places. In the evening they
would all go along together to have the matter settled in court, the losing side paying perhaps ten fowls, four reels
of thread, four arrows, two pieces of barkcloth, three hides, or may be an old hoe.
If it were a case of great moment they would be fined to the extent of a stretch of country, either plain or
upland, the trees of such an area, the grass and all game killed in it, in fact they would have to forfeit all produce
from that area. Such things constituted the wealth of those times and it was by means of them that our fore-fathers
dealt with each other. At other times they would forfeit dogs, or skins of serval, genet or duiker.
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If when so ordered by the chief they did not pay their fine, they would be imprisoned until ransomed by their
kith and kin. If any man attempted to steal another’s wife, or were incorrigibly idle or were impotent, he would be
banished from the community.
Should a quarrel arise in which a man was wounded with arrow, they would not finish him off, but nurse him
until he was better—they were merciful. That was the old way, in the old days which will never return.
In those days. no cloth from the coast was yet known, they wore skins and barkoloth. Many, though, wore only
a strip passed between the legs, either long enough to be passed up through the belt and hang down (mpindo), or
merely fastened to the belt (mlimba).
Further a serval skin was not worn by any common person, but only by nobles and famous people, seniors and
chiefs. Many a quarrel arose in the old days over the serval skin. The chief Undi told me once that the sole reason
of his migrating from Mang’anja country was that he persisted in wearing a serval skin, and his uncle was so
angry that he drove him out; he trekked as far as the Rovuma. His forebears the Nakaams, also banished the
juniors of the family for wearing a serval skin.
Then Che Namkunde, Che Kalanje and Che Nampanda were hitter enemies and it all began over either a
leopard or a lion skin. We know, therefore, that in olden days skins were the mark of greatness, of race, or of
wealth. They were obtained by the men for the aristocracy to sit on or to wear, and it arose from the recognition of
the fact that the lion is the king of beasts, as it proclaims when it roars,
“Chila-a-ambo cha-a-a-angu.”\fn{This is my realm}
*
The old Yaos were punctiliously polite to each other and paid great respect to elders and chiefs. When a chief
or even one of the elder people passed, everybody would kneel until he had gone by; if he asked a question, in
answering they would lower their voice and speak meekly in a plaintive tone. Then when they were offering
tribute they would not speak rudely but from a kneeling position. When drinking anything, maybe beer, fermented
or unfermented, or merely water they would not drink standing, but they would first kneel down and take it
courteously. In the presence of seniors they would not laugh, raise the voice, speak rudely, or whisper.
The chief used to wear ivory bracelets on wrists and ankles, woven cloth, and a serval or catskin girded round
the waist. He would never shave off his beard, but let it grow thick round his mouth; when he took a draught of
beer any groats floating in it would get caught in his moustache.
Always he would sit in the open all day long, never in a hurry to retire; and when the people came to greet him
they would say, “Master, Master,” and he would reply,
“Well, little brother. I went to the gardens to see my little dog; and found it had been burnt, the gnats were
eating his bowels, a talkative tongue is the harbinger of woe.” And all would clap their hands. Then when taking
leave they would say,
“Master, master, we are leaving you now.” And he would reply,
“Little brother, don’t go and make a mat with potatoes, don’t wrap up water in your cloth; don’t cut beans in
sheaves, nor put salt on the tail of a duiker.” After this the people would take leave; when they greeted him they
would clap their hands or roll on the ground, and lick the feet of their chief.
This was the old way, in the olden days which will never return.
If a man should go to give the chief anything, maybe water, tobacco, beer or whatnot, he would always kneel
in presenting it. Then when the beer was brought out, from every pot they would take a ladleful and give it to the
chief to taste, and then the people could drink theirs with decorum. Also when the food was ripe they would take
the first fruits to the chief, their overlord, for him to handsel\fn{ To be a present:H} and formally taste them.
If there was any dispute among the people they would at once tell him of it, nothing would be hidden from
him. Moreover when eating, the water for washing the hands would first be presented to him; when he wanted to
sit down they would gather leaves to spread for him, and when he was seated the others would sit. Also the senior
would always walk first, and the common people follow.
And so whatever might happen, it would be referred to the chief, and that is the origin of the saying,
“A chief is like a rubbish heap, everything comes to him.”
Alas! the old days which will never return.
*
If strangers came to a village, would they have to pay for their food? No, it was bestowed on them gratis;
directly a man heard that a stranger was at his door, he would rejoice and say,
“Verily, I have the plant of hospitality growing at my door, bringing guests.” For we Yaos plant the litulo at our
doors so that guests may come frequently, and make us renowned amongst the people. I remember once when
Amisi Makanga came to visit me, he said
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“My friend, not a single day passes but I have guests, coming from all directions, because one becomes well
known”; and at this he smiled. Then again when we pased through the village of the chief Che Undi near the
Rovuma, in greeting us he said,
“Even in a village as big as this many visitors come and stay with me, and many caravans come this way;
because throughout the countryside the word has gone round, Che Undi is openhanded.”
Look now how the Yaos desire that strangers should come to their door. One day, when we slept at Chisindo on
our way from Lukoma, we heard our host say,
“Look, you fellows, how lucky is my gate. It is my house that these strangers have chosen to stay at.”
When the guest arrives they spread a mat for him in the verandah, or in the shade of a tree, and greet him,
saying, “Do you meet us?”, or “Have we met?” and the other replies, “Yes, we have met you.” Or perhaps, “We
thought we would come for a chat” or other words to that effect. Then the host will say, “Is all well whence you
came?” and the guest would assent. Then they would kill a fowl for him, and would cook and give to him the
giblets before he had his meal. When the porridge was ready, they would take it into the house, and go out to call
the guest, saying,
“Come in and look at a little food.”
Then the guest would go in, wash his hands and eat; first the senior would wash and then divide up the fowl,
the other taking it from his hands. But the guest must not gnaw a bone, but merely eat the flesh; if he broke a
bone, the people outside would jeer and say,
“Good gracious; the guest has turned into a dog, which gnaws bones; what will those who finish the scraps get
to eat?” Moreover, the guest must not finish all the food, but must leave some over; should he not do so, the
people would be surprised and say,
“Good lord! The guest has not left any food over for those who waited on him.”
At night they will give him a sleeping place in the house, and in the morning cook water for him to wash in.
This is cooked by the women; then they make him some porridge, and the relish which was left over from the
night before will be finished in the morning. They will not ask a stranger to do any work, however long he stay,
unless he volunteers. On the day of departure he takes leave, saying, “You may remain”, and the host gives his
guest a present of a piece of barkcloth, or calico, or perhaps a fowl ready killed which he ties up in the leaves of
the castor-oil plant or some other kind. And he goes on his way, thankful, saying,
“We have been splendidly entertained, we met a good man in the son of so-and-so.”
If, however, the guest is an intimate friend, when they spread his mat for him in the house his girl friend will
come and entertain him in the house and sit with him; in the evening they will eat together and sleep together; his
friend the host would go and find another house for himself.
But in those old times they did not take advantage of a mark of confidence such as this, and did not make
trouble, but nowadays many do not abide by the unwritten law.
However, many people still observe this old custom, making friendships, and making them free of the house.
The women also are delighted at the arrival of strangers, and run here and there; hence the song,
“The girls are running here and there, ‘A stranger is here.’”
Also when strangers come to sit under a tree it is the old custom wherever there are Yaos, to spread leaves or a
mat for them to sit on; and that is why we sing in the women’s likwata dance,
To the tree in the courtyard come the strangers,
Oh, friend,
That’s where they come,
To the tree.

*
In that old time when the country was still at peace, and all the Yao tribes were together at their birthplace and
there were no wars, the people were well off. And the Yao country is still a land of fertility to this day.
Many were the dances they held, because among dancing peoples the Yaos carry the palm.\fn{I.e., the Yaos are
the most accomplished dancers}
These are our dances from Yaoland, the old dances which we brought from our hill Yao, and it is owing to
them that we can say, “Verily, we Yaos are of one stock,” because these dances are celebrated wherever there is a
Yao. They are as follows:
The Likunda (now called Mundalanga),
The Chindimba.
The Michoma.
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The Masewe, with the rattles.
The Clapping Dance, for the women.
There are others also of olden time which are now given up, and many others which have been introduced
lately by some of the Yaos, and are not national dances of the old days. But these five are true Yao dances and are
danced by all who are of Yao blood.
Another ancient custom which we all have is the Initiation Ceremonies. The boys’ dance is the Lupanda; when
building the huts for this they make the “Red Fire” and dance the Msanje round it; then they carry the initiates off
and build the isolation huts for them.\fn{For the ceremony of circumcision} That is the old ceremony of Lupanda; they
did not dance the Jando in those days, but only the Lupanda.
The women’s ceremony is the Chiputu; they begin it with the twirling dance wearing red fruit as beads, and the
next morning is the Manawa, when they dance the Chamba. That is the Chiputu for initiating the women. The
Msondo is of recent introduction from the coast, it is not one of the old ceremonies.
Then there is the Litiwo dance; this is instructional for maidens who have become pregnant for the first time.
When this dance is going on, the youths and girls flee to the plain to dance the Likwata or play at housekeeping
there, returning in the evening.
These ceremonies are true Yao and the ritual is the same everywhere; except that the songs differ a very little
and many other things have been introduced and are not the same everywhere. But the ceremony itself is
identical.
*
Yao children love bathing. Even when it rains and lightens you will see them dancing about in it, singing;
especially do they love running about in the first rains of the season, singing,
“Rain, rain, flooding the country.” Some say, though,
“If anyone gets wet in the first rain, he will be bewitched; he will always be getting caught in the rain.”
A favourite pastime for girls is carrying about on their back dolls made of a round litonga or litanga fruit, and
also playing at pounding grain. Boys and girls play at house-keeping together, building huts for themselves and
pretending they are married; then they dance, cook food and play with drums; tease each other, have trials of
strength, wrestle, fight, and throw each other on the ground; have bouts of fisticuffs, see who can spit the farthest;
Play hide and seek, hunt for young birds in their nests; set stone traps, catch fish with hook and line, dam the
streams for mudfish. After dark they will catch birds, mice and flying ants by torch-light; catch mice and eat them.
Then children learn how to run fast, go bathing in the pools and learn to swim; they go diving in the deeper
pools and boast how long they can stay under. They pelt each other with clods of earth or corn-cobs; they learn the
high and long jump; play njombwa, throw tops, play with a skipping-rope, and play with ndandi;\fn{ Bits of bark
pierced with a wooden skewer} run races; play “touch,” “pinch the hand,” turning somersaults, and propounding
puzzles; Hop about on one leg, singing, “A hopper set the trap.” They dig out holes and bury themselves in the
sand, while the grown-ups reprove them, saying,
“That is unlucky, young’un.”
It is their duty moreover to pour the water for the grown-ups to wash before meals. They wait for the scraps
that are left over, and go to eat them with other children, snatching bits from each other.
In the evening their elders ask riddles and tell stories of the past, sing part songs and tell the children about
their ancestors and how to invoke them. At evening time also they dance the Clapping Dance, boys and girls
together, after which they will go to bed, some lying near the fire and others away from it; later on they will
change round and those who were out in the cold will get the warm places, and those who were near the fire take
a turn away from it; they will get up from time to time to make up the fire. If a child gets sleepy, his parents speak
sharply to him, saying,
“Off you go to bed.” They cover themselves up with their cloth, the same one which they wear during the day;
long ago it would have been barkcloth.
In the morning at cockcrow, they get up and tell their father and mother what they have been doing in their
dreams; then away to have a wash while the mother is putting the pot on the fire for breakfast. The father and
mother then go off to hoe the garden, leaving some flour for the children, who watch the house in their absence.
They bask in the sun, but if it is cloudy the children sing,
Shine, shine, sun. Shine, shine, Sun.
Father isn’t working, he never will get done.
Break out from the clouds, break out.
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They sing this so that the sun shall hurry up and shine, “It must not delay, so that we can bask in the sunshine,”
also that the sun may come out quickly and make their father work hard in the fields, not dawdling over his
hoeing, but hurrying to get it done, saying,
“I must get this field done quickly, lest the sun gets overhead before I have got to the boundary.”
When they shave a child’s head they give him a hen’s egg; and when it is over he goes off to play in the
pasture while the other children laugh at his bald head, make fun of him, and sing in derision,
Sulky bald-pate. Sulky bald-pate.
Who makes the chickens scarce?
A taste is not good enough; must have the lot.

This alludes to the fact that the Yao are not fond of shaving the head too often as it finishes the eggs; because
in shaving a child one always gives him an egg to keep him quiet, and as the song has it,
“Constantly shaving the head will put an end to the chickens and the eggs.”
All this the Yaos used to do long ago, at Yao Hill.
Alas, the times of long ago, never to return.
*
If a death occurs a wake is held and the professional mourners attend and dance the Chindimba; all the youngsters go and hide, keeping out of the way until the funeral has gone to the burying-place, because it is forbidden
for the uninitiated to see a funeral and only the circumcised can attend.
On the way to the grave they dance the Chindimba singing,
“Gently, gently, quietly along.”
When they are getting into the bush they all cut sticks and throw them into the thickets, shouting, “ Ak-h-h!”
yelling at the evil spirits.
The Chindimba dance is continued while the grave is being dug. A large hole is made, and a resting place
hollowed out of the bottom of it in which to lay the deceased; in this they put branches and grass and a heap of
flour. At head and foot a pole is planted (so that the exact position of the corpse may be known when the grave is
filled in), as it were one here and one there.
When lowering the body down, two men get into the grave who must be free from certain disabilities; those
banned are he whose wife is pregnant, or has an infant in arms, or he who does not know how to take the nostrum
against ndaka:\fn{Becoming bloated by contact with a corpse } those are the bans which proscribe a man from entering
the grave.
In burying a man the corpse is placed on the side, as though asleep, with the head to the east. The old people
say that the reason a man is so laid is to let him face the direc tion from which the original people came, before
they became split up into different nations and tribes. In the old days they used to bend a man’s legs up forcibly
when burying him, but now they no longer do this but put them straight.
Afterwards they all go and bathe, and keep the wake going all night, making beer and dancing the Chindimba;
the professionals drink the beer and have their food separate, the others do not eat with them. In the morning those
who performed the last offices make the “corpse medicine” and eat it, also the professionals sweep out the dead
man’s house, and strip off the roof; they take the grass away and burn it, but the other materials thy leave within
the walls of the house. Then the widow shaves her head.
They keep up the mourning for between ten and twenty days, and during this time they have no intercourse
with their wives, lest they fall sick. Then they brew the “breaking-up beer” which is drunk in the early morning,
and the relatives and friends of the deceased shave their heads.
Before they drink this beer they go to consult the lots to find out the cause of death; afterwards they go to the
chief to arrest the\fn{Suspected} persons and imprison them in the wizard’s hut—to stamp out witchcraft, pay
forfeit, or to burn the wizard to prevent him killing others.
Because we Yaos think like this: if a man falls sick or dies, we say that somebody has bewitched him; it is not
mere chance. Of course we know that God has taken him, but God merely received him, somebody has caused his
death by witchcraft. That is what we believe.
The dead man’s house is left untouched until it falls down of itself during the rains; should it not do so after
some time, they knock it down. Of the materials which were left there, they take away the larger pieces and throw
them aside; they will not use them for firewood, they are accursed; the rest they leave on the site.
Finally, after five months or longer, they make the “beer of resignation,” of which all partake, saying,
“We are resigned to our loss now, God has taken our comrade.”
*
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The Yaos are very partial to keeping domestic animals, such as fowls, pigeons, dogs and goats. And all these
have their charms, by means of which they can be protected; for Yao people long ago were very superstitious,
everything had a special adverse influence to contend with, and all property, domestic animals, cassava, sugarcans, sorghum and their villages had to be protected and fenced round with charms.
Often they would go to the Spirit Tree to pray and present an oblation of flour; sometimes they would take the
offering to the grave or house of the dead.\fn{ Chiefs are often buried under the floor of their own houses; in this case the house is
not pulled down, but merely closed up}
At the Spirit Tree they would roll on the ground, clap the hands, and offer propitiation. In supplicating they
would first mention what they had come to ask for, and then they would invoke those who had gone before, who
had died and gone to God; finally they would appeal direct to God.
First they say why they have come, and then they invoke the spirits of the dead who have gone before, and
finally they appeal to God Himself, like this,
“We beseech you to hear us. We have come to greet you, and visit you who are with God.
“We have brought you a little gift so that we may ask for rain; the children will all die of hunger, the sun is too
cruel.
“Hear us, O Che Nampanda, O Che Kawina, O Che Matanga; there where you are at rest, assemble in your
power and give us rain.”\fn{That is how they pray round Unangu} Those who live at Mwembe say as follows,
“Hear us, O Che Mkalitota, our father; O Che Mataka, the sire of our race, who sleeps at Mkonde, your
unhappy children whom you left behind are here. You say, ‘Make some sweet beer for me, my people are
clamouring for beer.’
“We beseech thee, Father of us all, give us rain; the children will perish of hunger.
“Hear us, you who are with God, send rain to us who are below.”
That was how our forefathers prayed. I remember when I was a youngster, before I was initiated, how we went
to pray at the Spirit Tree, and said
“Hear us, O Che Nakaam, our sire, who sleeps at the Luli, and Che Maluchila who sleeps at Mchindani;
behold, we have come to give you an offering.
“We beseech you, give us good fortune, so that we may find some godsend, and let the unfortunate seek
sanctuary with us, whom you see here, in our home.
“All you who, have gone before us to the shades, we implore you, bear us all who are with God.”
When we had said this we rolled in the dust, clapping our hands.
That is how we Yaos pray. The words vary in that each village addresses its own chief; in that there is some
difference.
The reason that we Yaos bring offerings to, and pray at, the Msolo tree is this:
Long ago, when the Yaos were still living near Yao, a certain man went and took a wife from another village.
They built their house near a Msolo and when they had finished building and mudding the walls, they hoed round
and planted cassava; inside they made two bed-platforms. In the morning, when it was quite dry they replastered
with black mud, one door, no backdoor. In the evening the bride lit a fire and said,
“Today we will steep in our new house for the first time.”
At noon they had swept all round the house under the Msolo, until it was quite clean, not even a leaf left, and
they went to bed. When they got up in the morning, Lo! under the Msolo the ground was covered with leaves. The
leaves had come falling down, shed during the night while the people were asleep. And they called to each other
saying,
“You people, look at this prodigy, this tree sheds its leaves at night, other trees only do so during the day, but
not this one, it will not shed its leaves at any other time than at night.”
And enormous crowds of people came to see and were greatly astonished. When they went to bed the next
night a spirit came to them in a dream, and said,
“Tomorrow early you must give me an offering of flour and water, and present it under the Msolo tree.”
That is why all Yaos go to offer their prayers under the Msolo, because it is the tree of the spirits, which only
sheds its leaves at night; other trees shed them during the daytime, but not the Msolo which does so at night.
*
In those times they used to make their own hoes, because there was a clan of Yaos called the Wachisi who
started building forges, furnaces and smithies, making hoes, axes, knives, large and small, razors, gouges, borers,
mat needles, lancets, and many other kinds of ironware.
These Wachisi specialized in blacksmith’s work, and still do to this day, and they dwelt in Yao country, because
had they not started forging the country would have been devastated with famine. Therefore in the old days the
Wachisi were held in great esteem; if an Mchisi were at a village, that was a favoured spot, and everybody came
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running to go and make tools there. So the Wachisi became extraordinarily wealthy, they travelled in every
country peddling hoes and other tools already enumerated. When any Wachisi arrived at a village everybody came
in from the neighbourhood till it was full up, and the man whose hospitality they had accepted was a lucky fellow.
He would run about smiling and telling everybody,
“The Wachisi are my guests.”
These Wachisi went all over the country peddling their hoes. In the territories of the Amachinga, the
Wambemba, Amasaninga, the Achingoli across the Rovuma, and the Wamwela; of the Wanjese, the Amakale,
Wamkula, Amalambo, and Amangoche. There was no country which the Wachisi did not visit.
Moreover, they were greatly respected and greatly feared; never would anyone be rude to them. That is why
the Yaos say if anybody wants to borrow a knife,
“Good Lord! Do you mean to say that you have been rude to the blacksmiths?”
The point of this is that it is not good policy to insult an Mchisi blacksmith, but to treat him with respect so that
he will be pleased to make for one small knives or other tools.
When the Wachisi got rich like this, though, and attained to honour and great wealth, they began to get
conceited. They said, “We are superior to all other people,” and they ceased to take trouble with their work or to
finish it off nicely; so that in forging they wantonly mixed bad quality ore with the good, making hoes that were
only good for one day’s use, next day they broke, being made of bad material. So then people began to deride
them and would not buy the Wachisi hoes; and that is why we Yaos sing
From the forge on Chisi Hill
Come forgers.
All the folk on Chisi Hill
Are forgers.
These artificers make, with artifice,
Artificial hoes which snap like this:
Try to hoe,
And away they go.
They’re forgers who forge at Chisi.

And so ended the fair fame of the Wachisi. But even to this day their renown is not dead; even now they are
respected. They are still wealthy and their forges can still be seen throughout Yao-land. For no Yao ever starts a
smelting furnace of his own nowadays, all that exist are merely rebuilt, they belonged to the Wachisi of old. Those
people at Lichinga near Matama, and others at Mijomboni, Chisonga, Kumluiuka, Katuli, and near Mtonya, all
are descendants of the Wachisi. Even to this day we get hoes from Litamwi, from Mtonya, from near Mijomboni,
that is, from the Wachisi that are left. But now everybody in the country knows how to forge, though all the
forging of hoes, etc., was done in the old days by the Wachisi, whose original home was on the hill Chisi, near
Nangao at Nyuswe.
*
In those days the whole country teemed with people, there was not an uninhabited spot anywhere; the people
in this superabundance of which I speak absolutely swarmed everywhere. Right from the hilly country near the
Lake across to the Lujenda, near the Walolo country; from the south near Ohikala and Lake Chilwa and
Mandimba (i.e. Machinga), right up across the Rovuma to Chingoli, the Achingoli and Wamwela country—the
whole of this area was covered with villages; the people filled it completely, like the gruel in that plate.
They were extraordinarily fertile; one woman would have sixteen or seventeen children or more, because in
those days there was no such immorality as is prevalent now. They married late, not being in a hurry, the youth of
those days bided their time, remaining in the bachelor quartors for many years. And so with the women also, they
did not get married till their breasts were fully developed almost until they had begun to droop, then they married.
Moreover other folks’ wives went in wholesome dread and that is why they had the good fortune to bear so many
children, and without cases of difficult labour. The children which they bore in those days were comely and well
built. When such an one appeared they would say,
“Ah, that is so-and-so’s child who fills one with desire.”
They would not initiate the boys and girls until they had come to full boyhood or girlhood. The staple food of
the boys and girls of old was coarse sorghum flour; the boys used to eat grass-hoppers as relish, and the girls,
crabs, which they used to go and catch in the streams.
For they used to pay due regard to the traditional prohibitions, and the reason that they had such good luck in
bearing children was this care in their observance; and there was none of these various diseases so prevalent
nowadays.
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A chief of old married only two wives, and the lesser people only one; they never had large numbers of wives.
At that time they traded in hoes, barkcloth, foodstuffs, tobacco, fowls, skins: and different kinds of tools; those
were the things with which they bartered among themselves, Yao to Yao. In trading they would fill a basket with
beans (etc.) piled right up, and sorghum was measured in the same way, full measure. Some, cleverer than their
fellows, used to plant cotton, and then make beer for their friends who would come and clean the cotton and make
thread for them; then they would weave cloth and give it to the nobles and great ones to wear.
2
The origin of the trade by making long journeys to the coast was as follows.
I have already mentioned how the Yao blacksmiths, the Wachisi, used to travel all over the country selling the
tools which they made. It happened that there was a certain district up-country\fn{ This was the country belonging to
“Achuma cha Ulungu,” a chjieftainess. It is said that she was beautiful, always splendidly attired, and fairly tall } on the way to the
coast, where there were no hoes, and the Wachisi did not go there to sell theirs; whether they had some subject of
dispute there or not, I don’t know.
In any case these people took foodstuffs and went to sell them to the people who lived near the coast, and there
they bought a piece of white calico. When they got this they took it to buy a hoe at a village visited by the
Wachisi. And they\fn{The Wachisi} carried word of it when trading in another village. In this manner the fame of
this calico spread everywhere,
“At so-and-so’s is a piece of calico from the coast.”
Everybody went running to see it, until it spread throughout Yao-land, and some paid a fee to see it; and its
fame extended also wherever the Yaos went,
“Some calico from the coast has arrived.” That was when the Yaos first began to trade and to penetrate as far as
the coast.
So it came about that the renown of this calico spread amongst all the Yao people, and our forefathers then
began to suggest to each other,
“Come on, let’s all of us club together and go on an expedition, going on till we reach the place where this
calico came from, so that we also can buy some.”
Word was sent round and they packed up bundles of food for the journey, hoes, tobacco, and skins for sale, and
set off. When they arrived at a village they offered a reward, saying, “Guide us in the direction from which this
calico came,” and they were guided to the next village; and there they paid for a guide to the next village, and so
on until they crossed the Rovuma, and passed through the countries of the Achingoli, the Walwanda, the
Achimbango Wamwela, right to Sinjino, coming out at the coast at Mchiwinja Mchilwa,\fn{ Kilwa} and so that has
always been the part of the coast most favoured by us Yaos, as being known to us from ancient times. And that
was how we first obtained calico.
In those days when a man was engaged to carry a truss of calico, in paying him his wages they gave him four
yards of cloth and half a yard of red calico; this he would tie round his waist and go home preening himself, and
say,
“I have been to the coast and look how wealthy I am.”
On their journey to the coast in those days they would take quite four months on the way. They used to take
their time, strolling along quietly and peacefully, without hurrying, and say,
“Although we go slowly we shall get home some time.” And hence the traveller’s proverb:
See the caterpillar’s leisured gait!
He does not reach his leafy bait
By haste unseemly.

One day Che Nalelo told me the countries passed through on the way from Yao-land to the coast; he said,
“We passed through Induli, Ohisiwamba, and over the Lusanyando, until we crossed the Rovuma. Beyond that
we passed through Chisyungule, Tundulu, Namisungula, Liloweka, Mang’wang’wa, Namich-inyinda, Lukundi,
Lilomba, Masonga, Chipelele, and Miumu; then we crossed the river Miumu; by Nachiu, Mtumba, Nanguwili,
Matandawala, Misambya, Chitulika, and Mijelejele; through Sinjino until we came out at the coast near
Chiwinja.”
These countries which I have mentioned are inhabited by the Amakale, Achingole, Walwanda, and
Achimbango; the Waiwanda were the same as the Wandonde, and the Achimbango the same as the Wamwela.
That was the beginning of the coast-trade, in the old days which will never return.
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*
This penetration to the coast was the reason that the Yaos began to regard the coast as their lode-star, and the
arbiter of customs. And so all the Yao tribes began making trips to the coast, to Chiwinja—which was their
favourite part of the sea-line in the old days—carrying tobacco, hoes and skins. Arriving at the coast they used to
buy calico, salt and an elongated kind of bead known as Matemanya. At that time it was not yet realised that ivory
and slaves were also valuable.
The trade goods they obtained at the coast they used to take to the Anyasa, the Amang’anja peoples south of
Chikala, buying salt and cattle from them. Also the Walolo were their neighbours and they used to trade with them
too. Others went to the lake-shore at Ng’ombo, to Likowe and further south where Che Mambo now lives.
Because in the old days the Yaos were of a roving disposition, probably more so than any other tribe. That is the
meaning of the song:
Roving, roving, roving,
Roving like a Yao.

So in the old days the Yaos were great travellers, for they used to say,
“He who knows foreign parts is a man worth knowing, like so-and-so’s son.”
Even in the village ‘place’ the great subject of conversation was travel, and he who knew other countries was
always listened to with respect, the people hanging on his words delighted, all of them gazing at him, sometimes
with awe, saying,
“Good lord! you are a wonder! Eh! but you have travelled!”
And the people would believe anything he told them. A man who had not travelled and seen other countries,
though, could not take any part in the conversation in the ‘place’ he would sit there without saying a word, while
everybody laughed at him,
“This fellow's name is ‘stay-at-home,’ who always remains in the village, not a single foreign country does he
know.”
Everybody would regard him as a fool; anything he might say the people would contradict,
“No, what country does this fellow know? It’s a lie, he’s only a pounder of grain.” That is why we Yaos sing,
Goodbye, goodbye,
Goodbye you pounders of beans.

And again
See the traveller returning!
“No more short rations”, thinks he;
But loaded plate, and tasty bit,
And others at beck and call.

Another song says
A-travelling I would go,
If it were not for this grain!
If I stay winnowing semsem\fn{Sesame} here.
How can I fortune gain?

And another
The traveller’s child,
In accents wild,
Cries, “Daddy, calico!”
But the child of him
Who bark-cloth wears,
Cries, “Tap, tap, tap! you go!”

These songs bear witness that the Yaos love roving about in other countries—regard it as an ideal life. Should
anybody say, “I am a Yao,” not having visited other countries, he is not a Yao at all, and everybody laughs at him,
saying,
“This is a woman, not a man.”
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In those times, therefore, the Yaos were constantly on the move, travelling here and there, making trips to the
cast and to the lake-shore, trading calico, beads, hoes, salt and bark-cloth; and taking tobacco down to the coast.
That was long ago, when calico first came to Yao-land, and was the beginning of the caravans and trade.
*
Owing to this constant travelling to the coast, the Yaos soon began to imitate the customs of the coast, such as
making pole-beds in their houses in imitation of bedsteads, and making little cannon. These were tapered at one
end rather like the tang of an axe, having the muzzle at the other end, loaded with gunpowder; at the axe-like end
they fastened ropes and tied it to a corn-pestle, then they applied an ember to the touch-hole and fired it off.
Everybody was astonished,
“Look at that! Who ever saw the like of that?” Of that village word would go round, “At so-and-so’s there is a
cannon,” and others would take something along to fire it with, and fire it off at funerals, beer-drinks, dances, and
any other similar occasion;—they would go and borrow it and fire it off at their own village so as to gain
notoriety. Because in the old days the Yaos were very fond of being talked about.
Whenever their gunpowder came to an end, or when trading there was no gunpowder to be had, they were very
disappointed. But if it was available [they were happy], so that they could fire it off at home and be talked about.
That is the meaning of the song
Fire off the gun at the village here,
Let the smell of powder be abroad.

When they went to the coast they were told,
“Next year you must bring ivory and slaves from Yao-land, and you will make your fortune. You will get the
powder you want so much, and milandawala\fn{Firearms} you will also obtain. You will get anything you want if
you bring these two things, ivory and slaves.” And it was those words which suggested a new idea to our fathers
of old; when they got home they spread the word,
“A new business has arisen in ivory and slaves.”
And they went to Ng’ombo, for there the Anyasa were anxious to get the goods the Yaos brought, and wanted
to sell cattle. The Yaos refused saying,
“No [we will buy nothing] but ivory and slaves.”
And then the Anyasa started to enslave each other, and sell each other to the Yaos for calico. But they had no
ivory, so they took the goods and crossed into country where it abounded,—to the country of the Achikunda who
used to hunt elephant with spears. And there the word went round,
“All sorts of nice things have arrived at Ng’ombo,—calico, beads, and salt from the coast; they can be bought
with ivory such as you use to sit on like logs, and with slaves.”
So those who lived on the other side crossed over to Ng’ombo to trade with the Yaos, and the Yaos went to the
coast and obtained all they wanted,—powder, guns, swords, beads, and coloured cloths of all kinds; brick red,
bright red, blue with fringes, plain red, plain blue, coloured silk, blue with silver fringes and striped red; also large
mugs and eaithenware plates, and brassware, and foodstuffs such as cocoanut oil, turmeric and sugar. All these
they brought to Yao-land.
That was when the Yaos were most active in buying the Anyasa for slaves, no longer trading in tobacco and
cattle but specializing in ivory and slaves. And they went buying slaves all along the lake-shore below Ng’ombo
—at Chilowelo, Lusewa, Msumba, as far as Likowe taking cloth to buy people; but they did not cross over, the
great mart was at Ngo’mbo and the people crossed over to come there.
The price of a big tusk was about 30 to 60 yards, or a hundred matemanya beads. Ten matemanya for an ox; a
wide piece of calico about four yards long for one slave, double that for others; half a yard to a yard for a goat.
Pay for carrying a truss of calico from the coast was a wide piece of cloth about 4 yards long, and half a yard of
red calico. That was in the old days which will never return.
The slaves which they sold were Anyasa, Wawisa, Wasenga and Achikunda. Of these slaves, some they took to
the coast to buy trade-goods with them, others they kept at home to hoe the gardens, build houses, and do other
village work. They did not ill-treat them or beat them, nor did they make them hoe unassisted; for the old Yaos
were merciful. All this ill-treatment and overworking was introduced when the coast people and Arabs came to
Yao-land; in the old days it was not so.
They never ate with slaves, but these had to wait for the scraps left over. To the council they were not admitted,
but in the square they were permitted to attend cases, they were never driven away. Moreover nobody ever made
an intimate friend of one.\fn{I remember one day my father Che Nakaam rebuked me sharply for joking with a slave: he said, “You
will ruin him, and he will ruin you too.” The author’s father was a chief:H }
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We Yaos certainly oppressed a slave in that he was at everybody’s beck and call, just like a dog with a tail; and
that is why we sing in the Chindimba dance:
A slave he has become,
And a slave is like a drum,
For a man when bought,
Is a thing of naught,
And we beat him, like a drum.

That is to say that a man who becomes a slave, becomes like a drum which one beats at one’s pleasure. He is
not consulted in any way: beat him, tie him up, let him go again, whatever his master fancies. That is the meaning
of the song:
Tie him up, tie him up,
Tie up your slave,
You can tie him up or let him go.

That means that his master can either tie him up or release him, just as he likes, without considering him in the
least. …
288.77 Statements Connected With The Maji Maji Rising In German East Africa (1905-1907)\fn{by Mzee
Ambrose Ngombale Mwiru (before 1907-after 1967)} Kipatimu, Kilwa District, Lindi Region, Tanzania (M) 1
1

Then when that European arrived he asked,
“Why did you not answer the call by drum to pay tax?” And they said,
“We do not owe you anything. We have no debt to you. If you as a stranger want to stay in this country, then
you will have to ask us. Then we will ask of you an offering to propitiate the gods. You will offer something and
we will propitiate the gods on your behalf; we will give you land and you will get a place to stay in.
“But it is not for us as hosts to give you the offering. That is quite impossible.”
2

Another reason again had its origin in ruling, that was the second reason: the rule of Arabs which arose from
the German Government when it ruled this country and brought Arab akidas.
Since the days of old, Wamatumbi had refused to be ruled. Those Arabs had failed in the past to penetrate into
this country, because they had been completely barred from coming to capture people to enslave them. But when
they got work as akidas they began to seize people and reduce them to slavery; in fact they practised complete
fraud and extortion and tortured them unjustly.
Thus there was one akida at Kibata, another akida at Chumo, another akida at Miteja, another akida at Kinjumbi, and one at Samanga. An African akida was the Yao at Kitambi's. And an akida of the tribe of the Bajuni, a
person from Lamu, was there at Ngarambi. Now all these oppressed the Wamatumbi very much because they now
had their opportunity. Thus when the troubles of Maji Maji started they [the Wamatumbi] immediately joined,
saying, "We had better join so that we can drive off those enemies in order that we may get happiness".
3
An order was issued that the natives should capitulate because they could not fight the Europeans.
Some agreed to surrender and went to Kibata. Their guns and spears were destroyed and they were given
pieces of white cloth to be used as the flag of peace. The white flags were to be fixed on the tops of their houses
or in the ground before their homes.
On the other hand some people hated and killed those who had capitulated too soon. So the business of Maji
Maji began again.
And more askari swarmed the country. Askari were then sent to villages to seize food and people’s grain.
However, it was better if white rather than black askari came to the village. These African askari killed everyone, children, elders, and women. They ripped open pregnant women and left them to die. And sometimes they
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did worse things which I cannot tell here for they were really terrible.
4
This is how it took place.
We, the children, were called on the day of execution. We stood in the front line. Behind us stood women, and
lastly adult men in the third row.
Then they brought the victim with much fuss after a trumpet had been blown. They made him stand before
three piled up empty boxes. Then the Bwana Mkubwa descended from his seat and stood before us to give reasons
for the execution of that man. Then he would say in a typical German accent,
“Do you hear, you children?” And we would answer,
“Yes, Your Greatness.” Then he asked the women,
“Do you all hear, you women?” And they answered,
“Yes, Your Great ness.” He asked the adult men and they answered in the same manner,
“Yes, Your Greatness."
Then he ordered a sergeant to make the victim mount the three boxes. He climbed, and they put a rope round
his neck. The boxes beneath his feet were pushed away and he hung and died.
I saw three such cases with my own eyes.
288.78 Statements Connected With The Maji Maji Rising In German East Africa (1905-1907)\fn{by Mzee
Ndundule Mangaya (before 1907-after 1967)} Kipatimu, Kilwa District, Lindi Region, Tanzania (M) 1
1
The cultivation of cotton was done by turns.
Every village was allotted days on which to cultivate at Samanga Ndumbo and at the Jumbe’s plantation. One
person came from each homestead, unless there were very many people. Thus you might be told to work for five
or ten days at Samanga. So a person would go. Then after half the number of days another man came from home
to relieve him. If the new man did not feel pity for him, the same person would stay on until he finished.
It was also like this at the Jumbe’s. If you returned from Samanga then your turn at the Jumbe’s remained, or if
you began at the Jumbe’s you waited for the turn at Samanga after you had finished.
No woman went unless her husband ran away; then they would say she had hidden him. Then the woman
would go.
When in a village a former clan head\fn{Mpindo} was seized to go to cultivate he would offer his slave in his
stead.
*
Then after arriving there you all suffered very greatly. Your back and your buttocks were whipped, and there
was no rising up once you stooped to dig. The good thing about the Germans was that all people were the same
before the whip. If a jumbe or akida made a mistake he received the whip as well. Thus there were people whose
job was to clear the land of trees and undergrowth; others tilled the land; others would smooth the field and plant;
another group would do the weeding and yet another the picking; and lastly others carried the bales of cotton to
the coast beyond Kikanda for shipping.
Thus we did not know where it was taken. Then if that European gave out some bakshishi to the akida or
jumbe they kept it. We did not get anything.
In addition, people suffered much from the cotton, which took three months [to ripen] and was picked in the
fourth. Now digging and planting were in the months of Ntandatu and Nchimbi, and this was the time of very
many wild pigs in this country. If you left the chasing of the pigs to the woman she could not manage well at
night. In addition, they [the pigs] are very stubborn at that period and will not move even if you go within very
close range. Only very few women can assist their husbands at night and these are the ones with very strong
hearts.
There were just as many birds, and if you did not have children it was necessary to help your wife drive away
the birds, while at the same time you cleared a piece of land for the second maize crop, because your wife would
not have time. And during this very period they still wanted you to leave your home and go to Samanga or to
work on the jumbe’s plantation.
*
This was why people became furious and angry. The work was astonishingly hard and full of grave suffering,
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but its wages were the whip on one’s back and buttocks. And yet he still wanted us to pay him tax. Were we not
human beings?
And Wamatumbi, especially the Wawolo,\fn{Highlanders} since the days of old, did not want to be troubled or
ruled by any person. They were really fierce, ah! Given such grave suffering they thought it better for a man to die
rather than live in such torment.
Thus they hated the rule which was too cruel. It was not because of agriculture, not at all. If it had been good
agriculture which had meaning and profit, who would have given himself up to die? Earlier they had made trou bles as well, but when he began to cause us to cultivate cotton for him and to dig roads and so on, then people
said,
“This has now become an absolute ruler. Destroy him.”
2
Njwiywila meant secret communication such as at a secret meeting. At that time if you listened to Njwiywila
you paid one pice. That was the meaning of Njwiywila. The message in Njwiywila was like this:
“This year is a year of war, for there is a man at Ngarambe who has been possessed—he has Lilungu. Why?
Because we are suffering like this and because … we are oppressed by the akidas. We work without
payment. There is an expert at Ngarambe to help us. How? There is Jumbe Hongo!”
This Njwiywila began at Kikobo amongst the Kichi, for they were very near Kinjikitile. It spread to Mwengei
and Kipatimu and to Samanga.
But the people of Samanga did not believe quickly.
It spread quickly throughout Matumbi country and beyond. In the message of Njwiywila was also the information that those who went to Ngarambe would see their dead ancestors. Then people began going to Ngarambe to
see for themselves.
3
They surrounded the German stockade in many files. The Maji Maji warriors shot several times but the Germans did not reply. …
Then at five in the morning the European ordered his askari to fire as the Matumbi tried to break into the
stockade.
Oh so many people died that day! For they had not known what a machine-gun was. They thought that the
Germans had run out of ammunition and were beating empty tins to frighten them away.
Thus the stubborn ones received bullets, some in their legs, others in their backs, and others in their noses. Far
too many people died that day. Great mourning followed in the whole Matumbi country.
From then on they fought in small groups, waylaying the German askari.
288.79 Statement Connected With The Maji Maji Rising In German East Africa (1905-1907)\fn{by Mzee
Tanangosi Mwamwangamila (before 1907-after 1967)} Luhota, Iringa District, Iringa Region, Tanzania (M) 1
Jumbe Pangamasasi, the jumbe of Muhanga, brought the news.
Then we went at night to tell the Europeans that Pangamasasi had brought news that the Vahonga had reach ed
his country; they told him to drink the medicine, now he refused—Pangamasasi has come to break the news here.
We set off; when we set off we journeyed until we arrived at Muhanga. They said,
“The enemies are at Mungeta.”\fn{In the Kilombero Valley at the foot of the Uzungwa escarpment}
We set off at midnight. We went right over the hill; by the time it had dawned we had descended on the other
side. Those Vahonga had run away; they said,
“Here it is too near the hill, the people will run into the hills, we will not kill many people.”
Then they withdrew; they went to the marsh, they went right into the elephant grass. We met at Kapalala. Now
when we reached them at Kapalala, we found some asleep; the whole army had gone to lie in ambush in the grass
there, and then some said,
“We shall go in the morning to our friends”—actually, it is those whom we found asleep, and then we captured
them. When we had caught those people we said,
“Where is the battle?” They said,
“The battle is on the path which goes to Ifakara.” Our leader, Bwana Fungashenzi, said—he said,
“I do not want to go there, I want to go to Mudemu.”\fn{ An Mbunga headman} We returned on the road to Ifakara.
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Now we are going to Mudemu.
We went there, and then we heard the noise coming from behind. We said,
“People are coming shouting behind; where have they come from, these people?”—and we passed on. The European said,
“Hi, you will go with soldier Mpandajumula; he will fire a gun. After that man has fired a gun the Vambunga
will run away. You, you will run after them, you will go, you will run after them with stabbing spears only.”
We started at a run; we are running, we are running, after not a long time our leader said “ Eeep!” and we stood
still. He said,
“Stop. I see a lot of enemies.” We stopped. We saw those people were emerging; he saw them and said,
“All to the right.”
We went to the right, and then we just lay down, we lay in the grass. When we lay there in the grass they began, but did not see us. Then they looked; now they are looking at the European’s shoeprints, the shoeprints of the
soldiers; they were not on the road. Again they returned; they were moving back and forth in a group, they re turned. They are looking for shoeprints; there were none there.
Actually, we had hidden, we were there, we were there in the grass where we were lying. The European then
saw that they were really all gathered together; the people gathered together were many. He passed behind, we
saw he had gone to the back. He said,
“Lez all!” and they lifted their guns to their shoulders.
“Fiya!”—uwoo.
After the guns had sounded, then they all came together, the enemy, they were coming, now they were coming
towards us. Then they reached us—soldier Majilali Daudi, they stabbed him, they reached another soldier, Lisasi,
whom they speared—then,
“Kais malis, malis!”
Thus he has given the order, now we are running away, we are going into the grass, we go into the grass, because here in the open space we shall all be finished. We entered the elephant grass. The commander turned. He
said,
“Eep!” Thus they all turned and put their guns to their shoulders.
Now the Vambunga are trying to come, they are following the tracks which we had made. It strikes, he is on
the ground; it strikes, he is on the ground. They try to come, they are unable to pass on the side. The Vambunga
failed completely.
Now the battle was getting hot. We shot, they were quite finished; they tried to run away out there and we ourselves went out.
As we looked we saw they were quite finished.
189.165 Civilized Motherhood: A Letter to Mambo Leo\fn{by Zeina binti Mwinyipembe Sekinyaga (before 1926- )}
Tanzania (F) 1
Please allow me to join the community of your readers, in your esteemed “council,” and permit me to
exchange a few ideas with the gentlemen who are your readers and get some answers to my questions.
In all the things that are being said, intended to enable Africa to prosper in future, I have yet to hear of a black
African man who endeavors to speak for women and defend us so that we may be treated justly and well in our
present state of oppression. I read Mr. Peter Kiobia of Bukoba, who has a reputation for despising women, and by
following up his endeavors to the end, I realize that he wrote because he knows how to write not because he
intended to. If this is indeed the situation, will men alone really manage to make Africa of the future prosper? I
beg all of you who desire to see your countries succeed in the light of this civilization to read my words as a favor
to me, Oh blessed ones.
Many traditions of black people in the world were not codified into law, hence I feel they were in the dark.
Among the many savage practices that existed, the most enduring was to despise women, deprive them of their
rights and enslave them. All men demand many wives, so that they will not have to work in the fields or on
construction sites. When a man has slaves, such tasks are done by the slave and the man’s wife.
Now, judge for yourselves whether it is a mark of respect for the wife to toil with the slaves. At home we black
women have no rights, except by chance. The man goes wherever he wants without informing his wife.
Sometimes he has his dinner there and comes home and says:
“Today I do not want to eat!”
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Or maybe because of his wanderings, he returns later than his usual time and when he finds the food cold,
raises hell more terrifying than the thunderbolt. Nor is justice observed in such cases, for if the wife tries to
defend herself by claiming that it is not her fault that the food has gone cold, the man retorts:
“Shut up, after all you are my property, I can do anything I want with you!”
For these and other reasons, we women are whipped worse than stubborn donkeys. I won’t tell you of the
insults and bad words that we receive from our husbands. Anyone who is kind at heart can realize the bitterness
we black women carry in our bosoms: trembling every hour, worried every minute, forever steeped in sadness.
These afflictions, which have hounded us for many centuries of savagery, have forced us not to trust men, so that
very often we meet to denounce and speak evil of them.
These problems, which are like a cancer, have come into existence because, when we marry, the man has to
pay something to our parents. Indeed this custom is no different from slavery. For whoever buys a slave must pay,
and likewise whoever wants a woman to be his wife must pay, and sometimes the value of the slave is higher than
that of the wife. This shows that, to her husband, the black woman is at the same level as the slave and is equal to
a chattel, such as a cow, a goat, or a chicken.
Being sold by our parents lands us in slavery, deprives us of our dignity, and renders us devoid of any rights
before our husbands. For does a chattel have rights vis-a.-vis its purchaser? That is why when men are beating
their wives, they often speak to them the words I have cited above! Know ye that we women are bereaved without
a death, are hungry in the midst of plenty, and are dead while still living.
Had these things been mere primitive acts, i.e., [customary] law, we would ignore them if the men who have
converted to any of the religions would treat us justly as ordained by their religions. Yet, the worst offenders in
doing bad things to women are these converted husbands! Now, didn’t these religions create laws to help us and
ensure that we have dignity and are justly treated? I would like this to be clearly explained to me.
In anticipation of that dawn of Africa of the future, I request you, our parents, to abolish this custom which is
worse than a cancerous sore—this custom of selling your daughters to whichever man you choose! Why should
the parents’ permission be necessary for marrying off the daughter? Why do you demand “wealth” before the
marriage of your daughter? Isn’t the love of the betrothed enough to cement their union permanently? Or does it
mean that without money your daughter has no valid marriage? Understand that this custom is primitive and
whoever follows it, even if he or she sleeps on learned books, is primitive too. To my fellow women, I say this:
Shall we not be obedient daughters to our parents if we refuse to be sold? Shall we not earn the tide of “wife”
if we are not auctioned to wooers as they are used to auction us? Whether it is mahari or kilemba, mafungu
(Wahehe), vigumo (Wagogo),\fn{These are a wide variety of words in the Kiswahili, Kihehe and Chigogo languages for bride price,
the custom she is strongly opposed to } it is a traditional custom not a law. Can’t it be abolished by a new law? Why was
a man allowed to become “master” of many wives, but a woman not allowed to become “mistress” of many
husbands? And who indeed invented this custom? Mr. Cock and Ms. Hen claim that the custom emanated from
them. Without our contribution, would the world be as full [of people] as it is today?
Women, let us not devalue ourselves, let us understand that we are precious, superior beings of great value, for
through us the Almighty God creates human beings whom we bring out [into the world] imbued with life. So from
now on let us know that we are the “mothers” of the civilized who will teach the Africans of tomorrow. Let us
always keep our eyes open, force ourselves to go to school, even if our elders won’t like it. Let us turn a deaf ear
to them, let us go to school, and let us learn civilized motherhood.
And you men, allow your wives [to study], even if it is only once a day, for it is better to get [a little], even if it
is an “a,” than to miss everything. The greatness and dignity of our country will not be manifest unless we women
acquire what the schools can offer.
And you men, if you want civilization, you have first to educate your wives and daughters, the mothers of the
civilized, so that they may be on the same level with you, even if you are still the bosses. If you do that, the noise
and wrangling at home will cease, and the words “divorce me” as used at present will no longer be heard. You
husbands will be happy to see your wives, and you wives will be joyous to see your husbands. Certificates of
divorce, which are stacked up in all government offices, will be returned to where they came from.
I hope I will be excused and will receive an answer to these questions that I have posed today.
1920
46.256 Excerpt from Siti Binti Saad: Difficulties Of Life In The City And How They Were Overcome\fn{by
Shaaban Bin Robert (1909-1962)} Tanga Region, Tanzania (M) 1
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… Siti turned her back on her small home in Fumba and set off to Zanzibar City. When she arrived at Mtoni,
another small hamlet on the island, she broke her journey. From there into the city was four miles. It was the
month of Rajabu\fn{A note reads: 7th month of the Mohammadan year.} A.H. 1308 or February A.D. Iglo. Here she stayed
with Ali Saud.
In the following year she left Ntoni with Musa Bulushi and went into the city. There in the city she breathed a
new air: not clean as in the country but bright, to furbish her reputation. She was full of hope that her star, hitherto
hidden behind clouds, would one day shine out, and certainly this hope was fulfilled.
Her life in the city was inextricably linked with that of a man called Muhsin Ali. He was a skilled udi player,
who taught Siti Arabic as well as singing. This most gifted teacher and his remarkable pupil met there, in the
center of the city, and if the two had not met, this story would have been otherwise. It might not even have been
worth telling to the world.
Siti was gifted with a fine voice, but did not know how to modulate it. Nor did she know how to keep her place
at a recital. She had no foundation whatsoever on which to build the walls of her success. She was simply a
greenhorn from the country, brought from a life of peace, who planted herself in the city, into a life of bustle and
confusion.
No profession can be mastered without some instruction. If Siti did not appreciate this initially, she realized it
clearly now. She was truly grateful for the contact with and friendship of Muhsin.
The friendship between Siti and Muhsin was fortunate for both of them, and as for fortune, this outlived the
teacher’s earthly reputation—when his bones were cold in the grave—sending his pupil to great success. Both are
now dead, first Muhsin and then Siti followed.
With this friendship the foundation-stone of Siti’s success was laid. She taught herself energetically, and it was
said that her understanding was formidable. After a few years she completed her study of singing, from A to Z.
She could sing with a clear, controlled, and most pleasing voice as though she had been born a singer, and,
furthermore, the Arabic she used in her songs was really polished.
This illiterate woman was determined to grasp things quickly, like lightning, and afterwards she recited them
word for word to the amazement of all who heard her.
Later on Siti joined up with a group of famous musicians of that time: Subeti Ambari on the udi, Buda: Swedi
on the gambusi, Mwalimu Shaaban on the tari, and Mbaruku. Among these men Siti was the only woman. She
was the only vocalist for their instruments. Siti herself did not play an instrument. She never tried her hand, not
even once, on any instrument throughout her life. Nevertheless, her voice was more than a match for the
instruments. By its efforts it drew, as by a magnet, people of many kinds. Not content with this, Siti intensified her
study of singing until she was extremely difficult to better. The coco-nut milk was merely waiting for the coco-nut
to be pierced. Her voice gained in quality daily and brought fame to the band.
She was the first woman in Zanzibar to emancipate herself and acquire for herself such a comfortable living.
Subeti, Buda, Shaaban, and Mbaruku, who had hitherto been paid little, now began to receive substantial fees.
However beautiful the sound of an instrument, the human voice is still supreme, and this set off Siti, like a
jewel, among the players. She pulled people’s heartstrings in a way that was extremely difficult to withstand.
Every word she sang was a link in a chain which collected people together. By this chain she bound her listeners
so that they were unable to leave until the end of the recital.
It was a simple matter to gather together a group of players and buy for them instruments, like the udi or
violin, zeze or gambusi, flute or drum, and suchlike, but to make such a group bring in the money, this, Subeti,
Buda, Shaaban, and Mbaruku could not do.
Similarly it was easy to invite people to attend a concert or recital, but to get them to pay for the performance
required special inducement. The players were quite ready to buy all kinds of instruments but these, on their own,
were not sufficient to pay for a recital, nor indeed to attract an audience. The real attraction was provided by Siti,
who had at one time been a potter.
Siti’s path in life was not an easy one, it was long, not short; mountain ranges and deviations not visible to the
spectator had to be faced and surmounted, and her arrival into the state of comfort that she had planned was not
accomplished without meeting stumbling-blocks. In fact, before she had half finished her journey she had
encountered several such obstructions. She had to fight bitterly and with tenacity for her progress.
On the first occasion when she had a chance to give a recital before a large audience she was extremely nervous, and that was when her wonderful voice let her down. It broke like glass on concrete. She cleared her throat
and repeatedly tried to sing but all that emerged was a mere whistle. In the end she ran from the recital.
Did this weaken her resolve, or cause her not to appear again at a recital? No, a hundred times no!
She was only beginning to learn her work. Her defeat on that occasion merely fanned the fire of her energy,
which went on burning till the end of her life. She realized, you see, that as she could produce something like a
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whistle, she could also sing. It is not, of course, true that everyone who can whistle can ultimately sing as could
Siti, but a person with hope in her heart such as she had is not easily defeated.
Her success as a singer was not due to her having an intrinsically better voice than many who did not succeed.
She succeeded because she applied herself to her task with diligence and over a long period. Many have failed in
their attempts to become successful who were more gifted and more intelligent than she, but who had neither the
courage, the resolve, nor the disposition. Siti labored in poverty for a long time, and suddenly sprang to fame in a
few minutes; and fame stayed with her until the time came for her to leave this life.
People who gain the pinnacle of success without effort or great labor are few in this world. Were you to count
them you would find them fewer than the fingers of one hand. Success spurns those who are daunted by the
prospect of climbing her ladder.
The numbers of those who have, in fact, risen to remarkable heights through their own determined efforts is
legion in the world. To count them you would require many clerks with really large ledgers. Among these was
Siti. So it seems as though life bestows her gifts on those with courage, resolve, and determination rather than on
those who merely wait for good fortune.
Life is full of all kinds of difficulties. How could Siti have possibly succeeded without trying to overcome
them in the way she did? I started writing this account of Siti, daughter of a peasant farmer and a mother who was
a potter—who experienced in this world nothing but bitter distress and unremitting poverty—two years after her
death. If it is scarcely credible, like the stories of the thousand and one nights, it is because she revealed greater
ability and energy than was realized during her life. …
189.188 Wartime In Zanzibar\fn{by Zeyana Ali Mubid (c.1910?-

)}

Zanzibar, Tanzania (F) 2

On Tuesday 21st March, I went to Jambiani on a visit. I very much wanted to see the village. I arrived late in
the evening, and was so tired that I could not manage to go round.\fn{ The editor points out that at the time of her visit, the
conditions of the roads were so bad that it would have taken over two hours to traverse just 30 miles, and anybody traveling is such
conditions would have had to constantly brace themselves against being continually slammed about inside a motorized vehicle }

The following morning I spent visiting the sights. I found the village very fascinating, full of charming and
jolly people. Eggs and milk were in plenty; big fish were available; and certain goods sold cheaply in shops. But
the most harrowing thing was the scarcity of that important commodity, water. The water obtainable here was,
more often than not, brackish, and if one needed nice drinkable water, untainted with salt, one had to go into
immeasurable difficulties to get it. So I asked some of the villagers,
“Where can one get nice water which is not brackish?” And they replied,
“It is obtainable far from here in a hole in the rocks. Would you like to go there and have a look?” I replied,
“Yes I would.”
So in the afternoon we paid a visit to the place. The road leading to the place is bad, very rocky. One had to
move slowly and carefully to avoid hurting oneself from the sharp stones or by tripping over. Also, one needed to
wear shoes. Without shoes it was impossible.
We walked for nearly an hour, and we finally arrived at the scene. We rested a while before descending into the
cave.
Surprisingly, lianas\fn{Woody vines} grow in abundance there, and they assisted people to make the descent into
the cave. And the descent is quite treacherous, sloping down 30 feet into the cave. At the mouth of the cave there
are huge trees, and the overhanging branches form a sort of canopy over the entrance. As a result it is rather dark
and very damp inside the cave, and if one remains inside for long one tends to become short of breath. I think it is
because there is a poor circulation of air inside the cave, and sunlight does not freely penetrate through. And it is
for this reason, I think, that the cave is named The Shadow.
In the recesses of the cave there is a small inner cave. That is where the water is found. The water does not
seem to originate from a spring; it is very still, and the level neither rises nor falls. But during the long masika
rains the level increases and sometimes the water overflows. This is the water used by the villagers for drinking
and for cooking sweet dishes and brewing tea. But for savory dishes the villagers use the brackish water from the
wells in their vicinity. They use this water also for washing and for other household needs.
In Jambiani the houses do not have corrugated iron roofs (as is the case in Chwaka) so it is not possible to
harvest rain water and preserve it in tanks for emergency uses. So we can imagine the plight of the people
resulting from the scarcity of water.
Fetching water is done exclusively by women. In fact, the women there have numerous arduous tasks to
perform, especially in the Hadim farmsteads. These tasks include fetching water, cutting firewood, cultivating the
fields, and thrashing coconut husks. This in addition to the housework, the rearing of children, and other chores.
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In my view, cultivation is the most difficult of these tasks, because the women have to walk a fairly long distance
to the fields, where they have to break the rocky soil in order to plant seeds. The crops which flourish in these
areas are pigeon peas, maize, green gram, pumpkins, yams, sorghum, bulrush millet, beans, and cow peas. When
harvesting draws near the peasant farmers and their families have to move from the village and set up camp in the
cultivated fields to guard their crops from forages of monkeys in the day-time and wild pigs at night.
To conclude, I would say that the women in Jambiani work harder than the men. And yet if you happen to
come across them on their way to their daily chores, they appear bright and cheerful, not spiteful and grumpy.
*
I think that many readers will be surprised that the 1942 issues of Mazungumzo ya Walimu\fn{Teacher’s
Conversations, a monthly journal published by Zanzibari teachers themselves } have a few articles on cooking. Possibly many of
us do not know the purpose behind the inclusion of these articles in the journal, and what is being done in this
regard in the villages.
In mid-1942 when there was scarcity of rice and there was need for eating maize meal instead, it behoved the
women in G. G.\fn{Government Girls’} School to go round in the villages to instruct village women on the various
ways of cooking maize meal.
The administration, and that includes district officers, were receptive to the idea and therefore the undertaking
was fruitful. Each district administrative officer came to know the day when he would be visited by the cooking
instruction group. He would then inform the various Ward Executive Officers under his jurisdiction. It was
programmed as follows:
At two in the afternoon on Wednesday the women teachers would leave for the nearby villages. And at 9:30 in
the morning on Saturday they would visit distant villages where they would remain till evening. The programme
formally started at Mangapwani on Wednesday 17 th June. Instructions were given on the cooking of the following
five dishes:
1. bread made from fresh corn
2. millet bread
3. meat balls made from meat and cassava
4. bread made from corn flour
5. pudding made from corn meal and dates

When the teachers, including Ms. Purnell and Ms. Knowles, arrived they were met by 80 women students who
had cooking stones on the ready in an open air place. One of the teachers came forward and addressed the
gathering. After the preliminary introduction she went on to talk on the difficult conditions occasioned by the war
and the scarcity of rice and other imported commodities. And we have been sent here by the government, she
went on to say, to assist you and show you how you can cope with the situation, now and in the days to come.
Thanks to our glorious British government we get food. Food is necessary to life. Without food we cannot
sustain life and living. Had it not been for the government keeping a watchful eye on shopkeepers, prices of goods
would be deadly.
After the address, instructions began on the cooking of one of the dishes. The pot was placed on the fire;
instructions were repeated again and again interspersed with questions and answers. Then another teacher
followed with instructions on the cooking of another dish, just as the first one did. This went on until all the dishes
were cooked, while the women were looking on with glee. Afterwards the food was distributed so that each of
them could have a taste. Also distributed were buns we had brought with us from town.
Eventually, the teacher who had initially addressed the gathering gave a farewell address, thanking them all for
their attendance. The women in turn also thanked us profusely. The gathering dispersed with joy and ululation.
These visits to the villages went on till the end of the month of Shaaban. There were in all 10 visits. Some
other villages, on hearing about our visits, asked us to visit them as well and we responded accordingly.
71.26 & 258.163 1. One-Party Government 2. The Dilemma Of The Pan-Africanist\fn{by Julius Kambarage
Nyerere (1921/22-1999)} Butiama, Mara Region, Tanzania (M) 7
1
The African concept of democracy is similar to that of the ancient Greeks from whose language the world
“democracy” originated. To the Greeks, democracy meant simply “government by discussion among equals.” The
people discussed and when they reached agreement the result was a “people’s decision.”
Mr. Guy Glutton Brock writing about Nyasaland\fn{Now Malawi.} described traditional African democracy as:
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“The elders sit under the big tree and, talk until they agree.”
This “talking until you agree” is the essential of the traditional African concept of democracy.
To minds molded by Western parliamentary tradition and Western concepts of democratic institutions, the idea of
an organized opposition group has become so familiar, that its absence immediately raises the cry of “Dictatorship.” It is no good telling them that when a group of 100 equals have sat and talked together until they agreed
where to dig a well, (and “until they agreed” implies that they will have produced many conflicting arguments before they did eventually agree) they have practiced democracy. Proponents of Western parliamentary traditions
will consider whether the opposition was organized and therefore automatic, or whether it was spontaneous and
therefore free. Only if it was automatic will they concede that here was democracy.
Basically democracy is government by discussion as opposed to government by force, and by discussion
between the people or their chosen representatives as opposed to a hereditary clique. Under the tribal system
whether there was a chief or not, African society was a society of equals, and it conducted its business by
discussion.
It is true that this “pure” democracy—the totally unorganized “talking until you agree” can no longer be
adequate; it is too clumsy a way of conducting the affairs of a large modem state. But the need to organize the
“government by discussion” does not necessarily imply the need to organize an opposition group as part of the
system.
I am not arguing that the two-party system is not democratic. I am only saying it is only one form which
democracy happens to have taken in certain countries, and that it is by no means essential. I am sure that even my
friends in the Labor Party or the Conservative Party in Britain would admit that if their party could succeed in
winning all the seats, they would be perfectly happy to form a one-party government. They, the winning party that
is, would not be likely to suspect themselves of having suddenly turned Britain into a dictatorship!
Some of us have been over-ready to swallow unquestioningly the proposition that you cannot have democracy
unless you have a second party to oppose the party in power. But, however difficult our friends in Britain and
America may find it to accept what to them is a new idea—that democracy can exist where there is not formal
opposition—I think we in Africa should think very carefully before we abandon our traditional attitude.
It is often overlooked that the Anglo-Saxon tradition of a two-party system is reflection of the society in which
it evolved. Within that society, there was a struggle between the “haves” and the “have nots”—each of whom
organized themselves into political parties, one party associated with wealth and the status quo and the other with
the masses of the people and change. Thus the existence of distinct classes in a society and the struggle between
them resulted in the growth of the two-party system. But need this be accepted as the essential and only pattern of
democracy?
With rare exceptions the idea of class is something entirely foreign to Africa. Here, in this continent, the
Nationalist Movements are fighting a battle for freedom from foreign domination, not from domination by any
ruling class of our own. To us “the other Party” is the Colonial Power. In many parts of Africa this struggle has
been won; in others it is still going on. But everywhere the people who fight the battle are not former overlords
wanting to re-establish a lost authority; they are not a rich mercantile class whose freedom to exploit the masses is
being limited by the colonial powers, they are the common people of Africa.
Thus once the foreign power—“the other party”—has been expelled there is no ready-made division, and it is
by no means certain that democracy will adopt the same machinery and symbols as the Anglo-Saxon. Nor indeed
is it necessarily desirable that it should do so.
New nations like Tanganyika are emerging into independence as a result of a struggle for freedom from
colonialism. It is a patriotic struggle which leaves no room for differences, and which unites all elements in the
country; and the Nationalist Movements—having united the people and led them to freedom—must inevitably
form the first government of the new states. Once the first free government is formed, its supreme task lies ahead
—the building up of the country’s economy so as to raise the living standards of the people, the eradication of
disease and the banishment of ignorance and superstition. This, no less than the struggle against colonialism, calls
for the maximum united effort by the whole country if it is to succeed. There can be no room for difference or
division.
In Western democracies it is an accepted practice that in times of emergency opposition parties sink their
differences and join together in forming a national government. This is our time of emergency, and until our war
against poverty, ignorance and disease has been won, we should not let our unity be destroyed by a desire to
follow somebody else’s “book of rules.”
If these then are the forms of democracy, what are the essentials?
First, the freedom and the well-being of the individual. Freedom alone is not enough; there can be a freedom
which is merely the freedom to starve. True freedom must be freedom not only from bondage; from
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discrimination and from indignity, but also freedom from all those things that hamper a people’s progress. It is the
responsibility of the government in a democratic country to lead the fight against all these enemies of freedom. To
do this the government, once freely elected must also be free to govern in the best interests of the people, and
without fear of sabotage. It is, therefore, also, the duty of the government to safeguard the unity of the country
from irresponsible or vicious attempts to divide and weaken it, for without unity the fight against the enemies of
freedom cannot be won.
When, then, you have the freedom and well-being of the individual, who has the right freely and regularly to
join with his fellows in choosing the government of his country, and where the affairs of the country are
conducted by free discussion, you have democracy.
True democracy depends far more on the attitude of mind which respects and defends the individual than on
the forms it takes. The form is useless without the attitude of the mind of which the form is an external
expression. As with individuals, so with organized groups, this question of attitude is all-important. It is not
enough to ask what attitude will an African government adopt towards an opposition, without also asking what
attitude an opposition will adopt towards a popularly elected government.
In the past all that was required of government was merely to maintain law and order within the country, and to
protect it from external aggression. Today the responsibilities of governments, whether “communist” or “free,”
are infinitely wide. However nearly its requirements of money and men may be met, no government today finds it
easy to fulfill all its responsibilities to the people.
These common problems of a modern state are no less formidable in young and under-developed countries.
The very success of the nationalist movements in raising the expectations of the people, the modern means of
communication which put the American and the British worker in almost daily contact with the African worker,
the twentieth-century upsurge of the ordinary man and woman—all these deprive the new African governments of
those advantages of time and ignorance which alleviated the growing pains of modern society for the
governments of older countries.
To the demands of the common man in Africa, intensified as they are by the vivid contrast between his own lot
and that of others in more developed countries, and the lack of means at the disposal of the African governments
to meet these demands. The lack of men, the lack of money, above all the lack of time. To all this add the very
nature of the new countries themselves. They are usually countries without natural unity. Their “boundaries”
enclose those artificial units carved out of Africa by grabbing colonial powers without any consideration of ethnic
groups or geographical realities, so that these countries now include within their borders tribal groups which, until
the coming of the European Powers, have never been under one government. To those, in the case of East and
Central Africa, you must add the new tribes from Asia, the middle East and Europe. Here are divisions enough to
pose a truly formidable task in nation-building.
As if the natural challenge was not enough, with the raising of each new flag come the intrigues of the
international diplomacy of rivalry and all that goes with it; the cynical and the criminal attempts by powerful
foreign governments to weaken the unity of any country whose government pursues policies which they do not
like. Who does not know that foreign nations have again and again poured in money to back up any stooge who
will dance to their political tune? As their sole purpose is to confuse the people and weaken the legal government
for their own ends, they are quite indifferent to the fact that their chosen puppets have no following at all in the
country itself.
It should be obvious, then, why the governments of these new countries must treat the situation as one of
national emergency, comparable almost to that of a country at war.
In the early days of nation-building as in time of war the opposition, if any, must act even more responsibly
than an opposition in a more developed and more stable, a more unified and a better equipped country in times of
peace. Given such, a responsible opposition would be the first person to defend its right. But where is it? Too
often the only voices to be heard in “opposition” are those of a few irresponsible individuals who exploit the very
privileges of democracy—freedom of the press, freedom of association, freedom to criticize—in order to deflect
the government from its responsibilities to the people by creating problems of law and order.
The admitted function of any political opposition is to try and persuade the electorate to reject the existing
government at the next election. This is “reasonable” in the case of a responsible opposition with a definite
alternative policy in which its members sincerely believe; but that sort of mature opposition is rare indeed in a
newly index-pendent state. Usually the irresponsible individuals I have mentioned have neither sincerity,
conviction, nor any policy at all save that of self-aggrandizement. They merely employ the catch-phrases copied
from the political language of older, stable countries, in order to engage the sympathy of the unthinking for their
destructive tactics. Nor are the tactics they use those of a responsible democratic opposition. In such
circumstances the government must deal firmly and promptly with the trouble-makers. The country cannot afford,
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during these vital early years of its life, to treat such people with the same degree of tolerance which may be
safely allowed in a long-established democracy.
This does not mean, however, that a genuine and responsible opposition cannot arise in time, nor that an opposition of that kind would be less welcome in Africa than it is in Europe or America. For myself, as I have said, I
would be the first to defend its rights. But whether it does or does not arise depends entirely on the will of the
people themselves and makes no difference at all to the freedom of discussion and the equality in freedom which
together make democracy.
To those who wonder if democracy can survive in Africa my own answer then would be that far from it being
an alien idea, democracy has long been familiar to the African. There is nothing in our traditional attitude to
discussion, and current dedication to human rights, to justify the claim that democracy is in danger in Africa. I see
exactly the opposite: the principles of our nationalist struggle for human dignity, augmented as it were by our
traditional attitude to discussion, should augur well for democracy in Africa.
2
Your Excellencies,\fn{This was originally a speech given by President Nyerere on 13 July 1966 at the inaugural ceremonies for
we have achieved many things in Africa in recent years, and can look back with some pride
at the distance we have traveled. But we are a long way from achieving the thing we originally set out to achieve,
and I believe here is a danger that we might now voluntarily surrender our greatest dream of all.
For it was as Africans that we dreamed of freedom; and we thought of it for Africa. Our real ambition was
African freedom and African government. The fact that we fought area by area was merely a tactical necessity. We
organized ourselves into the Convention People’s Party, the Tanganyika African National Union, the United
National Independence Party, and so on, simply because each local colonial government had to be dealt with
separately.
The question we now have to answer is whether Africa shall maintain the internal separation as we defeat
colonialism, or whether our earlier proud boast—“I am an African”—shall become a reality.
It is not a reality now. For the truth is that there are now 36\fn{ In 1966; there are 54 countries in Africa now (2015):H }
different nationalities in free Africa, one for each of the 36 independent states—to say nothing of the areas still
under colonial or alien domination. Each state is separate from the others: each is a sovereign entity. And this
means that each state has a government which is responsible to the people of its own area—and to them only; it
must work for their particular well-being or invite chaos within its territory.
Can the vision of Pan-Africanism survive these realities?
Can African unity be built on this foundation of existing and growing nationalism?
I do not believe the answer is easy. Indeed, I believe that a real dilemma faces he Pan-Africanist. On the one
hand is the fact that Pan-Africanism demands an African consciousness and an African loyalty; on the other hand
is the fact that each Pan-Africanist must also concern himself with the freedom and development of one of the
nations of Africa. These things can conflict. Let us be honest and admit that they have already conflicted.
In one sense, of course, the development of part of Africa can only help Africa as a whole. The establishment
of a University College in Dar es Salaam, and of a university in Lusaka, means the Africa has two extra centers of
higher education for its 250 million people.\fn{ This was written in 1968 } every extra hospital means more health
facilities for Africa; every extra road, railway or telephone line, means the Africa is pulled closer together. And
who can doubt but that the railway from Zambia to Tanzania, which we are determined to build, will serve
African unity, as well as being to the direct interest of our two countries?
Unfortunately, however, that is not the whole story. Schools and universities are part of an educational system
—a national educational system. They promote, and they must promote, a national outlook among the students.
Lessons are given on the Government, the geography, and the history, of Tanzania, or of Zambia. Loyalty to the
national constitution, to the elected leaders, to the symbols of nationhood—all these things are encouraged by
every device.
That is not only inevitable; it is also right. None of the nation states of Africa are “national” units. Our present
boundaries are—as has been said many times—the result of European decisions at the time of the Scramble for
Africa. They are senseless, they cut across ethnic groups, often disregard natural physical divisions, and result in
many different language groups being encompassed within a state. If the present states are not to disintegrate it is
essential that deliberate steps be taken to foster a feeling of nationhood. Otherwise our present multitude of small
countries—almost all of us too small to sustain a self-sufficient modern economy—could break up into even
smaller units—perhaps based on tribalism. Then a further period of foreign domination would be inevitable. Our
recent struggles would be wasted.
the University of Zambia}
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Let me repeat: in order to avoid internal conflict and further disunity each nation state is forced to promote its
own nationhood This does not only involve teaching a loyal to a particular unit, and a particular flag, although
that is serious enough. It also involves deliberately organizing one part of Africa economically, socially, and
constitutionally, to serve the overall interests of the people of that part of Africa, and (in case of conflict) not the
interests either of another part, or of Africa as a whole.
Thus, each state of Africa devises for itself a constitution and a political structure which is most appropriate to
its own history and its own problems. In Tanzania for example, the overwhelming support for our nationalist
movement, and the complete absence of a rival to it, meant that from the beginning of independence we had in
effect a one-party state. But the continued existence of a political structure which assumed a two-party state meant
that we were unable to harness the Party organization, and the enthusiasm of our people, for the new tasks of
fighting poverty. There was also some danger that the Party leaders might get out of touch with the people they
led because they were able to shelter their own personal shortcomings under the umbrella of the Party. So we
worked out a new constitution which acknowledged the sole existence of one Party, and within that framework
ensured the people’s democratic control of their Government. It is a new arrangement, and so far it seems to be
working well. But—and this is my point—it has marked a further differentiation between the political
organization of Tanzania and that of other parts of Africa, including that of our neighbors. And the more the
people of the United Republic became involved in this system, and the more he peoples of other African nations
became involved in the systems they work out for themselves, the greater becomes the division among us.
In economics too, the same thing applies. Each national government of Africa has to work for the development
of its own country, the expansion of its own revenues. It must do this. It cannot be content with the development
of Central Africa, or of East Africa; it must work for the development of Zambia, or of Tanzania. In certain
circumstances the result is not only a failure to grow together; it can be reduction in unity. For example, each East
African country is now moving over to its own currency instead of maintaining one common currency. In the
absence of a federal Government this was necessary if each of the governments was to meet its responsibilities to
the people who elected it. But it is undoubtedly a move towards nationalism and away from African supernationalism. Or again, each African government has to work for domestic industrialization; it can only agree to a
common super-national industry being sited in another country if there is a clear and obvious compensating
advantage in its own favor in another industry, or in some other developmental factor.
Our nationalisms may compete with one another and grow away from one another in international matters too.
All of the states of Africa need to attract capital from outside, and all of us wish to sell more four goods to
countries abroad. So we 36 little states each spend money to send our delegations to the wealthy countries, and
our representatives to trade talks. Then each one of these national representative is forced to prove why
investment should be made in his country rather than in another, and forced to offer some advantages to the
wealthy country if it will buy his goods rather than those emanating from another part of Africa.
And the result? Not only worse terms for each of us in relation to aid or trade, but also a kind of fear of each
other—a suspicion that the neighboring country will take advantage of any weakness we have for its own benefit.
And my point is that this neighboring country will do that; it has little choice in the matter. However much it may
sympathize with our difficulty, only in rare cases will this sense of “oneness” be able to transcend the hard
necessities of its own economic need.
All that I have been saying so far amounts to this: the present organization of Africa into nation states means
inevitably that Africa drafts apart unless definite and deliberate counteracting steps are taken. In order to fulfill its
responsibilities to the people it has led to freedom, each nationalist government must develop its own economy, its
own organizations and institutions, and its own dominant nationalism. This is true however devoted to the cause o
African unity the different national leaders may be. For while it is certainly true that in the long run the whole of
Africa, and all its peoples, would be best served by unity, it is equally rue, as Lord Keynes is reported to have
said, that “in the long run we are all dead”. The willingness of the people of Africa to make sacrifices for the
future is without question; the development plans of our different nations prove this. But the people of this
continent have been suffering the effects of poverty too long. They need to see some immediate attack being made
on that poverty. They could not, and would not, agree to stagnation or regression while we pursue the goal of
unity.
And the truth is that as each of us develops his own state we raise more and more barriers between ourselves.
We entrench differences which we have inherited from the colonial period, and develop new ones. Most of all, we
develop a national pride which could easily be inimical to the development of a pride in Africa. This is the
dilemma of the Pan-Africanist in Africa now. For although national pride does not automatically preclude the
development of pride in Africa, it is very easily twisted to have that effect. And certainly it will be deliberately
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bolstered by those who are anxious to keep Africa weak by her division, or those anxious to keep Africa divided
because they would rather be important people in a small state than less important people in a bigger one.
Kenyans and Zambians will be told—indeed, are already being told!—that Tanzania is communist and under
Chinese control, or that it is so weak that it is the unwilling and unwitting base for Chinese subversion.
Tanzanians, on the other hand, are told that Kenya is under American control, and Zambia hostile to it because of
its policy on Rhodesia. And so on. Everything will be done and said which can sow suspicion and disunity
between us until finally our people, and our leaders, say:
“Let us carry on alone let us forget this mirage of unity and freedom for the whole of Africa.”
An then, in 150 years’ time, Africa will be where Latin America is now, instead of having the strength and
economic well-being which is enjoyed by the United States of America
But there is another factor which is inimical to an advance to Pan-Africanism through, and after, the
development of our separate nationalisms. For good reasons or bad, some African countries are, and will be,
wealthier and more powerful than others. It may be the accident of minerals existing in one place and not another,
it may be a history of peaceful development in one country and internal divisions and difficulties in another. It
may simply be that some of our African states are of a size to become economically viable, while others will
never sustain more than a low level of existence. But the net result will be that one State will be more successful
than another.
And then who makes the move towards unity? If it is the bigger and wealthier, there will be talk of a new
imperialism, an attempt to “take over” the small state. If it is the small nation, there will be talk of betrayal and
lack of patriotism. Which of those leaders will then be able to overcome his inhibitions enough even to mention
the idea of union? Which of them could risk rebuff? The more genuine their separate desire of real unity on the
basis of human equality, the more difficult it is for either of them to make the move.
Yet if to develop our separate nations is to invite the slow dying of our dream of unity, what is the alternative?
Clearly we must first accept the facts which I have outlined. It is no part of transforming dream into reality to
pretend that things are not what they are. Instead we must use our present situation to serve us and achieve or
purposes. We must fact up to the dangers which exist, and overcome them by one means or another.
It is not impossible to achieve African unity through nationalism, just as it was not impossible for various tribal
associations or tribally based parties to merge themselves into one nationalist movement. It is difficult, but it can
be done if the determination is there. The first thing for Africa, therefore, is to determine that it shall be done. But
platitudes are not enough; signatures to the Charter of the Organization of African Unity\fn{ Since 2001 The African
Union:H} are not enough. Both these things help, because they maintain the atmosphere and the institutions of
unity. But they must be considered with a realization that unity will be difficult to achieve, and difficult to
maintain, and that it will demand sacrifices both from nations and from individuals. To talk of unity as though it
would be a panacea of all ills, is to walk naked into a den of hungry lions.
In its early stages unity brings difficulties—probably more than it disposes of. It is in the longer term, after
fifteen or twenty years, that its overwhelming benefits can begin to be felt. Determination that unity shall come
must start with a psychological acceptance of its requirements.
The African nations, and particularly the African leaders, must be loyal to each other. It is inevitable that some
leaders will have a personal liking and admiration for particular other leaders; it is equally inevitable that they will
dislike, and perhaps disapprove others. I do not imagine that all my Regional Commissioners in Tanzania like and
admire each other—I hope they do, but I would not guarantee it! But however much they may argue in private,
they do not attack each other in public. They may think a particular individual has invited trouble, but if it comes
they do not rejoice. They rally round to try and minimize the effect of that trouble on the nation. And African
leaders can do likewise for Africa. It is more difficult in that we do not have one common superior body, but it can
still be done.
This does not mean that there could be, or indeed that there should be, identical internal or external policies for
all African states. While we are separate we can take account of different circumstances in different parts of
Africa. Take, for example, differences which exist between some of the policies of Tanzania and Zambia. Both
our Governments are concerned to secure control of the national economy and to bend it to serve the masses. But
the techniques which are appropriate in Tanzania—where we start almost from scratch, with no inherited industry
or mining—would not be right for Zambia, which has to maintain its copper output and use the industry in the
transformation of the economy.
Then there is also the question of Rhodesia, and the fact that Tanzania, but not Zambia, has broken diplomatic
relations with Britain in the course of this dispute. Naturally, some of our opponents have tried to suggest that this
reveals deep-seated differences between the TANU and the UNIP Governments;\fn{ TANU = Tanganyika African
National Union, and UNIP = United National Independence Party, the two political parties under whose banners Tanzania and Zambia
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became independent countries:H}

such a belief by either of us would damage Africa’s cause to an incalculable extent.
But it is not true, and fortunately both of us know that it is not rue. Both of our Governments have one purpose
and are equally dedicated to it. That purpose is the ending of the illegal Smith regime and its replacement by
majority rule and then independence for Zimbabwe.\fn{ Between 1965 and 1979, the local colonial government of Southern
Rhodesia, led by Ian Smith, attempted to forestall black majority rule of Southern Rhodesia by unilaterally declaring its independence, thus
provoking an internal civil war:H}
But Zambia\fn{The former Northern Rhodesia:H} is a landlocked country with an inherited pattern of trade and

communications which made it impossible for her immediately to impose a complete boycott of [Southern]
Rhodesian goods. Tanzania has ports, communications with the north, and never in fact had much trade with
[Southern] Rhodesia. Do such different conditions call for the same reactions to events in Southern Rhodesia?
It would be absurd either for Zambia to act as Tanzania does, or for Tanzania to act automatically as Zambia
does. What must happen instead is that our two countries must work together, in the closest co-operation and
understanding. And in particular Tanzania has responsibility to do whatever is humanly possible to help Zambia
free itself from these inherited chains to the South. Perhaps I could use the opportunity to say this is being done,
and will be done, with the wholehearted support of the whole Tanzania people.
But it is not enough for African states to co-operate in dealing with particular problems. We must deliberately
move to unity. To the fullest extent possible we must co-operate in our economic development, our trade, and our
economic institutions. We must do this, despite our separate sovereignties, although we have to recognize that
there is a limit to the possibilities of economic integration without political union. When the point comes, then we
shall either have to stand still—and thus damage our real hopes for Africa—or we shall have to take the plunge
into a merger of our international sovereignties.
In some parts of Africa political union will be possible even before there has been great economic integration. It
is my firm belief that African states should make such opportunities, or seize them whenever they occur of
themselves. The difficulties will remain; Acts of Union do not undo decades or centuries of administrative and
political separation. But a government which is responsible to the whole area can deal with difficulties, and
elements of separatism, with fairness to all at the same time as it develops new unifying factors. The differences
will not disappear if hey are left alone; as I have said they will grow. Thus, for example, it is true ha the two
component parts of the United Republic of Tanzania\fn{ Tanganyika and Zanzibar:H} are not yet fully integrated. But
—and this is the point—there is no question about their being much more integrated than they would have had
two separate Governments merely tried to co-operate. Neither is there any doubt about the benefit which all our
people are already feeling as a result of this Union. Certainly no one in Tanzania has any doubts upon this subject.
We are now one whole; and as we grow we are growing together.
Political union of neighbors is not, however, always an immediate or possible answer. And economic cooperation is often limited in the short term by lack of communication or other factors. Yet we can still decide
whether to go forward to unity or backward to separation. For example, it is entirely Africa’s decision whether or
not there shall be internal African national disputes. We, the separate states, may be misled about events
elsewhere, or we may feel provoked. But it is we who decide what to do in such circumstances. It is Africa which
will decide whether to make unclear boundaries an occasion of disunity or whether they will be settled by
conciliation or by law. It is Africa which will decide whether to abandon the only possible base for national
boundaries—that is the colonial boundaries—and allow itself to become the plaything of international politics.
And in the same way Africa itself can, if it wishes, choose to follow a policy of “good neighborliness”, and show
in actions that the talk of African unity is meaningful.
Talk of cooperation between states, and of good neighborly ness, with resort to courts or arbitration is one of
dispute, does not sound very exciting. The heart leaps at the words “Union Government”, and not at these other
things which demand patience, self-discipline, and dogged hard work. But if the one thing is impossible—and it is
impossible while all African states are unready to surrender their sovereignty to a new body—then this is the only
way in which we can move forward instead of backward. It was in recognition of these facts that the Organization
of African Unity in 1963 stated its first purpose to be “to promote the unity and solidarity of the African States”.
This was a realistic acceptance of both the facts and the goal. But we must recognize that the statement will not of
itself bring the result we need. Only if the OAU is deliberately supported, and strengthened, and only if the spirit
of its Charter is honored in positive action will we begin the long road forward.
And it may be a long road; how long will be settled by our courage and determination. Certainly in the last few
years there have been some important advances towards greater cooperation in Africa. But there have also been
many setbacks—some of which threaten the very existence of the OAU. And the saddest, and most dangerous of
all, is the new tendency to treat the OAU, and all talk of Pan-Africanism, as matters of form—motions which
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have to be gone through while the serious business of building up states is continued. This would be fatal to
Africa. For only through unity will Africa be able to achieve its potential and fulfill its proper destiny.
Mr. Chancellor, those who would like to advocate complete concentration on national interests, and those who
would demand the sacrifice of all national interests to the cause of African freedom and unity, both have an easy
road to tread. The one can appeal to “realism” and “pragmatism”, and can appear to be devoted to the practical
interests of the people. The other can appeal to the hearts of men, and can appear courageous, self-sacrificing, and
revolution. But both would lead Africa to disaster—the one to early stagnation and alien economic domination,
and the other to chaos and disintegration of the units already existing.
No; we must undertake a new and hard way forward and upward. We must avoid the road which goes round
the mountain range and leads into the swamp lands; we must avoid also the excitement of the climb up the rockface, for that cannot be negotiated with the load we must carry.
Instead, our task is to cut a road up the side of the mountain to the highlands, and cut it gently enough for all
our people to travel, even if with difficulty and help; over the steep parts.
In more realistic language—perhaps more appropriate to the task ahead—we must keep in front of us at all
times the goal of unity; we must recognize the danger that without positive action we shall be diverted from it;
and we must take that positive action at every possible point. For African unity does not have to be a dream; it can
be a vision which inspires us. Whether that is so depends upon us.
Mr. Chancellor, I have not spoken of this dilemma facing the Pan-Africanist without regard to the occasion. I
have deliberately chosen this subject because I believe that the members of this university, and of other
universities in Africa, have a responsibility in this matter. We present leaders of Africa are grappling with serious
and urgent problems within our own states; and we have to deal with dangers from outside. The time available to
us for serious thinking about the way forward to Pan-Africanism is limited in the extreme—and when we do take
steps in this direction we are always assailed for “wasting money on conferences”, or being “unrealistic” in our
determination to build roads or railways to link our nations.
Who is to keep us active in the struggle to convert nationalism to Pan-Africanism if it is not the staffs and
students of our universities?
Who is it who will have the time and ability to think out the practical problems of achieving this goal of
unification if it is not those who have an opportunity to think and learn without direct responsibility for day-today affairs?
And cannot the universities themselves move in this direction? Each of them has to serve the needs of its own
nation, its own area. But has it not also to serve Africa? Why cannot we exchange students—have Tanzanians
getting their degrees in Zambia as Zambians get their in Tanzania? Why cannot we share expertise on particular
subjects, and perhaps share certain services? Why cannot we do other things which link our intellectual life
together indissolubly?
These are not things only for Government to work out. Let the universities put proposals before our
Governments and then demand from us politicians a reasoned answer on the basis of African unity if we do not
agree! …
118.97 1. Lusimbagila Bestows On All 2. Nchume 3. Teaser 4. Little Leper Of Munjolobo 5 Woman-Of-PeopleForbidden-Horn 6. It Was Haste That Killed Her 7. Look Back And See What Lugeye Does!: Seven
Folktales\fn{by Ma Kelezensia Kahamba (c.1930?- )} Hayaland, northwestern Tanzania (F) 12
1
Now a woman was about to give birth to offspring.\fn{ Several of these stories begin with words between an audience and
the peformer; and they end, some of them, with narrative insertions made after the words given by a performer indicating that the story has
ended; but I have excised these words in both cases, as being part of the performance, not part of the story.}
She became pregnant, the fetus grew. She bore offspring—two of them. When she came to give birth, she bore
little calabashes. Now the father stood there and said,
We should break those calabashes.” The mother says,
“No, those are my calabashes. I’ll take them and store them. I shall be drinking from them.”
She takes the little calabashes, the woman does. She stores her calabashes. She hides them in the middle room.
They sit there. They sit there for about eight months. And then they continue for about another eight. They
mature.
Now they all go out to cultivate, and when they leave, out come the children.
This one comes out and that one comes out from inside the calabash. The little ones go out to the front yard.
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They play. This one sits down over here. Hat one sits down. Over there he begins:
“Father says, ‘Break them!’
Mother says, ‘Let my calabashes be.
I shall be drinking from them.
I shall be drinking from them.’”

The little ones hurry. They return to their calabashes and are quiet.
Now when the father would come, he looks and finds this little one has defecated over here, that one has
defecated. Over there he finds they’ve eaten plantains. He’s confounded.
“But in our house we have no children! Now whatever it is that’s eating plantains and defecating in the front
yard—where does it come from?”
The mother says the same. The next day they appear.
Father says, ‘Break them!’
Mother says, ‘Let my calabashes be.
‘I shall be drinking from them.
‘I shall be drinking from them.’”

They’re jumping about. They’re jumping about.
But they watch for them.
Now … their mother watches for them.
When they had watched for them the little ones appear and go int othe front yard. They take out the cooked
plantains, those that their mother had stored because she couldn’t finish eating them.
They eat. They are done eating. They sit down in the fron tyard.
“Father says, ‘Break them!’
Mother says, ‘Let my calabashes be.
I shall be drinking from them.’”

They jump up and grab hold of the little ones. They cut their hair in the style of a weaned child. Eh-Eh! They
rub them with oil. They clothe them. They become children there.
That’s how a child causes a mother pain. It pains the father also, but only a little. A child causes a mother pain.
2
A man married a woman. She gave birth to a girl, and when the child was about two, the mother died.
The man married again. This woman becomes pregnant. She bears a child. She dwells there. She looks at her
this way and says,
“My stepchild is really beautiful.” She looks at her that way and says,
“That child is really beautiful. Hii! Why can’t my own be that beautiful?” She says,
“Now I’ll just kill that child. Since she’s so pretty, I’ll kill her. Then my child will be the pretty one.
Now when she came to do it, she sees how much they love one another. Every time one goes for water, the one
who doesn’t go for water stays at home and cries.
Now when she came to do it, she takes this one, her own, and sends her to about Kitáhya. She takes her
stepchild and sends her to Nshékasheke, close by. She says,
“But the one who comes back first is the one I’ll give plantains first to eat.”
They go. Her child goes running. Her stepchild goes running, too. It’s close by. She’s sent her close by. She
easily comes back first. Now when the stepchild has come, the woman says,
“Come, let’s go to fetch water, since you’ve already come, so you can meet your sister when she returns. Then
you’ll eat together.”
They go. There are papyrus plants like this, tall ones.\fn{ Indicates length with hands.} She goes in there. She cuts a
hole like this and pushes her down into it. she brings papyrus and packs it down on top. She packs it down! More
and more and more and more. She tightens it.
She leaves. She returns with her water. Now when she returned she finds her own child has already come. Nw
she asks her,
“Mother … Now then, Nchume … has she come?” She says,
“She hasn’t come yet. You both left the same time. I haven’t seen her yet. And look, as I was waiting for a long
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time, I said, ‘I’ll just go and bring some water.’”
She stays there, the girl. She’s confounded. Again she says,
“Well, now, mother … Nchume … where did she go?” She says,
“I’ve told you. She hasn’t come yet.”
She falls silent. They sleep that night. Next day, the father comes.
“Now then, where did my child go?” The wife says,
“Wherever she went, she’ll return.”
Now the next day the child picks up her water calabash and goes to fetch water. She reaches the path.
“I go for water, Nchume,
I go with baba, Nchume,
I go for firewood, Nchume,
I go with baba, Nchume.
I go for long grass, Nchume,
I go with baba, Nchume.”

She comes to the river and draws water. Now the other begins over there where she pushed her down in the
reedy marsh:
“Happy one, happy one, child-of-my-mother,
Leave me.
Your father and your mother killed me, saying,
‘Kanshánda Will grow.’
I’m dead on the left side,
In the right side there’s life.”

“Mh?” She listens. “Now that voice is like my sister’s!” She returns home. She spills out the water quickly.
She says,
“I’m going back for water.” She goes outsisde and when she come to about the road:
“I go for water, Nchume.
I go with baba, Nchume.
I go for firewood, Nchume.
I go with baba, Nchume.
I go for water, Nchume,
I go with baba, Nchume.”

She begins there, and now she comes to the river. The other one begins there, in the reedy marsh:
“Happy-one, happy-one, child-of-my-mother,
Leave me.
Your father and your mother killed me, saying,
‘Kanshánda will grow.’”

She goes home. He sleeps. Dawn comes. Again she spills out the water. She returns there. When she gets
outside, at about the front gate, she begins:
“I go for water, Nchume,
I go with baba, Nchume.
I go for firewood, Nchume,
I go with baba, Nchume,
I go for long grass, Nchume,
I go with baba, Nchume.”

She reaches the river. The other begins over there:
“Happy-one, happy-one, child-of-my-mother,
Leave me.
Your faher and your mother killed me, saying,
‘Kanshánda will grow.’
I’m dead on the left side,
In the right side there’s life.”
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Now when she had gone about four time, she comes and tells her father,
“Truly, father,” she says, “In the marsh.” She says,
“That’s where it come from. A voice speaking. It sounds like Nchume’s.” She says,
“When I go to the water, you come and follow me.”
She spills out the water. Her sister possesses her. For allthose days, she hasn’t seen her. She goes again,
“I go for water, Nchume,
I go with baba, Nchume.”

Now her father follows. She was going and talking with her father. She’s going along and he’s going along.
She reaches the river. She draws water. The other begins there:
“Happy-one, happy-one, child-of-my-mother,
Leave me.
Your father and your mother killed me, saying,
‘Kanshánda will grow.’
I’m dead on the left side,
In the right side there’s life.”

Now her father goes. He goes with her, cutting a path with a machete, cutting a path. He goes and reaches her.
He uncovers her and when he does, he finds her rotted on one side, the left one. The right side was still whole.
He brings his child. When he had come, he banishes his wife.
Now, this is to say, when a woman marries and finds a child of her husband already in the house, she doesn’t
consent to raise the child well. She wants it to die, so her own will be the one to grow.
3
A man had fathered a child of his own. This one was beautiful. She was really beautiful. Men courted her, but
she refused.
The chief courted. He sent his men there.
He sent one man. He went. Nothing doing. Eh-Eh!
He had another man rubbed down and dressed in beautiful fabrics and leathers. He went to arrange a marriage.
She refused.
He sent another, the third. He tried to arrange a marriage. She refused. Now a little bird,a little cowbird comes
forward and says:
“My Lord, I will go to court her for you.” They say,
“You bird! Men have failed. And they are people. How can you, bird, go and get the girl out?” He says,
“I am going. The chief takes out leather, has him dressed, and he goes.
At the home of the girl, the old woman was preparing a meal by grinding millet. Her grinding basket was full
and so she stuck it by the hearth stones where water was boiling. She make porridge. Now when she goes to look,
she sees that over on the side there is no serving basket.
“Eh!” she says, “my child, go next door to Thomasi’s house. Go find for me my serving basket so I can serve
out the food.”
The child goes. They hand her the serving basket. She comes with it. The bird eyes the tree at the front gate:
pa!\fn{It alights there.} It stands sraight up. When the child was near the tree at the front gate, it pounces! Mh! It
snatches the serving basket away from her.
Eh-eh! The old woman looks up:
“Teaser, teaser, bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food. Teaser, teaser, bring me the serving
basket so I can serve out the food.” She says:
“Mother, how can I bring the basket?
I have a little bird that turns to show its spots.
It teases like an itch.”

The bird then begins:
“Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
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Eh-eh! The old woman runs out of the house with her mixing spoon. Then they dash through the front gate
with her spoon, and with her work skirt and her leather tied so that her breasts were up above.
“Teaser, Teaser,
Bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food.”
She says,
“Mother, how can I bring the basket”
I have a little bird that turns to show its spots.
It teases like an itch.”
“Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.

Eh-Eh! They dash down the road. Eh-Eh! The old woman is at the front gate of Thomasi’s house, with her
breasts up above and her spoon in her hand. The bird has the serving basket. Eh-Eh!
“Teaser, Teaser.”

That’s the old woman.
“Bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food.”

The girl:
“Mother, how can I bring you the serving basket?
I have a little bird that turns to show its spots.
It teases like an itch.”

The bird itself:
“Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.

Eh-Eh! They’re on the road. Swell, then, they are going to Kanázi. That’s where the palace is. Ewh-Eh! The
old woman wears her leather wrap so she’s naked above, and in her hand is her mixing spoon.
“Teaser, Teaser,
Bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food.”
She says, “Mother, how can I bring it? I have
A litle bird that turns toshow its spots.
It teases like an itch.”
“Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.

Eh-Eh! They’re at Nyakimbímbili. Then the old woman descends on the road and comes to the river.
“Teaser, Teaser,
Bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food.”
She says, “Mother, how can I bring it? I have
A litle bird that turns toshow its spots.
It teases like an itch.”
“Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.

Eh-Eh! They climb at Lugéle.
“Teaser, Teaser,
Bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food.”
She says, “Mother, how can I bring it? I have
A little bird that turns to show its spots.
It teases like an itch.”

Eh-Eh! When they open their eyes, they find they’re in Kashéngi. The old woman is there at Kagáye. “Teaser,
Teaser.” The porridge is still near the hearth. The dollop she had on her spoon never got back to the rest.
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“Teaser, Teaser,
Bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food.”
She says, “Mother, how can I bring it? I have
A litle bird that turns toshow its spots.
It teases like an itch.”
“Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.

Eh-Eh! They’re at Kalébe. The old woman reaches Kigáta. Mh-Mh! Then she calls loudly,
“Teaser, Teaser,
Bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food.”
She says, “Mother, how can I bring it? I have
A litle bird that turns toshow its spots.
It teases like an itch.”
“Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.

Eh-Eh! They reach the top of th ehill up there at Hatabíke. She’s reached Kalébe. The old woman still has the
spoon in her hand.
“Teaser, Teaser,
Bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food.”
She says, “Mother, how can I bring it? I have
A litle bird that turns toshow its spots.
It teases like an itch.”
“Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.

They’re at Musa’s house. The old woman is following them behind there wherever she is.
“Teaser, Teaser,
Bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food.”
She says, “Mother, how can I bring it? I have
A litle bird that turns toshow its spots.
It teases like an itch.”
“Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.

Eh-Eh! The first one who goes outside the palace says,
“My Lord Provider, the bird has brought the woman.” Eh-Eh! He says,
“Take that one and kill him. I have sent men who are men and they failed to bring the woman. You come to tell
me a bird?”
They take that one to execute him. They strike him with an axe at the shoulders. Eh-Eh! The third one to go out
says,
“My Lord Provider,stop killing people. The bird has brought her.” Eh!
“And that one too, tie him up.”
Eh-Eh! At the palace gate they grab him and tie him up with rope.
Mh-Mh! The old woman calls:
“Teaser, Teaser,
Bring me the serving basket so I can serve out the food.”
She says, “Mother, how can I bring it? I have
A litle bird that turns toshow its spots.
It teases like an itch.”

The birdsees that he’s coe to the palace. He’s jumping up and down.
“Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.
Lubángo, I’ve been sent by Muyánge.

Eh-Eh! The ones who hear say,
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“My Lord Provider, stop killing people. The bird has brought her.”
They jump up and run out of the palace.They take out a leather cape. They take out a second cape. Eh-Eh!
They take out a sedan chair. They find the girl crying four pathways of tears.
Now then, they put the girl in a sedan chair. They bring her inside the palace. And the old woman, they pick
her up and cary her. They take out cattle. They take out maidservants. They give them to her. The old woman they
return to her home. The bride goes to be married in the palace.
The bird: that’s why you see they don’t kill the cowbird when he eats on the catle. There is no man who kills it,
the cowbird, and if you hit it and kill it, its curse kills you.
4
Now there was a girl. The girl was beautiful. She was beautiful. Now men continually come to court her, but
she refuses. They come to court. She refuses. They come to court, she refuses. Eh-Eh! The chief says,
“I’ll go and court her myself.”
The chief choosesand chooses me, and sends them. They go, but she says,
“No.”
Eh! He picks out one handsome man, has him rubbed with butterfat, dresses him in beautiful clothes of gold.
No! He goes to arrange a marriage and she refuses.
Then there volunteered a short man who was leprous.He had contracted leprosyl. The little one had become all
dry and hard. He says,
“I’m going to search for her.” They say,
“You, Little Leper, you? You go and bring the girl?” He says,
“I’ll bring her.”
Mh! He takes out a leather cape. He takes out butterfat and he annoints himself. He dresses. Just like that. He
goes.
He goes and finds the girl. She’s there in the enrance to her house. She’s weaving a basket. He says to her:
“The chief has sent me to you.” She says,
“You? To you, to you I say never.”
As she’s weaving the basket, he jumps up and snatches her empindwi. She’s using it to weave the basket. He
runs and reaches the courtyard.
“Little Leper, Little Leper of Munjolóbo, give me my empindwi.” He says,
“Beautiful soft grass of the palace,
Here, take your empindwi.
Beautiful young calf of the palace,
Here, take your empindwi.
Beautiful young calf of the palace,
Here, take your empindwi.
“Little Leper, Little Leper of Munjoló—

That’s the girl.
“Little Leper, Little Leper of Munjolóbo,
You don’t give me my empindwi.”
“Mother, fertile piece of land,
Here,take your empindwi.
Beautiful soft grace of the palace,
Here, take your empindwi.”
“Little Leper, Little Leper of Munjolóbo,
You don’t give me—

Now, then they leave there and go for about two yours. The girl followed the Little Leper. He took her
empindwi and is running to take her to the chief.
Eh-Eh! They’re moving along. They go for about six hours. Then the girl doesn’t know the way back. Now
that Little Leper is running on the way to the palace to take her to the chief. And the empindwi, he’s taken it.
Eh-Eh! They move along. They go and stop, stop and go, bit by bit. Then the girl has begun to cry. She tries
again:
“Little Leper, Little Leper of Munjolóbo.
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You don’t give me my empindwi.”
“Beautiful farmland of the palace.
Here, take your empindwi.
Beautiful young calf of the palace,
Here, take your empindwi.”

Eh-Eh! They move along. They go on for about nine hours. Then the girl has begun to cry. All that’s left is a
journey of about half an hour to reach the palace.
Then the residents go outside. They say,
“Chief,” they say, “The Little Leper has brought the woman.”
Eh-Eh! The one who said this first the chief cuts him down. He takes out a machete and cuts him down.
Eh-Eh! The second oe says,
“My Lord, don’t kill people.The Little Leper has brought the woman.”
Eh-Eh! He says,
“Kill him also.”
They cut him down too, with a machete. Mh-Mh!
Then the two of them go and stop, stop and go, bit by bit. There’s only a half hour to go. When they
approached close to the palace, then the girl began to cry. That Little Leper was running ahead with her empindwi,
jumping up and runnnig ahead, jumping up and running ahead.
Eh-Eh! The one who raced out of the palace this time was a royal adviser, a favorite of the chief. He says,
“I’ll go and tell the chief.” He says,
“My Lord, stop killing people.” He says,
“The Little Leper has brought the woman.”
Eh-Eh! They leave the house. They take our beautiful clothes of gold. They go and dress her. They pick her up.
They put her on their shoulders. Automobiles. Busses. The King’s drums sound. Cannon. They bring her into the
house.
As for the Little Leper, the chief gives him cattle. He presents him with a maidservant. He presents him with a
manservant.When I saw them giving him a manservant, giving him a maidservant, and he himself eating
plantains, I left there. I said,
“Let me go and report.”
5
Now when a man had come to marry a wife of his own, he went to seek fortune. He left his wife with his father
and his mother. He went on a journey of trade for about two months.
Now when he had left, they abuse her verbally. Un-un! They give her no rest. When she got up one mrning,
she says,
“I’ll go and hang myself.”
There was a lake there, a big one. There was a tree the stood on the shore of that lake. She goes and climbs. Up
in the tree she sits. Now her mother-in-law comes home.
“Bride?” Nothing
“You, bride!” Nothing.
“Eh? My children! Where has the bride gone?”
She searches. When she goes to look, she sees the bride has climbed a tree that’s near the lake. But it’s not in
the middle of the lake.
“Hii! My child, woman-of-people-forbidden-horn, now then, what made you hang yourself in the tree?” She
sings,
“Listen to my mother finding fault.
She says, ‘Woman-of-people-finding-fault,’
Little tree, shake yourself, Let us to the spirits and possess.

“Hii?” The tree jumps up from the beach, moves away and drops down in the water.
“Hii?” the old woman looks. She is confounded. She runs and calls her husband. That’s the girl’s father-in-law.
She says,
“Come and see what the child has done.” The old man comes running.
“My child. Woman-of-people-forbidden-horn, now then, what brought youto the tree to climb it?” She says,
“Listen to my mother finding fault.
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She says, ‘Woman-of-people-finding-fault,’
Little tree, shake yourself, Let us to the spirits and possess.

“Hii? My Chiefs!”
Then the tree pulls itself p by the roots. It goes further on the lake with her there where she climbed up.
Eh-Eh! “Run and call the neighbors. Come and see what’s happened to the bride.” Those who come run all the
way.
“Bride, woman-of-people-forbidden-horn, why don’t you come back, my child? Now what has taken you?”
“Listen to the people talking.
They say, ‘Woman-of-people-finding-fault.’
They say they’ll make amends, Woman-of-people-finding-fault
Little tree, shake yourself. Let us to the spirits and possess.”

“Eh?” They say, “Run to her home.”
Her home was not so far off. It was in Nshékasheke. They call her father. They call her mother. Her brothers.
They come.
“My child, better to return and let themmake amends. But, well, stop going further in the tree and trying to kill
yourself.” She says,
“Listen to my mother finding fault.
She says, ‘Woman-of people-finding-fault,
Eight cows, Woman-of-people-finding-fault.
Return and let them make amends,
Woman-of-people-finding fault.’
Little tree, shake yourself. Let us to the spirits and possess.”

Then the tree measures its stride. It goes from there like all the way to Kyabajwa. They could no longer see
her. They see her as an ant.
Eh-Eh! They say, “Go to the palace and report this.” They go and tell the chief.
Eh-Eh! The chief sends cattle and gifts. He says,
“My chiefs, if the child’s husband comes, what will they do? My chiefs, Woman-of-people-forbidden-horn,” he
says, “Return and let them make amends.” He says,
“Eight cows.” She begins there,
“He says, ‘Let them find fault,
Woman-of-people-finding-fault.’
He says, ‘Eight cows, Women-of-people-finding-fault.’
Little tree, shake yourself.
Let us to the spirits and possess.”

“Hii?”
She disappears from view. Hey can no longer see her. Now finally they search for her sister-in-law. They
follow after her. Like they follow after her to Kanázi. She’s her husband’s next younger sister. They bring her.
Now when she had come to the water, she speaks. She says,
“Bojo, child-of-my-mother,” she says, “My sister-in-law,” she says, “Woman-of-people-forbidden-horn,” she
says, “better to return and let me make amends, Woman-of-people-forbidden-horn.” She begins there,
“Listen to my sister-in-law speaking.
She says, ‘Woman-lof-people-forbidden-horn.’
She says, ‘Eight cows, Woman-of-people-forbidden horn.’
Little tree, shake yourself. Let us from the spirits now return.
Little tree, shake yourself. Let us from the spirits now return.”

Eh-Eh! They say,
“Speak to her again.” She goes out further on the water,that sister-in-law. She speaks again and the other
answers.
“Little tree, shake yourself.
Let us from the spirits now return.
Little tree, shake yourself.
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Let us from the spirits now return.”

Now then, the bride returns. She comes with her sister-in-law. She gives her maidservants, nine of them. She
gives her eight cows. That’s why, you see, when a bride gets married her sister-in-law, if she has one, is the one
who knows everything. She’s given a knife. She’s given an empindwi. She’s given a food-storing net. She’s given
every little thing.
When a boy has married and has a sister, they give many things. And she’s the one who knows all her secrets.
6
Now once there was a bride. She came tobe married as a young maiden. Now at the place that she was married,
there was her mother-in-law, there was her father-in-law, there was her husband, who married her.
Now she was still a bride. When she’s been there about three months, she becomes pregnant.
When they all have gone to cultivate—her mother-in-law goes to cultivate; her father-in-law goes to prune the
banana plants—now there comes a strange bird.
Bird comes. He takes out manure. He drinks milk and goes. He tells the bride,
“Bride, if you speak of me and say, ‘Bird is the one who drank the milk and took out the manure,’ I’ll come
and peck you and take from you two children.”
The bride is silent.
Now her mother-in-law returns. She comes from work. She says to her,
“My child, what was it that took out the manure?”
She is silent.
“What was it that drank themilk?”
She is silent.
The next day they go to cultivate again. He comes again. He takes out manure. He brings it outslde and
disposes of it. Again he drinks milk. Now, then, her mother-in-law comes,
“My child,what is it that does this?”
The bride says, “What takes out the manure,” she says, “what drinks milk,” she says, “is a bird.”
The next day they wait for him. He doesn’t come. The next day they wait for him. He doesn’t come. The next
day they don’t wait for him. They go to cultivate.
When they had left, bird comes. He takes out manure. He drinks milk. He says,
“You, bride, what did you say about me?”
He cuts and cuts, he cuts and cuts her belly and takes out two children. Twins. He takes them.
He goes and cares for them for about three years. The children grow. Now the children ask one another,
“But, now, that bird, is that what bore us? No! That’s not what bore us! The place where we were born, our
home, is far away. Very far. A journey of about one year, maybe.”
Now they begin to make plans together. Bird says,
“Go, go out and search for food.”
He tells the children and the children go to search for food. Now while raveling on the road, they devise a
clever plan. They say, “We’ll go singing:
“Our home is Kyandéle,
Kyandéle in Endéle.
The Endéle plant dances for joy
But lacks something to welcome.
Father is Kalyagáma and the Dog-of-the-Hunters.
Mother is Nyamutíndilyo.
It was haste that killed her.”

Eh! Eh! Again they go. They make a journey of about two hours. Again they begin,
“Our home is Kyandéle,
Kyandéle in Endéle.
The Endéle plant dances for joy
But lacks something to welcome.
Father is Kalyagáma and the Dog-of-the-Hunters.
Mother is Nyamutíndilyo.
It was haste that killed her.”
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Then they go. They rest about noon and continue resting until about two o’clock. Now they approach their
village where their mother died. Those who were cultivating see them. They say,
“These children are of the hunter’s family, these children.”
Eh-Eh! Those who were cultivating, they welcome them. They pick them up in their arms, they take them to
the home of their mother’s brother.
Hey are happy. They sprinkle them with millet and ashes.
And so, when I left, they were cooking plantains for them to eat. I came quickly. I said.
“Let me go and report to the guests who come fromfar away and those of our home.”
7
Now there was a chief, and in his chefdom dawn does not appear. He lives in darkness, in darkness, darkness
all the time. Now when they came to the chief, they told him,
“Over there in the district of Kazínga there is a man. he’s the one who makes it dawn. In his village, dawn
comes up and the sun shines. Then the sun sets, and it’s night.” He says,
“Now what shall I do?” He takes one of his men and says,
“Now go to the man’s house, inside there. Go and find the dawn for me.” He takes out a thousand cowries and
gives them to him.
The man goes. He enters inside. He says,
“My Lord, the chief has sent me for the dawn. At his place it doesn’t appear. Now, provider, he has sent me
with these cowries. Please give me the dawn.”
He takes out the dawn and gives it to him. He says,
“Look, here it is. Take it.”
In his house there is a little maidservant. She’s sat there like this. She’s there near the door. That’s where she
stays, under the eaves. The messenger takes hold of the dawn. When he reaches the front gate, the little
maidservant begins:
“You, man! You, man!
Look back and see what Lugéye does!
He sings with his arms, he sings with his legs,
He wears beads like ‘dancing maidens.’
It goes cheku, it goes waah.
It goes cheku, it goes—“

He messenger turns around.
“Mh?”
The dawn is gone. He’s traveling along in darkness again. He goes to the chief and says,
“My Lord, it has beaten me.”
“Iy?” he says. “Now what shall I do?”
“Eh-Eh! Then he takes out another man. He goes. And that one goes with two thousand cowries. He says,
“My Lord Provider, the chief says that you should give him the dawn. It refuses to appear where he is.”
He takes it out there and gives it to him. He says,
“Go on, go on.”
Then the little maidservant squats. She’s been sitting and watching him there. When the messenger got to about
where she was, the girl calls to him:
“You, man! You, man!
You have taken the dawn of Lugéye!
Look back and see what Lugéye does!
He sings with his arms, he sings with his legs,
He wears beads like ‘dancing maidens.’
It goes cheku, it goes waah.
It goes cheku, it goes waah.”

He looks back to get a look at those beads. It returns to where it was. He’s traveling along in darkness again.
He goes and reaches the chief. He says,
“My Lord, I have failed to bring the dawn. It has confounded me.”
Eh? A dog comes forward and says,
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“Provider.” It says, “I, my Lord, am going now to bring it back.” Then they come forward and one says,
“A dog? Will a dog go and bring it?” Then another comes forward and says,
“A dog?” He says,
“Will a dog go and bring it?” It says,
“My Lord, I’m going now to bring it.”
It dashes off—pyai! The King says,
“A dog? I don’t give it a thing. Anyway, what do they give a dog?”
It goes. At the man’s home, inside there, the dog says,
“My Lord Provider, the chief has sent me. He says, my Lord, that at his place it does not lighten. He requests,
my Lord, that you send him the dawn. He says, Provider, that because darkness falls about us all the time, he
cannot see.”
He takes out the dawn. He gives it to him. He says to himself,
“And do you think it was going to get there? He will surely look back. It will look back, beast that it is.”
He hands it to him. Eh-Eh! The little maidservant goes out into the forecourt there:
“Good dog, good dog,
You have taken the dawn of Lugéye!
Look back and see what Lugéye does!
He sings with his arms, he sings with his legs,
He wears beads like ‘dancing maidens.’
It goes cheku, it goes waah.
It goes cheku—”

Eh-Eh! It holds tight. There it is, on the road.
“Good dog, good dog,
You have taken the dawn of Lugéye!
Look back and see what Lugéye does!
He sings with his arms, he sings with his legs,
He wears beads like ‘dancing maidens.’
It goes cheku, it goes waah.”

Eh-Eh! It holds tight. There it is in Nyakimbímbili.
Mh-Mh! The little maidservant is rolling along.
“Good dog, good dog,
You have taken the dawn of Lugéye!
Look back and see what Lugéye does!
He sings with his arms, he sings with his legs,
He wears beads like ‘dancing maidens.’
It goes cheku, it goes waah.”

Eh-Eh! It holds tight. There it is in Lukíndo. That little maidservant is behind.
“Good dog, good dog,
You have taken the dawn of Lugéye!
Look back and see what Lugéye does!
He sings with his arms, he sings with his legs,
He wears beads like ‘dancing maidens.’
It goes cheku, it goes waah.
It goes cheku, it goes waah.”

There they are now at Kalébe. They climb up
“Good dog, good dog,
You have taken the dawn of Lugéye!
Look back and see what Lugéye does!
He sings wit his arms, he sings with his legs,
He wears beads like ‘dancing maidens.’
It goes cheku, it goes waah.”

Eh-Eh! It doesn’t look back. It holds tight. There they are at Kyéma.
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“Good dog, good dog,
You have taken the dawn of Lugéye!
Look back and see what Lugéye does!
He sings wit his arms, he sings with his legs,
He wears beads like ‘dancing maidens.’
It goes cheku, it goes—”

There it is at the palace. The King begins to see. He sees a light coming towards him as when yhou see an
automobile coming towards you in the darkness.
“Iy?”
“My chiefs!” Eh-Eh! The one who went out of the palace says,
“My Lord Provider, the dog has brought the dawn.” Eh-Eh!
“Take him and kill him! Men have failed to bring the dawn. Do you say it’s a dog who brought it?”
Eh-Eh! It’s them at the palace gates.
“Good dog, good dog,
You have taken the dawn of Lugéye!
Look back and see what Lugéye does!
He sings wit his arms, he sings with his legs,
He wears beads like ‘dancing maidens.’
It goes cheku, it goes waah.”

Then into the palace the dog enters.The little maidservant enters. The chief sees. Sunshine pours down.
That’s why you see a dog never ceases to dwell at the palace. Even though a chief might give away all sorts of
things, he never lacks a dog in there.
My lord, when dawn had appear, I said,
“Let me go and report to the people of my household.”
118.109 1. The Legend Of Ikimba 2. Have You Not Seen Lubundu? 3. Bocking The Wind 4. Crested Crane And
Dove 5. Kibwana 6. Salute Leopard, Who’s Living In The Past Six Folktales\fn{by Ma Laulelia Mukajuna
(c.1930?- )} Hayaland, Kagera Region, Tanzania (F) 11
1
Now an old woman had caught that lake, Ikimba. She had closed it up inside. In a water jar, inside there.
Here were fish inside. Now, she would take them out and cook. She reaches in like this, takes out fish with her
hand, and cooks.
Now eventually her son came to wed a bride. Now the bride, her family escorts her to her new home. The old
woman, the mother-in-law, drew out fish and cooked for them. She didn’t give anything for the bride’s mother to
take home.
She didn’t give anything for the bride’s mother to take home. Now then, the bride became angry. She thought,
“Even though she cooked for my people, and they ate, she could have taken out a few more fish, so I could
wrap them up and send them for my mother.”
Now whenthe old woman went out around back to the banana plants she said,
“Just let me reachin there. I’ll draw out fish tosend my mother.”
She reached in. When she had reached all the way inside, the water boiled over. She had nothing to stop it up.
It poured out of the jar a lake, wo wo wo.
The mother-in-law,from where she stands, sees the bride. The water has already drivenher away.
“Help! Help! Help!”
The old woman raised her hoe to the water.
“Ikimba,Ikimba, kill one village, but leave another. Kill onwe village, but leave another.” On the lake, weh
weh weh weh weh.
Bride,and mother-in-law, the water swallowed them.
The place where they fell: it’s there the lake subsided. That’s why it doesn’t resemble the other one—The
Great white Lake.\fn{Lake Victoria, renamed Lake Nyanza.}
Now, what does this matter point out to us? It points out to us?
Myself, if [my son] Lauliáni would marry, I would have a bride in the inner room. I wouldn’t refuse to send
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gifts to her people. I’d wrap up a gift for her to send to her mother. That’s when she’d be happy. That little lake
points out to us:
Don’t refuse your son’s wife something to send her people.
2
Long ago, there was a man. He married a woman. Now when he had married and lived with her three months,
now then, three months, he left her and traveled to seek fortune. He left her stil a bride. He didn’t even say to her,
“I’m going to trade, in this land, or in that.”
He just went.
He came to be delayed there three years.his wife waited but the husband was lost. Now she loved her husband
very much. She thought,
“I’ll follow him. I’ll goand search for him.”
But she goes without knowing the realm he was in. So she just went, saying,
“If he is to be lost forever, there let me perish. If I am to see him, let me come there.”
She threw herself into the journey. The first one she met was a man. Now, she asked him by singing. She sang,
thus:
“You, man! You, man, who’s traveling,
Have you not seen Luhúndu?
Soo dear to me and handsome,
Adorned with beads in hundreds,
Alimpita na kalánga, bojo, he’s forbiddenme my rest.”

The man said, “I have never seen him.
She hits the road. She ravels a long way, in miles something like four hundred. She meets a woman there. And
she sings to her:
“You, woman! You, woman, who’s traveling,
Have you not seen Luhúndu?
Soo dear to me and handsome,
Adorned with beads in hundreds,
Alimpita na kalánga, bojo, he’s forbiddenme my rest.”

“No,” she said.
She goes a long way, about two hundred miles. She comes upon a child like this one. She asks him,
“You, young man who’s traveling,
Have you not seen Luhúndu?
Soo dear to me and handsome,
Adorned with beads in hundreds,
Alimpita na kalánga, bojo, he’s forbiddenme my rest.”

The child says, “I have seen him. I know Luhúndwa. Let’s go, I’ll take you.”
He takes her from there and brings her a distance like to Mwánza. They go and reach her husband. Eh! Eh! Eh!
She is happy to be with her husband. He is happy to see his wife come. The two remain there.There are
celebrations. There’s a new wedding.
They pack their things and come home. When his parents had seen their child who had been gone three years,
they were very happy. To the young woman they give cattle. They give goats. People of the village collect money.
They give it to them.
They are wealthy. They build a house. They bear children.
And never again does the husband depart and leave her. They are wealthy and they dwell there.
3
Lwell, now, my lord, long ago I saw for you that there came a season of hunger.
Now at the time that the hunger came, an unmarried girl had a brother, but that brother had a wife. Now the
girl had cultivated millet, a lot of it.
Now the hunger grew greater. The girl takes up three débe’s of millet.\fn{Five gallons.} She brings them toher
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people.\fn{The brother and his wife.}
Now the sister-in-law would grind the millet, stir it into porridge,and they would eat. She grinds, she stirs and
she eats with her husband. Now when she saw that only a little remained, about one and a half débe’s, she devised
a plan to deprive her husband. She said,
“The wind has become great. Go and block the wind, so I can grind the millet. The millet is blowing away.”
The man picked up a wicker screenand went into the fields to block wiund. He blocks it.
Look out, it’s getting through there!
Look out, it’s getting through there!
Look out, it’s getting through there!
Look out, it’s getting through there!
Look out, it’s getting through there!
Look out, it’s getting through there!

At home, the woman ground, ground, ground the millet. She stirred, she ate,and for her husband, she left a
litle. He came home weak fromexertion. She said,
“You blocked the wind badly. While you blocket at Lyamahóro, wind was coming from Kamulengéra. Now,
what have you accomplished? Look, the little that’s left in this, you eat it. I’ll do without.”
The day dawned. She said,
“Run and block the wind.”
Now he went to Kamulengéra where she had told him to go. Out in the fields with the wicker screen.
Look out, it’s getting through there!
Look out, it’s getting through there!

The woman roundand ground the milet,she stirred it. She ate it. She left a little. Her husband came and she
gave it to him. She said,
“All of the millet is gone, taken by the wind. I told you, ‘Block there at Lyamahóro,’ but you blocked over
there. Now the millet is ruined. Look at the little that’s left. I’ll go hungry.”
She ran him all over the place. They called the young man crazy, those who saw him in the fields blocking
wind,blocking nothing at all with a wicker screen. They said he was crazy.
Now the sister who was cultivating millet there came to hear of these things—what the sister-in-law had done
to her brother. She kept still. She didn’t shout accusations. She waited for the season of hunger to pass.
Now the sister-in-law had not borne a child. She had not yet been pregnant. The sister went and prepared a
small calabash, about this big.\fn{ Measures a three-inch diameter.} She stopped it up and brought it along. When she
had come she told the sister-in-law,
“The hunger is over now, but this little calabash … I’ve been to a diviner. I’ve come to give you a fertility
medicine, and if you are to bear a child, you must regularly deposit into it—farts. When it’s full, I’ll come to give
you other medicine.”
The girl put the calabash near the cooking fire. Whenever one come upon her, she unstops the calabash and—
sh—sh—sh—sh—she farts into it. She stops it up! Whenever one comes upon her in the banana grove, she runs
back with a tightened asshole—mmh—mmh—mmh—till she reaches the calabash—sh—sh—sh—she
farts!\fn{Audience is laughing.}
When she had done this for about four months, unstopping the calabash and looking inside, she find it’s as
white as white can be—there’s not a thing in there.
“Hii!” she says. “Well now, in there the calabash, I could fill it for fivce years, ten years, and there wouldn’t be
a thing inside.” She is confounded. When she felt confounded, she said,
“I’ll go and tell my mother about this.”
She doesn’t ask anyone. She just gets dressed and goes home. She goes and lays the matters before her father
and mother.
“Eh yeh! Yeh! Yeh! Yeh!” They are dumbfounded! They say,
“That woman is a sorcerer.” They say,
“It must be she who keeps you from bearing children.” They say,
“Farts are wind. If she had told you urine, if she had told you turds. But she says farts! Who has ever seen a
fart? Surely we smell the odor and hear the noise. ‘Bwi!’—it’s nothing! Are they something to prepare a calabsh
for? Let her come here.”
The husband goes to ask why his wife was there. They say,
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“You have a case on your hands.”
“What kind of case? Since the woman came to live with me, we’ve never fought.” They say,
“She fought with your sibling. Go and bring your sister.”
He goes and tells the sister. The sister says,
“Sit yourself down. It’s a small matter. Just wind and wind.”
They invite the woman and the man. They fill the house completely.\fn{ With neighbors.} They’ve come to
laugh\fn{I.e., to laugh derisively.} at the woman, at how she caused their child to fart those farts.
She comes and enters the house. They welcome her and greet her. Now, they open the case. That sister-in-law
begins—how this sister-in-law brought a small calabash, and said,
“You should fill it with farts. Then I’ll have some medicine made so you can bear a child.” she continues:
“Now I regularly farted in there, afarted in there till a month passed. The second passed. The third passed. The
fourth—there was not even one small fart in there. I unstopped it and found the calabash as white as when she
brought it. That is what confounded me and brought me here, respected ones. That’s my case.”
Now this sister-in-law begins her side. She says,
“I, my lord, saw the season of hunger coming.” She says,
“The hunger struck.” She says,
“I cultivated my millet.” She says,
“It ripened.” She says
“I brought them my débe’s, four of them.” I said, ‘It’s yours to grind and eat. The hunger will be finished.’”
She says,
“She made my mother’s child crazy.” She says,
“She made him block the wind.” She says,
“You, do you block wind when you grind millet? Do you set up at the chair and put a wicker screen over there?
Or do you go to block in the wilderness? Is millet ground here, and the wind blocked at Lyamahóro? Is millet
ground here, and the wind blocked at Kamulengéra? Well, my own mother’s child ran about in the fields and
became a crazy one. Look out, it’s getting through there! Look out, it’s getting through there! And although she
was making him block wind—had she cultivated the millet?
“I cultivated my food to feed my mother’s child, and she goes and makes him block wind. And that is why I
made her block the wind of the anus. And let her block it, if winds can be blocked!”
The people, my Lord, let out a great cry of laughter. They laughted at that woman. They observed,
“Are these the matters that brought you here before us? To come and bring us shame?”
“You, mister, what made you crazy?”
“For that matter, I saw him too.” And another says,
“I saw him. I came upon him in the fields at such-and-such a place while he was blocking.” And another says,
“And I saw him too.”
The wife was defeated. She had to pay for the millet of her sister-in-law. A whole cow, on the hoof.
4
Now, long ago, a man had married. His wives are two, a crested crane, and a gray dove.
Now they dwell and they dwell and they dwell there. The man leaves and goes to seek fortune.
When he left, the ensénene fall. Now when they have fallen, the dove goes with her basket. She strikes and
puts them in, strikes and puts them in, strikes and puts them in.
Ctrested crane shoos them out—sh—and swallows them, sh—and swallows them, sh—and swallows them.
The dove brings her ensénene, cooks them and dries them. She wraps them up. She stores them. Now their
husband returns from his journey.
“Welcome, welcome, welcome.”
They bring him inside, they salute him, they prepare food for him. The dove brings out the ensénene, she cuts
open a packet of them, she sets down a plate, she sets down a banana leaf, she sets down papyrus strands, before
her husband.
Crested crane casts down its eyes.\fn{The women in the audience laugh.}
It looks into its little beard\fn{Of feathers.}
“Crested crane, and where are yours? And yours?”
When the sun arose, the crane has already gotten up there. In the fields, there aren’t any. They have stopped
falling. It shoos them, sh—nothing. It shoos them sh—nothing.
Now that dove, the little bobbing one, exults in her triumph over the crane. She was speaking thus,
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“The short one is the wife. The short one is the wife. The short one is the wife.”
That tall crane with the long neck, now looks like a slow dimwit out in the fields. It sh—it sh—it sh—and till
today has not returned.
The short one dwelled where she was wed.
Now then, this is to say, a beautiful appearance is not the same as heart. Wasn’t the dove, so homely, the
crested crane, so beautiful?
But the dove surpassed her in the art of marriage.
5
I saw for you a man father a child. And that man was a chief. And that man was Lwakyendéla who rules
Bugábo.
Now, that Lawakyendéla was ugly. He was ugly as Laulelía. Just as you see Laulelía, that’s what Lwakyendéla
looked like.
Now then, he goes and fathers a child.
Beautiful! Shya!\fn{As beautiful as can be.} A beautiful male child.
Among us, now, who might I compare him to? Maybe to the European woman.\fn{ Laughter.} But no, among us,
there’s none.
Well sir, that child of his nurses, is weaned, reaches the third grade in school. Now, my lord, the chief’s retinue
would look at him:
“Ha-ah!” they say, “If only the chief would die, the child could rule us—Kibwana. And even though he’s
small, we could teach him. But then, we’d be ruled by a chief about whom others looking at him would say, ‘Is
that chief not beautiful?’”
Everyone wanted it so, wanted it so, wanted it so, wanted it so.
Now the chief, word of this finally reaches him. He thinks,
“My own retinue—look, it’s about to kill me, so this child might rule. Now the child must go. I’ll hide him far
away where they won’t see him. Let him dwell over there.”
My lord, he took him from the palace at Kaléma. He went and concealed him at Lubáfu, Lubáfu on the water
at the very end of our chiefdom.
Now sir, the child dwells there. He grows, is givena wife, marries and fathers three children of his own, two
boys, and one girl.
Now the chief again turns to courting. He marries another woman, a young bride. Now her little maidservants
who fetch water and peel plantains, say to her,
“Even though you’re here,\fn{In the palace.} bride, ha-ah!” They say,
“You’ve found misfortune. If only you had married the child of the chief, Kibwana, ibwana, Kibwana, whom
he has concealed at Lubáfu; is he not beautiful? He is the sun rising from the lake.”
The bride lives there racking and racking her braqin for a way to see Kibwana. For he’s been forbidden to set
foot in the palace. But his father did not disinherit him. He said,
“When I die, leave Lubáfu. Come here and claim the Royal Drum. Buyt for now, you can’t stay here with the
people always looking to you.”
Now the bride continually racks and racks her brain. She searches for Kibwana. He doesn’t appear. Now while
she was going on like that, his youthful companions plan a tripl. They say,
“Let’s visit Nyakáto.”
Now, Nyakáto, you know, he comes to pass by Kaléma.\fn{ Where the palace is.} Now he passes by on the road to
Kayúngwe to reach Nyakáto.Now his comrades say,
“Let’s pass by here. The chief isn’t in the palace. Now we’ll only pass by. We’ll take the short cut to Nyakáto.”
And he agrees. He says,
“O.K. Let’s go, as long as the chief isn’t in.”
Now, as he’s passing the palace, the little maidservants see him. They run to the bride and say,
“Baba, the child of the chief we told you about—it’s he, it’s he, it’s he, it’s he at the front gate. He’s passing to
go to Nyakáto.”
The bride paces in her room. She racks and reacks her brain and says,
“Baba, help me. Summon that young man to me so I can see him with my own eyes.” They go and tell him. He
syas,
“No, no, no, no. It’s forbidden. The chief has forbidden me the alace. Go and tell the bride, ‘The chief has
forbidden him. Perhaps nevermore will he be able to enter.’”
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They go and tell the bride. She racks and racks her brain. She goes to the chief’s deputy and says,
“Father, my ruler, help me! Ha-ah! Wealth is beauty, bojo, and beauty is beauty. That’s how it is.” She says,
“Help me.” She says,
“Summon Kibwana to me.” She says,
“Let him enter inside there.”
She says, “I’ll see him for a short while then he’ll go,” she says, “so the chief’s unborn child willnot miscary.”
The chief’s deputy didn’t ask any questions. He goes to Kibwana and says,
“Go. Enter the house, so the bride can see you. Then take the road and go.” He replies,
“But my lord, what if they speak of me to the chief, saying, ‘Kibwana entered inside?’” He says,
“There is none who will speak. Surely you know I am the guardian of the palace when the chief is not here.
Cansomeone pass without my knowledge? Who could say such a thing?”
Now the chief had bought for his son a walking stick, like the one carried by President Nyerere.\fn{ Julis
Kambarage Nyerere (1922), Chief Minister for Tanganyika (1960-1962), first President of Tanzania (1964-1985) .} You should
know that, in that land, no one has one like it. And the child had the walking stick. You should know that the bride
said she would give the deputy cattle, seven of them, and four maidservants, and six manservants.
Now the desire for wealth motivates the deputy to go and call the child of the chief to come and enter the
house. Now when he was spoken to by the deputy he thought,
“I’ll go inside. There’s nothing to worry about. Where could the person come from who might say what he
shouldn’t?”
He goes and enters.The bride brings out the chair the chief sits on. She puts it out there so Kibwana can be the
one who sits on it. He says,
“Stop it, baba! I cannot drink from there.” After a short time, Kibwana says,
“You’ve seen me. The hcild of the chief cannot miscarrynow. I’m going.”
“Iyo!” she says, “Take me with you to wher eyou live. Don’t leave me here.” He says,
“It is forbidden! Is this why you summoned me? Have I come here to caqrry you away? I’m leaving you here.”
The bride leaps up and falls about Kibwana’s middle.
“Take me!”
“I’m not taking you!”
“Take me!”
“I’m not taking you!”
She grabs the walking stick. While she was greappling with him over that walking stick of his, he hears the
horns announce the chief’s return. He let go of the walking stick, to flee for his life.
When he had left, the bride puts on the way you all know Hayas do. She picks up her bridal gift pole—the one
you see them taking outside when its owner dies. She hurls it into the coutyard. She picks up a chair and hurls it
into the courtyard. She picks up things and hurls them into the courtyard. When the chief returns, he finds the
palace in ruins.
“Shat sort of thing is this, baba? What is it? Where was the deputy? Have them summon him at once. He’s the
one they’ll execute right now.” The deputy said,
“I didn’t see who did this, baba. Maybe I was in the court when they made things look like this.” The chief
said,
“In the inner room is the bride. Let them summon the bride and let the bride be the one they ask. But where has
the bride gone? Come here, bride. Who did these things?” She says,
“Kibwana did them.”
“Kibwana?” She says,
“Kibwana.”
“You accuse him falsely.” She says,
“If I accuse him falsely, whose walking stick is this?”
Eh! They saw it was so. In these arts there’s no other who carries one. It’s carried by Kibwana.
“It’s true. He’s the one who did it.”
“Go immediately, palace guards. Abashasha, run and bring Kibwana to die.”
In a moment they marched straight away. In a moment they got to Kibwana. His hands, mh! The tied them up.
They brought him dragging kululu kululu kululu kululu kululu before his father. He had no said one word, nor had
he made accusation, when they said,
“Take him to the place of execution, and execute him.”
All of the retinue that wanted him to be chief because of his beauty—they pleaded on Kibwana’s behalf. The
chief said,
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“What made him enter inside was desire. Now, undress him, cut off his penis and testicles, and throw them
away. And that’s te end of it.”
They made a quick pass with the kinife and cut them completely. They carried Kibwana on a sretcher tebe tebe
tebe\fn{Gently, gently, gently.} to his home. They set him down there.
He lies sick. He recovers. His wound grows smooth.
He’s not a boy, not a girl; he’s shattered, with all his beauty.
How his wife treats him!
When she went visiting at nine o’clock in the morning, she didn’t return until nine o’clock at night.
“What is it, baba? Where did you go?” She answers,
“‘What is it, baba?’ Did I take something from the house? Have you been hurt on my account?”
“Iy!” he says. “What hurts me,bojo, is that you are my wife. I have three children with you.” She says,
“Leave off the matter of the children, baba, put it down. The thing that doesn’t eat bananas—what do you
think it eats?”
“Mh?\fn{No.} Bojo. My wife, is this how you are?” She says,
“That’s how I am!”
“Then let me give you room. It’s better I go. Mh! Rather than killing you in the end, stay here with your
children. I’m going.”
He cooks some small cakes for himself and he wraps them. He ties them on his motorcycle and off he goes. He
drives hard, Kibwana. He drives fast. When he passed through his father’s chiefdom, and then a second chiefdom,
he arrives at a town like Nyakáto.
That town belongs to a Whitelady like her.\fn{ Like Sheila Dauer, associate of Peter Seitel, the editor of the book in which
these folktales appear.} That Whitelady is the daughter of Kaiser. Kaiser has a daughter. She’s alone. He has no other
child. And that daughter is the reason he built that town. It grew about as large as you see Nyakáto. He searched
the world over for a man who could marry her, but such a one does not appear. She lived there like that. All the
men she sees, she sees as trash. All the men she sees, she sees as trash. All the men she sees, she sees as trash.
Now Kibwana, on that day when he went to the town, took a rest to eat those cakes of his.Now while he sat
down to rest, Whitelady stood at her window. She looked at Kibwana.
“That’s him! The man I’m searching for is the one I see!” She says,
“Hurry! Run and call that man to me.”
They went and approached him. He says,
“Me, in that place I will not go. Who summons me there?” They say,
“It’s Whitelady.” He says,
“Whitelady? Forget it! If I had been called by Bwana—okay. But a woman is taboo for me. It was such a one
that took me from our kingdom and brought me low,” he says. “Now I don’t want whitelady to appear before me.”
They go and tell whitelady. She says,
“What is this? The one I see is the one I’ve been sea4rching for. How can he pass me by? I’ll go myself.”
She quickly pu ton her little shoes and a short skirt.\fn{Laugh.} Dyai dyai dyai dyai dyai,\fn{The sound of high
heels.}she approaches him. She says,
“You, mister, I’d like you inside my house.” He says,
“Stop it, baba. That very thing is my taboo. It’s taboo. It’s taboo. It’s taboo. I’ve been driven out from our land
by women like you. My father’s wife gravely wounded me. Now my wife did the same. Now I have no need to
meet a woman again.” She saysk,
“You are about to meet me. My myself. Those who drove you out had an ulterior motive. My motive is
appearance alone. You see there is no man in my house. I am alone in there. My father is the one who rules this
land. All of it, and he had only me. Me alone. Now because he had only me, I received all these things. I lacked
someone to live with, but now I’ll live with you.” He says,
“Me? What can I do for you? I am a woman, a comrade of yours. But I am not a woman, as you are, I am half
a woman. Now if I would go to live with you, what would I do for you?” She says,
“What do you mean?”
“Look, see how I am.” She says,
“I have never tasted these things since I was born. How can one be troubled by a thing one has not tasted? I am
troubled by your appearance and whenever you go outside, they’ll say, ‘That’s the husband of Whitelady.’”
He was ready now to go inside the house. Whitelady says,
“Come here and I’ll hug you.” She holds him a bit. Something to do her with—he has nothing. He snaps his
fingers in frustration. What you have tasted, she had not tasted. It doesn’t pain her. But he, who had already tasted
it, is pained. He’s miserable.
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They dwelled there, my mother—let me not delay you—the first month, the second, the third, the fourth. They
announced to Kaiser that the man who married Whitelady hasn’t a thing.\fn{ A penis.} He’s a woman, a companion
of hers, that stranger. And does he speak their language?
“He hasn’t a thing!”
Now Kaiser plans a trip.\fn{I think this is a typographical error for trap.} He says,
“Tomorrow I will go to the river and all of you from the town will bathe there. And while bathing you will be
naked, naked, naked, naked.”
Whitelady did not delay. There was an old woman there like me who was all dried out with ashen hair. She
says,
“My mother, what will I do?” “They’ve come to kill my husband. My father has decreed they will bathe.” She
replies:
“Are these not matters I look after?”
She fashions balls of clay, like this, she fashions a long clay thing like this, and ties them to a strap. He put
them on. They go swimming in underwear. Kaiser says,
“These people, they have been put to shame, baba.” He says,
“Is that not it? Baba, what do they want from him?” He returns.
“The man,” he says, “has one.”
Death did not wait for the old woman who knew things, like me. It struck her in the act of brewing beer. She
dies! They return to him and say,
“My lord, that man has things that he was wearing. And they were shaped from clay by an old woman. And
now the old woman has died. Go and make them bathe. She if he will show them now.” He says,
“Next month, in the middle of January I’ll call all of you to bathe.” Kibwana says,
“Bojo, I’m leaving. Haven’t you heard your father has ordered us to bathe? What will I wear to go bathing?
Mh!” She says,
“All right, go, but I’ll die. Look, I’m hanging a rope for myself in the rafters. When I leave there I’ll be nothing
but bare bones.” He says,
“Be bare bones. I … I once pulled my life out of our own kingdom. Again I’m taking it and making a run for
it.” She says,
“Be off. But I’ll die. Look where I’m hanging a rope for myself. And who will speak of me?”
She climbs up. Kibwana takes up his motorcycle. He drives it. He drives it. He passes through that chiefdom
and when he had arrived in a second chiefdom, he comes to a tree. He says,
“Even if I had stayed there, Kaiser would have killed me. Now how will I end this journey, Kibawana?
Whew!”
He heaved a reat sigh. The tree says,
“What is it? What’s wrong, baba?” he says,
“Father,you see what I have become. Look, what am I? As other men are, am I also?” The tree says,
“No.” He says,
“That’s what’s killing me. I continue to flee, but although I travel in this direction, I don’t know where I’m
going or what place I’ll leave behind.”
“How did you become like this?”
He tells it the news. He recounts it from about where I began. The tree says,
“Make your bed and lie down here. When night lifts you’ll find you have your things.”
“Iyo! A miracle! Iy! They don’t come off1 Iyo! Am I really holding them? Iy! They’re okay!”
He drives it. He jumps on his motorcycle. He goes back.
Eh-eh! At Whitelady’s place it’s about to happen. He finds she’s hung a rope for herself. Those who’ve stood
there say,
“Whitelady, Kibwana has come.” She says,
“Stop it. Who speaks that word?” He says,
“I do. Come here.”
She drops down. All ready. She says,
“Is it you?” He says,
“It’s me.” She says,
“Have you returned?” He says,
“I’ve come.” She says,
“Now, how did you get it?” He says,
“You make the bed.”
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They immediately fell into bed with a thump. He says,
“Let that little girl come closer.
He did it there.He did his work. Now matters were pleasing. My chief!
The girl did not delay. She immediately became pregnant. She gave birth to a big boy child. The grandfather—
how happy do you think he was? He thinks,
“Those people are sorcerers. They were slandering the man, saying he hasn’t a thing. Now where did he get a
child from, baba? And I’ll give the child my own name. He’ll be ‘Kaiser.’”
He grows. He reaches to here. He reaches to here. He reaches to here. When he began to be beautiful,he had
grown tohere, and his beauty is that of Kibwana himself.
The tree made him promise that when he would have the first child, he would bring him to it—to eat. Now
Kibwana find the child so sweet, he thinks,
“I can’t take him to the tree to be eaten. Better it should take its things back.” But the girl, who now has tasted
them, says,
“If they are given back, what will I do?” She says,
“Go and see my father, now, this very day.” When ibwana had gone,
“Kaiser … come here.”
As soon as he had come, she lay the knife across his throat. She tosses him into a pot. She stews him up and
the curry powder drops in there. The onions drop in. she boils it. It’s done. She finishes. She pours it into a dish.
She wraps it in a cloth. She carries it and sets it down in the automobile.
Her husband returns.
“Kaiser? Kais—” he says, “Where’s Kaiser?”
“I’ve already cooked him. I’ve cooked him, me myself. Take him to that tree and let it eat so my thing won’t
leave me.”
The man didn’t ask again. He didn’t ask. He drove, for now, could he refuse her? What will he do with pieces
of meat? He drove hard.
At the tree he meets it. He uncovers the dish. It takes out a piece and bites into it. It says,
“Okay, you’ve cooked it okay.” He replies,
“Yes, my lord.” The second piece.
“Eh! All right!” It says,
“Set it here.Lie down. When night lifts you’ll find your child. Take him. The matter is finished. Go and lie
together with yhour wife again.”
He goes to sleep. Then night lifts, at dawn he hears Kaiser.
“Where’s my father? Father?”
Well, wasn’t he looking good? Since he was infused by onions, baba, and curry, and oil, he was even more
beautiful than before. He takes up his own little child and tosses him onto his shoulders. He gets into his auto.
Back home, the rumormongers approached Kaiser. They say,
“Father, the stranger who married Whitelady—they cooked the child and ate him. It’s a horror!”
“Ha!” he says, “Wait for the dawn.” He says,
“Wait for the dawn. Tomorrow I’ll go and if I find my Kaiser is not there, the person who informed me will be
heir to my chiefdom. I fathered a girl and now have been blessed by her bearing a son who will rule after me. If I
find they have eaten him, I’ll have both of them shot down with rifles. Let them die.”
That very day Kibwana returns. The day his father-in-law planned to come was when Kibwana arrived with his
son. All ready. It was the child himself to the very fingers and fingernails.
The car of his father-in-law pulls up now, himself has arrived long ago. When he stood there and called,
“Kaiser?”—“Yes?”—he had been ready to welcome his grandfather for quite a while, now.
“Eh?” Kaiser thinks. “What kind of people are they, baba? What will they do next? What can I do? A while
ago they say he hasn’t a thing. A child was born. Now they say they’ve eaten him. Now here he is. What kind of
people have they become? Iyo! What sort of strange events are these? My children, leave this place.”
That day, he breaks open the secret. He says,
“They came and told me that the man who married you hasn’t a thing.” He says,
“When the child was born, that’s when I knew what to believe.” He says,
“Now they say you’ve eaten the child and now here he is.” He says,
“What will they do next? What sort of strangeness?” He says,
“Leave this place, my children, move to another. But now, I can’t leave Kaiser here. He’s going with me. He’s
going with me.”
He puts him in his car. They thought, “Take him or don’t; when we cooked him were we to have seen him
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again?”
“Take him.”
They dwelled there in peace. They had another, a boy. They had another, a girl. When they got to where their
children numbered four, at that other place his father dies, Lwakyendéla. They say,
“Even though he cut his things off, let us go and bring Kibwana to rule, so others will see us with him.”
They wanted it so. They walk with their little calabashes, chewing casava kolocho kolocho searching for the
place he went. They were starving on the road.
Now they arrive at the town here. They sit down to drink water and inquire. Others say,
“He’s in there. Don’t lose heart.” They enter and meet Whitelady. They say,
“Mother, live forever with that which brought you from your home in Europe! Show us our child Kibwana, if
it is he whom yhou have.” She says,
“Is it not he?”
“Yes it’s truly he. It’s truly he. Come, Father yhour Father has died. Come and take the royal drum.”
Well, they had been on foot, but he tossed them intohis car along with his wife. Off they go. Bugábo.\fn{ His
home chiefdom.}
He went and found his father’s wife still there, the one who threw the milk vessels outside. What do you think
he did? They would light a fire, and bind her close by thus. She dries out until morning. When night would lift,
they would take her and stretch her in the sun, there. She dries out until sunset. At sunset they would take her and
put her near the fire. At last she died. They were roasting her like a piece of meat.
Kibwana rules. The matter is finished, baba, it is completely erased. That young man lives there well. He finds
those children of his are there. He finds that wife of his is there. Things are good. He assumes the chieftaincy.
There is nothing he needs. His children are those that he fathered. His thing is that which he bought.
6
Now, long ago the leopard used to live with the sheep. They’re living in one house like that.
Now the sheep had its own child, and the leopard had its own child. They all live there. They bring them up.
Now the leopard goes to search for food and leaves the sheep with the children. Another day the sheep goes to
search. He leaves the leopard with the children.
Now those times he went out, the leopard was arranging a marriage with a woman. They required as brideprice
a sheep.
Now, he comes. He takes hold of the sheep’s child. He looks for some banana bast. He wraps it up. He wraps
the sheep’s child in there. Mh! He puts it up on his head to carry. But he hasn’t killed it. It’s tied well, here and
there. He says to his own child, the one of the leopard, he says,
“You stay here until I come to get you.” He goes.
When he had left, the child of the leopard is confounded to be there aloine. It says,
“I must follow after them.” It follows after.
Well now, when the sheep finished his search for food, he met the leopard as he was carrying a package on his
head. The leopard said,
“Help me here. Walk along with me.” Now those who meet them on the road call out a hunter’s shalute to the
leopard,
“Shwaga, leopard!” They know he’s coming from the hunt.
“Shwaga, leopard!” The leopard says,
“Salute sheep, who has taken up something he doesn’t know.”
“Shwaga, sheep!” They walked and they walked and when they reached a place where they came upon a man,
“Shwaga, leopard!” He said,
“Salute sheep, who has taken up something he doesn’t know.”
“Shwaga, sheep!” Now finally the leopard says,
“Listen. There are people talking.”
Here they rested their loads. He says,
“Sheep, you wait here. I’m going to hunt up a little beer.” Like this.
Well, the sheep stays. The leopard goes. While the sheep was there, the leopard’s child appears. It’s running
kwi kwi kwi kwi kwi.\fn{The whispered sound of a leopard cub running on padded paws.} It comes to him.
“Where are you going? Where have you left your comrade?” He says,
“Father wrapped him up inside banana bast. I’ve been alone all day.”
The sheep unwraps, unwraps. He looks. He finds his child. He takes him out still alive and puts him aside. He
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takes the leopard’s child and puts him in there. He says,
“Lie down inside. Let’s see what it’s like to be wrapped up as your comrade was.”
He wraps, wraps, wraps. He tightens it. He tell his own child,
“You run him. Don’t leave until I come to meet you there.”
The leopard comes. The sheep puts the package up on his head. They go and go and go and meet someone.
“Shwaga, leopard!” He says,
“Salute sheep, who has taken up something he doesn’t know.”
“Shwaga, sheep!” He says,
“Salute leopard, who’s living in the past.”
They go and go and go and go and go, and reach a town like Kyábagenzi. They meet someone there.
“Shwaga, leopard!” He says,
“Salute sheep,who has taken up somehting he doesn’t know.”
“Shwaga, sheep!” He says,
“Salute leopard, who’s living in the past.”
The pair of them go along like that. Finally they arrive at the place where he was bringing the things. The
leopard set them down there, at the place where he has been arranging a marriage. He tells them,
“When you open the package, look over here. This where the head is. Mark it right here. First strike it like this.
Then untie it and be careful so that what’s inside doesn’t get away.” When the sheep saw he had succeeded, he
says,
“Well, leopard, I’m leaving to go check on the children.” He says,
“Fine, go right ahead.”
The sheep goes running. It arrives home and meets its child there. It says,
“Hurry, let’s go. If the leopard finds us here, won’t he kill us?”
Off they go! Run run run run run run run run. As they were running, they come upon a man.
“Why are you running, sheep? What is it?” He says,
“Leopard tied up this child of mine to kill him.” He says,
“Now I tied his.” He says,
“Now I’m running. You don’t know leopard’s strength! Won’t he eat me?” He replies,
“Let’s go. I’ll take you.”
He takes the sheep with him. From long ago the leopard and the sheep lived together. Now that was the day
they split up. Then the sheep lived with us people.
He brings it home. He braids a rope. He feeds them. He brings them out of the house and takes them to pasture.
Truly, the leopard dwells there and searches for the sheep that made him kill his own child.
Now rain spreads out across the sky. The rain pours down. When it poured, the sheep and its child run toseek
shelter in a cave among the rocks.
Now in that very place where they find shelter, they come upon the leopard. He lives inside there. That’s his
home. He sits there and looks at them. And the sheep’s child says,
“I am dead. This day the leopard surely eats me!”
The sheep stands there chewing its cud, mnywa mnywa mnywa mnywa mnywa mnywa mnyqwa mnywa. The
leopard says,
“What are you eating?” He says,
“I am eating Unknowning.” It says,
“Well, give me a bit.” The sheep says,
“Let the child go and bring you some.” The sheep tells the child in secret, “When you leave, keep going and
return home.”
Away the child goes. It runs straightaway mh! mh! mh! mh! mh! mh!\fn{Lamb running on small hooves.} all the way
home. It came to tell its owner.
The sheep is still there. It eats, mnywa mnywa mnywa mnywa. The leopard says,
“Give me some.”
“The child hasn’t come yet, the one who went to bring it. Maybe I should go after him and call.”
“Run and call.” It scampers off.
“My ba-a-a-a-aby, my ba-a-a-a-aby, my ba-a-a-a-aby, my ba-a-a-a-aby.”
It runs and runs and doesn’t slow its pace until it sees the leopard left behind. To its owner’s house it comes
and reports how the leopard had been about to eat them.
He braids rope. He would take them to pasture on a tether. He tied them with rope. When he saw the rain
coming, he would go and put the livestock in his house.
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Now one day comes the leopard. It comes right to that place. It meets them there eating. It says,
“Why did you trick me, sheep? You ran away. Now today’s the day I eat you!” It answers,
“Eat me. What can I do?”
“But what is that you’re eating? Give me some.” The sheep says,
“Go to the trunk of that tree. Climb up. Stand there and roar, and I will stand below and bleat. And when
Unknowing comes, you can eat it.”
The leopard does so. It climbs up the trunk, kwararai kwararai kwararai kwararai kwararai
kwararai.\fn{Sound of leopard climbing—claws on tree bark.} And the sheep,
“My ba-a-a-a-aby, my ba-a-a-a-aby, my ba-a-a-a-aby, my ba-a-a-a-aby.”
The owners come with shields and spears. They drive leopard before them. Mh! Mh! Mh! Mh! Mh!
His heart ceases. They throw him down there. The sheep go home.
118.120 1. I Ate Minnows, Little Minnows 2. Satisfaction 3. The Glistening One 4. Magezi: Four Folktales\fn{by
Ma Winifred Kisiraga (c.1930?- )} Hayaland, Kagera Region, Tanzania (F) 9
1
There was once a man. He comes to marry a bride.
Now, when he comes to dwell in the house, the bride meets her mother-in-law. Now when she had met her
mother-in-law, she finds in that house they eat flies. Now, they cook some for her.
The bride says, “My mother,” she says, “I—the flies,” she says, “I don’t eat those little things.”
Now they dwell there.
Now the husband of the bride leaves to seek fortune. When he had gone to seek fortune, her mother-in-law
goes to cultivate. She had collected many flies, put them ina pot, and cooked them.
Now the bride thinks about it. She is four months pregnant. She thinks but is confounded.
“Now,” she says, “What will I do?” she says,
“I’ll just go to the smoke-curing net over the cooking fire and take out a few flies that have dried.” She says,
“I’ll taste a bit.”
She goes to the net and finds some dried flies. She tastes. When she tastes she finds tey taste good.
“Eh?”
She returns and takes a few more. She returns to the bed and lies down. She gets up again. She goes, saying,
“I’ll take just a few more. Then I’ll stop.”
She takes a few more. She eats the ones in the net. She devours them. Eh-eh! She goes to the cooking pot and
eats those as well.
Now when she had devoured the ones in the cooking pot, her mother-in-law leaves work. She finds her there.
“Bride!” She answers,
“My lady?” She says,
“Where did my flies go?” She replies,
“I don’t know where they are.” She says,
“You don’t know where they are?” She says,
“That’s right.” She says,
“But who took them?” She says,
“I don’t know.”
“Was there someone who came here?” She says,
“I don’t know.”
Then the woman becomes angry. She goes to an officer of the chief. She tells him,
“They robbed me.” She says,
“They stole my relish from the pot.” Now the chief says,
“Sound the drums.” He says,
“Go and tie a piece of twine over the lake.” He says, “The person who has eaten the flies,” he says, “cannot
cross over it.” He says, “Whoever hasn’t eaten them,” he says, “will cross over.”
Now they go and bring twine and tie it over the lake. Now every person who comes passes over, passes over
singing,
“I ate minnows, little minnows,
A string of little minnows.
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Snap twine, let me go
Fall into the water—snap!”

He crosses over. And the second comes.
“I ate minnows, little minnows,
A string of little minnows.
Snap twine, let me go
Fall into the water—snap!”

He passes over. Now everyone comes and does it. Everyone comes and does it.
Now then, the bride is the one they arrive at. She comes
“I ate minnows, little minnows,
A string of little minnows.
Snap twine, let me go
Fall into the water—snap!”

It snaps. She falls into the water.
Now all the people leave that place. They go.
Now when she had fallen into the water, her husband was away seeking fortune. When he returns, they say,
“Your wife is lost.”
Now when she fell into the water, she went inside. She gives birth to a child. When she bore a child, the child
grows.
Now her husband goes. He goes to a spirit medium. The medium divines. Now when he had divined, the
medium tells him,
“Go,” he says, “to your mother.” He says, “Coax her, so she will go to the lake, throw in coffee beans, and say
she has no blame in the matter,” he says, “so your wife will come out.”
Now the youth goes and coaxes his mother. He gives her money. His mother agrees.
She goes to the lake. She throws in the coffee beans. She says she has no blame in the matter.
The bride comes out. She’s come with two children.
Now this story teaches us that whenever they ask you what you did, tell the truth. Now if the bride had told the
truth at first, when she tasted and ate the flies, she would not have fallen in the water. Or when they asked her who
ate them, she would not have fallen in the water.
Now this story shows us that to tell the truth is good. To say something you shouldn’t say brings danger.
2
Now I come and see a time of hunger comes. Now when it had come, a man had already married a wife. Now
the man had a mother, and the woman has a mother. They are all in one house.
Now they dwell there, they dwell there and the hunger grows greater.
Now the man says,
“Look,” he says, “my wife,” he says, “this food,” he says, “it’s causing me a lot of trouble.” He says,
“Now what we should do,” he says, “we should kill those old women.” He says,
“First we’ll kill your mother.” He says,
“Then we’ll kill my mother.” She says,
“Yes,” she says, “but,” she says, “now we might begin with your mother.”
The woman continues. She says,
“Then we’ll kill my mother.” The man says,
“No,” he says, “we’ll begin with your mother. Eh?”\fn{Yes.} The woman says,
“Yes.” She says,
“My mother. We’ll begin with her.” Now the girl thought to herself,
“Now what shall I do?” She says,
“You’ll find I’ve already killed my mother,” she says, “when you return from searching for food,” she says,
“you’ll find I’ve already killed her.”
The girl goes and digs a hole inside the house. There, near the hearth, she goes and puts her mother in. She
tells her,
“Don’t move at all.” She says,
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“Both for relieving yourself, she says, “relieve yourself there.” She says,
“And for urinating,” she says, “I will be coming from time to time to take it out.” She says,
“But don’t move at all!” She says,
“Okay.” After the young man had come, she came saying,
“I have finished my mother.” He says,
“You’ve finished?” she says,
“Eh.” She says,
“Now how about you and your mother? I’ve killed my mother. Is your mother still living?” The young man
thought to himself,
“Now my wife has killed her mother. If I don’t kill my mother will she not come to hate me?”
He grabs a knife. He cuts his mother at one stroke. Right after he cuts her, she dies.
Now they dwell there. The young man brings millet. The woman brings millet. They make it into porridge and
eat. And when they would make it into porridge the daughter would put one cooking-spoon-full in a basket and
carry it to the hole.
Now satisfaction is also a bad thing. She, whom she takes the millet to, eats. She is satisfied. When she became
satisfied it began to make her come out from her cover.
Now they leave home. They go to search for food. There, where the woman was in the hole, she looked at
herself.
“Eh!” she says, “I’ve become fat.” She says,
“Look at this.” She says,
“My son-in-law was about to kill me.” She says,
“I might have died and left this food.” She says,
“Look how I’ve become.” She says,
“I’m better off now than when I cooked for myself.”
Eh-eh! She leaves the hole. Then she comes out into the middle of the inner room. She begins:
“A grain of millet, baba, a grain of millet.
It killed the mother of a boy while the mother of a girl thrived well.
Look at the Arm!
Look at the Leg!
Look at the Buttock!
Look at the Head!”

“Eh? Ha-ah!” Again she looks at herself, saying,
“But don’t I really look good?” Again she runs and returns to the hole.
One day.
Now the young man dwells there. They eat. They eat.
“Eh?” he says. “Now, he says, “truly we knew what we were doing.” He says, “Now wouldn’t the famine have
killed us,” he says, “if we hadn’t gotten rid of those old women?” The woman says,
“Yes,” she says, “it surely would have killed us.”
They make the millet into porridge. Again she takes more millet and puts it in the hole. She brings it to her
mother, and her mother eats.
Now satisfaction did her bad. When she had become satisfied, she was almost too big for the hole. She comes
out. She begins to do herself harm out in the open there. The grandchildren saw her. They saw her when they were
in the front yard. She comes out.
“A grain of millet, baba, a rain of millet.
It killed the mother of a boy while the mother of a girl thrived well.
Look at the Arm!
Look at the Leg!
Look at the Buttock!
Look at the Head!
Look at the Cheek!”

“Iy?”
The grandchildren run away from there. They’ve gotten a look at her. Now after a while, they say,
“But father,” they say, “when you leave, they say, “a woman comes,” they say, “beautiful,” they say, “and fat.”
They say,
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“She sings for us.” The man says,
“A woman?” They say,
“Yes, my lord.” He says,
“You children are telling me a lie.” They say,
“That’s not so!”
Now, when they have arisen the next day, the young man plans to himself. He says,
“That woman has fooled me.” He says,
“I killed my mother.” He says,
“And look her mother is still here.”
He sharpens that knife of his. Now he says to the children,
“Go, Run and play.” They go. And he says,
“I’m going.” He says,
“I’ll come backin the evening.” They sya,
“Okay.” The girl goes to cultivate.
Nowthe young man goes into the house. He lies in wait. When he had lain in wait, satisfaction makes her come
out from her cover. She leaves the hole. She looks this way. She looks that way. She finds no one. She goes to the
threshold—no one. She goes outside under the thatch that’s over the door.
“A grain of millet, baba, a grain of millet.
It killed the mother of a boy while the mother of a girl thrived well.
Look at the Arm!
Look at the Leg!
Look at the Head!
Look at the Cheek!”

“Eh?”
The young man looks. Now, when she starts to come inside, she was met by the young man. He cuts her! And
when he had cut her, he drags her. He puts her into the hole. He wipes up the blood. He keeps silent.
Now the daughter comes. When she had come,
“You’ve already returned.” He says,
“I’ve already returned.”
“Hii!” she says. “I thought you were planning to come back in the afternoon.” He says,
“No,” he says, “As I was going on the path,” he says, “they told me, ‘Where you are going they’re not at
home.’ So I returned.”
“I see.”
They cook. When they cook the food it’s getting done. It’s completely done and they serve it out. When they
were about to eat, the daughter takes out a bit. She goes to the hole.
“Mother, mother. You, mother.”
Silence.
“You, mother. You, mother.”
Nothing.
“Here’s the food. Have you fallen asleep?”
Nothing.
“Hii! What kind of sleep is this?”
When she puts in her hand, she finds her mother has grown cold, cold, cold.
“Iyo-o!” she says. “The man has killed my mother for me.”
Now then the girl cries out a lament. People arrive there. She tells how her husband told her they should kill
her mother, how she concealed her mother. She says,
“Now I find he has killed my mother.”
“Eh?”
Everyone looks and is confounded. The woman packs up and goes.
Now that’s how I saw it for you. Hunger brings the killing-of-one-another among people. Hunger does not
bring siblingship. I also saw satisfaction for you, how it makes a person have no shame, and how it killed an old
woman. Had she not gotten satisfaction and left the hole, she would not have died.
3
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I see young girls, nine of them. They were in a group.
Now they were spending time together playing. Now among the nine, there was one comrade whom they
didn’t like. She was a foolish one. She was of our clan, a Mukulwa. Now one day they decide.
“Bojo,” they say, “let’s go cut walking sticks.”
They plan the trip. When dawn came on the planned day, they dress for a journey. They say,
“When we go into the forest,” they say, “no one should have her eyes open. Everyone should shut them.” They
say,
“After each person shuts them, then she’ll cut a walking stick. But whoever cuts a deformed stick cannot stay
with us.”
So now that one, the poor thing, was foolish. They go, and when they arrived in the forest,
“Have you all shut your eyes?”
“We’ve shut them.”
“Have you all shut your eyes?”
“We’ve shut them.”
She closes her eyes. The other children keep theirs open. They go and look for a good walking stick. Each
person cuts one.
“Are you all finished?” they say,
“We’ve finished.”
“Let’s leave.”
“Let’s leave.”
They go outside the forest.
“Open your eyes.”
“We’re opening them.”
The children open them. Now the foolish one returns. Then they judge the walking sticks.
“Put the walking sticks down.”
They put them there. When they come to look at hers, look, it’s as twisted as an eight. They say,
“We can’t stay with you any more.”
“Bojo, take me there again.” They say,
“But why should we go back?”
“Bojo, take me.” They say,
“Not us. If you didn’t cut a good walking stick, you have no right to go with us.” She says,
“I’m going back.” She turns back. They go on. When she had gone and entered the forest, she meets in there—
a leopard. The leopard says,
“What are you seaching for?” She says,
“I’ve come to cut a walking stick.” He says,
“Where have your comrades gone?”
“They left.”
Leopard grabs her. After it grabbed her, it puts her into a big sack that it had. It goes along. It leaves from about
here, and when it arrived in about Lyamahóro, it meets women harvesting groundnuts. It says,
“Mother,” it says, “Give me a few groundnuts. I’ll sing for you.”
They give it groundnuts. Some it eats. Others it puts in its sack.
“Sing, or I’ll kill you.”\fn{The child sings from inside the sack.}
“I was going to take a walking stick in the Glistening One.
I meet the Incarnation-of-ripe-bananas in the Glistening One.
He jumps and catches me in the Glistening One.
He throws me in a sack in the Glistening One.
Our home is Kikónjwa.
In the Glistening One, my clan is the Apportioner and the Cattle-Hater.”

“Eh?” They say,
“The Leopard is singing. It has a singing sack.” They say,
“Bring more groundnuts.” They say,
“Bring groundnuts and give it some.”
So. Now then, they call to one another from afar.
“You, you who are cultivating in Nyakimbímbili! Don’t let that leopard pass you by without giving it some
groundnuts.” When it arrived there, about Nyakimbímbili, it meets women.
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Now then. The child, her home is like Kafúnjo. It travels along. Nyakimbímbili. They give it groundnuts. It
sings for them. It travels along and arrives in Lushénye. When it arrived in Lushénye, it meets someone like
Wini.\fn{The narrator.}
“Eh?” She says,
“That voice, doesn’t it seem like our own child? The one who is lost.” She says,
“Let me give you some more groundnuts.” She says,
“I’ll give them a special measure.” She says,
“I’ll measure for them with my own basket.”
She gives it to Leopard. It’s pleased. It eats. Again it puts some in the sack.
“Sing! Or I’ll kill you.”
“I as going to take a walking stick in the Glistening One.
I meet the Incarnation-of-ripe-bananas in the Glistening One.
He jumps and catches me in the Glistening One.
He jumps and catches me, baba, and throws me in a sack in the Glistening One.
Our home is Kikónjwa.
In the Glistening One, my clan is the Apportioner and the Cattle-Hater.”

“Eh?”
The woman listens and her hair stands on end. Now she says,
“You should go, she says, “and when you reach to about the middle of Kitáhya there,” she says, “you’ll find
other women.” She says,
“They’re harvesting groundnuts.” She says,
“Don’t pass them by.”
It goes along praising itself and feeling the weight of the sack. It goes and arrives there. It speaks to the
women. They give it groundnuts. It puts them in the sack. The child sings again. Now then, her father’s sister was
there.
“Eh?” She says,
“My! Your sack sings very well.” She says,
“Now come with me I’ll show you the way. I’ll take you to some other women, my comrades,” she says, “and
they will not just give you groundnuts.” She says,
“There are women washing sweet potatoes,” she says, “they’ll also give to you.” It says,
“Okay.”
They go. When they arrived at the Kemísha stream, they meet some women washing sweet potatoes and others
with groundnuts. They give it groundnuts.
Now the child’s mother was there, and people from her home. They put out more groundnuts for him. They
say,
“Now let’s go home.” They say,
“We’ll go and give you nice things,”they say, “so you’ll sing for us there.”
It goes, and when they reached home, they say,
“Now we’ll give you other things. We’ll also give you some meat.” They say,
“But first, please fetch us some water. When you are through fetching water, come and cary away your things.”
It says,
“Okay.”
They give it a wide-weave basket. It goes to the river. It scoops up. The water won’t stay in. It scoops up. The
water splashes out. It scoops up. The water splashes out. It gets some mud. It spreads it on, but the wide-weave
basket won’t work.
“Eh?”
It’s confounded. Now the people, when it left the house, take out the child. They bring stones. The bring
stumps of banana plants. They bring all sorts of things. They put them in the sack and close it up. They take the
child and hide her and then they hurry off. After it had scooped and the water run out, it says,
“I’m leaving here and going.”
It comes. When it arrived, it finds they are not in.
“Eh?” it says, “I’m really lucky they’re not here in the house.”\fn{ Because it had failed to perform the required task.}
It grabs its sack.
“Eh? It’s heavy.” It says,
“I’m going.” It throws down that no-good wide-weave basket.
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When it arrived to where its home was, it invites its leopard friends. It says,
“We’ll have a feast.” It says,
“I have some meat that will taste really good.” It says,
“You all come, and gather lots of firewood,” it says, “so we can eat the meat.”
They all work hard. The leopards cut wood, bring it and pile it up there. Now they light the fire. They bring the
sack and put it on.
“Pooh!\fn{Sound of somehing steaming and bursting in a fire.}
“There’s an eye.”
“Pooh!”
“There’s the head.”
“Pooh!”
“There’s the belly.”
“Pooh!”
“Eh?” They say,
“We put it on the fire long ago. Those things have alrady burst. It must be done in there. Now all there is to do
is unwrap it and eat.”
They unwrap it. When they unwrap it, look at the stones!
“Iyo!” they say, “when we gathered firewood you tricked us. You’ve eaten the meat and wrapped the stones for
us!”
They grab Leopard.
They eat it.
Now then, when they had eaten it, the girl was at home recovering. Now from that day, they say,
“If you are among people, first open your eyes and see what the people are doing. Stop saying, ‘Whatever they
do, we’ll do,’ before you’ve understood. Now saying, ‘We’ll do,’ almost killed the girl, but her kinfolk saved her.”
4
A man marries a wife of his own. They dwell there, but have no children. Now after they thought about it for a
while, they say,
“Leopard is the one who has a fertility medicine.”
Now they go to the leopard’s place. The man says,
“I brought my wife.” He says,
“Give her fertility medicine on my account so she can bear a child.” The leopard says,
“My medicine is difficult. Those I give medicine do not finish their debt easily. Now if I gve you medicine the
child you bear first, you will bring to me so I can eat him.” The man says,
“So be it.”
“But,” the leopard says, “after you have given me the first-born,” he says, “you will come to bear other
children.” The man says,
“E-e-eh.”\fn{He agrees.}
Now they go home. He woman becomes pregnant. She gives birth to a male child.
Now the boy grows. The name they give him is Magezi.\fn{ Cleverness.}
Now that child was born beauiful. The man says,
“We should take the child.” The woman says,
“Bojo, let’s not take him.” She says,
“My child,” she says, “It’s better to bear another. When we have another, let that be the one we take.”
They bear a second. Now the leopard comes. It says,
“But my good friends, those things that we promised one another—why haven’t you brought them to me yet?”
They say,
“We will bring them.”
So now they have a third child and a fourth and a fifth and they reach nine. He is the tenth, Magezi. After it
thought about this for a while, the leopard says,
“Now look, you’ve already borne many children. Now you should bring me my child and let me eat him.”
They say,
“Yes.” They say,
“Now.” They say,
“We will send the children to fetch water.” They say,
“Now the child who comes wearing a small leather skin,” they say, “let him be the one you take to eat.”
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“Okay.”
They wake the children.
“Children, go to fetch water,” they say. “Go for water.” When they were about to go for water, they say to
them,
“Take off your clothes,” they say. “But Magezi is the eldest,” they say, “You go dressed. You should not go
naked.” He sys,
“Okay.”
He leaves. When they get outside the village he says,
“Bojo,” he says, “Bojo,” he says, “Bojo, let me give you all a little piece of this skin so you can wear it.”
He tore it up in small pieces and gave one to each child, one to each child. They all go. When they got to the
river, it looks at them.
“Eh?” the leopard syas, “my kings! Now who can I take? Can I take that one? Not me.”
It returns. It says,
“But I did not see the child you sent me.” They say,
“He was the one wearing a leather skin, you didn’t see him?” It says,
“I saw all the children had worn little pieces of leather.”
“Eh?” Now they say,
“This evening at whatever time is right for you, go to where the entula berries grow. The one we send to pick
entula is the one you should catch.”
“Magezi!”
He answers their call. They say,
“Go and pick entula.”
Every time they would call him, “Magezi!” he answers, “It will finish you.”
He goes out and when he reaches the entula plant, he sees the arpenter bee. It goes,
“Juluju.” He says,
“My dear friend carpenter bee,” he says, “would you not go and bring for me a few entula so that father will
not beat me?”
It goes to the entula plant.
“Juluju-juluju.” It’s bringing one berrey and placing it on a small banana leaf, “jululu-jululu,” bringing one
berry.
The leopard tries to see what’s taking the entula. It doesn’t see a thing. Magezi returns home and when they
sawy him,
“Magezi, you’ve come?” He answers,
“It will finish you.” They say,
“You’ve come?” He says,
“I’ve come.” He gives them the entula berries.
“Eh?” It returns. It says,
“But I have not yet seen my child.” They say,
“Hasn’t he brought us the entula?” It says,
“I didn’t see him.” They say,
Okay.” They say,
“Magezi!” He answers,
“It will finish you.” They say,
“Go burn off the dry-season grass.” He says,
“Okay.”
They give him a small torch. He takes his little walking stick, and when he gets outside the village, he ties the
torch to his walking stick and ties this to a longer shaft. He heaves it like a spear. Fire ignites the grass. The
leopard looks at it burning. He turns back.
“Magezi!” He says,
“It will finish you.”
“Mh?”
Now when these things had counfounded them, now the father said,
“Now you come at night, leopard, and the child you find we have rubbed with oil should be the one you grab
and take with you.” It says,
“Okay.”
They rub oil on him and lie down for the night, but after they rub the oil and lie down, he himself lies awake
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When the hour grew late, he takes out the container of oil and measures some out for his father. He rubs it on him.
He finishes. He wipes himself clean. He finishes. He rubs himself with ashes. He lies down.
When the leopard had come, it feels here and there. It finds the father. It sees he’s the slippery one and says,
“Isn’t this the one? Bye-bye.”
Now when they get up in the morning, they arise. The mother goes to look.
“Magezi!” He answers,
“It will finish you.”
“Iy?”
When she goes to look in the bed, she finds her husband is not there.
“Iyo!” she says, “a child,” she says, “a child has opened the door.” She says,
“The leopard has eaten my husband.”
They banish the child from their house. When they had banished him, he goes.
Now at the time, when they had been living together, when the father had not died yet, he had given him a dog.
Now he goes along with that dog of his. He sics it on, and he hunts, he hunts.
Now when he would go into the wilderness, they knew him as a man who hunts a lot. Now after he made a
plan. He tells his friend,
“Take out my eyes for me.” He says,
“My friend, take out my eyes for me.” That one replies,
“But why should I take out your eyes?” He says,
“Take out my eyes for me!”
He takes out his eyes for him. Magezi says,
“Let us go to hunt.”
When they had gone to hunt, the spear that he lets fly, brings down an animal. He says,
“What have I killed?” They say,
“You killed a civet cat.” He lets fly another. He says,
“What have I killed?” They say,
“You’ve killed an antelope.” He lets fly another. He says,
“What have I killed?” They say,
“You’ve killed a leopard.”
Eh?
They bring a report to the chief about the man who cannot see. Now they tell the chief,
“My lord,” they say, “there is a man,” they say, “and he has no eyes.” They say,
“But when he throws a spear,” they say, “it does not fall empty.”
Eh? The chief says,
“Now what shall I do?” He says,
“I shall go hunting so I can see the man myself.”
Now, the chief equips for the journey. They sound the drums. They go and take up hunting formation in the
elephant grass. Now they leave the chief in one place with about two other people. Now Magezi and his friend—
the one who leads him around—go to where the hunters have formed their line. Now the chief decides,
“I’ll go to see how that man hunts.” When the chief has gone, now Magezi asks his friend,
“Where is the chief?” He replies,
“The chief is close to us right now.” He says,
“He is behind us.” He asks,
“Who is he with?” He says,
“There is no one.”
He lets fly a spear. He impales the chief. The friend says,
“You have killed the ch—”
“Stop,” he says. Don’t say that.” He says,
“Take out the eyes.” He says,
“Take out the eyes of the chief.”
He takes out the eyes of the chief. He puts them in Magezi. He sees. He says,
“Take off his clothes.” He takes off his clothes. He puts them on Magezi, and when he had finished dressing
him, they go along with those animals they have killed.
Eh-Eh! They say,
“That man who cannot see,” they say, “he has fallen and impaled himself on a spear.” They say,
“Now he is dead. Let’s take the animals we have killed,” they say, “and go home now.”
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They dragged the body of the chief and dumped it in the marsh.
Magezi and his friend returned. Magezi went and ruled in the palace. From that day,
“Cleverness will finish you.”
45.40 & 255.1 Excerpts from Dying In The Sun\fn{by Peter K. Palangyo (1939-1993)} Arusha, Arusha Region,
Tanzania (M) 8
A
1
The zig-zag valley that marked the southern end of the village was still at the horizon, and from the slanting
shadow that faithfully attempted to caress him, Ntanya estimated the time to be about five o’clock.
Five o’clock, and yet it still so hot and he had seven more miles to go. Ntanya wiped with the torn sleeves of
his shirt the round beads of sweat collecting on his face, and in the process a stream strayed into his eyes and
mouth; he spat with bitter vehemence as his hands fumbled to untie the knot of the soiled kerchief on his neck to
wipe his irritated eyes. He cursed with all his power, cursed the world and life, cursed those fat “men of the
book” in their shiny cars; but most bitterly he cursed God for this world’s and his condition as he slumped down
with exhaustion on the scorched grass.
A sadness verging on despair descended on him, a sadness so harrowing in its sensuality he could not even
feel the blood trickling from the wound pierced through his torn trouser seat.
The sun was still biting down with its tropical violence and the dry heat had ebbed but little. Ntanya shied
away from the sun in what was now a hazy consciousness that verged on a dream or a nightmare, unaware that
the pockets that covered his buttocks had slid off because of the slippery blood. H e w a s unaware of
exposing his nakedness. Broken people are alone and therefore have no nakedness.
Ntanya lay there in a condition beyond pain and pleasure only for a while before he came back to himself
slightly relieved in the way that a prisoner in great need of urinating feels relieved after he has been
allowed to urinate a little. He came back to a feeling of pain in his bottom and a great hunger in his bowels.
His throat was scorched so that he could not even swallow. He looked around him and noticed that the cloth
bag that carried all he had in the world had been stolen; in it had been the gospel by St. John in Swahili that he
never read and valued only because he was given it by his mother, the little change that his former master had
thrown him, the wooden comb that he made himself and other such bits and pieces. He noticed that he had
been in, well, he did not know in what, for a greater time than he thought because his shadow was now much
longer.
He looked at the footpath that led to his destination, a path that looked like a long coiled snake whose tail
faded in the horizon of the scorched grass. He must get “home”. His father must not die before seeing him.
And yet deep down he knew that he had reached the end of his tether. Some string had snapped in the very
center of his being and he did not quite know how to mend it or whether one should mend broken strings at
all.
“There are some people who just don’t belong, some people who are marked off from birth and isolated to
carry a bigger and bitter cross of suffering,” his wise mother had once told him as she sat crouched on the floor,
threshing, and isolating beans that were rotten in the kernel.
Ntanya had always known that this vicious malady was in him but had never quite believed it. He
remembered how as a little boy he had been bowlegged and clumsy. He had been ugly with a barrel for a head.
He had not been quick to learn, and had lacked the grace and agility that were so important if one was to be well
thought of by other boys. They had jeered him for his clumsiness and nicknamed him “clam”, “snail” and “barrel
head”. As a result he had spent a considerable amount of time playing with his sister until she would call him a
girl.
He remembered so well how ten years before his favorite sister Amina had called him a “barrel head”. In the
intense purity of a child’s anger he had thrown a stone at her with such fury that he had broken her leg; from that
time on life was never the same. He had gone off and disappeared in the village for three days unable any
more to face anything, until he was found by Masina the medicine man, starving and unconscious, with a half-slit
neck resulting from an attempted suicide, done with God knows what. It was this scar that he now covered with a
kerchief tied round his neck to emulate a tie.
He remembered now the smile of understanding and pardon that played on his sister’s face as she lay on the
floor of the family hut while her leg was suspended and tied to a pole put there by Masina for this very purpose.
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He remembered Amina saying in her last words, coming from deep down in her soul like an echo and only partly
understandable,
“It is not your fault, my brother, you were just hitting at your ugliness and not me. I was in your way and I am
sorry. Please pardon me.”
He had gone and crouched beside her terrified and broken. He had put his head on her face and without saying
anything, cried as bitterly as a teenage boy, with big round tears dropping down on his big monkey-cheeks. He
had cried until his eyes were ember-red.
Then there was suddenly a wall between him and his sister. An invisible chasm had developed and he saw her
like the valley he had once seen in his dream—pure and inapproachable. His sister was now calm, as the pains
had subsided, but there was something terrible and frightening in her calmness. Masina had always said that
before death there was a period of calm painlessness, a sort of ultimate relief.
Ntanya had then crouched on his knees in an intense religious supplication. One hand had guarded against the
swarm of flies that were invading Amina’s rotten wound, and the other had dug deep into the earthen floor as
though to squeeze, not so much pardon as understanding from it. He remembered his half-blind grandmother
walking in silently, burdened down by her grief and age, he half consciously saw those two broad holes of her
nose which had hovered above his sister with a sepulchral expression, big and dilated by the smell they had
detected, the smell they knew so well, the terrible smell of death.
She had moved close, so rigidly, with a finality that resembled deliberation, and an expression on her blind
face that was beyond pity, understanding or pardon. She had moved quietly with the suffering which had been too
tediously repeated and which found expression only in the quiet whining deep down in the bowels, like the mute
suffering of an animal whose sex has been injured. Quietly she had come close like a bad-good angel and now he
remembered, only half consciously, that she had taken him into her lap and rocked him gently to sleep.
He had slept for a long time, only to wake up to a great commotion of neighbors and relatives looking at him
with eyes of accusation and pity, for after all he had killed her. There was great sorrow in and outside the family
hut with a few of the old women pealing a shrill cry here and there as they envisaged their own too-near dreadful
death, on their own family hut’s earthen floor. The younger mourners had only sobbed quietly in their souls or
simply looked on with mistrust and without understanding, like a flock of sheep which has been driven to an
October-dry grassland. Amina’s three-year-old curious sister pressed on to the lap of her grandmother, whom she
called mother, and asked,
“Mother, how long is Amina going to stay there, is she still asleep?” Her grandmother had simply fondled her
and said nothing; not understanding, but being a well-brought-up child, she had said nothing more and had put on
a show of sorrow like everybody else.
Ntanya now shaking out of sleep focused his mind’s eyes on what had happened, but it was as shapeless as a
rainbow mixture of industrial points, punctuated by the individual poignancy of the screams and sobs of the old
women. Try as he would, he simply could not shake his mind into a proper kaleidoscope and he could not be
roused anymore. He had broken like an over-played metal bar on a marimba. He now looked without seeing,
listened without hearing.
He could only now remember the graveyard scene. He could see a million times a day the image of Amina,
wrapped in wet goatskin and lowered into a hole, with only a twig of the plant used for demarcation and fences
planted next to her to remind people not to dig there.
*
These were the memories that occupied Ntanya as he lay on the worn earth, the same kind of earth that ten
years before had swallowed Amina. He picked up a handful of soil in his hand, poured it on to the other, and
quietly let it trickle through his fingers back to the ground. The sun was now right over near the hills. It was
no longer too hot and his thirst was not as painful, though his throat was still dry. He stood up to go and
noticed that his joints seemed over-oiled, and that he was swaying a bit in his movements. His shadow was
now very long, and looking at it he peeled off an unnatural laugh as he said to himself:
“That is the only faithful companion and friend I have ever had in my life.”
He plodded quietly on like an unwilling animal. Staggering a bit, he ascended the southern hills of the village.
He reached the edge of the hills and was looking down into the only beautiful thing he had ever known in his
wretched world—the village from the hills. The village minus its people with all their foulness, disease, suffering
and constant death. He remembered his mother long ago saying that there would come a day when people will
live and be happy and healthy and it would be only the old who would die. He was then too young to understand,
and his mother had died in childbirth the following reaping season. He now wished, without much feeling, that
this mother had lived to decipher for him now what she had meant.
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He climbed the last incline and was faced by the pure beauty-offering of Kachawanga village to the golden
light of sunset, much as a little proud and mischievous girl shows off to adults her new kanga. Kachawanga is a
remarkable village, set apart in geography as in spirit. Ringed by mountains, there were only two ways of
getting into or out of it.
From the north the bowl had been opened by the devil for the scourgers of Kachawanga: invading strangers,
foul disease-bearing winds and, a long time ago, floods. The way from the south had been opened by God for an
escape route from all these afflictions. That is why as common hearsay has it, Maputa, one of the mythological
founders of the village, at the moment of being flushed out of Kachawanga by one of those terrible floods, had
yelled
“Now, leave the palm of God behind.”
As Ntanya looked down upon the village, his heart seemed to melt inside him. The trees seemed taller and
darker in their mystery as they strained to assert themselves before the fading sun, and the smoke of evening
supper coyly caressed the receding light on the hillsides. The middle of the bowl was now dark and the orange
color offered itself warily only to the eastern corners of the village.
Ntanya breathed hard to fill his strong lungs with the cool village air which smelled, at least in memory, of
mashed bananas in groundnut gravy. His heart was beating hard like a man driven into ecstasy by the beauty
of a strange woman whom he is not sure whether he should approach or not. Even from where he stood the
village started to come to life; for the village was really alive only during the evening while everybody
prepared for the death-life of the night.
Cattle getting back to the village were starting to moo for their calves and herd-boys were yelling goodbye
to each other, to keep away the fear of night. Mothers would be busy with their pots trying to fill the bellies of
their men, and specks of fire could be seen scattered all across the village. Here and there an owl cried,
bringing death to the unfortunate; Ntanya could hear in his mind’s ear the subdued sob of the recipient of the
message.
Ntanya plodded on slowly and indifferently till he was at the door of his home, then unwillingly he said
“Hodi.” His teenage sister was the first one to hear him and she recognized his voice immediately. She
threw down the bunch of bananas she was slicing for the family supper and excitedly ran out, yelling,
“Ntanya is home, Ntanya is home!” There was a great commotion in the household as his two brothers and
his other sister scrambled out and, getting stuck at the door of the hut, yelled at each other in fury.
“Welcome home, Ntanya,” they all screamed as they pulled him inside and he obediently and rigidly bent
down to get through the four-foot door into the smoky warmth of the hut. He went on to kneel by the side of his
half-deaf, half-blind grandmother, whose mind was also starting to fail.
“My son,” she said, “come near so that I can feel you.” They touched.
“Your mother doesn’t see too well anymore.”
Mama Ntanya, as everybody called her, was a mother only in service and dedication to these half-orphans. She
was actually their paternal grandmother who had either been too defiant in her health or else in a deep and mysterious
way had appeased the spirits enough to live so long. Nobody really knew which was true.
Ntanya crouched between her and the dying embers of the supper fire. Glancing to his side he noticed the
diffuse, amorphous shadow he cast on the grass wall, interrupted here and there by his sister and brothers who
were standing around as if they were watching in fragile silence the birth of a goat, or an Arab perform his false
miracles. Mama Ntanya passed her coarse, bony hand over Ntanya’s face, neck and shoulders with the touchy
temerity of a child picking up bird eggs or the delicate thoroughness of a doctor examining a dying patient. Then
she sighed deep in her being and tears rolled down her ancient face. This sent an electric wave of understanding
around the spectators who ceremoniously lowered their heads as if in prayer.
“Is he dead, mother, is father dead?” Ntanya inquired casually about his father.
3
He remembered a childhood friend of his a long time ago, who had gone to school for years in faraway
countries. He had heard that he was now back, and stationed in the village as a representative of those men with
expensive clothes and houseboys. He must visit him to pass the evening until he was tired. His childhood friend
did not live far, just across the valley.
James was a man of the book. Little bits of information, patches scratched by time on the recording sheet of
his memory, kept unveiling themselves at some not-so-opportune moments. He would for instance quote an
obscure politician’s speech without the least provocation to some awed old men as he discussed his village
development plans with them. The bag of his mind was filled with hanks of knowledge, some small and large,
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and once in a while one could shake it, and there would be a terrible rattle. It was at such times that one had a
hard time telling whether the smile that played on his face or impish glitter in his big African eyes were one of
those little pebbles of knowledge, revealing a brighter side of James himself.
Ntanya knocked three times but there was so much noise inside that nobody could hear. He stopped to find
out the nature of this noise. James was authoritatively discussing the new rehabilitation plan. Looking through
a crack in the door he saw James seated at his smooth writing table, cluttered with official correspondence
files, and the same stamps as the ones he had seen on the writing table of his last employer. He saw James,
half-seated, half-standing, so as not to crease his expensive suit, surrounded by half-naked bent old peasants,
who looked bored and eager to be given a chance to talk. He could not hear and see at the same time. He had
to press either his ears or his eyes close to the crack.
Either—or. When it was “either” he could feel the immobility of the room. The old men were getting
impatient, especially the one with an army leftover coat which looked older than the old man himself. This old
man was squatting on the cold cement, making an invisible diagram on the floor, partly to occupy himself,
partly to keep track of what was going on in his mind and partly to prevent him losing his temper, for the last
man who had lost his temper with James, and therefore with the government, had been sent away from the
village indefinitely.
When it was “or”, Ntanya could see only a little boy years ago, rather plump with hidden elephant eyes
and loose feminine cheeks, playing in the mud alone, because all the other boys despised him. Yes, he could only
see this little chubby and dirty boy all of a sudden grown out of proportion and clothed in Scottish tweed, sitting
there authoritatively with a government stamp on his desk, telling these ignorant villagers how to improve their
own condition.
Ntanya could see the old peasant getting progressively more impatient, as he spat more and more on the floor
in spite of disapproving glances fromJames. The hut was getting too small for what was going on, and James
appeared only too prepared or too happy for what was going to happen.
Suddenly, snap, the old man crystallized the suspense. Like a machine he stood up shaking his finger in anger
at James; his nimbleness was quite surprising. It was difficult to imagine tat so much feeling could be enclosed in
such a pretence of a human framework. The scene looked almost pathetically funny, like a puppet show. The lean
old man with a suffering face shook inside his big leftover army coat like a snake. He was trembling all over,
shaking his finger at James. His dehydrated lips were pursed as he attempted to speak, but he could not.
Something must have lodged right in his throat. Quickly, like a snake, he spat on the ground and, as if this had
cleared his throat, he invoked the name of his grandmother twice, and then started, in a high-pitched voice, words
following each other rapidly, if indistinctly.
“I don’t understand you nor your breed, nor what is happening to your country. We did not understand the
white man, and that was not strange since they were of another tribe. But you,”—and this time he pointed at him
with less vigor since the lump in his throat was there no more—“you were born here, you have been suckled with
our milk, and today you tell us that the villagers have got to be moved from this land bestowed upon us by our
fathers, this land,”—he quickly touched the ground that was not ordinary earth but cement—“this land where our
mother and their mothers and our children lie waiting and looking at us. No. One who doesn’t have his father’s
grave to weep at is not a man. Tell your Government that we’ll die here—they can find another place to plant
their cotton.”
By this time all the other old men were standing and their spokesman hung his head in what could be either
despair or dejection. Suddenly he opened the door and dashed out, followed by the other peasants with their
heads bowed. The leader practically ran over Ntanya but, as they looked one at the other, they recognized their
bond and just shook their heads at each other. The old men quietly disappeared into the darkness that was
waiting for them, the same darkness which had covered their fathers.
James was still sitting at his expensive table writing notes on a pad, maybe a report to the Government,
unconcerned about the old men’s presence or absence. Ntanya studied his features. He was big and rather
ugly with a roundish belly. His muscles hung loose on his flesh, as they always hang loose on these people
with shiny cars and houseboys. Below his left eye, Ntanya could still recognize the scar he had given James
when he was a small naked boy playing in the mud.
Ntanya wondered whether or not he should enter or whether he should go home. It is true they had been
friends when they were small children playing and crying together, fighting each other. That was long ago and
James was not a Government official then and did not have expensive clothes. How was he going to react to
this broken peasant in tatters?
Ntanya decided to go in. He knocked twice. Without raising his head James snapped,
“Go away. I am going to write to the government and you will see just how powerful the government is.”
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Ntanya coughed. This time James raised his eyes quickly to look at him and then lowered them back to his
files only to realize that this was a different peasant, his playmate of the old days. Without much feeling he
extended his arm. Since he was very tall, he appeared as if he was looking down on Ntanya, like one shaking
hands with a patient in bed.
This was not exactly what Ntanya had expected, even though he did not really know what he had expected.
Maybe he did not expect an embrace, but neither did he expect a non-committal, “Hallo, Ntanya”, after so
many years.
Ntanya’s mind was moving very fast, as if it was not occupied already. There were many pictures on the
wall including a map of the village with many colored pins on it. Maybe the room was not exactly luxurious,
but Ntanya was surprised by the number of books, some eaten by insects and all laden with dust.
Ntanya riveted his eyes on his host again. A carefully measured smile was playing on James’s face making
his scar look like a hole.
“Sit down. How have you been?”
Ntanya did not know what to say; again he remembered the fat little boys playing in the mud. The voice
echoed back in his mind—sit down, sit down, sit down—like a noise across the valley of Wachita. Somehow he
felt it was grossly unfair. He had not expected an embrace, but it was unfair all the same. They had once
touched each other a long time ago. It had not been like this; he had not shaken a hand that was soft and slimy,
almost like the breast of a dirty woman.
Then Ntanya felt that maybe he was wrong. Maybe there was no connection at all between this government
official with official stamps on his desk and the boy who had played with him. Why should there be? After all,
he could not exactly ask him to go and play naked in the rain with him now. No, things were different, just as
after waking up from a dream. He was extremely embarrassed, but he only knit his hands and sat down
mumbling slowly, as if to address himself, that he was not dead yet and so he guessed he was doing all right.
Without much feeling they exchanged a few pleasantries, such as their whereabouts during the past ten
years. They were talking in quiet voices, failing to hide the fact that one was talking because he had taken the
liberty of entering this room with a government official in it and the other was simply diagnosing another
unproductive hand in the village.
They all had the same story, James was thinking, as he half-listened and half-read a newspaper. There was
always bad luck, or God had not wanted them to succeed, and they always ended by talking about death, about
how everybody was going to die anyway; they thought of themselves going to rest from tribulation but other
people were going to die.
When Ntanya mentioned death, James turned his head up as if somebody had pricked his fat stomach with a
needle. The last peasant who had come to him begging for food for his starving children had been turned away
because he had been reported lazy. He had ended by talking about death. On the following day James had found
him hanging from the baobab tree in front of his house staring at him, dead. The two men stared at each other for
some time the way people should. For a split second they touched again almost as if they were just the little boys
rolling over and over in the mud, laughing.
Then Ntanya started talking while looking at his friend.
“I need a friend, James. All my other friends are either dead or working as house-boys in faraway places. I
need a friend badly, like when you were afraid a long time ago in the darkness and I held your hand home. So
much is happening to me, I am almost feeling dizzy in my heart. I need somebody to hold on to. My father is
dying. You know I don’t like him but he is my father and he is dying. He is not powerful anymore, he cannot
beat me up now. He is just lying in bed, looking without seeing, moving his lips without speaking. I need
somebody to stand by at his grave. Please help me.”
With this he hung his head.
James felt relieved. Ntanya was not going to commit suicide after all. It was just his poor father who was
going to die.
“Surely I’ll stand by you. Surely, anything you want, Baranya”—he called him their childhood nickname
—“anything; I’m sorry you’ve had to go through so much. We all have to, don’t we? Always somebody dying,
always the fear of our own death. My mother is going to die soon too. We with jobs bury our minds in them,
but you always face death and as a result you are not afraid. We bury our fear in these files'”—he flung the files
on the floor—“and these big houses, and drink, and yelling at house-boys. But deep down in the darkness when
we are alone we are afraid of death, just as I was afraid in the darkness that day long ago walking with you,
Baranya.”
At the end of this speech, which was addressed more to himself then to anybody else, James thrust his hand out
and shook Baranya’s with the other, embracing him on the shoulder. This time his hand was soft but not slimy; the
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government official had suddenly turned into a man. They stood there facing each other and warmly shaking
hands for some time, the government officer and the broken peasant.
Then Ntanya pulled his arm away. Something was happening in his stomach, a mild nausea, maybe he was
going to be sick right there on the cement floor.
“I must go now James, I must go.” And with that he went out.
“I’ll walk with you home,” James quietly followed him out into the darkness.
Out there in the dark he did not feel as if he was going to be sick any more. He did not know what had
stirred his stomach. Maybe it was the picture on the wall, or the worn-out government stamp, or the quick
metamorphosis of the government officer. Whatever it was, he had felt dizzy inside there, but now in the
darkness that surrounded them his stomach stopped churning.
They walked on quietly without exchanging a word. Quietly the two men walked further. It was not at all the
same as when they had walked in the darkness long ago when they were children. Then they had laughed and
held hands; they had been afraid of the unknown, hidden in the dark.
Now they were no longer afraid of the unknown in the surrounding darkness, they were frightened of the
known-unknown darkness that had settled on their hearts, and in which they were so far apart. From the same
starting point, they were now so separated. Long ago when they were little boys they used to keep calling to
each other as they parted with the goats each to his home in the dusk, calling repeatedly across the valley. As
they had separated further and further, in spite of their more and more shrill voices it had been difficult to hear
each other until they could only hear a faint echo across the valley at which they had each concluded to themselves
“Goodbye Baranya, Goodbye Baranya.”
It is true there was still a man in both of them but they were not talking to each other any more. They were each
giving a commentary on their experiences which were so vastly different. Ntanya wondered whether the man in the
government official would have been revealed, whether he would have embraced and shaken him with hands that
were no longer slimy, if they did not have only this one bond—they both had parents they did not like, who were
dying like the echo across Mampala valley.
In the darkness Ntanya saw the cactus edge that marked his father’s banana shamba. As if to conclude his
thoughts he said
“Goodbye Baranya.”
James replied, “Goodbye Baranya” and they parted. …
B
… Word of mouth had come to him in the town, telling him that his father was sick and near death and that he
wanted before he died to see his son, bless him, and leave him the affairs of the family. Without understanding or
caring, Ntanya had sold his only good pair of trousers to get home. Without understanding or caring he had lost
his sixty-shillings-a-month job because his boss would not give him time off to visit his dying father.
“It is not exactly my fault your father is dying,” his boss had said. “It is either your job, or your presence at
your father’s death-bed.”
And with this his boss had thrown Ntanya’s last two shillings at his feet, since he had already spent the rest of
the month’s salary in advance. Without understanding, he now was asking casually whether his father was dead or
not. God, his father! He had never known what the word father meant, now or any other time. He never understood what brought him here.
It was not filial piety. That had gone, since filial piety is only a meaningless response, in the way that a child
learns to go to the toilet and sticks to the custom once and for all for sixty years. He had come to see a man he had
never known, a man who a hundred times had kicked him out while he was hungry and half-naked. This man had
caused the death of his mother through unfairly inflicting upon her the corroding sorrow of the spirit. This man’s
sole claim on him was fatherhood—and he was not even sure of that. His only real claim on him was that he was
a fellow sufferer. We suffer together and therefore we are relatives.
“No it is not because of your father I am crying. We, your father and I, belong to the old and we die the old
way. We die to relieve ourselves of both the joys and scars of life. Living is very little more than the knitting of a
necklace of scars, like this one.”
With trembling hands she fondled the dirt-coated bead necklace she had worn since when she was a girl; it was
wearing out its twelfth string.
“Like those strangers with a new religion who lately have come to the village and, I hear, count beads with
holy words on their lips to forestall misfortunes, everyone accumulates his beads of scars and counts them without
any intention of forestalling misfortunes. It gets tedious at times, especially if one has too many beads, and then
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one wants to stop both fingering the beads and the little, too little intervals between the beads. No, my son, I am
weeping for you, for the big beads you have already been given and the ones you have yourself accumulated and
the ones you are yet to get.”
This half-conscious soliloquy was anxiously interrupted by Onya, his sister.
“You must be hungry and thirsty; I will fetch you something to drink and eat.”
She quickly disappeared into the food compartment fenced off by the grass stockade that Ntanya had built a
year before. As she went, Mama Ntanya went into an ecstasy of crying, clenching with her fingers deep down into
the ground, pleading with all the spirits and gone-by relations to have mercy on Ntanya, explaining as if in court
that Ntanya was not fully responsible for his misfortunes. Then the little boys and girls quietly sobbed, with their
lips moving in children’s silent holy prayers for the grown-ups’ problems that they did not understand, pleading
for their mother and father and their brothers, but most of all for themselves.
Ntanya was moved to a tenderness of love and sorrow and his lips dropped as tears of indirected tenderness
and love ebbed slowly down. His mother was now shaking like a leaf and he crouched down and held her in his
arms tenderly, as tenderly as if she would melt or break to pieces. Onya brought a big bowl of sour milk and
nudged him in his side. He then felt how dry his throat was. Since his hands were busy his sister held the bowl to
his mouth and he swallowed quickly and greedily like the Sahara Desert swallowing the waters of the Nile. Then
satisfied, he shook his head with the tenderness of a child that has finished suckling and is therefore going to sleep
on the mother’s tender breasts. As though the milk came from his mother, he held her closer and tenderly till he
could hear the fast beating of the old heart that did not have much longer to go. By now her crying had subsided
and she lay there quietly, so many bones in a loose skin with a history and, exhausted, went to sleep.
Ntanya got up, quietly and carefully, so as not to wake her from her momentary peace, so as not to bruise her
wounds for just a little while. Quietly he laid her on her bedstead after Onya had spread out her cow-skin, the only
thing which separated her from the cold and only too-ready-to-receive earth. Obediently like a child—and by now
Ntanya’s mind was roaming over many ages ago before him when his mother was a little fat baby girl being
quietly laid to sleep—she did not wake from this peace, and with her many-holed blanket they covered her to
sleep.\fn{The appears to be an error in the textual transmission at this point. I reproduce it as it appears .}
of the day on his shoulders. He stirred the dying embers and called his little brother and went on to whisper in his
ears things which nobody could hear, electric messages of compliance and understanding that caused a fragile
smile to play on his brother’s small well-curved lips. They were all around him now, laying their hands on his
shoulders and his bent knees, trying to express a sense of solidarity like politicians talking union. They all sat
around quietly, without anybody wanting to break the silence with words. Ntanya stretched his long legs across
and above the dying fire and a joint snapped noisily. His youngest brother burst out laughing and quickly threw a
look at his sister, his mentor of good manners, and in his youthful knowledge he knew that she disapproved, so he
immediately stopped and sat down facing the fire in a posture that emulated his brother.
Ntanya silently put his arm around his youngest brother and pulled him to his side, and silently they all sat
again to wait for the one who would break the silence. They sat on like that till the whole hut was graveyard—
silent and the golden flicker in the fire swallowed up in darkness. Slowly the silence swallowed them, one by one,
the silence crystalized in the consciousness of the young ones, and one by one they dropped into the darkness of
sleep, the youngest hanging his head over his brother’s strong and coarse thigh with a limp neck like that of a
dead chicken.
Finally there was only one consciousness in the hut, Ntanya’s; a consciousness that, once diffuse, was starting
to crystallize from history, and geography and the future like clouds collecting on the top of Kilimanjaro, that
were starting to condense to a point. His body and mind became electrified into acute sensation and clarity. He
collected himself and quietly sent them all to bed, each to his assigned area on the cold earth with only banana
leaves forestalling the would-be oneness. All the time he was telling himself, “I’ll put them all to bed. God, you
can see I’ll put them all to bed, quietly and tenderly,” as if to reconfirm what deep down he believed in—his
innocence.
When he came to Onya who had fallen asleep in an unladylike posture he noticed how pretty she was. He lit a
match to examine her cfoser. At fourteen, she looked like a grown-up woman, with gloss and color coming in
under her chocolate face and a conical breast come to a point as sharp as a pin under her cheap dress. She was
strongly built and stout, built to bear many children, for strength and fecundity ran in the family. Ntanya was
thinking and swearing to himself as he assessed her beauty with pride, that he’d be there, he’d be there for
whosoever married her and if he misused her the way his father had treated his mother—here he clenched his fists
and grinned in his unachieved fury—he would kill him. He looked at her again, his eyes proudly caressing the
sleeping outlines that were slightly exaggerated by the faint light of the match. Her uncommitted brown was just
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right, not too white to get freckles and exhibit her feelings, not too dark to be mysterious. His heart beat faster in
his chest as he encountered his sister’s beauty in its totality. He now understood the story he had once been told
that if a man saw God he would die. He had examined her so carefully, like a woman who has just discovered in
her nudity before a mirror her infinite beauty, and whose heart is beating peacefully in joyful horror. The
unnoticed match burned down to a flicker between his fingers. That hurt. Quickly he threw it down and licked his
fingers.
Quietly, he knelt down beside her in the uneasy darkness of the hut. He pushed one arm below her supple neck
and the other below the round protruding buttocks. He slowly picked her up, like a soldier picking up a comrade
hurt in war, and laid her down on that rough-hewn bedstead which Ntanya had made he didn’t remember how
long ago. As he laid her down she woke up and put her arms on Ntanya’s shoulders, whispering, “You must be
strong for us. You must be strong. You are a man,” and with that she lapsed back to sleep. Ntanya lingered on in
the hut a little longer, gazing into the darkness, seeing nothing. Gazing into the darkness of his soul, there was a
glimmer of light advertizing dawn.
The happenings of the day and of the last few hours, and they had been many indeed, were starting to sort
themselves out into distinct patches, like a meeting of old mell breaking down into age-group committees. His
daytime experiences were starting to crystallize into a pattern though it was still rather blurred, and needed further
focusing. He must not disturb these crystallizations; one must not disturb the rising of the sun no matter how
much of a hurry one is in, one must wait, one must count one’s fingers over and over again till the sun rises.
Ntanya was going to count his fingers and wait for this silent self-birth of reorganization in the dark forest of his
soul.
How quiet the hut was in its uncanny peacefulness. Once in a while there was the scratch-scratch of the old
soul scratching a louse off her dry skin. There was noise of life still stealing through the darkness of the village.
Boys and girls playing hide and seek, hyaena and lion, with lighted grass torches. Maybe the noise had been there
throughout. Maybe it was only the stillness of the hut that made it more audible.
Ntanya stretched himself out. He noticed a new strength coming into his muscles. In spite of all the walking,
he was no longer tired. His dying father was asleep and the orders of the village medicine man were that he was
not to be disturbed. All of a sudden, he felt he must see his father, just look at him. He tried to build up his father’s
image in his mind, and to his surprise he could not. He tried to close his eyes and create his father’s physical
outlines but again he failed.
He moved across the clearing in front of the family hut, slowly across the shrub planted against the white ants
into his father’s hut which faced west. Quietly, he removed the axe-hewn plank that formed the door of the hut
and heard the feeble breathing of his father. He lit a match and hid it in the cup of his hands. He must not wake up
the dying man. His father was almost covered with a goatskin, though his face and feet were bare. He moved closer. The old man’s mouth was wide open, his hair now brown and collected in little beads like that of a Hottentot,
leaving most of the scalp bare. There was something in the old man’s helpless posture that raised in Ntanya a
mixed feeling of nausea, contempt, hatred and pity. It was not at all like the helplessness of Mama Ntanya. Hers
was the helplessness of victory, the helplessness of an impala that has been shot with a rifle and falls down staring
at the hunter.
No, the helplessness of the old man was different. Ntanya stared at this dying thing, his father who had so
quickly turned into an object of embarrassment. He twitched slightly with revulsion. The once strong, ugly and
fierce face had lost all its luster. The skin was hanging loosely, disgustingly loosely, and the once ugly scar on the
left cheek had folded in like a cave. The eyes that were once so bright red with rage or drink, perpetually busy
finding someone to be dealt with by physical and psychological violence, had now become sunken as though to
hide themselves from this ignominy.
Ntanya looked on, emptied of all his bitterness, to this ghost appearance of defeat. He wished his mother could
be resurrected just for a moment to witness this, just for a moment. He remembered a long time ago—oh! so long
ago—his mother falling to the ground with blood spurting out of her mouth as she slumped under his father’s
heavy drunken blow. He remembered her saying to her husband, in resignation to her impending dreadful death,
that his strength would one day pass. He remembered the day so well though it was long ago. He remembered
darkness coming into his soul as he clenched his tiny fists in anger and told himself that one day he would kill his
father.
It had been only a few yards from where he was now standing, witnessing his mother’s prophecy come true.
Only a few years ago, and now here his father lay devoid of his most important manly attribute—strength. Oh
how he wished his mother were alive just for a moment to I look at the sight of the man she had served so faithfully and who had killed her. And as he stood wishing all this, the sun in his heart rose higher and higher in the
sky. The patterns in his soul were becoming clearer. He must not by-pass anything. He must see everything in its
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glaring clarity.
As he was concentrating on the pattern of his life growing in his soul and the true picture of everything slowly
becoming cogent, images like water spilt on the ground slowly forming streamlets, his father made a movement.
It was a move of desperation, of a man suddenly finding himself in a desert alone. He tried to turn around in his
sleep that was not sleep. He tried desperately and helplessly. Ntanya wanted to help him turn. He was still asleep.
Ntanya stretched his hands to help him, stretched them until he could almost touch him.
Then something happened. He could not move his hands. He could not touch him. He tried, but something
seemed to tie him back. There was no bitterness or revenge in his heart any more, but he could not stretch his
hands to help him. He was trembling slightly and tears were collecting on his face, but try as he might he could
not help his father turn over. He stood there for a while more, shaking and trembling but unable to move. Finally
and abruptly, confused and without understanding, like one walking out of a bad dream, he dashed out quickly
and unconsciously. He banged his head badly on the roof of the low hut. He remembered only later, much later,
that on his way out as he touched his face he was quietly whispering to himself:
“Ssh, don’t wake up my father.”
In the open he noticed that the moon had come out, a late and bashful moon that shone as if forced. So far it
did not light the western hills of Kachawanga. People were not in the village yet. Children were still lost in their
games. Husbands and wives, boys and girls, were quarreling here and there. They were always quarreling. He felt
it was late, and wondered whether they would stay up all night for fear of the unknown world of sleep. But
tomorrow began the second week of the ninth month, and therefore the reaping season would start. They were
staying up to celebrate. It was always the same, year after year. One worked to death to plant and then one night,
only one night, one harvesting to thank all the spirits that stood by, forestalled evil while one worked.
He could not sleep. Not tonight. Something was happening in him, he must see it through awake. In the
meanwhile he must occupy himself, so as not to disturb what was going on inside him. …
139.64 1. Why Mt. Kibo And Mt. Mawenzi Separated And Why Mt. Mawenzi Has A Rough Surface 2. How
Moshi Became Chief Of The Marangu: Two Folktales\fn{by Hannah Kissassi (c.1940?- )} Zanzibar, Tanzania (F) -1
1
As you know, the Kilimanjaro mountain really consists of two mountains, the highest summit, Kibo, and a
rough sharp peak, Mawenzi.
Once upon a time Kibo and Mawenzi were neighbors, and like all neighbors they used to get fire from each
other.
One day Mawenzi went to Kibo’s house for fire, and found Kibo cooking. Mawenzi looked into the pot and
asked if she could taste the food. How delicious it was!
Mawenzi went back home and on the wayshe threw away the fire and once again came back to Kibo’s house
for more fire and asked if she could taste the food again. When she left the house, once more she threw away the
fire and went back to Kibo’s house.
After Mawenzi had returned four times for fire and tasted the food each time, Kibo became very angry and
started to beat her with firewood and chase her away.
So Mawenzi and Kibo separated and till this day Mawenzi has a rough surface, where she was beaten with the
firewood;.
2
Long, long ago in the Kiilamanjaro, there were two leaders, Moshi and Mtui. A fight broke out between them.
Moshi’s fighters were very brave. Not so the fighters of Mtui, but they had a snail to help them.
This snail lived under a big tree near the river and whenever Mtui’s soldiers were killed in the fighting, they
were taken to the snail, who wiped them with his tongue and they became alive again and went back to battle.
Many days passed and the war still went on and on. At last Moshi tried to find out why Mtui’s people always
came back to battle.
A girl was asked to go to Mtui’s place and pretend to be a servant but she was really a spy and she went to
watch out and to report back to Moshi. One night she looked out to see what was going on and she saw Mtui’s
people carrying their dead to the river. Then Snail came out from under the tree and wiped the dead soldiers with
his tongue, whereupon they rose and became alive again.
The girl ran away from Mtui’s place and went to tall Moshi what had happened.
Then Moshi went down to the river and killed the snail and when Mtui’s people came with their dead, they saw
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the snail was no longer alive.
From that time Moshi won battles and he has been the ruler of the Marangu until today.
139.62 1. A Desirable Husband 2. A Couple Who Had No Children: Two Folktales\fn{by Marion Chisonga (c.1940?)} Tanzania (F) 2
1
Once there was a widow, who lived with her only daughter. They earned their living by farming. As the girl
grew up, she became very pretty. Her beauty maddened the young men of the village, and each of them swore to
marry her.
The widow realized the girl’s beauty and warned her not to accept any proposal without her mother’s approval.
Young men poured into the house like rain—one after another came to propose marriage. Whenever a young
man came, the girl would welcome him, give him food, then go out to the fields where her mother was working.
From a distance she would start to sing:
Mama weee!
Ku Kayo Kuwe Wanyeni wee!
Oooo! Mwanangu wee!
*
Hello! Mother.
There is a visitor at home.
Yes, my daughter.

Then the mother would go home and begin to drag her leg behind her as if she suffered great pain. All the way
home she would sing:
Mseka Kilema Si Mkwe wangu
A lombwa Mwanangu alombwa.
*
One who laughs at a lame woman won’t be my
Son-in-law when my daughter marries.

As she approached the house, the mother would drop down as if she could not walk because of her injuredleg.
Many men could bear to look at the old mother and left without even saying goodbye.
“That is not the man for you,” the mother would say, as she saw disgust or laughter in the young man’s
expression.
At last a young man appeared, and he behaved differently. When he saw the old woman’s sorrowful condition,
he made no movement and remained calm. The old woman went down on her knees, singing:
Mseka Kilema Si Mkwe wangu
A lombwa Mwanagu alombwa.
*
One who laughs at a lame woman won’t be my
Son-in-law when my daughter marries.

She moved towards the young man. He ordered the girl to prepare warm water, so as to wash the old woman.
Then he seated her properly and unwrapped the dirty bandages that she always wore round her leg. Before he
could do more, she stood up and said:
“You are the right man to marry my daughter. You were not put off by my appearance. I am sure you will look
after my child in health and sickness; in wealth and poverty. You will surely care for me, too.”
2
Paukwa-pakawa,\fn{Once upon a time.} there lived a husband and wife. They were very unhappy because they
had no children, although they had been married for many years.
Their neighbors made fun of them and would have nothing to do with them. The wife was especially unhappy,
as in the village the women all worked together. Yet no one wanted to work with her, and she had to fetch water
and firewood and do other jobs all by herself. She was very lonely, and no one came near her—not even the
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neighbor’s children.
The husband was a hunter. One day when he went to set his traps, he found two guinea pigs. As he approached
them, they said:
“Please don’t kill us. Just free us from the traps.”
The man did so, and to his surprise there stood before him two beautiful girls. He could not believe his eyes.
He was very frightened and wanted to run off, but the girls said they were his daughters, and they begged him to
take them home. And so he did. He joyously took them back to his wife.
Of course the woman was very happy and they all celebrated together, but the girls warned their parents never
to mention where they came from.
From that day on, there was always laughter in the hunter’s home. Every day when the daughters went to fetch
water and firewood, the neighbors gazed at them and admired their beauty, wondering where they came from.
Driven by curiosity and envy, the villagers started to befriend the couple they had once ignored. They began to
ask all kinds of questions about the girls, but they did not learn anything from their cunning enquiries.
The villagers did not give up. One day the hunter and his wife were invited to a party. This was the first time
they ad ever been invited to attend a social gathering in the village, and they were very proud to go, accompanied
by their beautiful daughters.
There was plenty of beer to drink, and the hunter and his wife drank and drank till they were soon quite drunk.
Their daughters begged them to go home, but they would not listen, and at last the daughters went home alone.
When the girls left, everyone began to ask questions—where did they come from?
Poor old hunter, in his drunken stupor, he told them.
The minute he let out the secret and said the word “guinea-pigs,” the girls at home realized what had
happened, and were very sad. They left the house, and as they went they sang:
Nkanemela nditi malombe
Nkanemela.
Mmwe Baba!
Nkanemela
Mmwa Mama
Nkanemela nditi malombe
Nkanemela!
Che Nangwenje\fn{The hunter’s name.} ana mpilikene uli?
Nkanemela nditi malombe
Nkanemela.
Litotwe mwanja; ana mpilikene uli?
Nkanemela nditi malombe
Nkanemela
Litawala mwanja, ana mpilikene uli?
Nkanemela nditi malombe
Nkanemela.
Che Nangwenje Ngani Mjilipwile akuno
Nkanemela.

Meaning: “Father and mother, your pride is in vain. The guinea-pigs are going, and it is your fault.”
The girls ran and ran, repeating the song until they came to the place where they had been found. They got
back into the traps and that very moment they were transformed into guinea-pigs again.
By this time all the villagers at the party had gone home, and the hunger and his wife were left by themselves,
sound asleep. After some hours they woke up;. They looked around and saw that nobody was there. So they set
off home, calling out all the way and asking where their daughters were. People peeped at them from their houses,
but did not answer—they just laughed.
The hunter and his wife tried to recall what had happened. They realized at last. Oh! How foolish they had
been, and how cunning were their neighbors!
At last the couple arrived home, but they foud it empty. The hunter ran to the forest and searched for his traps.
What do you think he saw?
294.105 Excerpt from Underdevelopment and Industralization in Tanzania: A Study in Perverse Capitalist
Industrial Development: “Towards A Socialist Industrialization Strategy”\fn{by Justinian F. Rweyemamu (19421982)} Katoma, Bukoba Region, Tanzania (M) 11\fn{All the italicizations are in the text; the major internal divisions are his; the
minor sub-divisions of the text are largely mine:H }
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1
In part I, I outlined both the historical necessity and the Tanzanian leadership's resolve (as in the Arusha
Declaration and subsequent pronouncements) to establish a socialist society. In part II, I explored how and why
the pattern of industrialization that was taking place in Tanzania was deepening its underdevelopment. In this
chapter I endeavour to explore, though briefly, to what extent the pursuance of a socialist industrialization strategy might eliminate underdevelopment and establish the economy on a self-sustaining basis. This is done in several stages: section 6.2 examines the nature of Tanzanian socialist goals and in section 6.3 the nature of planning
relations and their implications for socialist resource allocation is discussed. Section 6.4 concludes with an exploration of socialist production relations.
I should point out at the very outset that some of the discussion which follows is speculative.
The science of the political economy of socialism is relatively young and the experience of the post-capitalist
societies, even when available in print, is not always unambiguous. I must therefore disclaim any pretension to
specialist knowledge.
The areas of ignorance and uncertainty on this subject remain distressingly large. In what follows, I have simply tried to fit available scraps of information into a coherent theoretical framework, but this frame work must, of
course, be regarded as tentative and subject to revision as and when further information becomes available.
2
As the discussion of socialist goals and objectives (and a fortiori the theory of socialist economy) is marked by
a great lack of precision and of definition of even the most fundamental concepts, with the result that even the
goals of society mean different objectives to different people, it is appropriate to specify that in the following section socialism is taken to mean the domination by the immediate producers over their conditions of existence and,
therefore, in the first instance, over their means of production and products.\fn{ Charles Bettleheim, “More on the Society of
Transition”, Monthly Review, vol. XXII, no. 7 (December 1970) p. 2.}
Politically, socialism implies power to the working class (i.e. industrial workers and peasants) whereas economically socialist development necessitates collective ownership of the means of production, that is, the end of exploitation.
Under socialist conditions, the development of society becomes purposeful and conscious and the organized social
activity of man is directed to achieving the effective realization of definite purposes—this is expressed by the planning
of economic and social development.
But the domination of workers over their conditions of work means more than this; it signifies a new type of relationship among men, a new order of priorities, a new mode of life and culture. If it does not include all this, socialism
loses its meaning and appeal. This meaning, to define it concretely, is the subordination of production to needs, as
much of what is produced as of how it is produced.
This defines the ultimate relations of production that can be identified with the existence of a socialist society.
We do not at the present moment have such a society. Our immediate problem is, therefore, how to plan to attain
this particular socialist society. In other words, we have to discuss the nature of our immediate objectives, that is,
those of the period of transition, in order to specify the means that will increasingly approximate the ultimate attainment of socialism as formulated above.
The immediate goals of Tanzanian development, if it is to attain socialism, are clear enough. First and foremost it is
necessary to eliminate Tanzania's present underdevelopment in order to establish an internally integrated and selfreliant economy.
Secondly, it is necessary to establish the foundation for the emergence of socialist man. Moreover, these two
objectives are to be attained simultaneously rather than sequentially.
Briefly, underdevelopment can be cured only if the dependency relationships created by the colonial and postcolonial division of labour, namely the dependency on the centre’s markets; technological dependency and
dependency on foreign (metropolitan, private) entrepreneurs (relationships that necessarily lead to perverse capitalist
development and a significant lack of changes in modes of production and production relations) are eliminated, so that
the economy of Tanzania becomes internally integrated and self-reliant.
On the other hand, the foundations for the emergence of socialist man can be said to exist if appropriate mechanisms
and institutions are created to guarantee the socialist relations of production described above. Specifically, attempts must
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be made to eliminate (though by no means abolish, at least during the period of transition) alienating and exploiting
relations of production.
However, the struggle against exploitation (and to some extent alienation) does not take its full meaning until it
becomes a conscious struggle against false priorities, a battle against the waste and deprivation that capitalism imposes
on society (developed or underdeveloped).
To struggle against the exploitation (and alienation) of labour is necessarily also to struggle against the purpose for
which labour is exploited. Thus the proximate goals of Tanzanian socialism during the period of transition reduce to the
acquisition of collective ownership of the major means of production and the ability to plan in such a way as to
liquidate underdevelopment.
This interpretation implies an initial bias towards concentrating on measures of expanding productive forces as well
as altering the structure of the economy rather than concentrating on a process of creating new production relations and
new norms of distribution. This is inevitable, in view of the low level of productive forces from which we start.
Nevertheless, this should not obscure the fact that what distinguishes socialism as a system and gives its appeal is the
nature of its production relations.
It is now appropriate to indicate how the socialist pattern of development can liquidate underdevelopment.
It will be recalled that the major cause of 'perverse capitalist industrial development'—a significant component of
underdevelopment—was traced to the following dependency relationships: dependency on the. Centre’s markets (for
exports) as well as technological dependency and dependency on foreign (metropolitan, private) entrepreneurs. Technological dependency and dependency on the centre’s markets is due to the lack of symmetry between the structure of
production and the structure of consumption, and consequently the absence of capital goods industries, especially those
geared to raising the labour productivity of the agricultural sector.
Moreover, the dependency on foreign (private) entrepreneurs reinforces the above dependency relationships in so far as
foreigners’ investment decisions are merely an extension of their home countries’ demand.
To the extent then, that socialist development requires collective ownership of the major means of production, it
necessarily weakens the foreign and private content of investment decisions and a fortiori enables the society to orient
its investment decisions in accordance with its real needs.
Collective ownership of the basic means of production achieved through nationalization measures therefore sets the
basis for fundamental changes.
Once one of the basic foundations of socialism has been laid (i.e. nationalization), as it has in the case of Tanzania,
the major concern turns to the nature of socialist planning, that is, to the specifIcation of priorities in such a way as to
ensure growth and balanced development. This raises a host of important questions including, among others, the
objectives of planning; planning methodology and implementation; resource allocation and production relations.
It is to these issues that we now turn.
3
Economic planning, or more precisely the planning of economic development, is an essential feature of socialism. It
belies the fact that a socialist economy does not develop in a spontaneous manner but that its growth is guided and
directed by the conscious will of organized society. Considering the low level of material forces from which we start, the
major task of planning must be to develop our productive forces, particularly the industrialization of the country and the
modernization of agriculture. Planning techniques and methodology will therefore be dominated by this fundamental
problem: to ensure a sustained rate of economic growth through accumulation. But planning must be geared towards
establishing socialist production relations and as such it must be elaborated and set in operation on the basis of the
initiatives of the masses, so that it concentrates and co-ordinates the experiences and the projects of the masses.
However, this consideration raises the issue of centralization-decentralization which will be discussed in due course.
Two problems arise immediately with regard to planning as formulated above. First, what is the scope, i.e. the activities
in the economy that have to be planned? And secondly, what are the methods of ensuring the realization of the plan?
First, let us consider the scope of national planning which depends on the ownership structure. In the case of
Tanzania we have the nationalized sector, the co-operative sector and the private sector. In order to plan effectively it
is necessary that state ownership become the key form of social ownership in the process of constructing socialism. For
only in this way is it possible to construct an economy serving the needs of the whole society.
Secondly, socialist planning and effective direction of the development of the national economy does not require that
every activity of society should be planned. Only two major decisions must be incorporated in the plan: the division of the
national income into consumption and investment, and the allocation of investments to different sectors of the economy.
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The first determines the general rate of economic growth, the second the direction of economic development. Of course,
the plan must ensure that technical and general economic requirements are fulfilled. For example, the plan must observe
the general equilibrium conditions affecting the proportions necessary in the process of production and reproduction.
These are, however, merely technical aspects while the above decisions are really of a political character.
The problem of allocating resources between consumption and investment is one of the most difficult to resolve
unambiguously. On the one hand, a high proportion of investment leads to high rates of growth but implies low
consumption levels. However, one of the principal productive forces in building socialism is the productive power of an
increasingly skilled and conscious individual. Consequently, improvements of such manpower, through increases in the
rates of consumption at the early period of transition, should be regarded as one of the most productive investments. On
the other hand, the relations between proportions of consumption and investment depend on the planning horizon and, a
fortiori, on the expected length of the period of transition. For in the short run, for example four to five years, maximizing
the growth rate of income is incompatible with increasing consumption. But for longer periods, this incompatibility can be
eliminated. It is thus necessary to have some idea of the expected length of the period of transition. The choice of the time
period in which the optimization of consumption is compatible with optimization of output expansion is therefore an
important theoretical problem.
On the basis of available evidence (i.e. on the historical performance of the existing post-capitalist societies) it is
reasonable to assume a fairly long period of transition. This empirical recommendation is also fortified by the following
consideration: the ab initlo conditions of Tanzania are such as to expect economic decolonization and development to be
agonizingly slow even with efficient policy formulation and execution, as well as the most favourable external
relations.\fn{ Reginald H. Green, “Political Independence and the National Economy: An Essay on the Political Economy of
Decolonization” in C. H. Allen, and R. W. Johnson (eds.), African Perspectives (London, Cambridge University Press, 1970), p. 286.} To
the extent that a long period of transition is acceptable, the plan period can be determined by maximizing the
growth of the national income and subject to a minimum level of consumption being attained, and increased,
every year. The level of consumption and its rate will be partly determined by the structure of the basic goods,
to be discussed below.
With respect to the sectoral distribution of investments, we encounter even more fundamental difficulties.
As already pointed out, the allocation of investments to the different sectors of the economy determines the
direction of economic development. The problem is: what should be the criteria for making such a choice?
More fundamentally, we must establish a criterion that will ensure that provided we are pursuing 'non-perverse
growth', the goods being produced at any given time are really those which at a given stage of technological
evolution allow for the best and most rational satisfaction (at the least cost in terms of money, time and trouble)
of a given need.
To begin with, the fundamental needs of man are not predetermined once and for all by human nature. They
are conditioned by the development of the means available for their satisfaction, the development techniques of
production (i.e. the nature and conditions of work) and by the changes which the development of production
techniques bring about in the natural environment. Indeed, as Marx points out:
Production furnishes consumption not only with its object. It gives consumption its definition, its character, its finish. … The
object is not an object as such, but a specific object, which must be consumed in a specific way, a way which is again
determined by production itself. Hunger is hunger, but the kind of hunger that is satisfied with cooked meat eaten with a fork
and knife is different from the hunger which bolts down raw meat with hand, tooth and nail. Therefore production produces
not only the object of consumption but also the manner of consumption, not only objectively but also subjectively.
Production thus creates the consumer. Production not only furnishes the object of a need, but it also furnishes the need for an
object.\fn{Karl Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1970), p. x.}

Nevertheless in our present circumstances a broad categorization of our fundamental needs can be made. It can
safely be asserted, for example, that production should be geared to producing basic goods, basic in the sense that
they are used in the production, directly or indirectly, of all the other goods.\fn{ Pierro Sraffa, Production of Commodities
by Means of Commodities (London, Cambridge University Press, 1960), p. 7. } These basic goods consist essentially of wage
goods and the means of production that establishes the foundation of a self-sustaining economy, and afortiori
guarantees the reproduction and expansion of wage goods. It is the first category of basic goods that has often
been given attention, even though wage goods have sometimes been confused with consumption goods. The
former do not include luxuries ex definitione since luxuries are not used either as instruments of production or as
articles of subsistence in the production of others. Wage goods can be subdivided into primarily private con sumption wage goods and collective consumption wage goods, although this latter distinction is not easy to define
precisely.
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The instruments of production necessary for guaranteeing the reproduction and expansion of basic wage goods
have often been given scant attention in our development plans. But these are the only goods that can transform
our economy from a dependency relationship to one of economic independence. They include both raw materials
and capital goods, i.e. machines to produce machines. As pointed out in part II these capital goods have certain
properties that have important implications for the growth process. The major argument against the introduction
of capital goods and important raw materials is the lack of economic capacity to do so, in particular, the inability
of the underdeveloped countries to take advantage of economies of scale, which are assumed to characterize
modern industrial production. Let us review the nature of the economies of scale argument.
Ordinarily economies of scale denote the existence of an inverse relationship between monetary cost of
production and the level of output. This has normally been taken to indicate the existence of an optimum level of
output, i.e. a single level of output at which unit costs are lower than at any other level. But as the studies by Bain
and Jewkes indicate, the notion of an optimum level of output is not supported by available evidence.\fn{J. S. Bain,
Barriers to New Competition (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1956); J. Jewkes, “Are Economies of Scale Unlimited?” in E.
A. G. Robinson (ed.), Economic Consequences of the Size of Nations (New York, St. Martin's Press, 1960).} Moreover, as Brewster

and Thomas cogently point out, the debate on economies of scale has failed to take notice of the well-known
Marsisallian distinction between levels of cost curves and movements along cost curves. If this distinction is
made, it is possible for economies of scale to be a characteristic of different situations where at any given level of
output the absolute levels of unit cost may vary. Moreover, economies of scale should be interpreted as the existence of an inverse relationship between the physical input/output ratio and the level of physical output.\fn{ Havelock Brewster and Clive Y. Thomas, An Organic Theory of Economic Integration (University of Guyana, 1971, mimeo.)}
In the literature on economies of scale, the major source of purely physical unit cost savings as output is
increased derives from the phenomenon of cubic dimensions and avoidance of 'short runs1.\fn{ For a discussion of
“cubic dimension”, see Hollis B. Chenery, “Engineering Production Functions” in W. W. Leontief and others, Studies in the Structure of the
American Economy (New York, Oxford University Press, 1953). } There are, however, other factors which introduce variation

in unit cost and level of output but not in an inverse way. These are primarily pecuniary factors inclu-ding factor
prices, the level of labour productivity, the size of external economies or diseconomies and exchange rates. In
view of these factors it is clear that monetary economies of scale do not necessarily establish the case for attaining
a certain minimum level of output that can be regarded as optimal. In other words, it is possible for the same
absolute levels of unit cost to prevail in different industries or firms even though they are producing at widely
different levels of output. Indeed, as Brewster and Thomas point out:
a sufficient volume of empirical documentation has been built up to permit us to conclude fairly confidently that when
there is an inverse relation between unit cost and output, the rate of the inversion tends to vary along the cost curves.\fn
{Brewster and Thomas, op. cit., p. 59.}

This suggests two important policy implications.
In the first place, since the inverse relationship is often a varying one, it is possible that the attainment of the
optimum level of production may not be the variable to be considered. Rather, attention must be given to 'critical
minimum' levels of output, which in the case of steel, for example, may be as low as a quarter of the generally
accepted least cost volume of output.\fn{Brewster and Thomas indicate that from the evidence they have drawn from case studies
in specific developing countries, an increase in production of finished steel from 50,000 tons to 250,000 tons reduces the unit cost of
production by 36 per cent, whereas it calls for a further increase of as much as 750,000 tons to lower the unit cost by only 25 per cent; see
Brewster and Thomas, op. cit., p. 60.} However, this does not mean that Tanzania can establish any industry. Indeed, the

argument calls for stronger measures towards regional integration. But the above is intended to dispel the common
fallacy that even in such a grouping, such as the East African Community, the production of basic goods is 'uneconomic'.
While we are on the topic of regional integration it should be noted that the enlargement of the market (partly to reap the
benefits of economies of scale) has the principal effect of bringing a greater range of resources and consumption
requirements into the orbit of a single economic system. The potential advantages of this are that resource combinations
which would have been unlikely under autarky now become possible, resulting in greater scope for the use of regional
resources and their by-products. Furthermore, with a wider variety of consumption weights in the expanded market, it
becomes easier to create an economic system which displays a reasonable symmetry between the structure of production
and the structure of consumption.\fn{Brewster and Thomas, op. cit., p. 29.}
Secondly, in view of the differences in inter-firm, inter-country comparisons of different levels of unit cost at
different levels of output, it may be preferable to be guided by import prices in designing investment projects.
However, the use of import data is constrained by the pervasity of 'dumping'.\fn{ The existence of dumping owes its
theoretical explanation to differential pricing under monopolistic competition. Its pervasive nature in international trade is shown by H.
W. de Jong, “The Significance of Dumping in International Trade”, Journal of World Trade Law, vol. 2, no. 2 (March-April 1968), where
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it is shown that steel, textiles, synthetic rubber, non ferrous-metals, chemicals, refined sugar, household appliances, footwear, etc. are
subject to dumping.}

To the extent that boundaries ascribed to an industry may vary and, when defined, industries have different critical
and optimum sizes of output, these magnitudes themselves varying in the same industry, from country to country, firm to
firm and from time to time, there is no reason why Tanzania in the framework of the East African Community should not
endeavour to establish some of the means of production industries. In view of resource constraints, Tanzania should
concentrate on the production of iron and steel, and chemicals, in her first efforts towards a self-sustaining economy. The
choice of iron and steel is because of there being resources for such an industry, and it is one with the highest level of
'technological convergence'.\fn{B. Ames and Yan Chiou-Shuang, “Economic Interrelatedness”, Review of Economic Studies
(October 1965). See also, Simpson and Tsukui, “The Fundamental Structure of Input Output Table, An International Comparison”, Review of Economics and Studies (November 1965). }

Although the change in the factor bias of technical progress was one of the aspects stressed when discussing the
technical foundations of development, there is another aspect that deserves our attention. The source of gains from
technical progress has often been understated in the literature on development, in relation to the gains from
accumulation. Empirical studies in the advanced countries have indicated, using the residual method, that a
significant increase in the growth of output is due to increases in the rate of technical progress rather than increases in the rate of accumulation and labour.\fn{ Solow, for example, fitting a Cobb-Douglas production function to data on the U.S.
for the period 1909-49, attributes 90 per cent of the rise in GNP per man hour to technical progress, see Robert Solow, “Technical Change
and the Aggregate Production Function”, Review of Economics and Statistics (August 1957). } However, a controversy has raged

on regarding the residual method, and doubts have been expressed about the validity of attributing to
technological progress an increase in output, a phenomenon which is supposed to occur irrespective of increases
in the rate of accumulation and labour. Yet, there can be little doubt that the results obtained by Abramovitz,
Solow, Lave, Feilner, Nelson, etc. are not significantly different from what we would expect. Marx showed over a
century ago that constant technical progress exists within a capitalist economy of necessity. A capital owner who
did not introduce it not only denied himself surplus profit but was liable to be eventually excluded from the
production process. As a competitor introduced technical improvements into his production plant and lowered the
costs of production, the price of the given article fell to a level equal to the sum of the new lowered cost of
production plus an average rate of profit. Bankruptcy threatened capital owners who did not carry out innovations
in their plant because the price which they could obtain on the market would be lower than the costs of their own
production.\fn{For example, Marx in Hired Labour and Capital says: “By applying new and better means of production, the capital
owner will be able to sell his goods at a price exceeding the actual cost of production. .. . However, our capitalist’s privilege will not last
long; other capitalists in rivalry with him will introduce the same machinery and the same division of labour... . Such is the law which again
and again forces capitalists to put strain on the productive force of labour since capital has previously created this tension; it is a law which
gives the capitalists no rest, and continually whispers: forward! forward!” Quoted by 0. Lange, Papers on Economics and Sociology (New
York, Pergamon Press, 3970).} It was this compulsion to achieve technical progress within the capitalist system which

carried with it the compulsion to accumulate, the inevitability of the centralization of capital and the continual
upsurge of the reserve army of the unemployed. A theoretical issue which has not yet received the attention it
deserves is whether this accelerated tempo of technical progress is possible under a socialist regime.\fn{ There is
some doubt expressed by Ota Sik, among others, that the socialist countries are capable of leading the capitalist countries technologically.
This is one reason for Ota Sik’s recommendation of introducing market socialism. See his book, Plan and Market Under Socialism (White
Plains, New York, International Arts & Sciences Press, 1968). } An important aspect of this unique role of technical progress

is its 'embodiment' in capital goods. Of course, progress is necessarily 'disembodied' in the sense that new ideas
must always be put into effect in relation to the initially given resources. This is an essential constraint under
which all economies operate. Improved production methods working on the initially given resources then lead to
more and better capital goods. However, the chances of substantial and continued improvement are undoubtedly
greater if the processes used on the initial resources are rich in changeable properties, i.e. in what Feliner called
the 'dimensions of improvement'—than if these processes offer improvement possibilities in a few directions.\fn
{W. Fellner, “Trends in the Activities Generating Technological Progress”, American Economic Review (March 1970).} The use of a
large variety of instruments of production opens up a large number of dimensions of potential improvement.
Indeed, Feliner found out that the results of 'learning by doing' are significantly influenced by differ ences in the
available number of dimensions of improvement. Hence physical capital formation helps in the improvement
process if for no other reason than it increases the number of directions in which improvement can proceed. The
link between capital goods industries and technical change is also provided by 'vintage models' developed by
Solow, Johansen, Kaldor and Mirrlees.\fn{ R. Solow, “Investment and Technical Progress” in K. Arrow, S. Karlin and P. Supper
(eds.), Mathematical Methods in the Social Science (Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1960), pp. 89-104; L. Johansen, “Substitution
Versus Fixed Production Coefficients in the Theory of Economic Growth: A Synthesis”, Econometrica (April 1959), pp. 157-76; N. Kaldor
and J. Mirrlees, “A New Model of Economic Growth”, Review of Economic Studies (1962), 29 (3), So, pp. 174-92.} Their production

function becomes a 'choice of design function', i.e. new technology is 'embodied' in new capital goods. Once a
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machine is constructed factor proportions determine output per unit of labour, since each machine requires a fixed
amount of labour, i.e. there is no possibility of ex post capital labour substitution. Finally there is the close
relationship between technology producers and users which facilitates the flow of knowledge between them thus
enhancing the embodiment of technical progress in capital goods.
There are many theoretical considerations related to the problem of technical change which will require the
immediate attention of theorists: what, for example, determines the stock of knowledge of a society, how and
when does part of that knowledge take the form of innovations, which industries are likely to initiate adoption of
the new techniques, and what are the characteristics of the transmission mechanism that underlie the diffusion of
new techniques throughout the economy? While awaiting answers to such questions there are immediate policy
implications of singling out the role of technical change in development.
First, the plan should establish indigenous industries for machine tools, machine building and repair, material
and component manufacture. These industries are not large establishments, they are, contrary to what is often
believed, labour intensive industries. They accelerate the process of technical change through their intimate
contacts with the technology users. Their familiarity with the environment ensures that technical developments
are practical and economical in their local setting. Building up such industries in the Tanzanian context means
starting on the ground floor and at a relatively low technical level in some cases. By a combination of imaginative
improvisation and adaptation, the absorption of scientific knowledge from abroad, an emphasis on technical
training, tolerance of initial imperfections by the customers, and accumulated experience and confidence
emanating from self-achievement, Tanzania is capable of establishing a strong and healthy technology-producing
sector over the next ten to fifteen years. The Soviet Union, Japan, Eastern European countries and China have
demonstrated in this century that the transition from a largely imitative to an innovatory role can be accomplished
in this way.\fn{A. Maddison, Economic Growth in Japan and the USSR (London, George Allen and Unwin, 1969).}
Secondly, Tanzania, together with the other partner states, must, in the context of the East African Community,
set up documentation and information centres to keep track of past and current technological developments
throughout the world.\fn{Scientific and technological centres have played an important part in Japanese and Soviet economic
development. In 1963 about 210,000 abstracts of foreign scientific papers were made by the Japan Information Centre for Science and
Technology. In the Soviet Union the All-Union Institute of Scientific and Technical Information has an abstracting service which digests
400,000 scientific papers a year. See, K. Marsden, “Progress Technologies for Developing Countries”, International Labour Review, vol.
10!, no. 5 (May 1970), pp. 475-502.} These would establish a close liaison with international and other national advi-

sory services for the selection of equipment. They must pool their research resources because the existing research
and technical skills are not available in sufficient quality, and a lack of centralization leads to unnecessary
duplication and spreads the existing resources too thinly.
Thirdly, the government must institute incentive rewards schemes for inventions, as well as patent protection for local
adaptations of foreign designs. The issue of incentives will be discussed separately below. Moreover, there must be a
campaign to stimulate people to write down their innovations, inventions, etc. which will be distributed throughout the
country. Apart from instructions to farmers during the planting season and dissemination of planned research findings,
some of the radio time must be reserved for craftsmen and farmers who may have innovations and inventions to offer.
Another major dimension of the allocation of investments between various branches of the economy is the division of
labour between the state and the co-operative sectors. All the large, basic means of production, as well as consumer
goods industries, must be under the management of the state sector. There is, however, room for participation by the
co-operative sector in some of the industries. The co-operative sector has the basic task of mobilizing the social
initiatives of the working class. It is a form of economic management which activates certain special economic
incentives and in that way develops certain special methods of economic administration. These economic incentives
result from the collective nature of ownership and from the fact that it is a form of socialist ownership which is nearer
to private ownership than is ownership by society as a whole. As such, the co-operative sector is ideally suited to
developing small scale production, performing the task of socialist transformation at this level of operation, by
providing efficient, cheap and democratic management which may favourably influence the state sector by attracting
personal savings as a contribution to the process of socialist accumulation.\fn{O. Lange, Papers on Economics and Sociology, op.
cit., pp. 3-56.}
The major areas of co-operative endeavour include the traditional types of small-scale undertakings (manufacture of
household utensils, processing of foodstuffs, manufacture of some agricultural implements, carpentry, pottery, smithery,
basketry, shoemaking and repair); artistic goods industries, e.g. carpet weaving, embroidery, etc.; small scale repair
services, and 'subcontracting' work.
There are several advantages to having small-scale industries. Being small projects, they can be widely
dispersed throughout the country, thus enabling the process of industrialization to start in rural areas and smaller centres
where large industries will not be established for a long time. They create new employment opportunities locally and
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serve as a check on migration to towns. They establish a learning process to an understanding of a commodity
economy. They offer opportunities for efficient use of ploughs, tractors, engines, power machinery, etc. through
servicing and repair. They can accommodate changing demands more flexibly than can large industries and they can
also complement the activities of large industries by producing components for the latter and process the semi-finished
products of large industries as well as of agriculture.\fn{ILO, Services for Small-Scale Industries (Geneva, 1961).}
There is no doubt that the dispersal of production in small units in villages or small towns would be particularly
suited to the social and economic conditions and needs of Tanzania at the present time; it would at least be consistent
with the policy of ujamaa socialism. Tanzania has many geographical, linguistic and ethnic regions with large
differences in climate, food habits and social customs. Small-scale industries would be ideally suited to taking
advantage of such a diversified demand pattern. Moreover, if mechanized industrial occupations can be established in
the countryside, many of the workers would stay in or near villages which would ensure an adequate supply of
agricultural labour at peak periods. This suggests that the establishment of small industries must be co-ordinated with
the agricultural and large industrial sectors. Furthermore, such a policy of dispersal would have political advantages as
well. It would tend to create a large number of small-scale enterprises which would be organized on a socialist cooperative basis, providing a sound foundation for a socialist society based on ujamaa.
Two other aspects of resource allocation need emphasizing. One is that the allocation of investments between the
various branches must be guided by the need to establish symmetry between the structure of consumption and the
structure of production. This is, of course, why we have concentrated attention on the capital goods industries. At the
present time when Tanzania imports almost all her capital requirements, it is essential to establish such industries.
Probably about 40 per cent of the investments must be geared to this sector; at least the proportion of investments
geared to the production of the basic means of production must be large enough to overcome the threshold below
which gradual change dissipates without tangible results. Such an approach would result in a new qualitative
situation where economic development becomes a self-generating process. The product-mix of the capital goods
sector must, however, reflect the pattern of wage goods as specified below.
The pattern of wage goods must reflect the socialist orientations of the country, which in broad terms imply
that the development of productive forces should be done only within the context of the development of human
beings and of encouraging them to realize fully their manifold creative powers in such a way that everyone rises
together. In the introduction to his Freedom and Unity, for example, President Nyerere says:
Underlying everything must be a consciousness that the very purpose of society—its reason for existence—is and must
be the individual man, his growth, his health, his security, his dignity and therefore his happiness.\fn{J K. Nyerere,
Freedom and Unity (Dar es Salaam, Oxford University Press, 1966), p. 7.}

These considerations imply that investment in education occupies a key role in the development process. There
are several reasons for this emphasis on education. On the one hand, education of all the people is seen as the
foundation for the development of the individual, and this in turn increases his usefulness to society and thus makes
for the development of the country. In other words, the mobilization of human resources is regarded as the
touchstone for the mobilization of economic resources. On the other hand, since in a socialist society the status and
opportunities of individuals are not largely determined by their ownership of capital or land, but are controlled by
their occupational status which in part depends on the level of education acquired (and the skills hopefully ensuing
from that education), it becomes necessary to provide education for all in order to ensure egalitarianism. Of course,
the nature of education under socialism must be such as to lead to greater productivity while encouraging
selflessness, active participation, etc. Such an emphasis on education implies investments in such backward linkage
industries as paper, printing and publishing, etc.
Secondly, the goals of the Tanzanian society imply an improvement of life in the rural areas. The rationale for the
priority of the rural sector was advanced in part I and will not be repeated here. The investment implications are the
need to increase the production of farm implements and to explore other investment choices, e.g. fertilizer use,
improvements of seed varieties, control of insects and diseases, etc.
A third industry which is related to the development of the rural sector but which needs treatment in its own right is
the transport industry, which remains one of the bottlenecks of development in Tanzania. Part of the reason is that
transport networks were undertaken to carry colonial produce to the sea where it could be shipped to the metropolitan
centres. Occasionally, they were established to ease administration. But there was little attempt to bring transport
networks to bear on the expansion of the domestic market. The rural population requires improvements in roads and
increases in bus and truck services. This implies greater production of buses, trucks, cement, lime and bitumen. The
latter products can be produced domestically and by a careful study of local moisture conditions in soils, it should be
possible to reduce design thicknesses of roads, thus making savings in construction costs.
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For the urban population, a different problem has emerged. The absence of good, reliable public transportation in the
past resulted in a rising car import bill.\fn{The total number of licensed private motor vehicles rose from in 17,461 1960-2 to
29,784 in 1969, indicating an annual growth rate of 7.9 per cent over the period. The automobile import bill rose from sh. 28 million in
1964 to sh. 36 million in 1966, slackened after the early months of the Arusha Declaration to its 1964 level in 1967, but thereafter continued to accelerate attaining a level of sh. 35 million by 1969. The United Republic of Tanzania, The Economic Survey and Annual Plan,
1970-1971 (Dares Salaam, Government Printer, 1970). } The earlier instruments for regulating motor vehicle imports were

import duties. In late 1971 car imports were virtually banned. But neither of these two policies solve the basic problem, which is that of providing an alternate transport mechanism. Given the structure of society at the present time,
such policies as have been followed can only lead to further segmentation of society. Moreover, it is important to
establish correct policies in this sector because the longer an incorrect policy is followed, the harder it is to change
both politically and economically.
The fourth area of emphasis is health. A socialist government must aim at providing free health and medical
care. This requires an increase in medical personnel, hospitals and equipment. More fundamental, however, is the
approach to socialist medicine which, especially in the conditions of rural Tanzania, must be mainly concerned
with preventing illness for all the people, no matter where they live or how low their incomes.\fn{ Leo Huberman and
P. M. Sweezy, Socialism in Cuba (New York, Monthly Review Press, 1969).} Closely related to health is theperision of better
and more adequate water supplies and the establishment of an indigenous pharmaceutical industrater research
should be allocated to tapping the potential of traditional medicine.
A fifth priority is housing. The provision of decent housing to all is a very important policy goal of any
socialist government. The construction of these houses, whether communally-owned as in ujamaa villages or through a
national agency such as the National Housing Corporation, requires the availability of such basic imports as cement,
bricks, tiles, corrugated iron sheets, wooden furniture and fixtures, etc.
The last priority area is rural electrification, the effects of which can be extended to the social, agricultural and
industrial spheres. Electricity helps to improve the services of hospitals by making it possible to use modern
equipment, and in education by giving facilities for evening classes, etc. It can also be used in irrigation work, in
processing and in large manufacturing plants.
These six areas then: education, rural development, transport, health (including water supplies), housing and
electricity, provide the focus around which industrial activities must be generated. The industrial activities, in the
form of instruments of production (i.e. raw materials and capital goods) and whose limited output is a constraint
to the attainment of the above wage goods, constitute the core activities of industrial policy. They symbolize the
establishment of strategy in the sense that their presence can set the economy in motion.
A final aspect of resource allocation relates to the division of labour between the centre and the regions. We know
that on the whole the socialist economy is and must be centrally directed. Without this, it would develop
haphazardly, and the conscious shaping of economic development would be impossible. Thus centralism in the
planning of such an economy is essential. However, we also know that a certain degree of decentralization in
everyday management is necessary, if only to ensure flexibility in the operation of the economy. In the case of
Tanzania decentralization must be an important policy measure in order to encourage people's initiatives in
establishing their order of priorities. The important questions are, however, how much decentralization? and What
should be the scope of decentralization? Fortunately, the new science of cybernetics provides us with an important
approximation to the above questions. For it says that decentralization is necessary where the time needed for the
flow of information from the outfield to the centre, for the information received at the centre to be made into a
decision, and for the transmission of the decision from the centre back to the outfield is so long that certain
irreversible changes may have meanwhile taken place in the outfield, thus rendering the decision inoperative.\fn
{O. Lange, Papers on Economics and Sociology, op. cit., p. 515.} Thus cybernetics gives us two crucial variables to
consider: the time taken for the information and its attendant answer to be relayed and the capacity of the centre
to transform information into decisions. It will be readily evident that both variables imply a high degree of
decentralization in the Tanzanian context.
4
Turning now to the problem of production relations, we note first that the ownership of the means of
production provides the workers in those enterprises with opportunities to restore their dignity in the work
process. For it is now generally recognized that the dignity of the worker cannot be maintained unless the work
process allows autonomy, responsibility and self-fulfilment.\fn{ F. G. West, “The Political Economy of Alienation: Karl Marx
and Adam Smith”, Oxford University Papers (N.S ) vol. 21 (5969), pp. 21-3; R. Blauner, Alienation and Freedom (Chicago, Univer-sity of
Chicago Press, 1967); and F. Pappenheim, The Alienation of Modern Man (New York, Monthly Review Press, 1959). } These in turn
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can only be attained if (i) there is no separation of worker from ownership of the means of production, (ii)
workers are able to influence general managerial decisions and (iii) workers are able to control their immediate
work process as well as their conditions of employment. Obviously, as has been suggested above, these relations
of production are not automatically guaranteed by the act of nationalization, even though the latter provides the
material basis for initiating the necessary changes. In what follows, I shall endeavour to outline briefly the
framework within which the major aspects of production relations must be carried out, i.e. worker participation
and incentive structure, if the workers will eventually attain autonomy, responsibility and self-fulfilment in their
work activities.
First, the workers in every production unit must acquire skills not only in the individual aspects of the work
process which they have either been working on or are expected to work on, but in the mechanism of the entire
production unit as well. They must also understand the relationship between their productive unit and society at large,
they must be aware of the significance of their productive efforts in raising the standard of living of the country.
Workers must gradually recognize the forces of society as their forces propres; that is, they must identify their interest
with the increase of social rather than of private wealth and their pride with collective rather than with individual
achievement. This was effectively expressed by the Nationalist in its editorial of 20 October 1970 when it pointed out
on the occasion of the establishment of the Workers' Council at the Ubungo Farm Implements Factory that
… what is now required is an intensification of the workers' education programme to include not only reading and
writing, but trade skills and management of people's industries. NUTA through its workers' education programme must
concentrate on these subjects so that no chance is given to the enemies of socialism who will be quick at pointing out the
shortcomings or failure of workers' management. In taking over management, the workers must all the time bear in mind
that the industries belong not only to the workers but to their compatriots, the peasants as well. In the majority of cases, it
will help the peasants who will be supplying the raw materials or buying the finished products. Thus, in considering the
needs of the factory workers, the new management will also have to consider the needs of the peasants outside the
factory.

It is from such an educational base that other reforms can be meaningfully implemented.
Secondly, the work process must be rationalized in such a way as to allow for greater participation of the majority of
workers in decision-making. Increased participation will lead to more interest and commitment to the job; it may generate
genuinely helpful suggestions from the shopfloor worker which frequently outpace those of the more remote
management. Moreover, worker participation may promote better and quicker communication of ideas between workers
and management to ensure the rapid heading off of potential conflict. The results of the above may be real and immediate
benefits from the workers' interest in their jobs as well as an important learning process. Certainly workers' participation
must be seen as a prerequisite for workers' control. It is a period during which it is hoped that the worker will begin to feel
more interest in matters about which he is properly informed, to have more responsibility for decisions in which he has
participated and an enhanced sense of satisfaction and commitment in his work because, whatever his job, his ideas
merit consideration and his decision may, even in some small way, influence his working life.
It must be pointed out, however, that the right to manage the enterprise in which he works is one thing for the
worker; the effective exercise of his right is something else. The latter is often obstructed by survivals of the past, as
for example a lack of skills, a lack of consciousness and the socio-economic reality of the transitional period with
its attendant paucity of information and scarcity of manpower. It is at the present moment in Tanzania also blocked
by a lack of a sense of responsibility on the part of the majority of workers; the failure to realize that rights go with
duties and responsibilities.
The above suggestions concerning worker participation imply a significant change in the orientation of the
workers' movement, NUTA, which must be made to appreciate its role in the socialist context, namely that the
improvement of the workers' welfare consists not only in enlarging their private consumption but in expanding
collective consumption and in improving the other conditions of work (i.e. maximizing the non-alienating aspects of
the work process). Through its educational programmes, NUTA should anticipate management decisions (especially
during this period of 'contractual' management), it should try to influence them even before they are made. It should
endeavour to place the workers in an offensive rather than a defensive position. It should aid the workers to specify
their goals (and their responsibilities), which should be aimed at a strategic and programme orientated outlook.
Government, too, must appreciate the fact that NUTA cannot play this role without a high degree of autonomy.
This is so because the permanent role of the labour union must be to express and articulate the workers' real needs
and to work towards their satisfaction. The role of the national plan, on the other hand, in whose formulation the
union must have every interest in participating, must be to organize the means for the satisfaction of those needs.
The tension between the needs and the means to satisfy them must be accepted by the leadership as the driving
force of economic planning and of democracy in the period of transition towards socialism.
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Another policy implication of worker participation centres on the relationship between enterprise and the
parastatal, and between the parastatal and government ministries. The pattern of worker participation described
above assumes a specific relation between them, namely a degree of autonomy on decisions made by the workers.
Enterprises must be given a certain amount of autonomy in carrying out their investment projects. For example, they
must be allowed to determine their output assortment (i.e. the plan should not dictate whether Bora Shoes should
produce so many ladies shoes, or so many black shoes, etc., but only the level of total shoe production). Enterprises
must also have the financial flexibility to cater for unforeseen repairs and to initiate technical improvements to augment
production. The financial resources of these enterprises must consist partly of a depreciation fund and some bank credit
allocated to them.
A final aspect of production peripherally related to worker participation hinges on the choice of techniques. This has
often been discussed in terms of factor combinations and factor input relations (especially the factor-price frontier).
Given fixed factors, it is argued that a given technique will be chosen if its factor price configuration is such as to
minimize total cost or conversely to maximize total surplus. In other words, to the extent that there is abundance of
labour and shortage of capital, then a labour-intensive (capital saving) technique will be chosen, provided of course that
there exists no market imperfections. If market imperfections exist, then it is conceivable that a capital-intensive
technique may be chosen, though it will be 'inefficient'. Conversely, under the above conditions, the choice of a capitalintensive technique implies market imperfections, or discontinuity in the factor intensities of those techniques.
It is quite obvious that the 'imperfect market' as well as the 'technique discontinuity' arguments assume that the
demanders of capital equipment operate in the same market configuration as the producers of that equipment. For if
they do not, as is certainly the case in underdeveloped countries, the argument has very little explanatory value. For
even if these problems were overcome by establishing an indigenous capital goods industry in the underdeveloped
countries, it may not always be appropriate to have labour intensive techniques if their production potential per unit of
output is very low. Furthermore, labour-intensive techniques may not be applicable in certain industries.
It would seem to me, however, that the most important consideration for a society tending towards socialism is that choice
of techniques should not be concerned with the factor-price frontier (the law of value problem!) but should be geared to
satisfying socialist relations of production. Techniques should be chosen with the intention to minimize alienation, to
improve co-operation in the work force and to encourage the dignity of work, etc. Here is a whole area of research
that has hardly received attention.
With respect to the incentive structure, we should note that the plan is a logical elaboration, an aspect which
cannot be said of its management. The plan has to be applied by men, by millions of men who have to be interested
in the execution of the plan. It is thus necessary to introduce into the national economy a system of incentives which
will induce individuals and various organizations to act in the directions outlined in the plan. This must be taken as
an important policy issue since effective systems of incentives tap enormous reservoirs of creative energy which
might otherwise be wasted. By governing behaviour, incentives directly affect the rate of economic growth and by
governing consciousness, they indirectly accelerate or retard the emergence of socialist man.
It is important to pay special attention to the behavioural implications of incentives in so far as they affect economic
growth. Once the means of production become owned by the whole society (i.e. state ownership), the ownership
principle of distribution ceases to operate and during the period of transition to socialism is replaced by the principle of
distribution according to work (i.e. quantity and quality of work done). This is an important point to keep in mind
because the period of transition is still in the realm of 'necessity' rather than in the realm of 'freedom'. Given this fact, it
is important that we change our wage and salary structure to reflect the operation of the principle of distribution
according to work done. At the present time this is not so, for the administration takes the upper hand. For example
innovative engineers and doctors cannot expect to be rewarded according to their achievements unless they become
administrators! This not only results in dissipation of scarce skills but is unjust as well.
Consideration must also be given to the level of consciousness needed to create incentives. For example,
incentives that increase productivity by improving the technical level and organization of labour ultimately give far
better results than those obtained by techniques of increasing individual productivity. And such incentives call for
little use of individual material incentives. They are best furthered by collective bonuses, or by sharing in the
supplementary results of an enterprise. Such types of incentives have the advantage of favouring the cohesion and
internal solidarity of the working class, but this can only be realized if parochialism in enterprise is resolutely
combated.
Thus, although the problem of incentives has normally been discussed in the framework of 'material' versus
'moral' incentives, it may be preferable to discuss it in terms of 'private' versus 'collective' incentives in the period of
transition. Moral incentives, i.e. the devotion of the masses to the revolution, their conscious participation in
building socialism, depend crucially on the historical circumstances of the working classes. In a situation of initial
poverty, moral incentives are difficult to sustain because of the masses' time preference and pre-capitalist work
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habits. Consequently, emphasis on moral incentives may tend, during the crucial period of transition, to be reduced
to mere voluntarist exhortations with less and less effect on productive effort. Private incentives therefore should be
the predominant ones during the early part of the period of transition, and these should be governed by the principle
of distribution according to work done. They should be supplemented, however, by collective incentives in the form
of expanding collective goods and should be governed according to need.
The above discussion reveals the elements of socialist planning. Some of the steps have already been taken by
Tanzania. It should be pointed out, however, that when implementing the measures of reconstructing the economy
various problems will be encountered. Some of these arise from the historical heritage of capitalism and underdevelopment and are continually intensified by the processes of ideological and political infiltrations from the imperialist
countries. Others will result from the very process of building socialism. Finally, other difficulties will arise from the
fact that the development of a socialist society is also subject to the laws of dialectics. For socialism does not mean the
absence of contradictions in social and economic development. In other words, the differences between socialism and
earlier social systems does not consist in the absence of contradictions in the former, but in their different nature and in
the way of overcoming them.\fn{O. Lange, Papers on Economics and Sociology, op. cit. pp. 418-21.} In our present conditions,
moreover, the above three types of contradictions and difficulties are entangled. They should be perceived and
scientifically analysed no matter whether they are inherited from the past or are peculiar to the period of transition, or
whether they arise from the inner dialectics of current and developing socialist institutions. At the moment only the first
type is widely acknowledged; this stems from the heritages of the past, which are still predominant, although the ease
of shifting responsibility to “sabotage” may also be a factor. The danger of not seeing the nature of problems in their
proper perspective is to build up the illusion among the people that all these shortcomings will automatically disappear with the progress of socialist reconstruction.
More significant, however, is the following consideration. The intermediate goals and the structural changes that
have been briefly outlined above constitute a strategy and an economic structure which when it emerges will escape
reabsorption into capitalism (albeit state capitalism). This can happen only if they are presented from the beginning
as successive approximations and stages towards a socialist society which is their meaning. If the overall perspective
is lacking (and in the absence of any idea about the length of the transition, this will be most likely), then the sum
total of the changes that have already been undertaken, and those I have suggested, however advanced they may be,
will at best degenerate into perverse capitalist development in which the power of capital and alienated labour will
survive and underdevelopment will persist.
95.145 Bossy\fn{by Abdulrazak Gurnah (1948-

)}

Zanzibar, Tanzania (M) 5

A long time ago that was, sitting on the barnacled pier, swinging our legs through the air. Princess Margaret
pier in the long shadow of the afternoon, watching the sea beneath us frothing with arms and legs and flashing
teeth. A long story I told him, urbane and wise, a fabric of lies. I told him of a man who stood by the sea and peed,
and how his pee was continuous without end. Like the tongue of infinite length, all coiled up in a man’s insides.
On Princess Margaret pier we watched Ferej eat up the water like a shark. The water choppy and bright on the day
he won the schools’ championship. On Princess Margaret pier, after a day in 1956 when the good princess laid
foot on our humble land. On the other side were four guns, riveted into the concrete and facing the sea.
Ceremonial fire-crackers to bid the princess welcome.
The letter had arrived that morning, a dirty scrap to shatter my self-inflicted peace. Karim’s name was written
clearly on the back of the air mail form, and all the remaining space was covered with hand-written HAPPY NEW
YEAR wishes.
31 December 1973
Dear Haji,
(O Pilgrim to the Promised Land)
I am sitting inside our office, or to be more precise, our storeroom, being entertained by the sound of the sawing,
planing, sanding and drilling machines. Together with the rhythmic tapping of hammers on nails, all this combines to
form a unique masterpiece at the eleventh hour of the year. The prevailing atmosphere has nothing to do with my
writing to you, but just to deliver that presently I am indentured to a cyclops by name Rahman whose cave this WoodWorks is. I guess you will be surprised to hear that I am also concubined to his daughter.
You may also be surprised to hear that today I am celebrating my first “Go West Young Man” anniversary. It is only
twenty miles west, but you know how big that distance really is. Exactly a year ago, on a Sunday afternoon, myself
along with some other freedom lovers were preparing to act and follow that great genius, master and generator of
electricity, the organizer and pilot of our expedition, Captain-General Jabir Dumas (also well known as Hamlet of ST 9
fame). But before we could wave fond goodbye to the dear homeland, forever verdant and green, we were tacked by a
wandering varantia. It needed a hefty bribe to fix him. We had a hazardous journey, during which it was apparent that
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our Hamlet did not know southerly from a handsaw. However, we handed on a beach which turned out to be some
eighty miles north of our destination. Once we’d landed, the journey was smooth and easy, and I shall remain content to
say that we arrived here tired but in one piece. So much for the forced adventure.
What has been happening to you over the last year? Your silence seems to grow deeper with time. Your last letter
contained only one line, and I did not even understand it. Are you still working or have you found a University place
yet? Write and tell me how you are doing buddy. I want to hear about all those females who are keeping you busy. Send
me a snapshot if you can. I want to see if you have got any fatter.
I have been continuing with my studies in evening classes. It’s damned hard work getting back from the mill and
going straight to college. As you might guess, I am not doing very well. I have to attend every evening. I start work at
seven in the morning which doesn’t leave much time for studying at home. Still, nothing ventured: I have become very
interested in the poetry of the French Symbolists, but as you know it’s not easy to get books here. If you see anything
along those lines, I would be very grateful if you would send it to me. Refund by pigeon-post. You know, I miss all
those conversations we used to have. There’s no one here to talk to, not seriously anyway. People just want to talk
about who has been caught fiddling with government funds.
A lot of the pals from home are here now. Hassan was caught trying to escape with some Goan girls in a ngarawa.
They were kept for a few days, then released, nobody knows why. Hassan somehow managed to find another way of
escaping and he too is here now. The Barrister has gone to a University in Boston to do International Chemistry. Don’t
ask me, that’s what he said. I met his brother recently and he told me that our Barrister is paid a lot of dollar by the
American government, who are also paying his fees. So I am thinking of applying to Uncle Sam too.
Did you have a nice Christmas? It was very quiet here except Bachu got drunk and started calling our island leader
“hamneck”. Poor fellow got kicked out of his office for calling his boss a donkey. Incidentally, do you remember
Amina Marehemu Rashid’s sister? She must have been about ten when you left. She is now a prostitute. No more room.
Write soon and don’t forget the snap. Regards from all the pals.
Yours,
Karim.

Gleeful tallysheet of past misdeeds. A time there was … but we ended it all with a careless selfishness. Now a
fool with a poor style can make fun of your sister. He wants me to send him books of the French Symbolists
because he can’t get them out there. You missed the worst, Rashid. You missed the worst, my Bossy. Your sister
appears as a footnote and not a tear shed for her. You too, you and I we would have watched while a neighbor
turned beggar and sold his daughter for shark-meat. And we too would have laughed. All they taught us was how
to be meek while they rode rough-shod. You and I, we had something … In this cold and often hostile place I
often think of you. It was a morning in December that I first wept for you. But by then that heartless land had
turned your blood to dust.
It was a beautiful morning in December, bone dry and hot. We went to borrow a boat to go sailing because we
were bored with being on holiday with nothing to do. He went one way, I went the other. He got a boat. I didn’t.
“This is your captain speaking,” he said, assuming command.
When he saw that I wasn’t going to argue, he suggested that we go and find somebody else to go with us. At
that very minute a fellow called Yunis appeared and we struggled into the outrigger and pushed off before he
could come and talk to us. Yunis was nicknamed Wire because it was quite obvious that he had some wires
disconnected in his head. He was harmless enough but he had allowed this idiocy of his to go to his head. A little
guilty I watched him standing on Ras Matengo looking our way. He was probably used to people running away
from him.
Before I got to know Rashid well, Wire and I used to spend a lot of time together. He told me about his crazy
projects and I told him about mine. He was going to build a ship and sail it himself. He possessed several manuals
on ship-building and navigation. The people at the shipping control office knew him well and called him captain
to please him. Wire never seemed to listen when you talked to him and even little children could bully him. I saw
a little boy of six pee in his mouth once while he was lying in the shade of a tree. Without saying a word, Wire
had stood up and left. The adults had laughed and patted the boy on the back. I have seen Wire walking past a
group of youths lathering at the mouth with fear. But under the line of trees by the dockside, very few people
bothered us. We started a club the two of us. It was really a prisoner-of-war camp. I was a major and he was, of
course, a captain. I boasted to him about how well I was doing at school and he lied tome about his father’s estates
in India.
His father lived in one of the houses my father owned. It was supposed to be a shop and apparently was at one
time a thriving shop. But as far as I can remember, all it ever had were boxes of rusty nails and showcases with
old fishing hooks and twine. If anybody stopped to buy anything from the shop, Wire’s father would ask them to
lend him some money. He went to the mosque every day, five times a day, and always asked somebody for
money. He did the rounds of his neighbors and asked them for money. He went to the welfare office and asked
them for money. I don’t know if he made any money from all this, but I know he never paid my father any rent.
He was thin and small and the skin on his cheeks was leathery and flabby. His jaw was sunken because he had no
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teeth left. Wire told me that he had large estates in India but he did not have enough money for the journey back
home. Wire would build a ship and take his family back home. In the meantime his father tried to persuade him to
take a job, but Wire always refused on the grounds that then he would not be able to continue with his maritime
studies.
I watched him standing at the water’s edge on Ras Matengo and remembered the times we used to sit under the
line of trees and eat rotten fruit and stolen biscuits. My parents were worried then, they thought I too had a screw
missing. I watched the idiot standing at the brink, watching us sailing to his father’s estates in India.
Rashid was laughing, saying what a close call that was. In full sight of the beach Rashid began to imitate
Wire’s mad mannerisms. He folded his legs under him and rocked his trunk backwards and forwards in a steady
rhythm. Wire used to do that when he was young, for hours on end. He was watching us with a smile. He smiled
and waved and turned to go.
“What did you do that for?” I said to Rashid.
He ignored me and peeled his shirt off. I think he was ashamed of my former friendship with Wire.
“Let’s get cracking,” he said, “if you want to get to the island and back in time for dinner..”
Bossy was in his element. I knew nothing about boats and he was an expert. He was also a champion swimmer,
a national record-holder over 400 meters. He was a footballer\fn{ A soccer player.} with a future and a very useful
slow left-arm bowler.\fn{In cricket.} he was fair skinned and handsome and wore a wristwatch with a silver strap. It
was given to him by the English Club\fn{ The English cricket club.} for taking seven of their wickets for 23 runs. To
begin with I was proud to be his friend, but over the years we have got to know each other and he has stopped
bossing me around.
My god, it hurts to talk like this, as if what has happened had not happened. Bossy and I walked the streets in
tandem. We wrote love letters to Hakim and signed them Carol and watched him strut and preen and boast of a
secret admirer. We even arranged meetings between him and ‘Carol’ and always cancelled them at the last minute.
Bossy and I spent many dark hours by the cricket ground talking about the future and the past.
On that day in December we set off for Prison Island. The island had been used briefly by the British as a
jail.\fn{The British proclaimed a protectorate over Zanzibar from 1890-1963, largely for the purpose of eliminating the slave trade, which

the hitherto independent Arab sultanate had rapidly expanded in the late 18 th and early 19th centuries; and probably also to furthur dominate
East African commerce, for which Zanzibar was the regional trade focus .} There was now only the perimeter of the camp left.

It was a beautiful island, with gently rolling hills and underground springs bubbling into streams. It was off
bounds to visitors but nobody took any notice.
The sail on the outrigger caught the breeze and we slipped over the water with only a faint tearing sound. The
sea was calm and blue under the morning light, and Rashid started to sing. He sang very badly and did it to
provoke laughter more than anything else. He turned to look back towards land. I remember that because then he
turned round to me and said didn’t it look beautiful from here. It was calm and peaceful and the breeze was just
enough to keep the boat moving and us cool. But there was something else. You felt that somehow you had got
away from a suffocating room and you were not running free in an open field. The water was cool, as you might
imagine water to be, not like the lukewarm water out of a tap. It was the town that looked unreal, like a quaint
model in a builder’s office. Out here it did not matter that the trousers did not fit, that your skin was fair or dark.
There were no smelly alleys to walk through, no slippery ditches to cross, no fanatical and self-righteous elders to
humiliate you. There were not even women to taunt you with their bodies beyond your reach.
*
“I can’t just leave Mama and Amina,” said Rashid.
His father had died a couple of yours previously. In the Msikiti Mdogo I had stood at a distance and watched
him calmly performing the duties of a bereaved son. He walked around amongst the mourners, accepting the
condolences of neighbors and strangers with a dry face. I wished he would shed a few tears, for his own sake. It
doesn’t look good when a sixteen year old can go to his father’s funeral with a dry face. Afterwards he said that he
did not cry because he had felt nothing inside. He had wanted to feel sad that his father had died but instead he
felt only responsibility. He said his father had been cruel and distant to him ever since he could remember. And
now he was really quite relieved that the old bastard had died. I said you can’t hold that sort of thing against a
dead man. So he smiled his tolerant big brother smile at me and asked who he should hold it against then. I told
him that a dead man needed our prayers and he said that prayers would not do that old fucker any good at all. He
said the angels of hell must be rubbing their hands\fn{ In excited anticipation.} at the prospect of his arrival. I said it
didn’t seem right to talk about your father like that. He said I did not understand because I had a kind father who
cared about me and took an interest in me. I said it still didn’t seem right to want him to go to hell. He was silent
for a long while then told me that there was no hell. And here I told him that he was wrong.
“I can’t just leave them on their own,” he said. “What will they do? What will they do on their own?”
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“You won’t be gone forever,” I said. “You’ll be back to care for them.”
“Mama is getting old,” he said. “What’s the use of me going away somewhere for five or six years to become a
forestry officer only to come back and find that my mother is dead and my sister is a whore.”
“Don’t bullshit, Bossy,” I said.
“Okay,” he said, “maybe I’m not painting it too bright.”
I told him that his tone reminded me of Mundhir’s painting of the Black Sea.
Ancient perambulator of a seaward elitat.\fn{ I cannot discover a meaning for this word in any of the English, French, or Latin
dictionaries at my disposal.} Velvet blue waist coasts and dark green metal rims waving from the steamer. Buibui on a
waterborne outing with a crowd of ragamuffins to serve the sweetmeat. Out for the day with muscular chaperones
and camera clicking siblings.
At the island.
Improvised louver\fn{Dovecote; an obsolete English meaning for this word.} in the bush for temporary lordosis
\fn{Abnormally exaggerated forward curvature of the spine.} with bent knees.
Hasty dunking on the treacherously sandbanked beach to wash the crumbs away and depart for the crumbling
fortress of a bygone empire.
Bygone by name.
Over the remains Bossy read the Psalm of Life and lingered meaningfully over dust to dust\fn{ An allusion to a
portion of the burial service in the Book of Common Prayer (London, William Pickering, 1844): I commend thy soul to God the father
almighty, and thy body to the ground, earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust, in sure and certain hope of resurrection to eternal life,
etc.} and sang “Rule Britannia”\fn{ A rousing patriotic song, composed by Thomas Arne in 1740 to commemorate the accession of
George I (August 1, 1714).} with an emotional choke. Lest there be any mistaking his intention, he waved two fingers
in benediction.\fn{A vulgar European expression of contempt. Bossy is being satirical.}

Deadwood remnants at the camp of the trivial offender against the crown. At the word of command the salvo
blew the cheeks apart. That will teach the silly bugger to pay his taxes next time.
Deadwood remnants of pillar post contumelia\fn{Rude language.} in thatchwood alcoves in Indonesian plan.
Over the water turned to dust and a musical lyre was found by the British Archaeological Expedition to the
eastern coast of Africa in 1929 to clinch the theory of an Indonesian invasion plan. Fragments of skull found by
Blunt KCMG\fn{Knight Commander of the British Empire .} at the lip of the gully to suggest human life before the
beginning of time. As counted from the eight millennium BC. Before that do not apply.
In Blunt Gully Bossy louvered again and nearly choked from the smell.
In a grotto of palms choked with weeds and wild tomatoes we discovered an underground town. We were not
welcome and hurried from fierce mandibles until weakened by fatigue and hunger we collapsed under a mango
tree which we immediately named Out of Town.
Pungent leaf mould and rotting humus and ripe mangoes oozing on the ground. Bossy bigboots was voted
upstairs to wheedle bounty for the starving vanguard of a civilizing race. Mangoes on the ground in torpid
contentment, oozing like dysentery in harmony with the flies. The captain returned with phosphates in his eyes,
the bounty of a discordant piebald crow. We sank to our knees in humiliating penance and fought for mangoes
with the flies. God was on our side.
Bossy bigboots brushed the dirt off his booty while hygiene rang through my skull.
I held Hunger in Abeyance and warned Bossy that by Avarice he was undone.
O Mummy in my heart, I prayed, if ever I needed you it is now. Tell me truly, O Fount of Hygiene, will I
sooner die of Hunger or of Dysentery. O Wiper of my Arse, I have heeded your word through Thick and Thin
generally speaking, but now a Text sirens through my guts to throw Caution to the winds. Could it be the Serpent,
viper vile, that so flatters me to eat against your word? To a thicket I slunk and guilty rash gorged of the forbidden
fruit. Earth trembled from her entrails but I took no thought content to eat my fill.
Faint rumble pinpoint umbilical cord, distant flutter in the heart. I knelt down waiting for the thunder to strike,
and Bossy looked on with pagan amazement. Mother Hygiene restrained her hand. We left that pernicious grotto
myself restrained and chastened, Bossy exultant and full.
To the waterfall.
It seemed then that there ought to be a watermill as a sign of progress and evidence of an ancient Indonesian
culture. Feet in the pool at the bottom, kicking the water in adolescent delight. We drank the water at our feet,
walked to the slimy rocks midpool like rising crustaceans covered with slime. We posed for a photo to show the
folks back home hand on hip.
This rock we named Bygone My Arse.
As we sat under that rippling fall, I gazed in wonder a what the old voyagers must have seen. In this same
place an Indonesian sultan must have stood with the power of the human gaze to tear holes through nature’s
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incomprehensible veil. Bear thee up Bossy and trust the power of thy unflinching gaze. How many men had stood
where you and I then stood and saw nothing of what we saw? We were God’s chosen few … and we sat by the
brimming pool and saw world without end in our humble reflections … in foolish daydream pretence. The words
of dead past masters ringing anvils to stiffen our self-esteem.
But soon it was time to leave the heaven of that waterfall encampment for the final leg of our journey. Bossy
took the lead while I patrolled the rear. As I watched him cut his way through the thicket I wondered again at the
destiny that the Almighty had arranged for us. But come what may, I knew that we had done our share in fulfilling
the burden of our race. Notwithstanding. Around.
We got back to the beach where we had left the outrigger and went in for a swim. At least Bossy did while I
stood in water waist deep and washed the grime off my body.
“Don’t show off,” I shouted to him.
He waved back, turned to face the beach and came in at a sprint. I told him he was a bighead and he just
grinned contentedly. We sat on the beach to dry off and he told me that he could swim back to town quicker than I
could sail the boat back. He was always boasting like that and I just said yeah.
“You don’t believe me?” he asked.
“I believe you Bossy,” I said. Now stop mucking around.\fn{ A modified English phrase; which they would render as
mucking about. Americans would say screwing around.}
It was getting late in the afternoon and I suggested that we make our way back. We turned the bot round and
pushed it out to sea. I jumped into it first and helped Bossy in. As soon as we’d hoisted the sail, Bossy stood up,
said goodbye and jumped overboard.
“See you in town,” he said, grinning in the water.
I shouted to him not to be stupid but he was already on his way.
Suddenly a fierce squall filled out the sail and I struggled for the tiller. The wind was blowing the boat across
the island and away from the town. I tried to turn the tiller and nearly overturned. I sat horrified while the boat
sped along like a frenzied animal. I thought of lowering the sail but as soon as I let go of the tiller, the sail flapped
savagely and I had to grab the tiller to steady the boat again. I cursed that bloody fool and his showing off. He
would have known what to do. We were still going across the island, and I could see me being blown out to sea
and dying a violent death at the jaws of a shark or something. We passed the island, the boat and I, and we were
still going in the wrong direction. Then just as suddenly as it had started the wind died away. I rushed for the sail
and lowered it.
I could not find him. I called for him, yelled out for him, screamed for him. I tried to turn the boat round to go
back to the island, but as soon as I put up the sail the wind filled it out and took me in the opposite direction. I
didn’t know what to do.
You left me, Bossy. You played your games once too often.
Bossy, what happened to you?
Bossy you left me.
Bossy, what happened to you?
Bossy, I sat in that boat frightened to death that you might be in trouble but there was nothing I could do. The
boat was too big for me, the water was too deep for me, and you were nowhere insight Bossy. I called for you and
all the time Bossy I was moving away from you. Bossy O Bossy, my Bossy, you wanted to make me feel a fool
while you swam to land and I felt like a fool but where did you go Bossy? I did all I could with that boat but I
could not turn it back to you. You would have admired its power Bossy, you would have admired its power, even
while you laughed at me you would have admired its power. I tried all I could … What else is there to say? I
turned the boat round once but I lost control and had to lower the sail. When I put it up the wind took me away
from you again.
Bossy, what happened to you?
I tried all I could.
I stayed there and called out for you and called and cried out for you.
Then I thought that maybe I was just being a fool, that you were safe and well and on your way back to the
town. Then I thought that maybe I would never make it back to the town myself and I was angry at what you had
done Bossy and I stood up in the boat and called you names for running off and leaving me like that.
And all the time I was sailing further away from you.
And all the time I knew that I had lost you.
I called you a bastard for making me feel such pain. And all the time I knew that you had left me.
I made it back to land. I don’t know how.
You missed the worst, Bossy.
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That night I landed at Mbweni and walked the three miles to town. I did not get past the golf course. I was
beaten by men with sticks and stones and they told me the day had come. They beat me and said this was the day
when all Arabs would get theirs. They beat me and the blood was pouring off my face and I don’t remember. I
came to on the beach by the golf course. There was the sound of gunfire in the air.\fn{ In January 1964 a revolt by 600
armed men under the leadership of the communist-trained John Okello, with considerable support from the African majority population,
overturned the sultanate and established a republic, overthrowing Zanzibar’s long-established Arab ruling class; and in April the presidents
of Zanzibar and Tanganyika signed an act of union of their two countries, creating what later in the year was named Tanzania .} I did not

recognize it at first, it sounded like children playing with poop guns. I struggled along the beach bleeding and
weak. I got as far as Shangani before I was stopped by some wild men with pangas\fn{Large broad-bladed knives used
in Africa for heavy cutting (as of brush or bananas) and also as weapons .} and guns and they said I was askari from the
barracks and they wanted to shoot me. They said they had overrun the barracks and the Prime Minister had
surrendered and they had beaten the fuck out of him. They said the day had come and all the Arabs would get
theirs. They said the sultan\fn{Sayyid Jamshid ibn Abdullah, who had succeeded to the sultanate in July 1963 on his father’s death .}
had already run away to the ship off the harbor and if they were to get hold of him they would whip his kikoi off
and fuck his arse before stuffing it full of dynamite. They said I deserved to die for being an Arab, they said
anybody who was no good must be an Arab.\fn{ Thousands of Arabs were massacred in riots, and thousands more fled the
island.} they said where did you get those cuts if you weren’t at the barracks? They said it was all over and what
was I shaking like that about. They said this fellow is a weakling; shall we fuck him first before we put a bullet in
him? They said we have not time and they said kill him now before the others get to the rich houses. They said if
we don’t hurry all the best stuff will be gone and all the good women will be ruined. They said don’t waste a
bullet on him, here let me show him my steel. Here they said, hold this … but I was too tired and weak and they
beat me and urinated on me and left me lying senseless on the beach.
You missed the worst, Bossy.
190.24 Tryst With Peril\fn{by Elieshi Lema (1948-

)}

“the Kilimanjaro region,” Tanzania (F) 4

The atmosphere in the room was comfortably warm. A single candle burned on the table furthest from the bed.
The late afternoon sun through the drawn curtains into the room offered an extra gift of light. This was the fifth
floor, away from the noise and eavesdroppers. Their short stay in the room had already made it seem familiar. No
longer did they smell the room’s cigarette smoke blended within a bouquet of older odors. Now the air was
fragrant with the perfume of satiation. Their naked bodies beneath the sheets felt friendly as they descended
gently from the wings of fantasy, feeling their weight on the bed. The man sighed, breathing out the used air in his
lungs to make room for more play.
Everything was good: the sex, the young woman’s body, the hard mattress, the crisp, clean sheets, and the light
wind blowing through the window which they had opened, avoiding the air conditioner. Cold air tensed his
muscles and made him irritable—experience had taught him that. He came here to relax, body and mind, so
everything had to be perfect. And the high-class hotel was meant to make this possible.
After several bouts of hard breathing, which he did deliberately, he settled down to even more relaxation. The
young woman lay quietly beside him, breathing easily, seemingly enjoying his satisfaction. That too relaxed him
so that he could laugh and joke and tell her stories. It was possible to forget the pressure of work, the tension of
competition that met his every move. Every time he earned money, big money, he pegged the next earning higher.
He loved challenging himself like that. In the Party, he was constandy challenged to retain his position among the
inner club, among men of substance who moved things, those who were themselves the law. Among his friends,
rich and affluent, the struggle was to be best in the group by being one step ahead every time.
The disagreements with his wife inflicted different tensions. He resented this most of all because the problems
with his wife never could be resolved without breaking the marriage, for they were grounded in the absence of
freedom from each other’s demands within an institution that had no space to spare for a woman. What he
sometimes could not bear was the way she fought for that space, the way she demanded it from him so strongly
that she broke the walls of his patience. On those occasions, he felt like leaving, to avoid the tension, to release
the poison inside him that, he noticed, had aged so many of his colleagues. Often, the atmosphere of their home
was rank with the foul breath of her unreleased anger.
Now, he toyed with expectations about the young woman. His thoughts moved in liquid time, recklessly
forward into imagined possibilities. I could keep her somewhere in some nice house, he thought, where I could
have her whenever I wanted. I could offer her a job, which would ease some of her money problems. I would like
to be sure she’d be faithful. He had been captured by the mature body of the young woman, still carrying the
delicacy of early youth. He did not want to guess her age, for this was no time for guilt, should she turn out to be
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too young. He suppressed that thought with comfort: She wasn’t a virgin. He looked at her with gentle keenness,
wanting to store a reel of images for retrieval later. He knew that these were dangerous times, with HIV creeping
in on people just like that, with no particular rule, no formula to deal with this riotous, untamable virus. It irked
him. He had been thinking lately of investing a bit more in relationships in order to keep himself free of the
scourge. He imagined possibilities in full color, in landscapes full of magic and daredevil courage. I could even
keep her as second wife, he thought, and there find care for her legitimately. Who will care about a constantly
nagging Janice, who won’t even notice that I’ve been away?
He laughed wryly at this thought, knowing well that Janice will notice his escapade immediately, and that on
his return will pounce, asking those terrible questions as if he were an accused man she was cross-examining in
court! It did not make any difference even, should she use the soft language. She was still the cat who had caught
her prey and could take any number of days to kill it, her claws sharp as knives every time. He smiled at the
metaphor and pulled the young woman to him as if to use her as shield. She asked throatily,
“What are you thinking about?”
“You and me,” he lied, “how we seem to be perfect for each other.”
“Perfect? How?” the young woman probed.
He did not want to get into that conversation, he did not want to be queried, so he pulled her closer to him and
closed her mouth with kisses, touching her in those places which had earlier on aroused her to acceptance. The
young woman responded by extricating herself from his embrace, still pressing,
“Seriously, what makes us perfect for each other?”
He laughed. She sat up. She was serious, she wanted to place herself in his life, to know the weight of his
desire for her body. He also sat and started to tickle her and her question was turned into a game where each
explored the other’s reservoirs of laughter.
Laughter brought other stories from him, nostalgic with the loss of his naïvete. These stories moved
backwards, to a childhood full of play and freedom. He had been a spoiled child, for sisters did the work while he
cried crocodile tears to avoid beatings from a strict father, a teacher who believed in discipline by the rod as a way
of life and particularly for his children, girls and boys. The man loved talking of those times, affirming his father’s
belief in success as a product of pain. That was an anecdote which explained his wealth and affluence but also
justified his refusal to give to social causes because, as he usually put it,
“People are too lazy to work hard.”
The stories of the man’s youth were laughter itself, punctuated with adventure and recklessness. His youth was
a drunken spree that had made him dizzy with enjoyment. The enviable life he narrated touched a nerve in the
young woman’s feelings, since she was twenty-two and had never been as lucky as he. She had even forgotten
that she had ever been young. Where she came from, children were aged by a life of abandonment to chance, a
life that kept parents in the fields to earn a frugal meal at the end of the day.
She had completed primary schooling without expectations. Her life had no map of alternatives, no track to
follow. Through a leap of courage, rebellion, and faith, she had come to the city to be a housemaid. She was
energetic and hard-working. The first job was not hard to get, since many working women were looking for her
kind. It took no time for her to realize that to be a housemaid was another dead end.
She had left the village looking for a better life, a hope with a name. But what exactly was a better life? What
was it exactly that she wanted, or needed?
On her way to the market every weekend, she had risked on a better life with a bus driver. He liked her. He told
her that she was pretty, a woman as solid as steel, one to be made a wife. He indulged her with praises, and
afforded her a new look. He enabled her to dress well in second hand clothes, and in them no one could tell she
was a housemaid!
Then she became pregnant, after which she was summarily relieved of her job.
“Get out! Get out of my house. Quickly, before you bring AIDS into my house! Go!”
She was young, a woman as solid as steel, one to be made a wife, so she went to live with the bus driver who
had made her pregnant and the better life dissolved into a dark hole she could not define.
“Your times must have been better than ours,” she commented without envy, knowing little of the forces that
mark out people’s lives without their knowledge. He did not care for those forces either, memory affording him
memorable young adventures into blind experimentation, crimes without penalty or penance. He enjoyed
narrating, and read appreciation in her comment, and was moved to brag a bit, unwittingly admitting his age:
“The abundance of girlfriends made me popular, a young man to be envied. I always told my friends that I
could never bite my nails at social evenings figuring out how to win a girl for a dance.”
The young woman sighed. This time he read bitterness verging on sadness in her sigh and could not quite put
his finger on its cause. He held her closer to his chest, for he did not want her to be sad. He wanted to please her.
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A fatherly feeling swept over him, but what he felt was not deep enough to question the girl about her sadness.
Things had to be kept that way: no indulgences, no guilt, no commitment. The man was forty-eight now, with two
children in secondary school and a wife who was a corporate lawyer for an international business firm. She was
too strong for his liking, but the right wife for his status.
What man could claim any social weight and place among other men of substance without the right woman?
He knew that, and he pegged the value of his marriage accordingly high. His wife was a busy woman who did her
work well. It was difficult for her sometimes, having to care for the children, who were grown, and supervise
housemaids, when she was at work all day. But after more than fifteen years of marriage, he had learned that, with
Janice, he could not escape being a father. She simply bartered fatherhood for any demand he made. That too
irked him, that loss of total power over a wife.
He sighed. He did not want to talk about her to this young woman. This was their time, his and the girl’s. Still
he said, almost involuntarily,
“Janice, my wife, was part of my growing up. I met her, fell in love, married her, and that was it.”
She accepted his story in silence. She had acquired an instinct for sticking to dry ground by not competing with
powerful foes. She did not know her, did not want to know her. Her silence was a weapon of the inarticulate, not
chosen, but a survival instinct, since she could not articulate her own road to womanhood. Adeptly, she pushed the
wife from her mind, she did not want her as guest in this room, neither in the man’s mind or in hers. And he took
her silence as his space unprobed. He talked to keep her interested in him. It was not his intention to brag about
his success or sound arrogant or even patronizing. It was his way of being with her, and so the stories he told
pulled thin threads from the past to sew around their presence in candlelight.
The young woman listened. She chose to be taken in by the warmth of the moment. For once, she did not have
to worry about caring for her little girl, whom she had left with a neighbor for this day. She did not have to think
about what she would eat. The man had fed her well. She did not have to worry about whether she would earn
enough for her other needs, the clothing and jewelry that she had come to consider necessary for success in
securing love. She knew, with this man, she would earn. And for today, for him, she had the special imitation gold
chain around her thin torso.
The room was soft with candlelight. This was his private pleasure, unspoiled by worry. Janice would never
know. Who could tell her? She never entertained cheap gossip. She focused only on her man because she knew
that that was where the truth of his life lay, in the man himself.
He concentrated on the woman with pleasure, his eye seeing only beauty. She smiled indulgently to contain the
attention she was getting. Both trod softly on feelings too delicate to touch. Hours blended into hours and day into
night as their bodies sought a language of union, building on each consonant and vowel to achieve the word.
*
They could open up and swallow each other were their bodies to obey the dictates of their minds dazed with
fantasy. They could drink each other up, every drop of liquid, as a very thirsty person drinks water in gulps,
seeking hasty relief, yet not finding it, and so drinking again and again.
They could partake of each other, cutting through tender skin to find things more tender further in. They could
savor each other, like the fruit they ate, the apples and grapes which the man had bought from the supermarket.
They chewed the fruit slowly, turning it around their tongues as though to discover new tastes: sugar, fresh natural
juices, flesh texture different each time.
They did not hurry. The world of the hotel room, the time, thin as air, was theirs. They floated. Danger had no
form, no smell, no texture. Danger lay only in their thirst, their desires, the illusions they sought to tame. So they
found magic in simple things—in the words they uttered, ideas they tried to articulate, signs they shaped. And
they looked for more magic in the curves of feet and toes, the finger tips, hair, eyes, ears, lips. They saw into their
eyes, clear and bright, like reflections of stars in clear water under moonlight. They got drunk on brandy and the
fruits providence had offered.
*
He wanted her to believe in the illusion he had desired to shape and so in the market he had also bought two
roses to speak for him. The roses whispered into her ear the thoughts that had peopled his mind for days after she
had agreed to meet him. The girl was impressed that this man cared for flowers and that he remembered to bring
them for her. She inhaled the sweet smell deeply and said, “Thank you dear,” with a voice untrained in the art of
romance.
He did not mind her inexperience. She would learn to rise to his tastes. For him, trysting was a hobby he
enjoyed, his way of uncapping the pressure when his head felt heavy with fatigue. Trysting offered him another
kind of power, the emotional catharsis that not even alcohol could achieve. He made his trysts private and perfect
to serve his indulgences. For them, he entertained neither questions nor caution.
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He was tired of being cautious, of doing things right, of being safe. He used a condom with his wife because
she forced him to and he was tired of it. He felt good that the girl did not object strongly. She did not say a
condom was a non-negotiable condition for the tryst. Ah, this was like surfacing for air, and the harvest of her
small body shook him, the elation settling gently into the pacified gut like pollen.
Yes, roses could say that which could not be said. She will hear the plea. She will take it without judgment.
How simple the harvest of thorns!
The young woman was pleased; she had taken her chances and she had won. He loved her, she sensed, and was
satisfied by her acquiescence. He was gentle; there were no unnecessary gymnastics that some young men
demanded. And she was good. Was it not her aunt who had told her, with all seriousness, that she will keep her
man only if she does it well?
At that time, her aunt’s piece of wisdom had settled into her brain as a shameful stain, but now she had come to
appreciate it. She was surviving by it. Her little girl’s father had called her a slut, especially after she had begun
looking nice after odd jobs that led her to meeting people like her present lover. He had left her, the child’s father.
He had abandoned her in anger, without a cent to feed herself and her little girl, with no money even to pay rent,
his hot jealousy fueled by second hand clothing. He left saying,
“I will get others like I got you. There are plenty of girls I can get.”
He was bitter and resentful, and she became afraid and lonely. And now, look, she has met a gentle, educated,
and rich lover. She has won.
*
The day passed and the night came upon them like an intruder they could not ignore. This was the moment the
man hated, the fall of illusion. But he also had, through experience, acquired the skills of escape. He knew how to
defy this last possible slide into chaos. It was instinctual. He became suddenly introspective and quiet. Silence
walked in the room.
“Let us sleep here,” the young woman suggested tentatively, feeling the new tension. She could not let him
take her home; she could not show him where she lived. She did not want him to see her little girl. She was a
sickly child, not bouncy like most little girls. She did not giggle when she played with other children. She
whimpered all the time, wanting mother to carry her. She had never been without sickness since she was born.
She sucked her thumb when she saw visitors.
The man remained introspective, looking at her. She left the bed and went to pour a drink. They shared it. He
said, finally,
“I will offer you a job somewhere, not in my office. I will ask my friends.”
Her eyes filled with tears. The man went to shower, urgency marking his actions. He dressed quickly,
absentmindedly. He said, when he was almost fully dressed,
“Go and shower. It is getting late.”
“I will stay here till morning. Please. I cannot go home now,” she pleaded. It was early yet. The man looked at
her. He seemed to be fighting something in himself, but that was brief because he said, “Okay,” and kissed her on
the lips. He poured more brandy and drank it in one gulp.
“I will tell them to bring you dinner. Come to the office tomorrow.”
She agreed with a shake of her head.
He opened the door and closed it gently behind him.
95.143 A Night Out\fn{by Tololwa Marti Mollel (1952-

)} Arusha, Arusha

Region, Tanzania (M) 2

For a long moment, Mika sat awkwardly, without his usual self-assurance, despite the alcohol singing in his
veins. But suddenly, feeling a fool for his unease, he cleared his throat, at trifler too loudly, and ventured: “What’s
your name?”
“Mama Tumaini.” (Mother of Tumaini)
She did not lift her eyes but went on busying herself with putting the child to sleep on the mat on the floor.
Quite unexpectedly, the child began to cough, a violent, racking outburst that threw his little body into spasms.
Mika leaned forward and felt the child. His brow was damp and hot with fever. “Has he had treatment?” he
asked, relieved to find something neutral to say.
She replied, “There isn’t an aspirin to be had at the dispensary.”
Under the mother’s soothing, the child Tumaini eventually lay still, asleep, his breath rasping in and out. Mama
Tumaini wrapped herself in a khanga, then lit a mosquito coil. Smoke rose in spiral, spreading over the mat. The
child stirred and sneezed. The mother, squatting gently patted him to sleep.
“God grant you health, my little one,” she murmured, “God grant you health and strength, good little mama’s
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soldier!”
“Why soldier …?” Mika asked, rather pointlessly.
“Yes, soldiers don’t starve, or get sick.” She spoke with such toneless simplicity, it could have been a child
talking.
“Yes, they don’t starve,” Mike said, “they get killed!”
“Better to die than this nameless misery of ours,” she shot back. Better a quick clean bullet in the head than
this slow dying and burning from hunger and disease!”
“Oh, soldiers starve to, you know, when thee is nothing to eat …”, Mika said hard-heartedly.
But she was sunk deep in her thoughts, she might not have heard. Then as if to herself, alone in the room, she
said, “Tumaini’s father was a soldier …”
“Was …?” went Mika.
“ … a real bull of a man he was, with none to equal him. Life was easier then, with him around. He was like a
father to me, to my mother, to all of us. Now living has become such a task. You have to struggle for each small
thing. Everything, everything, you have to pay for in blood, if you can find it! If Tumaini’s father were around
still …” She seemed almost on the point of bursting into tears, but she didn’t.
“Why, is he dead?” Mike asked, but purely out of curiosity, his voice too loud and untouched by the woman’s
dull sorrow.
“I don’t want to talk, don’t ask me, please …” she pleaded, then she began to cry and said through her tears.
“He went off to Uganda, to war. He might be alive, he might be dead …”
Mika said nothing. The child Tumaini was still again, his mother’s hand o him, still patting, absently. At last
Mama Tumaini straightened up and turned off the small tin lamp in the room. In the dark, she submitted herself,
silently, dutifully, and professionally. But, afterwards, when Mika rolled his body off her, there wasn’t the usual
feeling of having conquered; though fully sated, he lay back less than happy, vaguely unsettled, the labored
breathing from the mat adding to his sense of deflation.
He did not know when he finally fell asleep and woke up with the panic of one who does not know where he
is. It was not until he felt Mama Tumaini’s body by his side that he remembered where he was.
He got out of bed and lit a cigarette. The coil had burnt out and mosquitoes buzzed angrily. He sat frowning in
the dark, something troubling him, though he didn’t know what. Suddenly he was aware of the silence in the
room.
Mouth dry and head faintly throbbing, he got up, putting out his cigarette, and went to the mat. There was no
sound from the child and in the darkness he could only make out a mute, still haze, but he dared not strike a match
to light the lamp. He put his hand out towards the child, and his eyes, gradually used to the dark, gazed down
fascinated at the little body, lifeless and cold to his touch, its form now becoming distinct under the first stabs of
dawnlight.
Mama Tumaini stirred, mumbled something, then went back to sleep. Mika waited until her breathing grew
deep and even again before he sat on the bed, gingerly, and lit another cigarette, his mind busy.
Then, moving softly, he picked up his clothes from the floor where he had dumped them in a drunken pile.
Dressed, he paused awhile, his eyes involuntarily seeking the child’s body. No, he must leave immediately, he
urged himself, It wouldn’t do to get caught in the mourning and the funeral ceremonies. Thee was no point and it
would delay him further. And anyway, he found himself thinking, what was the child to him, or the mother for
that matter? Mechanically, e took out his wallet, peeled off several notes, and with no attempt to make out the
amount, placed the money on a stool by the bed, and set the lamp on it as weight.
The door squeaked as he unbolted it. He paused, his heart pounding, his ear strained towards the bed.
Mama Tumaini stirred, “You’re going already?” she asked him.
“Yes,” he answered.
“This early?”
“You know that transport is a problem, and I have to travel today.”
*
Come what may, he just had to get out today, and try to make it to Dar es Salaam by nightfall. For two days
now, he had been sunk in this dreary little town, because petrol shortage had crippled transportation and inundated
the small town with stranded travelers. It was to get away from the sweating hordes hopelessly milling all over the
town in search of transport, that on the previous day he had decided on an evening of entertainment and action.
Drink had appealed to him as just the antidote he needed for his despondence. But the search for beer, which he
preferred, was doomed from the start. There had been no beer in town, he was told at the first bar he stopped in,
since the day the beer truck went crashing over a bridge leading into town. The truck was still here, a useless
wreck of scrap metal. Mika did not want to believe this although he suspected it was probably the truth. He would
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have given his little finger for a drop of beer, and he went all over town, which didn’t take long as there was little
of it besides the bus stop.
A couple of depressing, dusty, narrow lands made up the backbone of the town and beyond that was only a
patchwork of slums. But he had no luck whatever in his search and had to make do with the local pombe which
was in abundance. He had little stomach for local stuff, but even though he imbibed it slowly and grudgingly,
gradually the booze took hold and he felt some of his despair lift. He even felt cheerful enough a join a group of
local drinkers at a nearby table. But just as the evening seemed to be taking off, he suddenly found himself
abandoned, his fellow drinkers having left for other bars or their homes. He had left too, and gone stumbling
through the night. He would never remember how he ended up in mama Tumaini’s place, or why he decided he
could not spend the night alone in his bed in the room he had rented at the lodging house. Funny, he thought
aimlessly, paying for a room then sleeping elsewhere; wasteful, he concluded grimly.
Mama Tumaini was talking. “Even so,” she said, “won’t you wait for me to make you a cup of tea at least, to
start you off?” That was the last thing he wanted, her getting up and finding out about the baby. He had to get
away first. “No, no,” he said quickly, “my things are at the lodging house, I’ve got\fn{ The text lacks: got.} to get
ready. I’ll eat somewhere.”
“Suit yourself,” she said, turning over. Then faintly, almost inaudibly, as if it was an afterthought, she wished
him a safe journey.
He thanked her, then limply, guiltily, he mumbled, “Your money … I’ve put the money .,. your money … on
the stool.” But she might have gone back to sleep or she might have had enough of him, as she made no response.
Mika opened the door and walked away in quick, tense steps, as light broke out over the rooftops and wisps of
smoke from the early morning cooking lazed over the slums, announcing the start of another day.
190.14 Excerpt from Unsung Heroines: “A Barmaid’s Life”\fn{by Anna Chipaka (1955Region, Tanzania (F) 3

)}

Mtwara, Mtwara

I was born in Mtwara (where my parents had moved to, from Mbamba Bay for wage employment) in the
month of February, 1955. My parents are from the Wanyasa tribe living on the shores of Lake Nyasa, in Mbinga
District. I was the youngest of the three children. There were two girls and only one boy who later died.
I didn't know much about my mother until I was about fourteen. My parents separated when I was about three
years old, and after a divorce, my mother moved back to Mbamba Bay. We were brought up by our father and
stepmother.
From what I can remember we were a happy family and we lived comfortably. Both my parents were workers;
my father traveled a lot. His job as a trade unionist demanded long and extensive travels; we did not see as much
of my father as we would have liked. He was a good man but strict, and he provided well for us. I do not
remember going hungry; we were a happy family.
My stepmother, on the other hand, was quieter. She looked after us and fed us well. She did not talk much, but
she gave us all the freedom and she loved us. We got on very well. In 1958 my stepmother gave birth to a pretty
baby girl and I loved my pretty little sister very much. I carried her on my back as I played. My mother worked
hard; she woke up early in the morning, prepared breakfast for us and made sure we ate breakfast before she left
for work. She had a full day, working from morning and coming back late in the afternoon. While she was away,
we were left in the care of a young ayah. We used to play with other young girls in the neighborhood, and we had
great fun together.
As I was growing up I usually played with the neighbors’ children my age. Some of my playmates were
slightly older, but we got on well. The older girls sometimes sent us away, but as I grew up I was accepted and
played with them and the boys.
When I was about thirteen I had my first menstrual period. It came as a shock to me, as I did not know what it
meant. … From my aunt I learned about the new changes taking place in my body. … While staying with my aunt
I was only taught the basics and a few facts of life which I did not even understand; and I went to school as usual.
I became pregnant when I was fourteen and in primary school in Dar es Salaam. I do not remember what
happened. It was such a long time ago, but I know the man was much older. … After I was six months pregnant I
realized something was wrong. … I was very healthy and plump and nobody noticed that I was pregnant, not even
my stepmother or neighbors.
A few months later my step mother did notice; and she began to ask questions. I was frightened but she was
even more frightened because she did not even have the courage to tell my father. When I was in my eighth month
my stepmother picked up courage and went to see my uncle and told him the “bad” news. My uncle in turn went
to see his younger brother and together with my stepmother they discussed the issue and decided to tell my father.
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The meeting of my aunts, uncles, my grandfather, my sister, myself and my parents took place in our house
one evening. … My father was so angry that he threatened to throw me out of the house but my aunts and uncles
calmed him. I was made to reveal the name of the man who was responsible. The next day a message was sent to
his home and he came with his brother. Naturally, as is usual, the man refused responsibility.
I could not believe my ears. I think I began to grow up from that day. … I decided to work in the bar as a
waitress or barmaid. At least they didn’t ask for a certificate or high education. Some of the girls I came to know
were bar-girls and they made enough money to live on. It was not much, but it kept them going. It was not a
decision I made on impulse. It took me weeks before I gradually accepted my situation and plucked up courage
and applied for a job in a bar. I did not like the idea but the odds were against me. I was determined to bring up
my children myself and support them too.
I approached one of the bar owners about a job. He wanted to know if I had any past experience as a barmaid. I
said no. He said,
“I wonder if you can do it. It is a tough job.” I said,
“I could try.”
So I was offered a job. I got my first orientation on how to attend customers and take their orders. Some
customers were nice but others were not. It was a traumatic experience with all these men around you, each one
trying to catch your eye or paw you. Eventually I got used to it. The job involved serving drinks to customers,
providing a pleasant atmosphere in which customers would want to spend their money, and ensuring that they
came back.
Some of the customers were very pleasant, but occasionally we got customers who, after a drink or two, turned
nasty or misbehaved, and as a barmaid you had to take in the whole scene silently. It was expected of you, if you
wanted to keep your job. So most of us stood the test and silently accepted abuse without reacting.
I was not earning much—my salary was meager—but I got enough money from tips. Most barmaids make a
lot of money from tips, for some customers are very generous, and especially the regulars. Somehow there
develops some kind of bond between the bar girls and customers. I cannot explain what it is. If you are good, well
behaved, and pleasant, they like you. Of course a lot of other things happen in bars, and some women earn
additional income through prostitution.
In 1979, after working in Songea as a barmaid for a few years, I found myself a bigger house and bought a few
more household goods, and went back to the village to collect my other children. I wanted to be near them. I was
used to having children around me, and I missed their joy and laughter, even the times they were naughty and
difficult. We had a long discussion with my mother about the welfare of the children and the job I had taken. My
mother tried to persuade me to give up the job and stay in the village. I explained to her that she need not worry. I
had made up my mind to work and support my family. I explained to her that I could not cope with
shamba\fn{Farm} work, and since my ambition was to educate the children beyond primary education, I did not
see how I could raise enough money by growing crops. There was no market, not even the co-operative
authorities came to buy crops from peasants, and from what I could see, people did not produce for the market but
mainly for their own consumption. Sometimes they sold rice or nuts, cassava and maize, which are staple foods
through a barter system, but normally people do not sell such crops. A lot of fishing goes on, but it is on a small
scale, and this is normally a male-dominated occupation. So I had a limited choice for generating cash to support
my children. …
Towards the end of 1980 I decided to move to Dar es Salaam. I had resigned from my job on a matter of
principle. You see, the owner of the bar was a very unscrupulous man. He cheated us on our salaries. For a long
time we were paid less than our actual salaries. … This is what he used to do on payday. He would call you into
his office and pretend to count eight hundred and fifty shillings, but first he made you sign the receipt for the
money and then he only peeled off two hundred and fifty, which he gave to you. We used to protest but not loudly
because we were afraid of losing our jobs. We knew he was exploiting us but we also knew that by signing the
receipt of 850 shillings even though we did not get the money, we knew it would be very difficult to prove that he
was stealing from us, no one would believe that we did not actually get our full salaries if he saw that we had
actually signed the receipts ourselves.
But one day I just got fed up. I got drunk and told him off, and the next day [ reported the matter to the police
who came and questioned him. He denied it, but I told them to ask the other girls. He was finally told to pay me
my full salary. He paid me two months salary and I left! I took all the children back to my mother except for the
youngest one and I told her I was going to Dar es Salaam to look for a job.
In Dar es Salaam I lived with my sister in Tandika for a few months before I finally decided to look for a job.
In 1981 I got a job at Silent Inn. It was interesting but very tiring. We worked for long hours. This was the time
when Kamanyola—(Marquis du Zaire Band), one of the best bands in town used to play at Silent Inn. The
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weekends were full and we worked very hard serving customers. It was backbreaking.
On Saturdays for example we worked from 5 p.m. to 4 a.m. in the morning. You could not go home at that time
because transport was not provided. So we normally stayed on until the early morning hours. We complained to
the management about our security, so he provided a room within the bar where we could stay if we were unable
to get home. Sometimes, if it was your turn to prepare food for the customers (food was also served at Silent Inn),
it meant you continued to work until the beans or meat was ready—so you just rushed home for a short nap and at
5 p.m. you were back again working.
The management was mean. Do you know how much we got paid? Five cents per bottle! But one could sell up
to 50 crates of beer during weekends. But you did not get much money still. All of us got more from tips than
from our salaries, as you can see, and that is why we stayed. I had already sent for my other children by then. Two
of them came. So I had three with me and my mother kept the other two.
Mlimani Park bar had by this time been opened and we heard that they were paying decent salaries, that is, the
official minimum wage. Most of the girls left Silent Inn including myself and we joined Mlimani Park. For those
who were not officially employed, they were paid by the bottle like at Silent Inn except that here they paid one
shilling instead of five cents per bottle.\fn{About 12¢ per bottle:H} I was employed and received the basic minimum
wage. Because of my long experience and satisfactory work performance I was promoted to position of
supervisor.
My schedule of duties as a supervisor included supervising all the barmaids, to maintain discipline, settling
disputes among fellow workers and generally seeing to it that everything was going smoothly, and bringing up
any issues of importance to the attention of the manager. I liked my job. My salary was 650\fn{ Shillings} per
month on top of money from tips I received from customers. That way we managed to lead a decent life and the
children had enough to eat; my second daughter was already in class three by now. I found someone to look after
the youngest child so that the others could attend school properly and regularly.
Working as a barmaid has its pros and cons. First there is no job security, you can be hired and fired at a
moment’s notice. Second, there are no fixed salaries, as most of the bars are owned by individuals who
unilaterally decide how much to pay you. The women who opt to work in bars are in any case desperate and do it
at their own risk, so they accept the arbitrary conditions and terms of services as stipulated by the owner. … This
is very exploitative relationship. The barmaid’s real money comes from tips that we get in cash or kind. On
average a barmaid can make between 400 and 800 shillings a day from tips alone. …
Most of the women who come to work in bars are often single parents with children. They are divorcees or
widows, deserted wives, and sometimes young school girl dropouts. They are not stupid, because at the back of
their minds they are thinking of their children and how to support them. So if you are offered a beer, you will
accept it, while you sit and chat with the customers. For the second beer and many others, you will ask the barman
to keep them for you. If you happen to get Konyagi or any other hard drink, you deposit it with the barman.
Instead, you fill your glass with either water or soda and lace it with a bit of whisky. At the end of the day you
reconcile the number of bottles with the barman and either you sell them back to the bar or customers and collect
your money and go back to your children.
Thus life goes. Being a barmaid one has to be intelligent and sharp.
However there is no security of employment as mentioned earlier, you can be hired or fired at a moment’s
notice and there is no compensation. There is no Pension or Insurance either. In other organizations they have the
Akiba ya Uzeeni\fn{National Provident Fund} to which both worker and employer send monthly contributions in
cash-form. However, there is nothing like that in our case. After termination or dismissal you leave as empty
handed as you came and if you decide to terminate your services before the end of the month you don’t get paid—
so you stay on until the end of the month. You get leave if you ask for it but it is unpaid leave. The same applies to
maternity leave. So if you get pregnant you get leave but most women come back to work a month or less later to
earn money to support their families.
Most women do not get financial support from their partners. No woman likes to leave a young baby in the
care of another young child—but it is a risk we take—and leave everything to God. Everybody knows about our
working conditions and our rigid working hours, 5.00 a.m. [to] 11 or 12 midnight or even longer on weekends.
Like any other woman, we worry about our children and about ourselves as we work so late and the children are
alone or with neighbors or young ayahs.
I have told you about job security. I must say something about personal security. We get all kinds of customers
coming into the bar. Usually when they come in they are gentlemen but after a couple of beers, some of them
begin to misbehave and mishandle you as if they own you! And all along you are expected to remain calm and not
lose your temper, and keep on smiling. Some will insult you or paw your ass, shoulders, etc., and you just pretend
it is okay. Sometimes you lose your temper, but often you shrug and laugh, or pretend you like them. You have to
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acquire the technique of diplomacy and survival.
There are times when a man will try and force himself upon you or decide to take you home against your will.
We also develop defense mechanisms about how to get away from such a situation. Sometimes it works but often
times it does not. You see you can always get rid of him if you don’t like him. Our customers also apply different
and sometimes mean techniques if they want to hurt a woman. For example he may try to hit you and accuse you
of having stolen his money. Others seem to think that once they have offered you beer, then they have bought you.
Although the management always intervenes, they always obey the principle of a “customer is always right.”
They are interested in their money and therefore it is important for them to maintain good relations with
customers. They can always get another barmaid! So often they will calm the customer, and, if he says you stole
his money, the management will offer to refund him. But you know it is not the end, you know at the end of the
month they will get it out of your salary! So we end up paying for money we did not steal and that means
hardship. It can be very humiliating.
Not all the customers who come to the bars misbehave. You see, there are different categories of people who
come to the bars: there are those who come to have a good time and peacefully go home after closing, and there
are those who come looking for excitement and women. Some women come to socialize and meet friends.
Couples too come and go. You also have some customers who come because they are lonely and feel they can
find company and a sympathetic ear. They often find a sympathetic ear in a barmaid. So you listen to their
problems and sympathize. It makes them feel great. You relieve them of their tension and anxieties, and you
reassure them and make them feel confident!
Most barmaids are good listeners. You learn and develop these skills with time. Being a barmaid is also an art
—it requires a lot of patience and tolerance, and I think you can cope with so much because you yourself have
gone through a difficult time. Not every barmaid sleeps with every man, and not every drinker comes looking for
women. Many people cannot understand this. I know. They think that just because you are a barmaid then
automatically you became a prostitute. I am not saying that there is no prostitution. It is there; of course most
barmaids do not understand that women do not do this for pleasure. It is all a question of economics! It is often
not by choice that a woman becomes a prostitute. I am sure most people believe that we are all prostitutes just
because we work in a bar. Some of us have one permanent boyfriend and don’t just sleep with any man around.
I must say, not every woman who works in a bar is a prostitute. Some women are decent and being a barmaid
should be considered a job like any other although the job carries with it a degrading social stigma. The woman
bears most of the blame and the man who comes is never branded as a prostitute even though he entices and pays
for sexual favors. His money and status and power give him the power to dictate the time and terms of the
relationship, even when we know the sexual act is an act of equals. …
The man with money can use it to speak for him; and they always use your reputation as a barmaid against
you. Society looks down on barmaids because most of us do not live according to conventional expectations, so
they say. So you can imagine what it would be like to fight against your boss! Today some bar owners pay a
regular salary to their barmaids, but I know a lot more women are exploited and are paid less. However at least
you can move on to another place if the conditions become intolerable. Currently the salary of a barmaid is
between 700 and 1000 a month. Perhaps Dar es Salaam Development Corporation barmaids get the official
minimum wage—but I am not sure. Most women are thankful to get at least a job to support their families.
58.49 Excerpts from Dar es Salaam By Night\fn{by Ben. Rashid Mtobwa (1958-2008)} Tanzania (M) 5
… Another night has fallen. A city night. A night that does not know it is night, for it is filled with comfort and
good living. Even the darkness which rules the night of the villages and the outskirts of the city has no might nor
power here; from the lampposts along the roads, many shades of light mock the darkness, making of the night
another kind of day.
The lovers of the good times anywhere in Dar es Salaam, old and young, were bustling in their quest for
amusement (walikuwa katika pilikaplika za kujistarehesha). The drinkers were many in the bars without number,
which are scattered across the city and its suburbs. The lovers of music were soaking it up in many venues. The
lovers of cinema were crying and laughing in the various cinema halls. Also, the whores were selling themselves
here and there in the streets and bars, rubbing shoulders with no-gooders and professional thieves, who in turn
were also at work, looking out where and what to pinch next. Only the beggars have gone to rest with their
sorrows, in their back streets. They are trying to coax sleep into taking them away, to allow them to forget the
cruelty of the mosquitoes or fleas and the pain of hunger, even just for a few hours.
We are at the Embassy, one of those big modern hotels, built with only the tourists in mind. We are in the Roof
Garden Bar, on the top of the building. Today the city of Dar es Salaam is at your feet. If you let your eyes wan157

der here and there, you can observe its streets and houses. Cars speed by below. The sound of music just about
reaches you from various buildings. You turn your eyes away from the scene and direct them towards the bar. You
look at the beautiful, healthy flowers in this bar, so dense you have no good view of your fellow patrons at the
other tables. In the middle of this space is a swimming pool, filled with blue water so quiet as if it wants to entice
you to undress and get in.
Your eyes leave the pool and contemplate in detail the other guests. There is only one European, who seems to
be very flattered by two African girls who are placing orders with the waiter while he pays for them; they are
laughing at him. They play with his thighs, He laughs. He finds it agreeable. There are people at the other tables
who don’t have to be persuaded to look on. That one over there looks like a man with his wife. This one here is
obviously with his recently acquired love interest. Those three are professionals (wahudumu) who are planning
their moves in low voices.
Hasara’s eyes are drawn to a table where a girl is sitting, alone like himself, drinking her beer without haste.
Hasara finds it hard to take his eyes off her. He cannot remember when he has last seen a girl as beautiful as this
one. Sure, the city of Dar es Salaam is full of very beautiful girls, beauty queens even. Still, there isn’t one among
them who has attracted Hasara like this one. The beauty of the others often vexed Hasara, the way it was made up
and put on with incomprehensible cosmetics and alluring dresses, so that it made the girls look like angels or
devils rather than beautiful daughters of the family of man.
This girl’s beauty was genuine. Her hair did not need strange chemicals to appear straight and shiny: she was
born like this. Her body did not need cleansing oils to make it soft and light in color: she was born like this. She
did not need to wear intimidating dresses or go half naked like the others in order to attract the gaze; she wore a
heavy green skirt which covered her from feet to waist, a little blouse not quite buttoned up. Her belly and arms
were perfect enough to make anyone notice that these garments covered an angel.
With great effort Hasara took his eyes off this girl and turned them to the waiter, who was opening him a
second beer and asking what he would like to eat.
“I will order later. I am waiting for someone,” he said while looking at his watch. What was going on with
Hasira? he wondered. Does he have to make sure every day that I wait for him for hours before he shows up? And
what sort of news is it that he needs to tell me, which he wanted me to wait for here at the Embassy?
He decided to take his mind off these questions by turning his eyes back to the girl. She was still on her own;
she had lowered her head as if she was looking at something in her glass. Then she raised her face slowly, in a
lovely manner, as if performing for the pleasure of the onlookers. If she were acting in a film, the result would
bring the film-maker praise. Suddenly their eyes met. For half a minute their eyes rested on each other; they were
looking at each other as if reading each other’s thoughts. Then the girl smiled.
Hasara felt as if a knife had suddenly entered his chest and cut his heart. The smile of this girl caused him pain!
He could hardly bear it. He stooped over his table and began to pour the beer into his glass. The glass filled with
beer and began to overflow without him noticing. Before he knew it, his trousers were getting wet. Avoiding the
eyes of the girl, he called the waiter and asked him to wipe up the table. Then he quietly continued to drink his
beer.
When he lifted up his eyes again to have a look, he saw that the girl was now with a man. A man who had had
his fill. From where he was sitting Hasara could note the smell of that man, the smell of money. It was evident in
the way his dark face was quiet, like that of someone free of troubles, who has anything he might want in this
world. Also, his clothes showed clearly that they had been imported into the country at high price. The girl was
saying something to the man, and she was smiling, the same smile that had hurt Hasara. Now it was directed at
another man! Hasara felt as if hit on a sore spot. He poured himself some more beer, after looking at his watch
and reproaching Hasira for his delay.
This time he did not look up until he felt another man’s hand resting on his shoulder. He raised his head and
met the gaze of his friend Hasira. A face where, although it had tasted pleasure, all the signs of hardship were still
visible in the eyes, so that he appeared to be crying every time he smiled.
“Am I very late?” he said, laughing. “Don’t take notice. I was at work.” Suddenly he took Hasara’s hand and
said, “Get up, let’s go, otherwise we will lose them.”
“Let’s go where?”
“Follow me!”
They left in a hurry. Hasara glanced at the table of the beautiful girl and found it empty. They had left
unnoticed! He felt angry. He did not know what upset him. But he was not enough of a hypocrite to deny that he
had begun to dream a wonderful dream about himself and that girl. How lovely it would be to be with her, in the
streets, in the gardens, in bed! A waking dream. For as large as the city was, with millions of people in it, it would
be amazing to meet her again, and a miracle to get her. Especially having seen the sort of men she went around
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with. But don’t miracles occur here in Dar? What sort of miracle? He could meet with this girl and they could
love each other and get married. What sort of miracle? Look at Hasira, just the other day he was poorer than him.
Now he is much richer. And not only he. There are many people here with pitiful wages but owning cars worth
millions. In Dar it is commonplace to find a manager who has sorted himself out in such a manner that even his
home servant has four houses. What sort of miracles …
“Speed up, Hasara,” Hasira ordered.
When they arrived downstairs they saw a 505 car leaving slowly. Hasira smiled, saying, “Good job we caught
them,” while he directed Hasara to where he had left his car. It was a black pick-up double cabin. They entered,
started the engine and proceeded to follow the 505.
“I think, Hasira, you’ve got to the point where you should tell me what you are doing. I am very grateful for
your help with money and clothing. But do you think I like to follow you like a flag, one day waiting in the
Coffee Bar, one in the Embassy, one time going somewhere without knowing what is happening? I ask you to
explain to me, please,” Hasara explained.
Hasira smiled a bit.
“What’s the haste, Hasara? We have the whole night today. As soon as we get the time I will explain it to you
in detail. It is a job which I am sure you will find easy.” …
*
It is night, yes. But here at Tausi\fn{Peacock.} it has just dawned. Everyone is on their feet, everyone is celebrating being alive. They please the eye with the elegant clothing on their bodies, with the broad smiles on their
faces, and with the happiness that fills their souls. Here, hunger is forgotten, and so is death. Everyone has come
to enjoy, and enjoy they do. This is really what the fame of this dance hall rests on, Tausi here in Kinondoni\fn{A
note reads: A district of Dar es Salaam that includes a variety of neighborhoods .} Liveliness. This hall is alive all night long.
And it makes every customer feel alive, and happy to be alive.
Over there those two youths, a man and his lover. The young lady realized that her gentleman was not feeling
comfortable on his sloping iron chair. So she has decided to cradle him in her lap. Now the man is having a good
time sitting on his girl’s thighs, while one cigarette after another burns up in his mouth. The beer he was brought
has been all but forgotten, the glass sits half empty on the table.
The table over there is occupied by five people: four men, one woman. The woman appears to be more drunk
than her companions. Or maybe she is kinder than they are. Look how she takes care of every one of them by
turns: she grabs this one by the beard and plays with it … she tickles the other one … this one she strokes on the
thighs … kisses yet another one … now she has returned to the first one and embraces him. Everyone is laughing.
And that one over there! Ever since he came in here, even before the music began, he has been dancing. He
still is, now that the music is playing. But he dances with more force than the music itself. Look how he is dripping with sweat! Look how he wears himself out in restless jumping! A trace of blood is trickling from a wound
he obtained on the head in one of his wild leaps. But he does not feel any pain. He is dancing powerfully and
happily, as if trying to prove to the world that he is a happier man than everyone else. Look!
All this Rukia had been observing ever since she had entered the hall with her man. She had been lucky to find
two seats in a corner. Drinks were standing before them, a well-fried chicken was resting in their stomachs. This
was their third beer each. Rukia was beginning to feel livened up like her fellow guests. As usual, when she had
sat down here and waited for their drinks to be brought, she had felt debased, and the other, already tipsy drinkers
had appeared not just stupid, but complete fools. Now, she began to see them as normal people who were having a
good time and knew how to have a good time.
“What do you think, darling,” she said smiling. “How do you like it here? Don’t you think it is livelier than the
Embassy that you’re so fond of? If someone decides to have fun, they need to have it. What fun is there at the
Embassy? Firstly there are hardly any people, then the way they sit around makes you think they are in a church
or mosque. But here people are laid back (barabara).”
She finished speaking and placed her free hand on a particular spot on this man’s body, letting her fingers play
in a manner that slowly woke up a certain creature inside it. He coughed a bit and swallowed what he had in his
mouth, then he said,
“Eh … yes, it’s nice. But—”
“But what, Peterson?” retorted the girl. “I know that you don’t like places like this one. But just wait a bit, and
you will like it. This music is still only to attract the crowd. In a little while you will see a live show by those
youths of Mlimani.\fn{A note reads: Mlimani Park is a popular dance band in Dar es Salaam.} I tell you, you will like it.”
“You know why I object?” Peterson said defensively. “What I complain about is things like that man: look how
he hurts himself That is no fun. He can die or kill someone any time. It is dangerous to have fun this way!”
Rukia laughed.
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“But it is also fun to watch a disgrace such as this. A grown up man, maybe he has got a wife and children at
home, who chooses to behave this way, and in public. It’s like watching the cinema for free.”
“Maybe … but—”
Rukia looked carefully at Peterson. She noticed every sign that he was hating it here, and that he was feeling
trapped, in his eyes as well as his voice. He seemed a complete stranger here. Like an angel who has missed the
door to heaven and finds himself in hell. His habit was to lock himself into an air-conditioned room, with
European music playing at low volume, while a few people with lots of money drank quietly as if praying, while
their talk would be about new plans to make even more money. Somehow Rukia felt pity for this subdued young
man. Then she reminded herself that her mission tonight was not to pity, but to corrupt him.
There was no way she could forget that aim. This man had already ruined three days for her, and had left her
alone in bed without any gift. To leave her like that, alone in bed and empty-handed, was not the behavior of a
freeborn man. He had to pay for it dearly. First she would take him apart like a doll, then she would put him
together as she liked him!
Now the music had become lively. A great mass of people was in motion on the dance-floor, dancing happily.
In front of the crowd, the untiring musicians sang and danced happily. Three musicians were singing and dancing
together, a pleasure to watch. Rukia observed them for a while. Also she looked at the other dancers, her eyes
drawn to one little boy who was dancing on his own without restraint, moving his hips and thighs suggestively.
Many people were drawn to him. Some of them threw money his way which he didn’t even bother to pick up.
When Rukia’s eyes left him they moved over to the other drinkers who were sitting in their chairs consuming their
drinks.
The table where a girl had been holding her man on her lap was now surrounded by five men. Rukia knew one
of them. Isn’t that Sam Kitogo? Yes … the stout guy who always has his hands in every pie, and writes books.
And that one? Is that not Hammie Rajabu? Rukia had not met him. But she didn’t have to be told. His appearance
was exactly like the pictures she had seen in the books and newspapers. Undoubtedly Kajubi Mukajanga had not
yet arrived. For he and Hammie were seen everywhere together.
And those others. One looked like Nico Mbajo … and that one had to be John Rutayisingwa. Rukia saw a
waitress going over to them and listening to them. Kitogo said something which made the girl smile. Hammie
added some words, and she fell over laughing. Now she was scratching Kitogo’s beard. And when she left to get
them their beer her gait had changed: she moved her behind with more dedication. The writers laughed and
slapped each others’ shoulders. Rukia found herself laughing with them without them knowing, while taking her
eyes off the table and directing them to another one.
She spotted two young men sitting more quietly than the rest. They were looking at her and her companion.
Their eyes clashed. Rukia knew one of them. Wasn’t that the man who had been at the Embassy a short while
ago? The one who had been staring at her, with every sign of desiring her trumpeting from his eyes? When had he
arrived? And what was he following? Had they been planning to come here anyway, or was it possible they were
following her? Why were they looking at her like that?
Rukia tried to avert her eyes. It didn’t work. As had happened at the Embassy she found that her heart was
softening without reason, and involuntarily a smile appeared and lit up her face. Something in the eyes of this
young man caused or forced her to do so. Rukia extinguished the smile with a little cough, turned away her eyes
and looked at Peterson.
The beer had begun to do its work in Peterson’s head. His eyes had become more awake, his body livelier. It
was obvious now that the taste of this night was entering his spirit, that he felt it in his blood. Even his hands were
no longer resting quietly. Every so often they broke away from his body and slipped into the enticing hills and
valleys of Rukia’s body. His mind too was refreshed by the sweetness of the singers’ voices and their untiring
play.
Another lovely night
Darkness has spread all over
Covering the world
But I am dancing here and there.
My heart full of joy.

Rukia looked at him for a while. Then she grabbed his hand which was making its way towards her thighs,
seeking to stroke them. She took it into both her hands and played with his fingers to raise his desire, and said
softly,
“Get up, let’s dance.”
When Peterson hesitated she pulled at his hand and said,
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“Let’s go, my man.”
Peterson was no dancer. Ever since his childhood dancing to music had been one of those “jobs” that he found
particularly hard. It was also true that when at secondary school, he had taken special lessons in dancing, although
if he had been made to take an exam in this subject, he would have ended up at the bottom of the table. As he
realized that his classmates began to laugh at him every time he tried to dance, he had decided in his childhood
not to concern himself with dancing at all. As an adult, other than buying an expensive radio and all the tapes of
famous musicians, he had not taken an interest either. He danced with the eyes only, by watching others dance.
But Rukia does not bother taking advice or information on this. She has already got up, and now she is pulling
Peterson energetically. He cannot refuse. He walks towards the dance floor feebly. Rukia has already begun to
dance.
Yes. the heart full of joy,
For the figure of this companion
Is like the light of the moon
And her soft skin
Like sweet water in the desert.

Peterson looked at Rukia. Then he looked at the other dancers. Slowly he raised one leg to follow their
movements. Then he lifted the second leg. He tried to shake his waist. As usual, he suddenly felt heavy. His legs
were as if bound by a rope, the waist as if held by an anchor. He did not give up hope and picked himself up
carefully, making every effort to follow the beat of the music while watching Rukia’s legs. In his mind he was
amazed at Rukia’s skill. He knew that she was of a very beautiful build that would serve her well for all performing arts, including music. But he had not thought she would be so good at dancing. Look at her slender legs …
look at her waist … look!
Peterson cannot remember ever having seen another girl dancing like this. Yes, there is one, one only. He saw
her on a video. This girl from Zaire. What was her name again? Mbilia Bell? Ledi Issa? Faye Tess? Or is she in
the stage show of one of those bands?
Look …
Rukia was observing the amazement in Peterson’s eyes. She too was amazed in her way. She had not yet seen a
rich man, an educated man, advanced like this one, being so sheepish (mbu mbu mbu) when it came to dancing.
Look how he patters about like a camel brought to town.
Really her eagerness to bring him here and to compel him to dance was part of her scheme to corrupt him. She
had wanted to get him to dance like mad, so that this gentleman with his money and his suits would feel at one
with the brutish crowd. After that a second punishment would follow. But now Rukia felt as if she had already
bullied and punished him beyond measure. A respectable man, now he was in a state, he was miserable, he could
begin to cry any minute. People were even beginning to look at them with their eyes openly laughing
Yes. A night that instills fear
But it brings joy
Every time my girl
Fragrant like incense, laughs.

Rukia slowed down her gyrations. Dancing slowly, she helped Peterson with his heavy legs. At the end of the
song she embraced him and kissed him on both cheeks, murmuring,
“Thank you, love.”
They took each other’s hands and returned to their seats.
The night continued to be sweet, the beer continued to flow. The next song was even sweeter. Peterson, with
lots of beer in his head, thought the music more alluring after he had found that he danced “like anyone else” with
Rukia, and wanted to dance again. But Rukia refused, saying they should rest a bit.
“Pardon me, Sir,” a voice struck them.
The speaker was a rather tall, rather lanky young man, with shining eyes and a pleasant appearance. He was
wearing good, up to date clothing that fitted him perfectly. It was the man whom Rukia had noticed at the
Embassy. He was talking to Peterson.
“I ask for a dance with this lady, please. If you will let her.”
They entered the floor and began to make their steps. At first shyly, as they did not know each other at all. The
music wiped their embarrassment away. Soon they were like hand and glove (chanda na mpete) in their dancing,
their steps and moves were all in line. For a while they danced quietly. Their moves absorbed their minds, and
those of others. Many of those who were not dancing were looking at them carefully. In every way they were
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pleasing to the eye, like twins that had been born together on the dance-floor.
The next song was a European one, and slow. They danced embracing each other.
Rukia had forgotten that her man, Peterson, was sitting nearby, that he was undoubtedly looking at her with
anger and surprise. She had forgotten, too, that she was supposed to dance for one song only. In short, she had
forgotten everyone and everything. Her feelings were running free, she was refreshing body and soul. In her mind
she felt as if she had arrived in the shadow after a long journey in the desert, plagued by hunger and thirst. Her
head rested quietly on the wide, warm and life-filled chest of this young man. She closed her eyes and began to
dream of things that she had never dreamed of before in her life. A dream of Adam and Eve in the big garden of
love. Even the song she heard as if from far away.
“What is your name then, love?” the young man asked. His hands were wandering over the hills and valleys of
the girl’s back and waist.
“Rukia,” she murmured.
“Rukia?”
“Just call me Rukia,” she said. “And you?”
“They call me Hasara.”
“Why Hasara?”
“They know.”
“Who are they?”
“It’s a long story.” He hesitated a bit and added, “I don’t know if I can live the next twenty-four hours without
seeing you again. Where can I find you tomorrow at lunch time?”
“Why this haste?”
In the silence that followed they realized that the music had stopped. Only they remained on the dance floor.
Yes, they and that drunkard who never got round to sitting down unless he fell. Embarrassed, they ended their
embrace and left the dance-floor.
Hiding his anger and jealousy behind a phony smile, Peterson looked at them as they approached him. He had
all reason to be jealous. They looked like a man and his loved one who just got married. Their eyes too showed
shame and guilt, as if their marriage was illegitimate.
“Thank you, Sir,” Hasara said while he handed him Rukia. Then he returned to his table.
Peterson finished his beer slowly. When Rukia had finished hers as well, he stood up and took her hand.
“Let’s go home.”
“Right now?”
“It’s enough. There is tomorrow and the day after that. Why should we stay overnight here?”
Rukia got up and followed. She tried to make an effort not to throw a glance at Hasara. but she could not keep
it up. Their eyes clashed. A smile of farewell passed secretly between them.
294.100 1. Gentle Breeze 2. I Am Only Human 3. Saved By Christ Alone 4. Sleep, Slumber 5. A Haunting
Thought 6. Four Windows Of Love 7. Silvery Plate 8. It’s Spring Time! 9. To The Sojourners 10. In His Heavenly
Place: Ten Poems\fn{by Christopher Richard Mwashinga, Jr., (1965- )} Mbeya, Mbeya Region, Tanzania (M) 5
1
When in the mainland Tanzania I stood,
My eyes lifted up to the mountains,
And cast on the vast beautiful valleysWhen I enjoyed the sweet smell of vanilla,
While walking in the famous bamboo forest;
When I saw the impala leaping majestically,
And the zebra smiling to me in the parkWhen gracious birds sang their favorites,
In the natural trees of Mount MbeyaI gratefully thought I had seen it all.
But when I visited the island of Zanzibar,
I stood on the sand of the sea shore,
My curious eyes cast on the waters
As a gentle breeze was softly blowing
To bring relief and take my exhaustion away.
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I saw the mighty water come tide after tide,
And waves crush repeatedly on the beach;
It was a real thrill to be out there!
Oh how I thank God for His majestic creation!
Yes for the hills and the green valleys,
For the tiring mainland and relaxing island.
God is the creator and sustainer of all things!
He made them all: He’s a lover of the beautiful.
2
You asked me important questions yesterday
And wanted me to answer them in December;
But I’ve offered to answer you this very day
Before the end of the month of September.
Hope my honest answers will make your day
As you prepare to walk through November.
*
“What makes you always happy and ever strong?
Even when like tilapia you’re thrown in deep sea?
Though you can’t swim, you sing a favorite song!
What indeed changes your agony into glee?
What calms you down amid a hostile throng?
Why are you positive like an evergreen tree?
*
“You do not seem to fear summer or severe winter.
The winds may blow like death across your soul;
Unfairness may rain on you like the El Niño rains
And thrust you down, almost fainting to the floor;
But you bounce right back to the top of mountains.
Are you made of sponge that absorbs every blow?”
*
Well, well, listen to me O friend of my heart
I am not an angel but a mortal human beingJust like any other person, I feel pain and I do hurt.
I have tons of tears to shed but also a song to sing;
I can agonize as I carefully organize a music concert
And on rough days my rare favorite songs I sing.
*
You want to know the reason why I keep positive
Positive because I’ve got an altogether positive Savior.
When the tempest raged, the sea became negative.
It was deadly dark and the fog didn’t want to clearFor even the skies were gloomy and utterly negative.
But Jesus, my positive Savior, took away my fear!
*
Through the pain, I have learned to love Him more.
Now I know His voice better; twice He spoke to me;
I know His footsteps in battle; thrice He went before.
He gives me joy and peace and hope -at stormy sea.
Yes, I am only human but my Savior is in control.
That’s why I’m happy-all my being goes aglow.
3
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The morning of my earthly years
Was like the midnight of my lifeI had neither spiritual eyes nor ears,
But instead I walked with a “knife,”
The symbol of trouble and strife.
*
A helpless sinner, in a dark night;
Unskilled sailor in a stormy seaIt was blackout- no hope, no light.
None was concerned about me at sea,
For it was dark; they couldn't see.
*
Thus, all my hope was totally gone.
Upon me all people had given up.
Satan was salivating for my bone;
But for me ’til midnight, Jesus sat up,
And from sea-bed He fished me up!
*
Though I was sin-stained and dirty,
He hugged me with His forgiveness.
His blood washed away my iniquityOn me I received His righteousness,
I feel loved as He leads me in holiness.
*
I am a sinner saved by Christ alone,
Now I enjoy full and free salvation.
For it is grace alone, through faith alone,
That has given me eternal redemption.
Alleluia I shout, for free salvation!
4
A little sleep, a little slumber,
A little folding of your hands
To sleep on dressed timberSo shall you lose your friends.
*
A little longer hours of sleep
A little delay to wake up,
In the morning, after sleep,
To you poverty shows up.
*
A little neglect of your duty,
A little negative attitude
And avoiding a responsibility,
You lose people’s gratitude.
5
Though this thought, so terrible and frighteningLike a nightmare haunts me every day and night;
I’ll continue to put my trust in God and His Word.
Though the battle appears longer, I’ll continue to fight.
For only my Jesus knows how long I have to wait
Before He can graciously open the great golden gate.
*
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So do not worry my dear friend, it’s my share;
I’ll take up the challenge and face it by His grace.
It’s OK; He is my guide, I will walk full distance.
In the end with a smile, I will see Him face to face
But until then, I’ll continue to watch, work and wait.
I am sure it won’t be long—I know the hour is late.
*
Again take it easy my dear friend, it’s my share,
It keeps me on my knees, it keeps me alive
I miss my sleep sometimes, it keeps me awake,
But I’ve learned lately, that by His grace I’ll survive,
Then my latter days will be better than the former—
All my wintry experience will turn into summer.
6
If you closely look at the human race
And carefully survey each one’s face,
You’ll soon discover as you uncover,
The cover that covers the race over;
That there are four windows of love,
From left and right, below and above—
That shed light into human friendships
And the cause of broken relationships.
*
The four windows are named in Greek
But please do not feel up the creek;
For they are small, simple and sweet.
They are not far but just at your feet.
The first sounds like the family storage;
This is family love known as storge,
It is not the kind of love that is wild,
But the love a mother has for her child.
*
The 2nd window’s name sounds like errors
It’s prone to erring; it is known as erosThe kind of love a man has for a woman
Its bottom line is human-sex under the sun.
The third window sounds somewhat familiar,
Even your ears know it. It is called philia;
This represents brotherly kind of love.
That people feel toward the ones they love.
*
Then window number four is known as agape.
This represents God’s love that bridges the gap,
Between man and man or humankind and God.
Jesus used agape to love this unlovable world
He wanted to see it beautiful like the one above.
That could only be done through the agape love.
On the above windows, all relationships dependThrough them, you can make an enemy or a friend
7
O sweet silvery plate and shimmering starry skies
The silvery plate at hand is better than the golden gate,
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Leading to a city with a palace of golden sunrise.
Why look into the skies and despise the silvery plateWhile you cannot afford to buy a simple vessel of clay
You do not have feet to walk on planet earth right now
But you’re crying for not walking on the moon for a day
Why not make use of what you have at hand right now,
Instead of daily dwelling on your deceiving day dreams
Use your silvery plate as you work to get a golden one
A cup of water is better than a thousand unknown streams.
Thank God for whatever through you so far He has done.
As you fix your eyes on the shimmering starry skies
Remember, to plant your feet on the ground –it’s wise.
8
I am alone and lonely in a lonesome solitary place.
It’s cold and snowy, the snowflakes fall on my face
My weepy eyes are open; is there any hope-any sign?
My soul is freezing; isn’t there any sweet sunshine?
O my soul solicit solace and sing songs silently.
Though the skies sing songs of the wintry season,
And the stars dance to the tune of this season,
The fowls of the air sing the songs of springtimeO my soul smile-I know it’s springtime!
*
I’m alone like a lost crested crane on a lonesome bay,
The palm trees are waving at me-it’s a windy day
I wonder, “Can a crested crane be without his crestCan such a crest-less crane give the world his best?
O, my soul solicit solace and sing songs silently,
Though the skies sing songs of the wintry season,
And the stars dance to the tune of this season;
The fowls of the air sing the songs of springtimeO my soul smile; I know it’s springtime!
*
How many times must I pray for the crest: twice?
Trees have flowery crowns; did they pray thrice?
In your promises O God my soul will always trust
Till your springtime comes and my winter is past.
O, my soul, solicit solace and sing songs silently,
Though the skies sing songs of the wintry season,
And the stars dance to the tune of this season;
The fowls of the air sing the songs of springtimeO my soul smile; I know it’s springtime!
9
The morning twilight is disappearing,
There is silvery sunlight on the hilltop.
The long night of sojourn is ending,
And the long awaited morning is comingWake up sojourners-receive your hope.
*
Brighter and brighter becomes the light,
And louder is the approaching soundIt sounds like Christ’s rescue chariot.
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On it, we shall take our Alleluia flight
And safely land on Immanuel’s ground.
*
Hush! I hear some sweet sound in the skyJoyfully wake up from your slumber.
Our King is descending from on highHey! Get ready to wave the world bye!
It’s time for our homeward journey!
10
Someday in His own holy heavenly place,
Someday in His own perfect royal palace;
I will salute my King in humble adorationAs I hug Him before His majestic creation.
*
Someday, on one of these “disturbing” days,
Someday with a smile and a song of praiseIn the clouds of heaven, I’ll ascend to meet
My Jesus, so loving, so forgiving, so sweet.
*
As He sits on His heavenly royal white throne,
On His head wearing a glittering golden crown,
I will bow down to worship my eternal King,
As I thankfully raise my voice Alleluia to sing.
*
Yes, someday in His own holy heavenly home,
Someday at the table in His royal dining roomI’ll sit to enjoy His delicacies in ceaseless ages;
As I sing for joy with the redeemed of all ages!
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The Cathedral of St. Joseph (1897-1902), Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam Region, Tanzania: three views
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A mosque in Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam Region, Tanzania
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Detail of the Shri Swaminaryan Mandir, Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam Region, Tanzania

Caption: “African traditional dance in Dar es Salaam” [Dar es Salaam Region, Tanzania]
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The Aznia Front Cathedral, Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam Region, Tanzania

The Cathedral Church of St. Albans, Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam Region, Tanzania
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The Cathedral of St. Paul of the Cross, Dodoma, Dodoma Region, Tanzania

The Cathedral of the Holy Spirit, Dodoma, Dodoma Region, Tanzania
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The Muammar Gaddafi Mosque, Dodoma, Dodoma Region, Tanzania

The Cathedral of Our Mother of Mercy, Bukoba, Kagera Region, Tanzania
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A church in Bukoba, Kagera Region, Tanzania

The Cathedral of St. Paul, Bunda District, Mara Region, Tanzania
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The Cathedral of Holy Mary Mother of God, Musoma, Mara Region, Tanzania

The Cathedral of St. Andrew, Ifakara, Morogoro Region, Tanzania
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The Cahedral of Christ the King, Mahenge, Morogoro Region, Tanzania

The Cathedral of Njombe, Njombe Region, Tanzania
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The Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, Kihesa, Iringa Region, Tanzania

The Evanglical Lutheran Church, Ilembgula, Iringa Region, Tanzania
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The Cathedral of Our Lady of Victory, Kigoma, Kigoma Region, Tanzania

The Cathedral of Mary Queen of Peace, Geita, Geita Region, Tanzania
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The Cathedral of the Epiphany, Mwanza, Mwanza Region, Tanzania

A church in Ukerewe, Mwanza, Mwanza Region, Tanzania
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The Cathedral of St. Anthony of Padua, Mbeya, Mbeya Region, Tanzania

A mosque in Moshi, Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania
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The Church of the Holy Rosary, Uchira Village, Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania

The Seventh Day Adventist Church, Suiji Village, Killamanjaro Region, Tanzania
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The Church of Christ the King, Sumbawanga, Rukwa Region, Tanzania

The Cathedral of Our Mother of Mercy, Shinyanga, Shinyanga Region, Tanzania
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The Cathedral of St. Matthias, Songea, Ruvuma Region, Tanzania

The Cathedral of St. Stephen, Tabora, Tabora Region, Tanzania
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A Friday mosque, Tabora, Tabora Region, Tanzania

A church in Iyombakuzova Village, Sikonge District, Tabora Region, Tanzania
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The Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Mpanda, Katavi Region, Tanzania

A Church in Gambosi, Bariadi District, Simiyu Region, Tanzania
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A Lutheran church, Singida, Singida Region, Tanzania

The Church of St. Brendan, Kiteti, Singida Region, Tanzania
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The Mbulu Cathedral, Mbulu, Manyara Region, Tanzania

A church in Ndanda, Mtwara Region, Tanzania
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The Masjid Muhammad (2012), Lindi, Lindi Region, Tanzania

Caption: “Hingawali Kath. Kirche”—A Catholic church, Hingawali Village, nr. Lindi, Lindi Region,
Tanzania
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A church in Bagamoyo, Pwani Region, Tanzania

A mosque in Arusha, Arusha Region, Tanzania
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The Church of Christ, Arusha, Arusha Region, Tanzania

The Annunciation of the Theotokos, Arusha, Arusha Region, Tanzania
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An Greek Orthodox church, Kisosora, Tanga Region, Tanzania: two views
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The Al-Khalili Mosque, Chake Chake, Pemba South Region, Tanzania

The Istiqama Mosque, Kiungoni, Micheweni District, Pemba North Region, Tanzania
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A mosque in Takeo, Pemba North Region, Tanzania

The Lutheran church, Mwakidiga Village, Maswa District, Simivu Region, Tanzania
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The Evangelical Lutheran Church, Tunduma Town, Songwe Region, Tanzania

The Pohama Pentacostal Church, Itaja Rural Ward, Singida Region, Tanzania
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The Cathedral of St. Joseph, Zanzibar City, Zanzibar Urban West Region, Tanzania

The Masjid Noor Muhammad, Zanzibar City, Zanzibar Urban West Region, Tanzania
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The Cathedral of St. Joseph, Zanzibar City, Zanzibar Urban West Region, Tanzania: two views
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The North District District A Mkokotoni Regional Forum Hall, Zanzibar North Region, Tanzania

The Kizamkazi Mosque, Mchangani, Zanzibar South Region, Tanzania
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